In this preliminary report the authors compare a part of the phonological systems of Akuapem, Asante, and Fante—the major dialects of Akan. The comparison reveals the features common to all three dialects as well as the features which distinguish the dialects from one another. The description of the phonological systems of these dialects is presented within the framework of generative phonology as developed principally by Chomsky, Halle, and Stanley. Although this study does not attempt to present either a complete grammar or a complete phonology of Akan, a "reasonably complete" treatment of the finite verb is given and deep structures and transformational rules are discussed in relation to certain P-rules. Chapter 1 presents the inventory of systematic phonemes and includes the set of Morpheme Segment Structure Conditions which are to be applied to the dictionary matrices of morphemes. Chapter 2 presents the set of Morpheme Sequence Structure Conditions which apply generally to all formatives. The first chapters thus present all the general lexical redundancies in the language and cover a major part of the phonological constraints. Chapter 3 discusses all the general Phonological Rules which apply to the surface structures of sentences. P-rules applying specifically to the finite verb are discussed in Chapter 4, which also discusses various other aspects of Akan surface structures dominated by the Verb-Phrase node. (JD)
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Preface
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Introduction

0.10 The Akan Language.

The most widely spoken language of Ghana consists of a number of more or less mutually intelligible dialects. Until very recently, when Akan became the official name for the dialects spoken by all the Akan peoples, there was no generally accepted name for the language as a whole. Christaller in 1875 used the name Tshi (Twi), a name which has been widely used for two of the dialects dealt with in this study, Akuapem Twi (hereafter, Akuapem) and Asante Twi (hereafter, Asante). The third dialect dealt with is Fante. Asante and Fante are the most widely spoken Akan dialects. Akuapem is included in this study because of its historical role as the dialect originally selected in 1838 as the written literary standard.

Since 1673, when a book by W. J. Muller was published containing about 500 words of the Fante dialect, these three dialects of Akan have been the subject of serious linguistic investigation. The most complete grammar and dictionary of any Akan dialect are those published by Christaller in 1875 and 1881 respectively. These are based primarily on the Akuapem dialect. Various other studies (cf. bibliography) have contributed greatly to an understanding of the grammatical and phonological structure of one or another of the dialects. It is only very recently, however, that such comparative study of these dialects has been attempted. (As J. M. Stewart pointed out in a paper presented to the Seventh West African Languages Congress, comparative study of the Akan dialects has been stimulated by "the current interest in the problem of unifying Akan orthography.")

The present work is an attempt to compare a part of the phonological systems of Akuapem, Asante, and Fante. Such a comparison must reveal the features common to all three dialects as well as the features which distinguish the dialects from one another. No attempt has been made to reconstruct the common historical antecedents which underlie the different synchronic reflexes. It is possible however, that this study of the present-day phonological
systems of the three dialects may shed some light on the phonological changes which have occurred through time.

0.20 The Model.

The description of the phonological systems of Asante, Akuapem, and Fante will be presented within the framework of generative phonology as developed principally by Chomsky, Halle, and Stanley (cf. bibliography). This model presupposes a complete transformational-generative grammar, of which the phonological component is a dependent part. The entire grammar consists of a syntactic component, a phonological component, and a semantic component. According to one formulation of the theory of transformational grammar, the syntactic component can be further divided into a set of "base rules", a lexicon or dictionary, and a set of "transformational rules". The output of the base rules specifies the "deep structures" of sentences: i.e., all the syntactic features, constituent relations, etc. which are relevant for the semantic interpretation of the sentence. (This interpretation is provided by the semantic component.) The lexicon includes all the morphemes in the language. Each morpheme is represented by a phonological matrix consisting of columns of segments and rows of distinctive features (cf. Sections 1.30, ff.). (In a full grammar, each morpheme is also represented by matrices of syntactic and semantic features.)

The transformational rules operate on deep structures to produce the "surface structures" of sentences. The surface structures of sentences may be represented as a sequence of morphemes with a labeled immediate-constituent structure, e.g.

(1) $[[V[SC[o]]_{ASP[STA[\emptyset]]}_{VR[wo]}_{NP[Kumase]]}]$

where the notation $[[X]$ indicates that the bracketed string $X$ is a string of the category $A$. This can be represented equivalently as a tree diagram:
((1) and (2) above represent the surface structure of the sentence 3wo Kumase 'He's in Kumase'.)

The phonological component of the grammar operates on the surface structures of sentences to convert an abstract representation of an utterance, such as (1), into a representation of the phonetic form of the utterance. Thus, the surface structure representations of sentences must include all the syntactic features that are relevant to the way sentences are pronounced.

In our description, we shall be concerned with characterizing a number of interrelated aspects of Akan phonology, among them: (a) phonological redundancies; (b) the structure of morphemes and morpheme classes; (c) the relation between the representations of morphemes in surface structures (the "systematic phonemic" representation) and in phonetic transcriptions (the "systematic phonetic" representation). The characterization of (a) and (b) will be in the form of a set of conditions which we, following Stanley, shall call Morpheme Structure Conditions (MS Conditions); the characterization of (c) will be in the form of a set of rules called Phonological Rules (P-rules).

The model which we are using will be presented in greater detail below. While it is based primarily on the models of Chomsky, Halle, and Stanley, we have altered these models where we have found it convenient to do so. We make no claims about any theoretical validity for the changes we have introduced.
The Phonological Features.

The contrasting phonological segments of the language will be specified by a set of articulatory distinctive features. We are assuming a universal set of phonetic features such as that proposed by Jakobson and Halle (1956). In making this assumption, we are not necessarily claiming adequacy for the particular set of universal phonetic features we use, which is essentially that of Chomsky and Halle (1968); that is, we are not claiming that a different set of features may not be equally adequate, or perhaps more adequate. (We have, without special comment, changed the definitions of certain features that we have taken from Chomsky and Halle, and have added other features, where we believe that these alterations make for a better characterization of the phonological processes with which we are concerned.) We shall follow the suggestion that on the most abstract level—the systematic-phonemic level—these features are classificatory in nature, and that each feature is defined by two values, ‘+’ and ‘-’.

The following features will be used. Those marked by an asterisk are the distinctive features which will be necessary to specify the dictionary matrices of morphemes. Where the definition of a feature mentions only the ‘+’ value, the negative value of the feature is defined as absence of the quality stated.

Segmental Features

Distinctive Segmental Features

1. *Vocalic: [+Vocalic] segments include vowels and liquids; [-Vocalic] segments include true consonants and glides.

2. *Consonantal: [+Consonantal] segments include true consonants and liquids; [-Consonantal] segments include vowels and glides.

3. *Coronal [+Coronal] segments are those produced with the blade of the tongue raised from its 'neutral' position. Dentals, alveolars, and palatal consonants are [+Coronal], as are front non-low...
vowels, and the glide /j/. Non-coronal segments include the labial and velar consonants, the glides /w/ and /h/, and the back and low vowels.

*4. +Back: [+Back] segments are produced with the back of the tongue retracted. In Akan only the velar consonants, the glides /h/ and /w/, and the back vowels are [+Back]; all other consonants and glides and the front vowels are [-Back].

*5. +High: Segments in which the body of the tongue is raised above the 'neutral' position are classified as [+High]. These include the velar, palatal, and palatalized consonants, the glides /j/ and /w/, and the high vowels; [-High] segments include alveolar, dental, and labial consonants, the glide /h/, and the mid or low vowels.

*6. +Low: [+Low] segments in Akan include the glides /h/ and [?], and the low vowels. These are produced by lowering the body of tongue below the 'neutral' position.

*7. +Continuant: [+Continuant] segments are those in which the air stream passes through the oral cavity without being completely stopped. Continuants are the vowels, glides, liquids, and fricative consonants; noncontinuants include stops, nasal consonants, and affricates.

*8. +Voiced: [+Voiced] segments are produced with vibrating vocal cords and include the vowels, the glides /w/ and /j/, the liquids, and the voiced consonants; [-Voiced] (voiceless) segments include the glides /h/ and [?], and the voiceless consonants.
9. **+Tense:** [+Tense] segments are produced with greater force and muscular tension, and in Akan are those vowels which are produced with an advanced tongue position (Stewart, 1967); [-Tense] vowels are those not produced with this advanced tongue position. In Akan this feature is restricted to vowels.

10. **±Nasal:** [+Nasal] segments are produced with a lowered velum and include nasal consonants and nasalized vowels; [-Nasal] (oral) segments are produced with a raised velum.

11. **±Tone:** [+Tone] segments are those with contrastive high tone; [-Tone] segments are those with contrastive low tone. In the phonological matrices, tone is distinctive only for [+Vocalic] segments (vowels). (Phonological Rules will spread tone to other segments, and will further specify scalar tonal values; e.g., the 'mid' or 'drop' tone will be differentiated on the systematic phonetic level.)

**Redundant Segmental Features**

12. **+Sonorant:** [+Sonorant] segments include vowels, the glides /w/ and /j/, the liquids /r/ and /l/, and the nasal consonants; [-Sonorant] segments (obstruents) include non-nasal consonants and the glide /h/.

13. **±Anterior**

14. **±Round:** [+Round] segments are produced with lip rounding and include labialized consonants and rounded vowels.
15. **±Palatal:** [+Palatal] segments are produced with the front of the tongue raised toward the hard palate; [-Back,-Low] vowels, palatalized non-vowels, and the glide /j/ are [+Palatal]; all other segments are [-Palatal].

16. **±Strident:** [+Strident] segments are [-Sonorant:] continuants and affricates; [-Strident] segments are plosives and sonorants. (Stridency is a feature restricted to non-vowels.)

17. **±Delayed Release:** This feature is restricted to sounds produced with complete closure, and distinguishes affricates from plosives, with the former being segments marked by a slow rather than an abrupt release, producing friction after the release of the stop closure.

18. **±Glottal Constriction:** In Akan only the phonetic glottal stop is marked by the feature [+Glottal Constriction].

**0.32 Non-Segmental Features**

19. **±Segment:** This feature distinguishes systematic phonemic segments which are marked [+Segment], from boundary units which are marked [-Segment].

[-Segments] are further divided into the following boundaries:

20. **±Syllable Boundary (SB):** Symbolized as '－'

21. **±Formative Boundary (FB):** Symbolized as '+' (formative and morpheme are near-equivalents)

22. **±Word Boundary (WB):** Symbolized as '#'

23. **±Phrase Boundary (PB):** Symbolized by a comma ','

24. **±Sentence Boundary (SnB):** Symbolized by a period '.'
The Boundaries ([−Segments]) 20 through 24 are hierarchal. That is, a [+SpB] implies the presence of all other boundary features; a [+PB] implies the presence of [+WB], [+FB], [+SB]; a [+WB] implies [+FB], [+SB]; and a [+FB] implies [+SB].

0.40 The Morpheme Structure Conditions.

Like all languages, the Akan dialects reveal a high degree of phonological redundancy. In the model we are using, this redundancy is characterized by a set of Morpheme Structure (MS) Conditions. We shall be concerned with three types of redundancy: (a) constraints on the combinations of phonological features which occur in individual segments (which are stated by a subset of MS Conditions called Segment Structure Conditions); (b) constraints on the sequences of segments or features which can occur within one morpheme (which are stated by a subset of MS Conditions called Sequence Structure Conditions); (c) constraints on combinations of (a) and (b) as they relate to different morpheme classes. The following are examples of these three types:

(a) Voicing is a redundant feature for Akan fricatives. Thus sa and fa are possible, whereas *za and *va are not. In terms of the features listed above we can state that all

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Consonantal}] \\
[-\text{Vocalic}] \\
[+\text{Continuant}] 
\end{array}
\] segments are [−Voiced]

(When features occur in vertical order enclosed in square brackets, this is to be interpreted as a set of simultaneous features occurring in one segment. When features occur in horizontal order, this is to be interpreted as features belonging to sequential segments.)

(b) The feature [Vocalic] is redundant for primary syllable-initial segments, and for the second segment in a primary syllable. The initial segments are all [−Vocalic] (glides or true consonants) and the second segments of these syllables are all [+Vocalic] (vowels).
(c) Verb roots are either monosyllabic or disyllabic, i.e. are of one of the two following shapes: 

\[ = X = \], or \[ = X = X = \]. Here \( X \) contains no \([+SB]\). (For exceptions, cf. Section 4.78.)

In dealing with redundancies of these kinds by means of MS Conditions, we follow Stanley, who states: "For every significant generalization that can be made about the morphemes of the language there is a corresponding MS Condition." We also follow Stanley in making a formal distinction between MS Conditions of two types: "If-Then Conditions" (I-TC) and "Positive Conditions" (PC). (We have not found a need for Stanley's third type of MS Condition, "Negative Conditions").

0.41 If-Then Conditions.

An I-T Condition requires two parts, which are somewhat similar to the two parts of a transformational rule in the syntactic component. One must state the structural description of the dictionary matrix to which the condition applies (the 'If') and the structural change which takes place (the 'Then').

The fact that there are no voiced fricatives in Akan (a Segment Structure constraint) can be stated as an I-T Condition:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I:} & \quad [+\text{Consonantal}] \\
& \quad [+\text{Continuant}] \\
\downarrow \\
\text{T:} & \quad [-\text{Voiced}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The above condition is to be interpreted as follows: If a segment is both \([+\text{Consonantal}]\) and \([+\text{Continuant}]\), it is also \([-\text{Voiced}]\). Thus, the feature specifying voicing can be left blank in the dictionary matrix of any morpheme which contains as one of its segments \([s]\) or \([f]\). Since the If part of the condition will match the dictionary matrix, the condition applies and the blank for the feature \([\text{Voiced}]\) will be filled in automatically as a minus.

An I-T Condition can also be stated for sequential constraints. One generalization which will be discussed in chapter 4 is that the initial segment of the second
syllable of a disyllabic Verb Root must be a true consonant, (i.e. \([-\text{Vocalic}, +\text{Consonantal}\])). This can be stated by the following I-T Condition:

\[
\begin{align*}
I: & \quad v_{B}[X = [\quad] X] \\
T: & \quad [+\text{Consonantal}]
\end{align*}
\]

Since the MS Conditions are unordered, whenever one is applicable it will be mapped onto any lexical matrix which is a submatrix of the matrix specified in the Condition. Thus a matrix which is marked [+Consonantal] by the above condition will still have unspecified the value for the feature [Vocalic]. By a Segment Structure Condition (of the If-Then type), all [+Consonantal] segments in Akan are also [-Vocalic]. Thus, in the lexical matrix of all disyllabic Verb Roots, the initial segment of the second syllable will have blanks in the cells for the features [Consonantal] and [Vocalic]. These blanks will be filled by the Sequence Structure and Segment Structure Conditions just discussed.

0.42 Positive Conditions.

Stanley states that "each positive condition consists simply of an incompletely specified matrix." For example, we would like to show that all the vowels in any one morpheme are either tense or lax. This may be stated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PC:} & \quad + X [+]\text{Vocalic}]^\ast X + \\
\ast & \quad \text{x does not include a +.}
\end{align*}
\]

(As was noted in Section 0.52, a plus represents Morpheme Boundary. The asterisk is to be interpreted as a symbol for iteration: i.e., in this case, the condition applies to any number of segments of the specified type within a single morpheme. The alpha is a variable ranging over plus and minus: i.e., for every occurrence of \(a\) in a rule, \(a = +\), or \(a = -\); \(-a\) then assumes the opposite value of that assigned to \(a\). In other conditions and rules, additional Greek letters—beta (\(\beta\)), gamma (\(\gamma\)), etc.—are similarly used.)
Stating this positive condition permits us to mark only one vowel in a dictionary matrix for the feature \textit{Tense}. It does not matter which vowel is marked. Since tenseness is a property of the entire morpheme we do not want to state this fact in an I-T Condition which would have to stipulate the particular segment, but rather show by a positive condition that the feature applies to all vowels. We will mark the first vowel for this feature in the dictionary matrices, but it should be understood that this is an arbitrary decision, and that we could just as easily have chosen to mark the last vowel instead. It is the condition itself which makes the generalization and not the dictionary matrices, and therefore we need not be concerned about which segment is marked.

0.42, 0.43

Further Remarks on Redundancy.

The cells of the phonological matrices in the lexicon can be specified as either '+' or '-' or can be left blank. A blank is not to be considered a third value. Specifically, a blank in any cell in the dictionary matrix of a morpheme represents a redundant specification: i.e., a + or - which is predictable from the MS Conditions. The dictionary matrices will therefore represent non-redundant specifications of the segments which comprise them. According to the Stanley model, once all the matrices have been matched with the MS Conditions, all features will be specified by one of the binary values. That is, no blanks will remain. We shall depart from the model in this respect, since we believe that the features of certain segments cannot be specified in any non-arbitrary fashion. For example, the negative morpheme in Akan is a low-tone nasal prefix -N-. Phonetically it is realized as a nasal consonant homorganic with the consonant that follows it. One could arbitrarily assign any point of articulation, e.g. [+Coronal] (/n/), and then by a later P-Rule adjust the features to agree with the articulatory features of the following consonant. We believe that this would fail to capture a generality which is present: i.e., that the negative prefix is unmarked for point of articulation. If it were the case that in a phonetic meta-theory the alveolar nasal was designated as the "unmarked" nasal in all languages, it might be reasonable to mark all such neutralized features with the unmarked values. Since to date the markedness of features has not been established in any general phonetic theory, we shall
leave such features unmarked not only in the lexicon but also in surface structure representations of sentences. (In other words, such neutralized features acquire a specification only as a result of the application of P-Rules.)

In summary, then, we can see that given a sample of the lexicon which is inclusive enough to illustrate all the major segments and constraints of the language, and given the set of MS Conditions, all the significant generalizations about phonological redundancies will be revealed. That is, the set of MS Conditions (Segment Structure and Sequence Structure) should permit the most economical representation of the dictionary matrices: i.e., matrices in which occur the largest number of blanks.

Furthermore, the Sequence Structure Conditions formalize what Firth called the polysystemic nature of language: the fact that only certain contrasts are found in specific places within the morpheme. For example, the Sequence Structure Conditions on Akan root morphemes provide a formal account of the fact that vowels are never in contrast with non-vowels, of the fact that the possible contrasts of syllable-final consonants are much more limited than those of syllable-initial consonants, etc.

0.50 The Phonological Rules.

The input to the set of phonological (P) Rules will be the surface structures of the sentences generated by the syntactic component. These will be labeled and bracketed strings of morphemes (cf. Section 0.20), with the morphemes represented by systematic-phonemic matrices. The P-rules will map each such string onto a representation of the sentence at the systematic-phonetic level. The P-rules may change feature values (a '+' to a '-', or vice versa), may add or delete whole segments, may permute segments, may introduce new features by adding new rows, etc. The P-rules may also substitute integers (representing relative scalar values) for a '+' or '. For example, the underlying forms of morphemes (dictionary matrices) can be specified by marking tone bearing units as contrasting in a binary fashion, either high [+Tone] or low [-Tone]. It is an important phonetic fact, however, that a "downdrift" occurs, such that, whenever a low tone
intervenes between two high tones, the second high tone is lower than the first, and whenever a high tone intervenes between two low tones, the second low tone is lower than the first. This phenomenon will be revealed by the P-rules, so that the final phonetic output will be marked for relative tone as well as contrastive tone. Furthermore, there are certain phonological phenomena which do not apply to a single morpheme, but which do apply across morpheme boundaries. All such phenomena will be specified by P-rules.

The P-rules will be linearly ordered. They will also be cyclical. A cycle consists of a sequence of ordered rules which are applied in the following fashion: first the rules are applied to the innermost immediate constituents of the utterance. Once the rules have applied, the brackets are erased. Then the rules are applied to the next innermost IC's etc., until no more brackets remain. For example, given the utterance cited above Owo Kumase 'He's in Kumase' with the structure:

\[
S[V[P[V[SC[\emptyset]ASP[STA[\emptyset]]VR[w\emptyset]]NP[Kumase]]]]
\]

the rules first apply to \(STA[\emptyset]\), and then, on a second cycle, to \(SC[\emptyset], ASP[\emptyset]\), and \(VR[w\emptyset]\). When the brackets are erased, the third cycle of the rules applies to \(V[\emptyset w\emptyset]\) and \(NP[Kumase]\). Again the brackets are erased, and the fourth cycle applies to \(VR[\emptyset w\emptyset w\emptyset]\). Finally, a fifth cycle of the rules applies to \(S[\emptyset w\emptyset w\emptyset Kumase]\).

The P-rules will have the following general form:

\[ A \rightarrow B/X_1 Y_1 \]

The arrow (\(\rightarrow\)) means 'rewrite as' or 'replace by'. The slash (/) means 'in the environment of'. Thus, the rule above is to be interpreted as: "Replace A by B when A is preceded by X and followed by Y." Furthermore, this rule is to be interpreted in such a way that all non-redundant features of A which are not specifically mentioned in the rule remain unchanged. (For the effect of P-rules on redundant features, cf. Section 0.51.) For example, a P-rule such as:

\[ [\text{-Low}] \rightarrow [\text{aBack}] / [-] (C) [\text{aBack}] \]
(where \( V = \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ -\text{Consonantal} \end{bmatrix} \), ( ) = optionally present, and 
\( C = \begin{bmatrix} -\text{Vocalic} \\ +\text{Consonantal} \end{bmatrix} \))

is to be interpreted as follows: rewrite all \([-\text{Low}]\)
(high or mid) vowels as \([-\text{Back}]\) (front) vowels before an
optional consonant followed by a \([-\text{Back}]\) vowel, and rewrite
all \([-\text{Low}]\) vowels as \([+\text{Back}]\) vowels before an optional
consonant followed by a \([+\text{Back}]\) vowel. Non-redundant fea-
tures of the vowels remain unchanged; e.g., high vowels
remain high, mid vowels remain mid, nasalized vowels remain
nasalized, etc.

It should be noted that in P-rules of the form given
above A and B are units which represent whole segments, or
specific features of segments. Since P-rules can add seg-
ments or delete segments, and add and delete features, A
and B may be null. Thus we may have a rule where B is
null (\( B = \emptyset \)):

\[
V \rightarrow \emptyset /\_
\]

Or we may have a rule where A is null. Such a rule is
needed for underlying monosyllabic verb stems with the
structure CVC which have as surface structures the phonetic
form CV.CV. This can be stated by a rule of the general
form:

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow V /_{VR} [CVC]
\]

(The specific rule will of course state the features of the
vowel to be added.)

The context or environment represented by X and Y in
the formula given above may represent labeled category
brackets, features, or segments, or may also be null. This
is necessary since some rules will pertain only to certain
IC classes, other rules will refer to phonetic contexts,
and other rules will have no contextual restrictions.

It is obvious from the above that there is no one-to-
one correspondence between the systematic-phonemic matrices
and the systematic-phonetic matrices. In some cases seg-
ments which have identical specifications in the systematic-
phonemic matrices will have distinct systematic-phonetic
matrices. In other cases, the reverse will be true. We believe that such a position has been fully justified in previous publications.

The necessity for linearly ordered rules can be illustrated in Akan by the following example.

A /u/ which occurs as the first vowel of a diphthong in a lexical matrix is always deleted. This deletion, however, must occur after the /u/ has labialized the preceding non-vowel. For example, the underlying representation of the word hwe [çuɛ] 'look at' is /huɛ/. By the labialization rule the /h/ becomes labialized before /u/. The /u/ is then deleted, and the consonant becomes palatalized before /s/. The following derivation shows the ordering which takes place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/huɛ/</th>
<th>Underlying form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[mhuɛ]</td>
<td>Labialization rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hwɛ]</td>
<td>[U]-Deletion rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[çuɛ]</td>
<td>Palatalization rule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the [U]-deletion rule occurred prior to the labialization rule, the context for labialization would not be present and no labialization could occur.

As will be shown in the sections below, the ordering of P-rules is necessary in many other cases.

After all the P-rules have been applied any remaining boundary elements are removed. The final output will then be the sentence in phonetic transcription.

Our view of the phonetic transcription follows that of Chomsky and Halle (1968):

(The phonetic transcription is not) a record of what is overtly present in the signal, but rather...a representation of what the speaker of a language knows about the phonetic properties of an utterance by virtue of his knowledge of the surface structure of the sentence and of the rules of the phonological component.
It is suggested by Chomsky and Halle that in the final systematic-phonetic matrices which represent a sentence all + and - feature values should be given final scalar values. In our description such values will be used only for tone. For example, we will not specify by an integral value the duration of voicing or the degree of nasalization.

0.51 **Extension of MS Conditions to P-Rule Output.**

As was noted in Sections 0.41 and 0.42, the MS conditions are applied to (mapped onto) all matrices in the surface structure representations of sentences prior to the application of the P-rules. We shall find, however, that some of the MS conditions apply to strings which are the output of P-rules, as well as to those which are the input to this component of the grammar. To repeat these conditions as P-rules, or to specify the redundant features in P-rules, would not only be uneconomical but would obscure the generality concerning the redundancies which persist. We therefore include the convention that when a feature is specified as redundant in the MS rules, it remains redundant with the application of the P-rules, if the non-redundant feature is changed and the redundant feature is not mentioned. For example, at the systematic-phonemic level all [-Back] vowels in Akan are redundantly [-Round], and are so specified in the MS Segment Structure Conditions. If a P-rule changes the feature specification of a vowel from [+Back] to [-Back] and does not mention the feature [Round], this implies that the segment which was redundantly [+Round] becomes [-Round] simultaneously with the change of the backness feature. However, if a feature which is redundant in the underlying lexical matrix is specifically mentioned in a P-rule, the MS conditions will not reapply. Thus, a P-rule designed to change the [+High,+Back,+Round] vowel [u] to its [-Back] counterpart [ü] (a segment type that does not occur as a systematic phoneme in Akan, but that does occur at the systematic-phonetic level) must explicitly mention the retained specification of the feature [Round]: i.e.,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  \text{+High} \\
  \text{+Back} \\
  \text{+Round} \\
  \text{...}
\end{bmatrix}
\rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
  \text{[-Back]} \\
  \text{+/Round}/X
\end{bmatrix}
\]
Syntactic and Diacritic Features.

In addition to the phonological features discussed in Sections 0.30 through 0.32, phonological matrices may include features of two other types: syntactic features and diacritic features.

Syntactic and diacritic features are properties of the entire formative. If a formative belongs to the syntactic category Verb Root (VR), this then becomes a syntactic feature of each segment of the formative, and by convention each segment is marked [+VR] (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968, pp. 174-176). We shall find that this is a necessary convention in applying the MS Conditions and the P-rules. On the other hand, we shall also find that there are some formatives which are exceptions to the general conditions and rules. These will constitute a very small subset of the entire lexicon, and we would fail to reveal the major generalities about the phonology of Akan if we did not in some way exclude these exceptions. For example, in disyllabic Verb Roots we shall see that if the vowel of the second syllable is a high back vowel, /U/, the vowel of the first syllable must also be /U/. We have found one exception to this condition: the Verb Root kamfo /kábfók/ 'praise'. Each segment of this VR will therefore be marked [-Sg SC n] (minus Sequence Structure Condition n), where n is the number of the Condition which does not apply. This is a diacritic feature, and a property of the entire morpheme. Where formatives are regular, i.e. not exceptions, by convention each segment will automatically be considered as marked [+MSC n] or [+P m], where n and m stand for the numbers of the MS Conditions and P-rules.

The Treatment of Dialect Differences.

The theory of generative grammar of which generative phonology is one part has primarily been conceived of as a description of the knowledge of an ideal speaker-hearer of one dialect. Our attempt to use this model to describe and compare three distinct dialects therefore creates new problems. The solutions which have been adopted here are, for the most part, ad hoc solutions, but ones which we believe can adequately reveal the similarities and the regularities which are found in the three dialects, and which
at the same time permit the simplest method of differentiating between the different dialects. The base forms (dictionary matrices) of the morphemes are constructed with the aim of formulating a set of MS Conditions and P-rules with the widest range of applicability to all three dialects. Some number of rules will apply to all the dialects, others to two of the three, and still others will be restricted to one dialect. This is unavoidable since a comparative study of Akan reveals some innovations which are common to the dialects and other innovations unique to a single dialect. (Further comparative work might make it possible to postulate a set of base forms which more directly represent reconstructed proto-Akan morphemes.) In the sections to follow, the rules which apply to all dialects will be unmarked; those which have specific dialect application will be marked Ak for Akuapem, As for Asante, and Fa for Fante.

An alternative solution would have been to start with one of the dialects as basic and after deriving the surface and phonetic forms of this dialect, construct a set of transfer rules to derive the other dialects. We rejected this approach since we concluded that such a description would lead to fewer insights regarding both the diachronic and synchronic phonology of Akan.

0.80 The Organization of the Text.

This study does not attempt to present either a complete grammar or a complete phonology of Akan. Our syntactic characterization of sentences will, in general, be limited to those parts of Akan surface structures which are relevant to the phonology of the language. (In certain cases, however, it will be necessary to refer to the deep structures of sentences and the transformational rules which permit the operation of the P-rules. Such syntactic base rules and transformational rules as are necessary will be presented in the relevant sections.) Our phonology is reasonably complete only with respect to the phonology of the finite verb (which is, however, easily the most complex part of the Akan phonological system). Other parts of the phonological system are given less attention, or, in some cases (e.g., the phonology of ideophones), none.

Chapter 1 presents the inventory of systematic phonemes. It also includes the set of Morpheme Segment
Structure Conditions which are to be applied to (mapped onto) the dictionary matrices of morphemes.

Chapter 2 presents the set of Morpheme Sequence Structure Conditions which apply generally to all formatives. (Those applying only to the Verb Root are presented in Chapter 4.) Chapters 1 and 2 between them thus present all the general lexical redundancies in the Akan language, and cover a major part of the phonological constraints of the language.

Chapter 3 discusses all the general Phonological Rules which apply to the surface structures of sentences. P-rules which apply specifically to the finite verb are discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter also discusses various other aspects of Akan surface structures dominated by the node VP (Verb Phrase).

Finally, an Appendix presents the set of all of the ordered P-rules (those discussed in Chapters 3 and 4).

0.90 Symbols Defined.

V Any 'true' vowel, i.e. a segment which is
   [ +Vocalic
   -Consonantal ]

G Any non-vowel, i.e. a segment which is [ -Vocalic ]
   or [ +Consonantal ]—a true consonant, liquid, or glide

N Any nasal consonant, i.e. a segment which is
   [ +Consonantal ], or an archisegment which is
   [ +Segment ]
   [+Nasal]

G A glide, i.e. a segment which is [ -Vocalic
   -Consonantal]

L A liquid, i.e. a segment which is [ +Vocalic
   +Consonantal ]
\( \tilde{v} \) A nasalized vowel, i.e. a segment which is
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \\
[-\text{Consonantal}] \\
[+\text{Nasal}]
\end{array}
\]
\( \emptyset \) Zero, or a null segmental element
\( \acute{x} \) The acute accent represents high tone.
\( \grave{x} \) The grave accent represents low tone.
\( \check{x} \) The vertical accent represents 'drop' or 'mid' tone.

\( \{A,E,I,O,U\} \) Cover symbols for vowel archi-segments, all of which are \([\pm \text{Tense}, \pm \text{Nasal}, \pm \text{Tone}]\)

\( A \) Vowel segment which is \([-\text{Back}, +\text{Low}]\)

\( E \) Vowel segment which is \([-\text{Back}, -\text{High}, -\text{Low}]\)

\( I \) Vowel segment which is \([-\text{Back}, +\text{High}]\)

\( O \) Vowel segment which is \([+\text{Back}, -\text{High}, -\text{Low}]\)

\( U \) Vowel segment which is \([+\text{Back}, +\text{High}]\)

// Systematic-phonemic representation; i.e. the dictionary matrix after the blanks have been filled in by the MS Conditions

[ ] Systematic-phonetic representations, or any representation between the systematic-phonemic and systematic-phonetic representations; i.e., any representation reflecting the application of any P-rules
(Note: In the text, where a systematic phonemic or systematic phonetic transcription is used, e.g. /hu\(\tilde{u}\)/ or [\(\check{\text{yu}}\)], this is to be understood as a shorthand version for the feature matrices.)

\( \rightarrow \) 'Replace by' or 'Rewrite as', e.g. \( A \rightarrow B \) means 'Replace A by B' or 'Rewrite A as B'
'In the environment of', e.g. (1) A → B/X__\(\text{Y}\)
(2) A → B/___X, (3) A → B/X__.
Read (1) as 'Replace A by B when A follows X and precedes Y', or XAY → XYB
(2) means AX → BX, or 'Replace A by B when it occurs before X'
(3) means YA → XB, or 'Replace A by B when it occurs after X'.

Feature specification for one segment, e.g.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_1 \\
F_2 \\
\vdots \\
F_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[ [+F_1] \rightarrow [-F_1] +F_2 \]
\[ [-F_3] \]

when \(F_1\) occurs in a segment where \(F_2\) is specified as +, and \(F_3\) is specified as -.

Optional element. e.g. A → B/(C)V 'Replace A by B when A occurs before CV, or when A occurs before V. The use of parentheses in a rule thus is an abbreviation for two rules. The rule given above collapses the two rules: (1) A → B/___C, and (2) A → B/___V

When a rule includes an optional element, first apply the rule with the option chosen. Since these are ordered rules, if one is applied, the other cannot apply.

Select one of the items within the braces. This is also a schematic notation which collapses rules. e.g.

\[
A \rightarrow B/\begin{bmatrix}
C \\
D
\end{bmatrix}
\]

represents the following two rules: (1) A → B/___C, (2) A → B/___D. If the output after applying (1) fits the conditions for application of (2), apply (2).

\(a, b, v, \ldots\) Variables stand for either + or -. e.g.

\[
F_1 \rightarrow aF_1/\_aF_2
\]

'If \(F_2\) is +, then \(F_1\) is +, and if \(F_2\) is -, then \(F_1\) is -.
\[ F_1 \rightarrow -F_2/\vec{a} \]

If \( F_2 \) is +, then \( F_1 \) is -, and if \( F_2 \) is -, then \( F_1 \) is +.

<>

Angled brackets used in \( P \)-rules specify that if one item is chosen, the other must also be chosen, e.g.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
+F_1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
/ \begin{bmatrix}
+F_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

This means that if \( F_4 \) in the preceding segment is not +, then \( F_3 \) will remain unchanged.

When a rule includes angled brackets, first apply the rule with the items in the brackets chosen. If a rule includes both parentheses and angled brackets, expand the parentheses before the angled brackets.
Chapter 1
Segment Structure

1.10 Contrasting Segments.

Twenty-seven contrasting segments (systematic phonemes) are needed to differentiate all possible morphemes in Akan: eight true consonants (C), /p, b, t, d, k, g, s, f/; three glides (G), /j, w, h/; and sixteen vowels (V), /i, i, ï, ï, ä, ë, ë, u, û, û, û, û, û, û, û, û/. Ten segmental binary features are needed to specify these segments: [Vocalic], [Consonantal], [Continuant], [Back], [Coronal], [Voiced], [High], [Low], [Nasal], [Tense]. Besides these ten distinctive features, the following four redundant features will be specified by Morpheme Structure Conditions, and will be utilized in the Phonological Rules to define classes of sounds and to produce the systematic-phonetic output: [Sonorant], [Anterior], [Round], and [Palatal]. (The other three redundant segmental features listed in Section 0.32—[Strident], [Glottal Constriction], and [Delayed Release]—are introduced by P-rules.)

Underlying morphemes in Akan are also differentiated by the presence or absence of high tone, which is marked in the lexicon only for vowel segments. Thus each of the above vowel segments will be marked by the feature [+Tone], or [-Tone], with [+Tone] signifying high tone or pitch, and [-Tone] signifying low tone or pitch.

An inventory of the contrasting segmental units, with all features exclusive of tone marked, is given in Table 1.

It should be kept in mind that the segments listed in Table 1 are those needed for the underlying systematic-phonemic matrices of Akan formatives, and that segments of other kinds may occur in the final phonetic matrices which result from the application of the P-rules. Thus, for example, while there are no underlying palatalized or labialized non-vowel segments, such segments do result from applying certain P-rules to surface structures. Similarly, while there are no underlying nasal non-vowels, voiced non-vowels
Table 1
FULLY SPECIFIED SYSTEMATIC PHONEMES OF AKAN
(Tone not included)

(*We believe, for reasons stated in Section 1.23, that the specifications
[iTense] are actually irrelevant to non-vowels in Akan. These specifica-
tions are included in the table, however, in conformity with the model
with which we are working, which requires that all segments be specified
for all features.)
preceding nasalized vowels will be realized phonetically as nasals as a result of the application of a P-rule. For example, the underlying matrix of the Verb Root ma 'give' may be represented (after certain Morpheme Structure Conditions have applied) as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Vocalic</th>
<th>Consonantal</th>
<th>Coronal</th>
<th>Back</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Continuant</th>
<th>Voiced</th>
<th>Tense*</th>
<th>Nasal</th>
<th>Tone*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*The features [Tense] and [Tone] are applicable only to vowels.)

The first column contains a minus in the row representing the feature [Nasal], while the second column of the matrix contains a plus in this row, specifying the nasality of the vowel segment. A P-rule will change the - to a + in the first column, by virtue of the nasality of the following vowel. In other words, nasality of non-vowels is predictable by rule, and thus need not be specified at the systematic-phonemic level. By limiting the underlying segments to only the distinctive features, we reveal phonological generalities about Akan through explicit statements as provided by the P-rules. (In the case of the nasal non-vowels, an alternative solution would have been to treat nasality as a redundant feature of non-vowels preceding nasalized vowels, and to use the MS Conditions rather than the P-rules, to reveal the generality. However, this would have necessitated a larger inventory of systematic phonemes than we believe is necessary.)
It should also be kept in mind that a number of the features which are needed to contrast certain underlying segments are redundant in the case of certain other segments: i.e., they can be predicted from the presence of other features in the segment. Since such features are predictable, blanks may be left in the cells of lexical matrices which correspond to these features, providing we formally state the conditions by which the cells may be filled in. Such conditions are the Segment Structure Conditions. There are also certain features that are never distinctive: i.e., that are never needed to contrast underlying segments. Certain of these features will also be specified by the Segment Structure Conditions. (The remaining non-distinctive features are inserted by P-rules.)

By stating 21 Segment Structure Conditions we are able to leave blanks in 263 of the 378 cells in the matrix of Table 1. Every blank which appears in the lexicon, and which can be filled in by a matching process which matches the lexical matrices to these stated conditions, reveals a generalization about the phonology of Akan.

1.20 Segment Structure Conditions.

All of the Segment Structure Conditions (SgSCs) are If-Then Conditions (cf. Section 0.41). In our presentation of these conditions, we shall first cover conditions that specify some of the ten distinctive features. Conditions specifying such features for vowels will be presented in Section 1.21, those for glides in Section 1.22, and those for true consonants in Section 1.23. Finally, in Section 1.24, we shall present the SgSCs which specify four non-distinctive features.

In our presentation, we shall not always attempt to state SgSCs in their simplest or most elegant form. Instead, our aim will be to state the conditions in such a way as to reveal with maximum clarity the redundancies relevant to each class of sounds. Thus one rule pertaining to vowels states that all vowels are redundantly continuants, and another rule pertaining to glides states that all glides are also redundantly continuants. These two rules could have been combined as follows:
I: [-Consonantal]
\[\downarrow\]
T: [+Continuant]

But we have preferred instead to treat the redundancy for vowels and that for glides separately.

1.21 Segment Structure Conditions for Vowels.

There are five vowel archisegments represented in underlying (dictionary) matrices, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-Back</th>
<th>+Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+High-Back</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-High-Back</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-High+Low</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Each of these archisegments may be divided into tense and lax vowels, and the non-mid vowels may be further divided into oral and nasal vowels. (The mid vowels are all oral vowels.) The complete inventory of phonological vowels (with the exception of tone) is shown in Table 3.
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-Back</th>
<th></th>
<th>+Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+Tense</td>
<td>-Tense</td>
<td>+Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+High</td>
<td>ñ-i</td>
<td>ñ-ñ</td>
<td>ñ+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Low</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-High</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Low</td>
<td>ñ-ñ</td>
<td>ñ-ñ</td>
<td>ñ+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Low</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-Nasal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Some of the features shown in Table 3 are redundant. These redundancies, as well as certain other redundancies involving features not shown in Table 3, are stated in Segment Structure Conditions 1 through 5 below.

SgSC 1: I: [+Vocalic]
        ↓
        T: [-Consonantal] [+Voiced] [+Continuant]

This condition states that all [+Vocalic] segments are true vowels: i.e., there are no liquids in the underlying forms of Akan morphemes. It states further that there are no voiceless vowels, and that all vowels are continuants.

(It is true that the surface forms of Akan utterances have segments which are phonetically realized as the liquid [r]: e.g., kyere [tçirè] 'show', Ak-As horo [hurù]/Fa [hùr?] 'wash'. Such occurrences of [r] result from the operation of two P-rules: P 15, which replaces a /d/ between oral vowels by [r], and P 03, which replaces a final /t/ by [r]. P 15 is applied in the derivation of
[tširé] from underlying /kìdè/ and P 03 is applied in the derivation of Ak-As [hurú]/Fa [hur?] from underlying /hút/.

SgSC 2:  I: [+Vocalic]  
         [+Back]  
         ↓  
         T: [-Coronal]  
             [-Low]

This condition states that all Akan back vowels are non-low vowels, and that back vowels are non-coronal. (Given the definition that [+Coronal] sounds are "produced with the blade of the tongue raised from its neutral position" (Chomsky and Halle, 1968, p. 304), back vowels, which are produced by raising the body of the tongue, rather than the blade, must necessarily be classified as [-Coronal].)

SgSC 3:  I: [+Vocalic]  
         [+Low]  
         ↓  
         T: [-Back]  
             [-Coronal]  
             [-High]

This condition states, first, that those vowels which are distinctively low are all classified as front vowels. (For a justification of the decision to classify the low vowels of Akan as [-Back], cf. Section 1.24, Segment Structure Condition 20.) Second, it states that all such vowels are non-coronal. (The non-coronal redundancy of the underlying low tense vowels will in some cases be changed by P-rules, which will differentiate between a low tense coronal vowel [ə] and a low tense non-coronal vowel [ə].) Finally, this condition also states that low vowels cannot be high vowels. (This part of the rule, as well as its counterpart in the next rule ([+High] → [-Low]), will have to be stated in any phonology unless a set of universal marking conditions are utilized which would include the fact that:
At the present time such a set of universal marking conditions has merely been suggested, and is very incomplete. We are therefore required to state the incompatibility of the specifications [+High] and [+Low] for vowels.

SgSC 4: I: [+Vocalic]
       [+High]
       [-Back]
       ↓
T: [-Low]
   [+Coronal]

This condition states that a high vowel cannot be low (see above) and also that a front high vowel is redundantly coronal. (In the discussion on the features given by Chomsky and Halle (1968), they suggest that all vowels are redundantly [-Coronal]. However, their suggested correlate of the feature [Coronal] (see above) would appear to contradict this, since certainly in the articulation of high or mid front vowels the blade of the tongue is raised above the neutral position. Furthermore, we have found that by utilizing the intrinsic phonetic content of the feature, we are able to state a number of the P-rules in a way which seems to provide a linguistically significant generalization which otherwise could not be stated.)

SgSC 5: I: [+Vocalic]
       [-High]
       [-Low]
       ↓
T: [-Nasal]

This condition states that the mid vowels /s, e, ɔ, o/ are intrinsically non-nasal. Phonetically, when they
precede a nasal segment, the velum may lower during the articulation of the vowel; phonologically, there are no morphemes which are distinguished by contrasts between nasal and oral vowels of this set. Furthermore, there are no morphemes which contain a nasal consonant followed by a vowel from this class. Since we are predicting all prevocalic nasal consonants from a following nasal vowel, this is further justification both for the lack of nasal consonants in the underlying matrices and for this Segment Structure Condition. (A few words, such as Ak-As anõpa [ànõpá] 'morning', would seem to constitute exceptions. The root of anõpa, i.e., -nõpa, is a compound derived ultimately from da [dá] 'day' and -pe [pá] 'good, genuine'. The plural of da is Ak-As nna [ǹná]/Fa nda [ǹdá], and it seems likely that this plural form may be involved in the derivation of anõpa. In any case, it may be noted that the unusual [ǹd] sequence is dialectally restricted. Thus Fante has anõpa [̀ǹpá], while the Akyem dialect of Akan—which is not dealt with in detail in this study--has adõpa [̀àdõpá].)

1.22 Segment Structure Conditions for Glides.

There are three glides in dictionary matrices: /j, w, h/. (The glide [?] is introduced by certain P-rules.) These three glides are all [-Vocalic,-Consonantal, +Continuant,-Nasal]. Using all the other distinctive features which pertain to [-Vocalic] segments, the glides can be fully represented as in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>+High -Low</th>
<th>+Voiced</th>
<th>-High +Low</th>
<th>-Voiced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Coronal</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Back</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Coronal</td>
<td></td>
<td>w</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Back</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Segment Structure Conditions 6 through 10 state the segmental redundancies which apply specifically to these glides.

SgSC 6:  
I:  
[-Vocalic]  
[-Consonantal]  
↓  
T:  
[+Continuant]  
[-Nasal]  

This condition states that all glides are oral continuants.

SgSC 7:  
I:  
[-Vocalic]  
[-Consonantal]  
[aHigh]  
↓  
T:  
[-aLow]  
[aVoiced]  

This condition states that the glides /j, w/ which are [+High] are redundantly [-Low] and [+Voiced], whereas the glide /h/ which is [-High] is redundantly [+Low] and [-Voiced]. (We are able to use alpha notation for the features [High] and [Low] in the case of glides where we were unable to use the notation for vowels since there is no glide which is both [-High] and [-Low].)

SgSC 8:  
I:  
[-Vocalic]  
[-Consonantal]  
[aCoronal]  
+aHigh]  
↓  
T:  
[-aBack]  

This condition states that [Back] is a redundant feature for the [+High] glides /j/ and /w/. Specifically, the [+Coronal,+High] glide /j/ is [-Back], while the [-Coronal,+High] glide /w/ is [+Back]. (In classifying /j/ as [+Coronal], we once more differ from Chomsky and Halle, who classify it as [-Coronal]. Our decision has
1.22, 1.23

again been based on the phonetic correlates of the feature and on the needs of the phonology.)

SgSC 9: I:  
[-Vocalic  
-Consonantal  
-Voiced  
]  
↓  
T: [-Coronal  
+Back  
]  

This condition states that the voiceless glide /h/ is redundantly non-coronal and back.

(For the specification of the feature [Tense] in relation to glides, cf. Section 1.23, SgSC 16.)

1.23 Segment Structure Conditions for Consonants.

In dictionary matrices of Akan formatives, eight 'true' consonants (i.e. segments which are [+Consonantal, -Vocalic]) are needed to distinguish morphemes. All of these segments are redundantly [-Vocalic, -Low, -Nasal]. The consonant segments are presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+Voiced</th>
<th>-Voiced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+Coronal -Back -High</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Coronal -Back -High</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Coronal +Back +High</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Segment Structure Conditions 10 through 16 state the segmental redundancies of these segments.

SgSC 10: I: [+Consonantal]  
\[ \downarrow \]  
T: [-Vocalic]  
[-Nasal]

The specification of the feature [Vocalic] is redundant for [+Consonantal] segments since, as was noted in Section 1.21, there are no systematic-phonemic liquids in Akan. The condition also states that all underlying consonants in Akan are [-Nasal]. (As has previously been mentioned, [+Nasal] consonants, as well as [+Nasal] glides, do occur at the systematic-phonetic level. The [+Nasal] specification of these segments is always the result of P-rules—cf. Section 3.20. One such rule, P 06, nasalizes all voiced non-vowels that precede [+Nasal] vowels. We are aware that this might appear to be a strange analysis, since it is highly likely that historically the reverse process occurred: i.e., the nasalization of vowels resulted from the influence of nasal non-vowels. However, in a description of modern Akan, an attempt to predict the nasalization of vowels from that of adjacent non-vowels would result in positing underlying forms which are so far from the surface forms as to require a set of complicated rules which would obscure rather than reveal the generalities of the present language. On the other hand, the nasalization of non-vowels under the influence of adjacent vowels may be stated quite straightforwardly. If it is true that, historically, the vowels were nasalized under the influence of nasal non-vowels, this process must have occurred farther back than Proto-Akan.)

SgSC 11: I: [+Consonantal]  
[+Back]  
\[ \downarrow \]  
T: [+High]

This condition states that all back consonants are high, and all non-back consonants are non-high. High sounds are defined as those "produced by raising the body
of the tongue above the level that it occupies in the neutral position" (Chomsky and Halle, 1968, p. 304). This feature is used to distinguish the primary articulation of velars (and palatals), which are [+High], from other primary articulations. (The [+High] specification might also be used to represent the secondary articulation of palatalization, but we have chosen instead to represent this secondary articulation by the feature [+Palatal]. Our reason for doing this is that we have wished to show the essentially assimilatory character of palatalization. In Akan, non-vowels are palatalized when they are immediately followed by high or mid front vowels—cf. Section 3.60. Since these vowels and the palatalized non-vowels may both be characterized as [+Palatal], the use of this feature specification, rather than [+High], to mark the palatalized non-vowels, permits a simple and natural statement of the palatalization rule, P 11.)

SgSC 12:  
I: [+Consonantal] [+Coronal]  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: [-Back] [-High]

This condition states that the alveolar ([+Coronal]) consonants /t, d, s/ are redundantly [-Back] and [-High]. Since the features [Back] and [High] refer to articulations using the body of the tongue, and since these consonants are articulated with the blade of the tongue, phonetically as well as phonologically these are redundant features.

SgSC 13:  
I: [+Consonantal] [+Back]  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: [-Coronal] [-Continuant]

This condition states that in the lexical representation of morphemes there are no velar fricatives, and no velarized consonants, i.e. the only [+Back] consonants are the velar stops /k, g/. 
SgSC 14:  I:  [+Consonantal]
          ↓
          T:  [-Voiced]
              -Back
              [-High]

This condition states that underlying fricatives are voiceless, and that there are no palatal or velar fricatives. As a result of this condition, the segments /s/ and /f/ need not be marked for voicing, backness, or height.

SgSC 15:  I:  [+Consonantal]
          ↓
          T:  [-Low]

This condition merely states that the feature [-Low] is distinctive in Akan only for [-Consonantal] segments: i.e., vowels and glides.

SgSC 16:  I:  [-Vocalic]
          ↓
          T:  [--Tense]

This condition (which pertains to glides as well as to true consonants) states that tenseness is never distinctive for Akan non-vowels, since all voiceless non-vowels are [+Tense] and all voiced non-vowels [-Tense]. While we are stating here that tenseness is redundant for non-vowels, a more satisfying solution would be to leave the specification for this feature blank, since the "tense" and "lax" non-vowels do not form natural classes with the tense and lax vowels respectively. The only reason that we are including this condition, then, is to illustrate the way in which the [Tense] feature is marked if we follow the Stanley model's requirement that all cells of matrices be specified.

1.24 Segment Structure Conditions for Non-Distinctive Features

As has been stated previously, there are a number of redundant features which we will wish to use to designate
classes of segments in the P-rules, and which are required for phonetic specification. The values of four of these features are given in Segment Structure Conditions 17 through 21.

SgSC 17:  
I: \([-\text{Consonantal}]\)  
\(+\text{Voiced}\)  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: \(+\text{Sonorant}\)  

The vowels and the glides /j, w/, which are \([-\text{Consonantal}]\) and \(+\text{Voiced}\), are sonorants. /h/, which is \([-\text{Consonantal}]\) and \(-\text{Voiced}\), and all true consonants, are obstruents.

SgSC 18:  
I: \(+\text{Vocalic}\)  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: \(-\text{Anterior}\)  

SgSC 19:  
I: \([-\text{Vocalic}]\)  
\(+\text{Back}\)  
\([-\text{Consonantal}]\)  
\([-\text{Coronal}]\)  
\([-\text{High}]\)  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: \(-\text{Anterior}\)  
\([-\text{Anterior}]\)  

SgSC 18 says that all vowels are \(-\text{Anterior}\). SgSC 19 says that the glide [w] and the labial and alveolar consonants are \(+\text{Anterior}\), while the glides [j] and [h] and the velar consonants are \(-\text{Anterior}\).

SgSC 20:  
I: \([-\text{Consonantal}]\)  
\(+\text{Back}\)  
\([-\text{Coronal}]\)  
\[\downarrow\]  
T: \(+\text{Round}\)  
\(+\text{Palatal}\)  

Back vowels and glides are redundantly round, and front vowels and glides are redundantly non-round. (Akan low vowels are all classified as \([-\text{Back}]\). This classification permits a maximally simple statement of the redundancy
of the roundness feature.) For reasons stated in Section 1.23, we are utilizing the feature [+Palatal]. Vowels and glides produced with the tip or blade of the tongue raised to the palate are [+Palatal]; other vowels and glides are [-Palatal].

SgSC 21: I: [+Consonantal]
        ↓
T: [-Round]
   [-Palatal]

This condition thus makes all true consonants redundantly non-labialized, and non-palatalized. The labialized and/or palatalized consonants that occur at the systematic-phonetic level result from the application of P-rules.

1.30 Minimally Specified Contrasting Segments.

Given the set of Segment Structure Conditions specified in Sections 1.21 through 1.24, the inventory of fully-specified contrasting segments presented in Table 1 can be replaced by the inventory of minimally-specified contrasting segments shown in Table 6.

This inventory of segments is presented merely for descriptive purposes and has no explicit theoretical status in this model of generative phonology. Given the Segment Structure Conditions and the lexicon, all the necessary generalities are made about the segmental redundancies in the language. The Sequence Structure Conditions (cf. Chapter 2) will enable us to leave many additional blanks in dictionary matrices.

1.40 Boundary Units

In Section 0.32 we stated that the boundary units, which are marked as [-Segments], are hierarchically related. This hierarchical relationship can be formally stated in MS Conditions, which we shall call Boundary Conditions (BCs).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic Phonemes of Akan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Vocalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Consonantal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Coronal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Continuant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Sonorant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Palatal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6

Systematic Phonemes of Akan

(Segmental Redundancies left blank)

(Tone not included)
Some of these boundary units may be included in the lexicon: e.g., compounds may include a unit marked [+FB] (Formative Boundary), as in Ghanani (Ghana + ni) 'Ghanaian', where ni (from o + ni 'person') is a derivational suffix added to the name of a place to designate a person who comes from that place. (If rules of derivational morphology are included in the grammar, many compounds can be derived by rule, and thus need not be listed as separate dictionary items.) (For a discussion of the status of certain syllable boundaries in the lexicon, cf. Section 2.20.)
By convention formative boundaries are automatically added at the beginning and end of each dictionary (lexical and grammatical) entry. This is necessary since certain MS Conditions and P-rules apply only to strings of segments preceded and followed by a [+FB]. Thus while Ghanani has only one [+FB] unit specified in the dictionary, by convention the form as it would appear in the surface structure would be \([+\text{gana}+\text{ni}+]\). (In certain cases we will require special rules for the deletion of [+FB]. One such rule, P 14, eliminates formative boundaries between subject-concord prefixes and aspectual morphemes. For further discussion of this rule, cf. Section 4.32.)

Other conditions and P-rules apply only to strings preceded and followed by [+WB] (Word Boundary). We shall follow the convention suggested by Chomsky and Halle (1968, p. 366) that "the boundary # is automatically inserted at the beginning and end of every string dominated by a major category, i.e. by one of the lexical categories 'noun', 'verb', 'adjective', or by a category such as 'sentence', 'noun phrase', 'verb phrase' which dominates a lexical category."

The derived surface structure of the sentence *Kumase 'He's in Kumase' would be, roughly:

```
S  
  |  
  VP  
  |  
  NP  
  |  
  ASP  
  |  
  VR  
  |  
  SC  
  |  
  +c+  
  |  
  +\emptyset+  
  |  
  +w+  
  |  
  +Kumase+
```

Using the above convention, this tree may be represented by the labeled bracketing:

```
S[\#VP[\#V[\#SC[+c+]_ASP[+\emptyset+]_VR[+w+]_NP[+Kumase+]#]]=\#]
```
(Verb Root (VR) is a lexical category in Akan.) A word is defined as a string of units which is bounded by at least two occurrences of # on each side, where no two co-terminous units within this string are themselves #. Omitting the labeled brackets from the above string, we can illustrate this definition. In the string 

##+o++0+##+w0+###+Kumase+###, ##++0+##+w0+## is a word, and ##+Kumase+## is a word. But +o+, the Subject Concord formative, is not a word, nor is the Stative morpheme, nor is the Verb Root +w0+.

The Sentence Boundary ([SB]) and the Phrase Boundary ([PB]) represent a phonetic pause. The Sentence Boundary is automatically inserted after a word which is followed by no further segments. The Phrase Boundary is inserted by P-rules (which are not formalized in this phonology) in certain syntactic constructions.

1.50 The Exclusion of Traditional Phonemic Features.

The segments discussed in Sections 1.10 through 1.30 are what have traditionally been called morphophonemes. We believe that Chomsky (1964) has adequately demonstrated that a "taxonomic-phonemic" level between the morphophonemic (or systematic-phonemic) and systematic-phonetic levels has no theoretical justification. It is for this reason that the set of contrasting consonantal segments in Tables 1 and 6 is much smaller than would be found in a taxonomic phonology. While it is true, for example, that "phonemically" one finds contrasts between palatalized and non-palatalized segments--e.g., kyekeya [t͡ʃit͡ʃɛ] 'divide (reduplicated)' keka [kiká] 'remain (reduplicated)', kese [kɛsɛ] 'big'--palatalization can be predicted if boundaries and syntactic information are available for the statement of P-rules, and if the rules are ordered.

In the next chapter, which deals with sequential redundancies, and particularly in Chapter 3 and pertinent sections of Chapter 4, which discuss P-rules, we shall attempt to justify our analysis, showing that phonetic phenomena such as palatalization, labialization, nasalization of consonants, etc., are predictable, and hence need not be specified in dictionary matrices.
Chapter 2
Sequence Structure

2.10 Sequential Constraints on Segments.

The blanks which are present in the dictionary matrices representing Akan formatives may reflect either segmental or sequential redundancies. The segmental redundancies--i.e., those present within a single segment regardless of the context in which the segment occurs--are specified by the set of Segment Structure Conditions (SgSCs) presented and discussed in Chapter 1. The sequential redundancies--i.e., those that depend upon the phonological or syntactic contexts in which segments occur--are specified by a set of Sequence Structure Conditions (SqSCs), to be presented and discussed in the present chapter. (Certain SqSCs that apply specifically to verb roots are, however, given separate treatment in Section 4.75.)

Some sequential constraints are general: i.e., they are reflected in all formatives in the language; others are reflected only in formatives belonging to particular lexical or grammatical categories. For example, regular verb roots (VRs) in Akan are either monosyllabic or disyllabic, while regular noun roots do not show this restriction. Such a condition on the structure of VRs can be formalized as a Positive Condition (PC):

\[ PC : \text{VR}[X = (X)] \]

(Where X does not include a syllable boundary (=) and where the parentheses indicate an optional element)

If a dictionary matrix which belongs to the category VR does not meet this condition, it must be marked with a diacritic feature (cf. Section 0.60) indicating that it is exceptional in this respect. (There are a few tri-syllabic verb roots, probably derived as compounds historically, which are marked with such a diacritic feature.)
By a convention established in Section 0.60, the syntactic category of a formative automatically becomes a distinctive feature of all its segments. Such syntactic features enable us to state the categorial limitation of a condition within the condition itself. For example, there is a sequential constraint on disyllabic VRs to the following effect: if the vowel of the second syllable is /U/ (i.e. [+Back, +High]), then the vowel of the first syllable must also be /U/. This may be stated formally (as an I-TC) in two different ways. The first statement—(a), below—utilizes the spreading of syntactic features to the segments; the second—(b)—uses labeled brackets instead.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I-TC: (a) I: } & \quad x^{[+\text{Vocalic}]} x = x^{[+\text{Vocalic}]} [x^{[+\text{Back}]} x^{[+\text{High}]} ] x \\
\text{T: } & \quad [+\text{Back}] \\
\text{(b): I: } & \quad \text{VR} x^{[+\text{Vocalic}]} x = x^{[+\text{Vocalic}]} [x^{[+\text{Back}]} x^{[+\text{High}]} ] x \\
\text{T: } & \quad [+\text{Back}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The (a) and (b) forms of the condition are equivalent. In the writing of MS Conditions and P-rules, we shall sometimes use one notation and sometimes the other.

Most SqSCs apply to all formatives without reference to a particular lexical category. In such cases, no syntactic feature (or labeled bracket) is included in the condition. For example, syllable-final non-vowels are, in all formatives, limited to the set of stop consonants. Hence no syntactic feature is required in the formalization of a condition to this effect.

2.20 The Structure of the Syllable.

Specifying the structure of the Akan syllable makes it possible to state many generalities about sequential constraints in a simple fashion. While no theory at
present provides a viable definition for either a phonological or a phonetic syllable, there seems to be general agreement that the syllable is an important phonological unit in many languages, possibly in all languages. For example, native speakers intuitively 'know' how many syllables occur in an utterance. (Bailey and Milner (1967) have suggested that the feature [Vocalic] be replaced by a feature [Syllabic].) On the phonetic level all segments which are marked [+Syllabic] belong to separate syllables. Vowels are inherently [+Syllabic], but become [-Syllabic] if they are replaced by glides; non-vowel sonorants occurring between two obstruents become [+Syllabic], etc. While this might provide a solution on the phonetic level, it would not help to define the phonological syllable in Akan, since on the systematic-phonemic level, Akan syllables may have two vowels, one of which is later deleted by P-rules. (Although we cannot define the concept "phonological syllable" precisely, utilizing this concept enables us, for example, to avoid stating separately those constraints on morpheme-medial consonants which may be more generally stated as constraints on syllable-final and syllable-initial consonants. Furthermore, there are some P-rules which pertain only to monosyllabic Verb Roots, others only to disyllabic roots. These can be stated in a clumsy fashion without reference to the syllable, but we believe that the fact that they can be stated very much more simply if the syllable is referred to in itself indicates that the syllable has a phonological status which should be revealed.

Every Akan phonological syllable has at least one vowel segment which bears tone, and every syllable has one and only one distinctive tone. Tone is non-distinctive for consonants in the dictionary representation of morphemes. These statements pertain to both lexical and grammatical formatives. There are, however, sequential constraints which pertain to syllables in lexical morphemes which do not pertain to those in grammatical morphemes, and vice versa. Christaller differentiates between a principal syllable, and a secondary syllable. We shall adopt this terminology, although our description of the principal (lexical) syllable and secondary (grammatical) syllable will not be equivalent to Christaller's, since his description concerned the phonetic structure of syllables, while ours concerns the systematic-phonemic, or phonological, structure.
In Akan the occurrence of syllable boundaries is predictable from the sequences of segmental units. This fact requires some further discussion of the model we are using. Thus far, we have been employing the notion of redundancy to mean that a feature value in a dictionary matrix "can be left blank and later predicted" (Stanley, p. 433). However, as Stanley has pointed out:

"If, in some environment E, the value [+f] implies the value [+g] and the value [+g] implies the value [+f] then it would be arbitrary which value we actually choose to indicate in the dictionary... (To) say that a certain fully specified matrix is highly redundant in some language is actually to say that many of its feature values are interrelated in ways determined by the constraints of the language, and it is simply the statement of these constraints (in the MS Conditions) which constitutes the most natural characterization of the redundancy of language. Once these constraints have been stated, it is true that they may be utilized... in giving dictionary representations in their most economical form; but this is a secondary fact, and these redundancy-free representations play no real role in a theory of redundancy. (Stanley, 435)

In other words, it is the MS Conditions themselves which define the redundancies, and not the blanks which may be left in the dictionary matrices. We have chosen, nevertheless, to represent the dictionary matrices in their most economical form: i.e., using blanks. This presents no problems until we wish to describe the interrelationship of certain features in a non-arbitrary way and are unable to make a non-arbitrary choice.

Such a situation exists in describing the Akan principal syllable. The occurrence of syllable boundaries ([+SB]s) can be generalized in an If-Then Condition as follows:

SqSC 1:  I: [  ] [-Vocalic][+Vocalic]
         ↓
       T:  [+Segment]

[+SB]
This condition states that a syllable boundary occurs before every non-vowel which is followed by a vowel. In a formative with the form CVCV, a syllable boundary occurs before both the first and the second non-vowels since they are both followed by vowels, but in a formative with the form CVC, a syllable boundary occurs only at the beginning of the formative, since the final consonant is not followed by a vowel, but by a [-Segment].

Given the hierarchy and dependency of boundary units (cf. Section 1.40), it is unnecessary to use SqSC 1 to insert a syllable boundary at the beginning of a formative, since the presence of a formative boundary [+FB] in this position automatically implies—cf. BC 5—that a syllable boundary is present as well. SqSC 1 is, however, required to correctly predict the placement of medial syllable boundaries in formatives of the shapes CVC=CV, CVV=CV, etc. But while it is true that medial syllable boundaries may be correctly predicted if (and only if) the [iVocalic] specification of subsequent segments is known, it is also true that the [iVocalic] specification of these segments may be correctly predicted if (and only if) it is known where syllable boundaries occur. For example, it may be predicted that the first two segments after a medial syllable boundary are a true consonant and a vowel. Yet at the same time the occurrence of the syllable boundary may be predicted from the occurrence of two such segments after it.

Since we wish to utilize blanks in the dictionary matrices for descriptive purposes—i.e., since the blanks show at a glance which features are redundant—we shall represent the dictionary matrices with medial syllable boundaries given, enabling us to leave blank those segmental features which depend on their presence.

2.21 The Structure of the Principal Syllable.

The Akan principal syllable may be symbolized as:

\[ C \ (V) \ V \ (C) \]

and specified by the Positive Morpheme Structure Condition SqSC 2.
SqSC 2:

\[
P \rightarrow [-\text{Vocalic}] < (\begin{array}{c}
+\text{Vocalic} \\
+\text{High} \\
+\text{Back} \\
\text{aTone} \\
\text{\#Nasal} \\
\text{\#Tense}
\end{array}) > (\begin{array}{c}
+\text{Vocalic} \\
-\text{Back} \\
\text{aTone} \\
\text{\#Nasal} \\
\text{\#Tense}
\end{array}) (\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-Consonantal]} \\
\text{[-\text{Continuant}]} \\
\text{\#SB}
\end{array})
\]

(where \( = \) is a feature complex specified as \([-\text{Segment}] \))

(Note: Where \([-\text{Segment}] \) is not specified for a unit, this unit is understood to be \([+\text{Segment}] \).)

SqSC 2 combines into one MS Condition a number of separate sequential constraints:

1. It states that there are four possible phonological structures for the Akan principal syllable:
   (a) \( =\text{CVVC} = \), (b) \( =\text{CVC} = \), (c) \( =\text{CVV} = \), (d) \( =\text{CV} = \). Examples are:
   (a) \( =\text{CVVC} = \), \text{kus} \text{g} \text{/'wait'/} \), (b) \( =\text{CVC} = \), \text{bam} \text{/'embrac} \text{e'/} \), (c) \( =\text{CVV} = \), \text{hwe} \text{/'look at'/} \), (d) \( =\text{CV} = \), \text{wo} \text{/'be in'/} \). Examples can also be cited for syllables in disyllabic or polysyllabic morphemes:
   e.g., \text{kita} /kite/ 'hold', a CV=CV formative, \text{nanse} /\text{d\text{\'e}d\text{\'e}s}/ 'spider', a CV=C formative, \text{twerg}/tuwej/ 'lean against',
   a CV=C formative, \text{bankam} /\text{b\text{\'a}kkab}/ 'amber bead', a CV=C formative, \text{-berante} /\text{bedad}\text{tr}/ 'young man', a CV=C formative, etc.

2. It states that the initial segment of a principal syllable must be a true consonant or a glide.

3. It states that the second segment of the syllable must be a vowel.

4. It states that in a syllable with two vowels the following conditions obtain:
   (a) The first vowel is /U/. (This vowel will be deleted by a P-rule after the preceding non-vowel has been labialized because of its presence.)
   (b) The second vowel is /I/, /E/, or /\text{\#}/ -- i.e., one of the \([-\text{Back}] \) vowels.
   (c) The two vowels agree in their specifications for the features \([\text{\text{\#Tone}}], [\text{\#Nasal}], \) and \([\text{\#Tense}] \):
      i.e., if one is \([+\text{\text{\#Tone}}], \) so is the other; if one is \([-\text{\#Nasal}], \)
so is the other, etc. (SqSC 6 will stipulate that all vowels within an entire morpheme agree in tenseness. Therefore the specification of tenseness agreement in SqSC 2 is unnecessary, and is included only for expository purposes.)

(Given this condition, together with certain Segment Structure Conditions, it is unnecessary to specify any of the features of the first vowel of a vowel sequence in dictionary matrices. In addition to the features predicted by this condition, the features [-Consonantal, +Voiced, +Continuant] and [-Coronal, -Low] are predicted for this vowel by SqSC 1 and SqSC 2 respectively.)

(5) It states that a final segment, if [-Vocalic], must also be [+Consonantal] and [-Continuant]: i.e., a final non-vowel is a true consonant and not a glide, and furthermore, it is a stop consonant rather than one of the continuants /f/ and /s/.

(6) It states that, given a principal syllable with four segments, the third segment must be a vowel and the fourth a true consonant.

If there were a set of universal marking conventions which stipulated an unmarked structure for syllables, it is likely that this structure would be CV, with C standing for a true consonant: i.e., a segment which is [-Vocalic, +Consonantal]. This would leave as unmarked for the feature [Consonantal] the first segment of the majority of Akan syllables, since in most of the formatives the initial segment is a true consonant. However, since we are working with a model which does not include such a set of conventions, we are required to mark the initial segment for this feature.

SqSC 2 permits us to leave many cells blank in dictionary matrices: e.g., the seven blanks in the following partial-matrix for the VR Ak-Fa gua/As dwa 'skin':

+ g u e k +
Segment - + + + + -
Vocalic 0 0 0 0
Consonantal + 0 0 0
(In a full matrix for this formative, a number of other cells are left blank by virtue of the condition under discussion: e.g., the [High] and [Back] cells for /u/, the [Back] cell for /e/, and the [Continuant] cell for /k/. The Akuapem-Fante phonetic form [gwe?] results from the application of P-rules which labialize the /g/, delete the /u/, and replace the /k/ by [ʔ]. Additional P-rules are involved in the derivation of the Asante phonetic form [dʒeʔ].)

It may be noted that, while SqSC 2 has constrained final non-vocalic segments of primary syllables to the set of stop consonants, none of these consonants is left intact by the P-rules in this position. Specifically, /p/ → [w], /t/ → [r], /k/ → [ʔ], /b/ → [m], /d/ → [n], and /g/ → [ŋ]. In some cases, subsequent P-rules may apply to alter these final non-vowels still further.

A syllable-final consonant that is not also morpheme-final shows further cert in constraints, which are captured in SqSC 3:

\[
\text{SqSC 3: } I: X [+\text{Consonantal}] = \begin{bmatrix} \text{[aCoronal]} \\ \text{[bBack]} \\ \text{[γHigh]} \end{bmatrix} \\
\text{T:} \begin{bmatrix} \text{[aCoronal]} \\ \text{[bBack]} \\ \text{[γHigh]} \\ \text{[+Voiced]} \end{bmatrix}
\]

This condition states that a syllable-final, morpheme-medial consonant (which has already been specified as a stop by SqSC 2) is redundantly voiced, and is homorganic with the initial segment (necessarily a non-vowel) of the following syllable. Phonetically, all such syllable-final, morpheme-medial consonants are realized as nasals, as the result of the operation of a P-rule which nasalizes voiced syllable-final consonants.

(An alternative way of accounting for the (systematic-phonetic) limitation of syllable-final, morpheme-medial consonants to nasals homorganic with the following non-vowel would have been to leave consonants in this position specified as [-Vocalic] archisegments until the P-rules, and to have let the latter account for the homorganicness, as well as the nasality, of these consonants. We have,
however, chosen to express the generalization about the homorganic character of the consonants in a Sequence Structure Condition, in conformity with the requirement of the model with which we are working that all features of segments be specified, wherever possible, in inputs to the P-rules.)

Below is a partial redundancy-free dictionary matrix for the medial consonants of nanse 'spider', and the same matrix mapped onto certain SgSCs and onto SqSC 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dictionary Matrix</th>
<th>By SgSCs</th>
<th>By SqSC 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+dəd = sɪ+</td>
<td>+dəd = sɪ+</td>
<td>+dəd = sɪ+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td>0 +</td>
<td>0 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The [-Back, -High] specification of /s/ is provided by SgSC 12, the [-Voice] specification by SgSC 14. SgSC 14 depends on the [+Consonantal, +Continuant] specification of /s/, which has been omitted from the above partial matrices.)

SqSC 3 concludes the list of SgSCs that apply to principal syllables. There is one SqSC (SqSC 8) that may be said to apply to secondary syllables—i.e., the syllables of grammatical morphemes—but this condition, since it also constrains the number of syllables that may occur in grammatical morphemes, is best considered in connection with a general account of the phonological properties of such morphemes, and is reserved for present discussion in Section 2.50.

2.30 The Structure of Root Morphemes

The root or stem morphemes are the formatives which Christaller called "simple stems", the "real primitives of the language" (1875, p. 17). He limited such stems to sequences of one to three syllables, and differentiated
them from derived or compound words. With regard to the latter, however, he added a note to the effect that "Derivatives in form...may be considered as primitives in meaning, when no simpler word still existing in the language can be shown, from which they are evidently derived" (p. 18).

In present day Akan (with some exceptions), this limitation on the size of formative strings still exists. (Furthermore, most morphemes consist of either one or two syllables, with three-syllable morphemes being considerably less common, and most of them probably derived stems or compounds.) Noticeable exceptions to this constraint are loan words and ideophones. The dictionary matrices of these two sets of formatives can be marked [+Foreign] or [+Ideophone]. A more complete phonology of Akan would present the special conditions and Phonological Rules which are applicable to formatives marked with these features.

We can therefore state a condition defining the set of all root morphemes in either of the two following, equivalent, ways.

**SqSC 4:**

PC: +X (=X) (=X)+

(where X does not include a syllable boundary.)

**SqSC 4¹:**

PC: +[Syl]³¹⁺

(The subscript and superscript notation in SqSC 4¹ means that any formative must have a minimum of one (the subscript) and a maximum of three (the superscript) syllables.)

As was indicated above, a formative such as *Enviresi* 'England', or *Amerika* 'America' would be marked [+Foreign] and thereby not constrained by SqSC 4. A compound like *gyasseko* 'a large court in a king's house' is derived from *gya-as* (itself a compound, literally 'fire-bottom' or '(a place) under the fire') plus *kese* 'large'. The dictionary entry for such a compound would be something like: \[N^[N[N[gya][a+se]][kese]]\]. (The a of a+se is a nominal prefix. Ordinarily it would not be listed in the dictionary entry but be inserted by a Transformational
Rule. In many compounds, however, medial nominal prefixes are omitted from the compounded word, and we list the prefix here since it is retained. An alternative listing would mark the noun se in this compound as minus the rule for deletion of nominal prefixes in compounds, thereby retaining the prefix.) The phonological string of this compound would be /+++ga++a+sr+++kesr++/, and the constraint on the number of syllables per formative would apply.

2.31 Vowel Tenseness Harmony.

SqSC 5:

PC: \(+\text{Vocalic}\) [+\text{Tense}] X+

(where \(X\) does not include \(+\text{FB}\); i.e., \(+\))

This condition states that all the vowels in any one morpheme are either tense or lax. (The asterisk is a symbol for iteration, meaning here 'any number of segments specified as [\(+\text{Vocalic}\)]'.) In dictionary matrices we have arbitrarily decided to mark the first vowel for the feature [Tense] (cf. Section 0.40) but any vowel would serve.

We could state this condition on vowels in an alternative but equivalent condition, SqSC 51.

SqSC 51:

PC: \(+\text{Vocalic}\) \([+\text{Tense}] \text{X} [+\text{Vocalic}] \text{Y} \text{[Tense]} \text{X+}\)

(where \(X\) and \(Y\) include no +, and \(Y\) includes no [+Vocalic] segment)

Formulated in this manner, the condition specifies that any two vowels within a morpheme agree in tenseness. In a three syllable formative, the condition would apply to two of the vowels, and then apply again.

This formulation avoids the use of the iterative symbol, which has certain advantages. Since the number of vocalic segments within a formative is limited by SqSC 4, a condition on formatives which refers to indefinitely many such segments may seem counter-intuitive.

Tenseness harmony in Akan is not confined to single formatives. It generally characterizes sequences of root morphemes and adjacent grammatical morphemes within word
boundaries, and applies, in a more limited way, across word boundaries. Examples of tenseness harmony within nouns are As afes [afæ] 'year' and As afie [əfie] 'houses'. ([ə] is the phonetic form taken by /a/ or /e/ before a tense vowel in the next syllable—cf. Section 3.71.) Both of these words consist of a nominal prefix ([ə] and [ə] respectively), a noun root ([fr] and [fi]) and a nominal suffix ([s] and [e]). All the vowels of afes are lax, all those of afie tense. Examples of tenseness harmony within verbs are Ak-As obeyε [obɛjr] 'he came and did (it)' and Ak-As obeyii [obejii] 'he came and removed (it)'. Both of these words consist of a subject-concord prefix ([ə] and [ə] respectively), an ingressive prefix ([be] and [be]), a verb root ([ja] and [ji]), and a past suffix ([i] and [i]). All of the vowels of obeyε are lax, all those of obeyii tense.

While it might have been possible to extendSqSC 5 to apply to such tenseness-harmony constraints within the word, we have preferred to characterize the latter by means of a P-rule (P 69), for a number of reasons. One of these is the way in which tenseness harmony across word boundaries (which must obviously be characterized by a P-rule) operates. Across word boundaries a [-Tense] vowel at the end of one word is made [+Tense] when the following word begins with a root with a [+Tense] vowel, but not when the following word begins with a grammatical morpheme (i.e., a prefix) with a [+Tense] vowel. Thus the [-Tense] final vowel of Ak Amma [amma] 'Amma' is made [+Tense] when it immediately precedes the root yi 'remove' as in Ak Amma yii [amma jii] 'Amma removed it'. But this vowel is not made [+Tense] when it immediately precedes the [+Tense] prefix [be], as in Ak Amma beyii [amma bejii] 'Amma came and removed it'. These facts would indicate that the vowel of the prefix realized as [be] in beyii is inherently lax (as are, in our opinion, all vowels in grammatical prefixes), and is still lax at the point in the operation of the P-rules at which the rule of vowel tensing across word boundaries applies.

Further, there seems to be a close relation between vowel harmony across word boundaries and vowel harmony within word boundaries (but across morpheme boundaries) in the case of compounds. In both cases, the vowel harmony is strictly regressive, changing a [-Tense] vowel before
a [+Tense] vowel (but not a [-Tense] vowel after a [+Tense] vowel) to [+Tense], is limited in its effect to one syllable, and never changes [+Tense] vowels to [-Tense]. An example of the operation of vowel harmony within a compound is provided by Ak Kumaseni [kuməsən] 'person from Kuma', which consists of the compound stem Kumase 'Kumase' (in turn analyzable into the root kum [kum] and the noun ase [ase]) and the derivational suffix (originally a root) ni [ni] 'person'. We observe in this form: (a) that the vowel tensing is regressive, since the tense vowel of [ni] changes the preceding [a] to [i], but the tense vowel of [kum] does not change the following [a] to [+Tense] (or [ə]); (b) that the tensing is limited in its effect to one syllable, since although the [i] of [ase] is made [+Tense] by the following [+Tense] vowel, the [a] of [ase] is unaffected; (c) that lax vowels have no effect on preceding tense vowels, since the [u] of [kum] is not changed to [ə] before the lax [a] of [ase]. Similar examples may be cited for the operation of tenseness harmony across word boundaries: e.g., As Kum ase yi [kum ase ji] 'Kill this father-in-law', which consists of the words Kum [kum] 'kill', ase [ase] 'father-in-law', and yi [ji] 'this (one)'.

Such evidence points to the desirability of a unified treatment of tenseness harmony across word boundaries and tenseness harmony within the word. Since the former can only be dealt with by means of a P-rule, we shall deal with the latter in this way as well, and limit SgSC to the characterization of tenseness harmony within single morphemes (which, in any case, is very much more general than is tenseness harmony across morpheme boundaries, whether or not these boundaries are also word boundaries).

Vowel harmony has been discussed in many articles dealing with the phonology of Akan. Stewart (1967) discusses the phonetic realization of what we are calling "tenseness", and presents apparently conclusive evidence for his position, which he summarizes as follows:

The vowels of Akan fall into two sets on the basis of vowel harmony: i, e, a, o, u and i, e, ə (our ə or o) o, u. The relation of the first set to the second is one of unmarked to marked, so that one would expect to find a constant articulatory feature extending throughout...
harmony spans with i, e, VERBOSE, o, u. Tongue raising is unacceptable because there is no constant tongue height, and tenseness is unacceptable as in the unmarked vowels laxness is conspicuously absent. Advancing of the root of the tongue, on the other hand, is acceptable, and appears to account, moreover, for all the phonetic phenomena which have been found to be associated with this particular type of vowel harmony. (p. 202)

It should be noted that we use the terms 'tense' and 'lax', or [+Tense] and [-Tense], only as classificatory (phonological) features. For final phonetic specification, all [+Tense] vowels can be interpreted as vowels in which the tongue root is advanced, in contrast with their [-Tense] counterparts where the tongue root is not advanced.

2.32 Other Restrictions on Vowels

In morpheme-initial position the consonant /g/ is followed only by [-Nasal] vowels. Further, if there is only one vowel in a morpheme-initial syllable introduced by /g/ , this vowel must be [+Tense]. These restrictions are captured in SqSc 6 and SqSc 7 (which might have been combined, with some notational complexity, into a single condition):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SqSc 6:} & \\
I: & \begin{array}{c}
+ \text{Consonantal} \\
+ \text{Back} \\
+ \text{Voiced}
\end{array} \\
T: & \begin{array}{c}
([+\text{Vocalic}]) \\
\downarrow \\
[-\text{Nasal}]
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SqSc 7:} & \\
I: & \begin{array}{c}
+ \text{Consonantal} \\
+ \text{Back} \\
+ \text{Voiced}
\end{array} \\
T: & \begin{array}{c}
([+\text{Vocalic}])([+\text{Consonantal}])= \\
\downarrow \\
[+\text{Tense}]
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

SqSc 6 accounts for the fact that, while /dg\ / (dwe [d\j\i\] 'kernel') and /gi/ (as in /gid\ / (g\\i\\n\a\ [d\j\i\n\a\])
'stand') are possible morpheme-initial syllables, */gU/ and */gV/ are not. (For morphemes with initial /gVV/, such as /gur/, only the second vowel is specified as [-Nasal] by SqSC 6. However, this entails that the first vowel is also [-Nasal], since SqSC 2--cf. Section 2.21--requires that two vowels in the same syllable agree with respect to nasality.) SqSC 7 accounts for the fact that while /gV/ (gu [gu] 'pour'), and /ge/ (gua [dje] 'fire') are possible morpheme-initial syllables (as is, e.g., /gape/ (gua(w) [dje(w)?] 'leave'), */gU/ and */gV/ are impossible (as is, e.g., */gap/).

Neither of these restrictions applies to vowels following a syllable-initial /g/ that is not morpheme-initial. Thus, in our analysis, the underlying forms of the verb roots pan(e) 'melt' and boa 'help' are /daɡI/ and /buɡa/ respectively (cf. Section 4.77).

There is no evidence at present which provides any explanation for these anomalous restrictions. It seems likely that in proto-Akan, an underlying /g/ existed, and whether or not these same restrictions existed in the very earliest forms of the language, examples given by Koelle indicate that the restriction was probably present in the Asante spoken in the early nineteenth century.

(It may be noted that Christaller's dictionary lists one item, gaga [gaga] 'the noise made by the chattering of the teeth or by the cutting of bones' that is an apparent exception to SqSC 7. This word is an "ideophone": i.e., it belongs to a class of words, found in many African languages, which C. M. Doke, who first used the term, characterize as "vivid representation(s) of an idea in sound" (1935, p. 118). Such words are often distinguished from other formatives in a language by the fact that they deviate from the general phonological constraints. A dictionary entry marked by the feature [+Ideophone] would therefore not be constrained by the more general morpheme structure conditions. The modern word Ghana ([gana]) is also exceptional.)

There is one further restriction on vowels in root morphemes, having to do with the distribution of the low tense vowels /a/ and /e/. This restriction is to the following effect: the low tense vowels are never the only vowels in root morphemes, except that /a/ may occur
as the only vowel if it is immediately preceded by /g/. What this restriction indicates is that the [+Low, +Tense] vowels [a] and [A] are "normal", or "unmarked", and that the occurrence of [+Low, +Tense] vowels depends either upon harmony with a non-low tense vowel in the same morpheme (i.e., upon the limitation imposed by SqSC 5) or upon the fact that the vowel is immediately preceded by a consonant that cannot be followed by a lax vowel (i.e., upon the limitation imposed by SqSC 7). This restriction upon the distribution of low tense vowels is captured in SqSC 8:

SqSC 8:

I:  
\[ +X \begin{array}{c} +\text{Vocalic} \\ +\text{Low} \end{array} \] Y+  
\[ \downarrow \]  
T:  
\[ \begin{array}{c} \text{[-Tense]} \end{array} \]  

(Where either;
(a) no [+Vocalic, -Low] segment occurs in X or Y; or,
(b) X does not end in a [+Consonantal, +Back, +Voiced] segment—i.e., /g/)

What this condition says is that any [+Low] vowel must also be [-Tense] unless one of the following conditions is met: (a) there is a [-Low] vowel somewhere else in the morpheme; (b) the [+Low] vowel is immediately preceded by /g/.

The condition predicts that while there are morphemes of such shapes as /ba/ (ba 'child'), /kA/ (ka 'say'), /kasa/ (kasa 'speak'), etc., */be/, */kS/, and */keS/ are impossible. It does not, however, exclude such morphemes as /suek/ (sue [sue?] 'be smell'), bissa (bissa 'ask'), or /kodi/ (kani [kani] 'species of yam'), which contain [-Low] vowels as well as [+Low] vowels, or /ge/ (gya [dje] 'fire'), in which the [-Low] vowel is immediately preceded by /g/.

2.33 Dialectal Restrictions

Sections 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32 present the major general sequential constraints in Akan. Were we writing a phonology of any one of the three dialects we are considering, there would be other constraints which pertain to the individual dialect.
For example, the mid tense vowels [e] and [o] never occur in an Asante monosyllabic root. Where Akuapem has [e] in such a root, Asante generally has [i] (as in gye 'receive', Ak [dje]/As [dji]), and where Akuapem has [o], Asante generally has [u] (as in so(w) 'hatch', Ak [sow?] / As [su?]). We can deal with this constraint by a P-rule, unique to Asante, which changes underlying /e/ and /o/ in monosyllabic roots to [i] and [u] respectively. (This P-rule is not formulated in the present text.)

There are other dialect-specific constraints which can be similarly dealt with by means of dialect-specific P-rules.

2.34 Restrictions on Particular Lexical Categories

The Sequence Structure Conditions SqSC 1 through SqSC 8 are applicable to all the lexical categories which are generated by the syntactic component of the Akan grammar. We deal in detail with Sequence Structure Conditions which are specific to the Verb Root in Chapter 4. It is only the phonology of the Verb which is more or less complete in this description. There may be specific constraints relating to Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs which are not dealt with in this treatment.

We are also not presenting the special phonological properties of ideophones or loan words. Loan words would require additional systematic phonemes. For example, bool [bool] 'ball' has a final lateral liquid which is not present in any native morphemes.

2.40 The Structure of Derivational Morphemes

Derivational morphemes are not added by transformational rules in our description, but are included in dictionary matrices in the same way as compounds. For the most part they may be treated as lexical morphemes, since they obey the sequential constraint applicable to the latter.

The P-rules which apply across word boundaries also apply, in general, within words composed of a root morpheme plus a derivational morpheme.
Christaller lists the suffix -fo in his dictionary as "a noun that is now almost exclusively used as a suffix in names of persons, especially in the pl." (130). When added to a noun root, -fo may add the meaning "agent" as in Ak okuaso, 'farmer' from kua 'farm' plus fo 'person'. The suffix -ni has a similar meaning, and comes from the noun c-ni 'person'. Thus, osikani 'rich person', is derived from sika 'money' plus ni 'person'.

As was noted in Section 2.31, vowel tensing across word boundaries is regressive, and applies only once, to a final lax vowel of a word preceding another word with a tense vowel. It is never progressive: i.e., a tense vowel does not tense a following vowel which is lax. This provides justification for dealing with these derivational morphemes not only as lexical morphemes but as words. The suffix -fo is phonetically always [fu], with a lax vowel. The suffix -ni ([ni], from /di/), on the other hand, always has a tense vowel, and its presence does tense a preceding vowel. Thus in Ak Ghanani [ganši] 'a Ghanaian' the underlying lax /a/ before ni is tensed, but in Ak Twifo [ylifu] 'Twi people', both the underlying tense /i/ of Twi and the underlying lax /u/ of -fo remain unchanged.

There are a number of other derivational affixes which adhere to these same restrictions. The diminutive suffix wa, derived originally from ba, a stem meaning 'child', is also always lax even when following a root with tense vowels.

No additional Sequence Structure Conditions are needed, therefore, for derivational morphemes.

2.50 The Structure of Grammatical Morphemes

Grammatical morphemes, or formatives, are composed of secondary syllables, which show different constraints from those of the lexical or primary syllables. Grammatical morphemes may be added or altered by transformational rules. Consequently most grammatical morphemes are listed in a special subsection of the Lexicon, (the so-called "second lexicon", in which morphemes that are inserted post-transformationally are listed). Like root morphemes, most grammatical morphemes are represented in the Lexicon by feature matrices, with the columns representing segments and the rows representing phonological, syntactic, and diacritic features. However, in some cases, the dictionary matrices...
of grammatical morphemes may contain archisegments which are not fully specified by Morpheme Structure Conditions: i.e., they remain partially specified in surface structures. And in other cases there may be no dictionary matrix corresponding to the grammatical morpheme. In such cases the syntactic brackets of the grammatical morpheme are carried down in the derivation until P-rules either add features to it or delete it. For example, whether the reduplicating affix (RED) is introduced into deep structures through the exercise of an optional choice in the base rules, or whether it is present in some particular lexical entry, its phonetic form is always specified entirely by P-rules (cf. Sections 4.60 - 4.64). On the other hand, some grammatical morphemes that are not listed in the lexicon (the "zero morphemes") are never given a phonetic form. Thus the Stative (STA) morpheme and the Imperative (IMP) morpheme have no phonetic segmental form, but are actualized by their tonal effects on the segments of other formatives. These will be symbolized as STA[∅] and IMP[∅] in Chapter 4. There is no historical evidence that these morphemes ever had segmental forms.

(The Habitual Morpheme (HAB), however, while it has no surface segmental form, must be specified as having low tone in order to account for the operation of certain P-rules (cf. Section 4.31). This suggests that at some point the habitual morpheme was a low-tone vowel. The segmental features, other than tone, have been lost. We have no non-arbitrary means of deciding what the other features for this vowel are, and will therefore list the HAB morpheme in the grammatical section of the Lexicon as the arche-segment [+Vocalic,-Tone] (and refer to it in Chapter 4 as HAB[∅]). A P-rule will change this to a [-Segment] after the low tone of the morpheme has had its effects. The "zero Nominal Prefix (NomP)--cf. Section 2.51--is treated in a similar fashion, except that in this case it is possible to suggest, on the basis of the non-occurrence of overt [+High,-Nasal] prefixes, that the archisegment underlying the zero NomP has these features as well as the features [+Vocalic,-Tone].)

The grammatical morphemes that are represented by feature matrices in the lexicon are all monosyllabic, with the syllable being either a single lax vowel, or a non-vowel followed by a single lax vowel. Thus the segmental structure of possible grammatical morphemes can be symbolized as +(C)V+ (and that of secondary syllables as +(C)V=).
The segments of all grammatical morphemes that are listed in the Lexicon will be marked, automatically by convention, with the syntactic feature [+G] (standing for [+Grammatical]). Similarly, the segments of all lexical morphemes will be marked as [-G]. (All of the segments mentioned in SqSCs 1 to 7, above, are to be understood as marked [-G], although this specification has not been made explicit in the formalization of the conditions.)

The shape of grammatical morphemes can be specified by a Sequence Structure Condition, SqSC 9:

\[ \text{PC: } + \left( \left[ +G \right] \right) \left[ +G \right] \left[ +G \right] \left[ +G \right] \]

There are three grammatical morphemes which are realized phonetically as prefixed nasal consonants homorganic with the following non-vowel. These are the negative morpheme (NEG), the Optative morpheme (OPT), and one of the NomPs. Since all these morphemes have to be specified for the feature tone, and since in our analysis, tone on the phonological level is restricted to vowels, we have chosen to represent these morphemes in the dictionary by the following feature matrix: [+Vocalic,+Nasal]. The NEG morpheme and the NomP will also be specified as [-Tone], i.e., low tone, and the OPT morpheme as [+Tone], i.e., high tone. (The NomP is further specified as [+High]—cf. Section 2.51.) A P-rule (P 02) will change the feature [+Vocalic] to [-Vocalic] and also add the feature [+Consonantal]. The P-rule for homorganic nasals will then apply to add the other needed features.

(Alternatively, we could have specified the nasal prefixes as archisegments with the features [+Nasal,+Tone]. It is likely, however, that at an earlier stage these tone-bearing nasals were nasalized vowels, and, at a still earlier stage, syllables consisting of nasal consonants and oral vowels. Since we are positing no underlying nasal consonants we feel there is justification for specifying these morphemes with underlying vowel segments.)

This treatment of the nasal prefixes permits us to specify all grammatical morphemes by SqSC 9. Furthermore, it also permits us to represent all nominal prefixes by an underlying single vowel segment (cf. Section 2.52, SqSC 11).
2.51 Verbal Grammatical Morphemes

The grammatical morphemes which constitute part of the verbal word include the Subject Concord (SC) prefixes, the STATive, HABitual, PROgressive, PASt, PERFect, FUTure, OPTative, IMPerative, and CONsecutive aspectual affixes, and the NEGative, INGressive, REDuplicative, and SUBordinate morphemes. These are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

As was stated in Section 2.50, the STA and IMP morphemes have no matrix representations in the dictionary. All the other verbal morphemes are either of the shape /V/ or of the shape /CV/. Here, it may be noted that the two INGressive prefixes which have the phonological form /bá/ and /k3/, are derived from the verb roots /bá/ 'come' and /kot/ 'go' respectively. As a verb root, /kot/ conforms to the constraints on primary syllables. As a grammatical morpheme, which is introduced into the surface structure by a transformation, it does not have the final consonant and conforms to the constraints on secondary, or grammatical, syllables.

The systematic phonemic forms of the SC prefixes are given in Section 4.20. All of the SCs as listed in the dictionary have redundant low tone, which may be specified by SqSC 10.

\[
\text{SqSC 10:} \quad \text{PC: } \text{SC} \llbracket X [\text{+[Vocalic]}] X \rrbracket [\text{[-Tone]}]
\]

2.52 Nominal Grammatical Morphemes

The nominal word occurs in surface structures under the node N(oun), as shown in the following tree diagram:

```
  N
 / \   \   
NomP NR NS
```

where NomP stands for Nominal Prefix, NR for Noun Root, and NS for Nominal Suffix.

Every NR in the lexicon is marked either as [+Plural] (if it is the root of a count noun) or [-Plural] (if it is the root of a non-count noun). (By a convention of obligatory specification, whenever the root of a count noun is
selected, either the [+Plural] or the [-Plural] specification of that root must be selected.) Every NR is also marked for the particular NomP or NomPs it selects. Thus the count-noun NR ba /bá/ 'child' is marked as [+3/5]. This means that, if /ba/ is specified as [-Plural] it takes the prefix which we are numbering "3" (i.e., /3-/), while if it is specified as [+Plural] it takes the prefix which we are numbering "5" (i.e., /N/). Similarly, the non-count-noun NR sika /sikà/ 'gold, money' is marked as [+4], which means that it takes the prefix which we are numbering "4": i.e., /4/.

There are six NomPs, all of which conform to the following Sequence Structure Condition:

SqSC 11: I: [+NomP]

↓

T: [+Vocalic ]

[-Tone ]

This condition says that, in their underlying forms, all nominal prefixes are low-tone vowels. (They are also lax, in conformity with SqSC 8.) The distinctive specifications of the six NomPs appear in the lexicon, as follows:

NomP 1: [+Low -Nasal ] i.e., /à/, as in afe(e) [åff(é)] 'year'

NomP 2: [+High -Low -Back ] i.e., /v/, as in Ak sna [âná] 'mother'

NomP 3: [+High -Low +Back ] i.e., /v/, as in oba [ôbá] 'child'

NomP 4: [+High -Nasal ] i.e., [ê], as in sika [sikà] 'money'

NomP 5: [+High +Nasal ] i.e., [N], as in mma [ûmâ] 'children', nsa [ûsá] 'liquor', nka [ûkâ] 'scent'

NomP 6: [+Low +Nasal ] i.e., /v/, (which is changed to /âN/ by a F-rule), as in ampan [ámpan] 'punping pole', ankaa [âkaa] 'lemon'
(NomP 6 is rather rare. As Christaller (1875) notes: "The prefix am occurs seldom, and appears in some cases as a variation of the prefix 'a'" (p. 22). These prefixes may be altered by various P-rules. Thus /ə/, /ɛ/, and /ɔ/ may be changed to [œ] (ultimately [ɪ]), [e], and [o] respectively by the tenseness-harmony rule, P 69; in Fante /ɛ/ may be changed to /i/ (by a P-rule not included in the present phonology), etc.

In some cases, a Noun Root selects different NomPs in different dialects. For example, in the singular the noun root dan(e) 'room' takes ɔ- in Akuapem but ɛ- in Asante. (The plural is formed with ɛ- in both dialects.) Such differences must be indicated in the lexicon. Thus dan(e) is marked [+3/1 Ak] and [+2/1 As]. Similarly, the noun root ponko 'horse', which forms its plural with ɛ- in Akuapem but ɛ- in Asante (and which forms the singular with ɔ- in both dialects), is marked [+3/1 Ak] and [+3/5 As].

We have not distinguished the NomPs as inherently singular or plural, although some, e.g., ɔ-, are, in fact, always singular. Others, however, such as ɛ-, may occur in either singular or plural forms: thus, abe 'palm nut' (plural mme), abosom 'guardian spirits' (singular abosom). Historically, the singular ɛ- and the plural ɔ- are very likely derived from distinct prefixes. We have, however, decided to classify the prefixes according to their phonological shape rather than according to their syntactic properties or presumed etymologies.

The Nominal Suffix (NS) is homophonous with the morpheme which, in Chapter 4, we refer to as the VP-final SUBordinative morpheme: i.e., it is a high-tone mid-vowel archiphoneme, which, as a result of the operation of P-rules, has a segmental realization only in Asante, and then only in certain cases. (It is quite likely that the NS and the VP-final SUB are, in fact, the same morpheme, and that the VP-final SUB is simply an occurrence of NS that is transformationally inserted in certain syntactic contexts.) The dialectal differences in the treatment of the NS by the P-rules are illustrated by such forms as Ak-Fa afe [aфи] / As efé [aфи] 'year' and Ak-Fa ohoho [ɔnɔnu] / As ohoo [ɔnɔnu] 'stranger'. Since the phonology of the VP-final SUB is discussed in detail in Section 4.81, and since all of this discussion also applies to the NS, the latter will not be discussed any further in the present section.
The personal pronouns of Akan may be said to belong to the lexical category Nominal Root, since, like other members of this category, they select particular Nominal Prefixes. (In surface forms the NomPs occur only when the pronouns are used disjunctively: e.g., Ono? Minhuu no. 'Him? I haven't seen him,' where the NomP o- of ono 'him' is present in the disjunctive pronoun but not in the object pronoun.) Their phonology is not accorded any further discussion in this study.

No further discussion is accorded, either, to the phonology of the various other grammatical morphemes—e.g., the interrogative particle /â/ or the conjunction /dâ/ (na)—which may occur in surface structures.
Chapter 3
General Phonological Rules

3.10 Introduction.

This chapter is concerned with certain "general" Phonological Rules (P-rules): i.e., P-rules whose application is independent of the syntactic status of the forms serving as inputs to them. Those P-rules, on the other hand, that apply specifically to the finite verb, are discussed in Chapter 4, and those that apply to other specific syntactic categories are, in general, not included in the present study at all. Even within the realm of general phonological phenomena expressible by P-rules, this chapter does not aim at completeness. For example, we have not attempted to deal with the assimilation of vowels to adjacent vowels, or with the epenthetic vowels that may be inserted between adjacent consonants. Nor have we attempted to deal with intonation beyond phrase boundaries.

As was explained in Section 0.50, the function of P-rules is to convert representations of surface structures into systematic-phonetic representations. The representations of surface structures that serve as inputs to the P-rules are in the form of labeled-bracketed strings of morphemes and boundary units, each of which is represented by a matrix in which the columns stand for units (either segmental units or boundary units) and the rows for features. In our description, most of the cells in these matrices will be filled in by a + or a -, representing the feature value assigned to that particular unit. These binary values will either have been present in the dictionary representations of the morphemes, or will have been added by the process of mapping the dictionary matrices onto the Morpheme Structure Conditions (which also are stated in the form of feature matrices). There will be some units in surface structures, however, which are not fully specified as to feature values—cf. Section 2.50.

The P-rules will enter values where needed, change feature values, add and delete both segments and boundary units, etc., and by such operations produce a final string of segments which represent, for the most part, the
equivalent of a traditional phonetic transcription of the sentence generated.

Just as the Morpheme Structure Conditions present a formal set of generalizations about the phonological redundancies of morphemes, so the P-rules express further generalizations about the phonological system. A case in point is the distribution of nasal and oral voiced non-vowels in syllable-initial position. As we have seen (cf. Section 1.30), no nasal non-vowels are postulated at the systematic-phonemic level in Akan. It is, however, true that at the systematic-phonetic level nasal voiced non-vowels do occur, and that in syllable-initial position they are generally in complementary distribution with their oral counterparts, the nasal non-vowels occurring only before nasalized vowels, the oral non-vowels only before oral vowels. The latter generalization is captured by a P-rule which changes the [-Nasal] specification of all voiced non-vowels to [+Nasal] in appropriate contexts. (Exceptions to the generalization, such as dum [dúm] 'extinguish' or Ak-As mma [mma?] 'doesn't come', are accounted for by the operation of other P-rules.)

A formal statement of all the P-rules with which we deal, both those discussed in this chapter and those discussed in Chapter 4, is given in the Appendix. In this appendix all of the rules will be linearly ordered: i.e., numbered according to the order in which they are to be applied. In the present chapter, no such ordering is attempted, since, in the first place, the rules discussed here are, from the point of view of linear ordering, interspersed among the rules to be discussed in Chapter 4, and since, in the second place, it has seemed to us appropriate, for expository purposes, to discuss all rules relating to such phenomena as nasalization, palatalization, etc., in blocks, regardless of their linear ordering in relation to other rules. For example, some nasalization rules must precede palatalization rules while others must follow them. Furthermore, the ordering of some of these rules is different in different dialects. (It is possible that such ordering differences reflect the way in which changes occurred in time after the speakers of the several dialects had become spatially separated.) While we do mention some of these ordering phenomena in the present chapter, we have not attempted to reflect them in the order in which the rules are discussed.
For the purposes of this chapter, we have adopted an interim numbering of the rules, using lower-case Roman numerals: i.e., P i, P ii, etc. After each such number at the head of a rule will appear a parenthetic notation referring to the number of the rule in the linearly-ordered set to be found in the Appendix. (The numbers of the rules in the Appendix are all two-place Arabic numerals: i.e., P 01, P 02, etc.) In the text of this chapter, however, only the interim (Roman) numbers will be referred to.

3.20 Nasalization.

All published descriptions of Akan phonology before the present one have included nasal consonants as phonological segments. This is true of the description of "morphophonemic" segments as well as of "phonemic" segments. Our decision to eliminate nasal consonants as underlying segments is, however, supported by Stewart, who writes (personal communication): "To me it is thoroughly counterintuitive to recognize nasal consonants at the morphophonemic level in any of the languages of the so-called 'Akan' group.... My only reservation is in the case of the homorganic nasal prefix, which might perhaps be better treated as a vowel." (Interestingly, we had decided independently to represent the homorganic nasal prefixes as nasal vowels—cf. Section 2.50.) It is worth noting, in this connection, that in Baule, a language closely related to the three dialects we are describing, the nasal consonants occur only as homorganic nasals, or before nasalized vocalic sounds (Stewart, 1956).

In the dialects we are describing, nasal non-vowels occur (at the systematic-phonetic level) in the following environments:

1. in syllable-initial position before nasal vowels: e.g., ma [mɔ] 'give', na [nɔ] 'and';
2. in syllable-final position, both morpheme-medially, before voiceless homorganic consonants: e.g., adams [adams] 'testimony', kompo[w] [kompo[w]] 'goiter', and in morpheme-final position: e.g., nam [nɔm] 'meat';
3. as syllabics, especially before voiceless consonants or nasals: e.g., ntade [ntade] 'clothes', nno [nno] 'palm oil'.
As we shall show in the immediately following sections, all these occurrences of nasal non-vowels are predictable if we start with an inventory of systematic phonemes which includes only oral non-vowels but both oral and nasalized vowels.

In most cases, nasalized vowels occurring at the systematic-phonetic level are realizations of [+Vocalic, +Nasal] systematic phonemes. There are however, some cases in which vowels which are [-Nasal] at the systematic-phonemic level acquire a [+Nasal] specification as the result of the application of P-rules. Such cases are discussed in Section 3.26.

3.21 Regressive Non-Vowel Nasalization.

Syllable-initial nasal non-vowels are in most cases phonetic actualizations of either voiced oral true consonants or oral glides which precede a nasalized vowel. This can be stated as the following P-rule:

\[ P_1 (P_{06}) : \] 
\[ [-\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Nasal}] / \begin{cases} [+\text{Consonantal}], [+\text{Voiced}] \end{cases} / [+\text{Vocalic}] \]

(When two slashes appear on the right of the arrow in a P-rule, features between the two slashes are features of the segments affected by the rule, while features after the second slash are features of segments adjacent to those affected by the rule. Thus the above rule says that a [-Vocalic] segment becomes [+Nasal] if the segment is marked either as [+Consonantal, +Voiced] or as [-Consonantal], and if, further, it immediately precedes a [+Vocalic, +Nasal] segment.)

Some applications of the rule are illustrated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying form</th>
<th>After P_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bã/</td>
<td>'give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dã/</td>
<td>'and'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jã/</td>
<td>'receive'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wãt/</td>
<td>'scrape'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hã/</td>
<td>'fear'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is this rule that accounts for the fact that (with certain exceptions attributable to the operation of subsequent P-rules) there are no surface syllables in which a voiced oral true consonant or an oral glide is followed by a nasalized vowel. Voiceless oral true consonants, on the other hand, are not affected by the rule, and thus we find such contrasts as: nsa [nsɔ] 'liquor' vs. nsa [nsa] 'hand', pam [pam?] 'confederate' vs. pam [pam?] 'sew', kyi [tɕi?] 'squeeze' vs. kyi [tɕi?] 'hate', etc.

3.22 Syllable-Final Nasal Consonants.

SqaSC 2 (Section 2.20) specifies all syllable-final non-vowels as stop consonants. If these segments are voiced, they are realized phonetically as nasal consonants. SqaSC 3 (same section) specifies all morpheme-medial syllable-final consonants as [+Voiced], with the consequence that all such segments are realized phonetically as nasal consonants.

The P-rule for syllable-final nasal consonants can be stated as follows:

P ii (P 03):

[+Voiced] → [+Nasal]/[+Consonantal]

The following examples illustrate this rule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>After P ii</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dub /dub/</td>
<td>'extinguish' [dum]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ton(o) /tʊd/</td>
<td>'forge' [tʊn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sen /sɛŋ/</td>
<td>'hang' [sɛŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumpan /tub=pəŋ/</td>
<td>'bottle' [tʊm=pəŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asante /a+sad=tɟ/</td>
<td>'Asante' [a+sɛnt=tɟ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pogko /pog=kə/</td>
<td>'horse' [pʊŋ=kə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The forms presented in square brackets are not necessarily final phonetic forms, and are used merely to illustrate this step in the derivation.)
There are a number of dialect differences in the ultimate phonetic realization of the final nasal consonants which result from the operation of P ii. For example, in Fante a word-final velar nasal (or a velar nasal followed only by a word-final glottal stop) is always changed to an alveolar nasal. The replacement of velar by alveolar nasals in Fante, however, is not limited to word-final (or pre-glottal-stop) position, but also occurs intervocally. Furthermore, the intervocalic replacement of velar by alveolar nasals (but not the word-final replacement) occurs in Asante as well. (For a discussion of circumstances under which the intervocalic velar nasals that undergo the change in question are derived, cf. Sections 4.73 and 4.74.) Since it seems advisable to express the replacement of velar by alveolar nasals in a single rule, we shall state the change in question in the following form:

P iii (P 70):

\[
[\eta] \rightarrow [n]/V \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
(+V) \left\{ (\text{ morpheme boundary + is not also a word boundary}) \right. \\
(?)##
\end{array} \right\} ; \text{As-Fa} \]

\[ ; \text{Fa} \]

(In dialect-specific rules, the relevant dialects are referred to, as above, to the right of the rule. For examples of the operation of this rule, cf. Section 4.74.)

As is mentioned in Section 4.74, Asante has a rule for vocalizing a word-final velar nasal or a velar nasal followed only by a word-final glottal stop. (In the latter case, the rule also deletes the glottal stop.) The rule may be stated as follows:

P iv (P 71):

\[
[\eta] \left< [?]\right> \rightarrow \begin{array}{l}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \\
\alpha \text{Back} \\
\beta \text{Tense}
\end{array} <\emptyset> / \begin{array}{l}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \\
\alpha \text{Back} \\
\beta \text{Tense}
\end{array} ## \text{As}
\]

(Since \([\eta]\) is \([+\text{High}, +\text{Nasal}]\), these features carry over to the \([+\text{Vocalic}]\) segment which replaces it.) This rule, which replaces word-final \([\eta]\) in Asante by a nasalized high vowel agreeing in backness and tenseness with the preceding vowel, is responsible for such dialect differences
as those in the final segments of Ak [màn]/As [mëf] 'community', Ak [dë]/As [ḍī] 'name', Ak [tò]/As [tòq] 'sell', etc. (For an account of the nasalization of the first vowel of As [ḍī] and [tòq], cf. Section 3.26.) (In some Asante subdialects, the replacement of word-final [g] by a nasalized vowel is limited to [ŋ]'s which follow [-Back] vowels. Such dialects have [mëf] and [ḍī], but have [tòq] instead of [tòq].)

There are other dialect-specific rules affecting final nasal consonants, such as the rule discussed in Section 4.72 which changes certain final [m]s or [n]s in Verb Roots to [ŋ]'s. Such rules, however, are not formulated in the present chapter.

3.23 Nasal Prefixes.

As was noted in Section 2.50, there are three grammatical morphemes which are realized as homorganic-nasal-consonant prefixes. These are the negative morpheme (NEG), the optative morpheme (OPT), and one of the nominal prefixes (NomPs). In dictionary matrices, these morphemes are specified as nasalized-vowel archisegments with low tone in the case of NEG and the NomP, high tone in the case of OPT. (In the case of the NomP the dictionary matrix also specifies the archisegment as [+High].)

There is also one grammatical morpheme, another of the NomPs (cf. Section 2.52), which is realized as a prefix consisting of a low vowel plus a homorganic nasal consonant. In the dictionary matrix, this morpheme is specified as a [+Low,+Nasal] segment (which, like all NomPs is redundantly [+Vocalic,-Tone]): i.e., /ŋ/.

A P-rule is needed to change the [+Vocalic] specification of the three morphemes realized as homorganic nasals to [-Vocalic,+Consonantal], and to add a [-Vocalic,+Consonantal,+Nasal] segment after the NomP /ŋ/. This rule, which must precede the rule that makes nasal consonants homorganic with the non-vowel that follows (cf. Section 3.24), may be stated as follows:

\[ P \geq (P 02): \]

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow <[\dot{\text{g}}]> \]

\[ [-\text{Vocalic}] + \text{Consonantal} ]/ + [+\text{Nasal}] + [+G] \]
(The presence of the two formative boundaries in the environment prevents the rule from applying to the nasalized vowel of such a grammatical morpheme as /bf/, the 1st-person-singular Subject Concord prefix. These boundaries ensure that the rule will apply only to single-segment grammatical morphemes.)

Given the surface structure of the sentence Omfa Kofi
'He should take Kofi', which is, roughly:

\[ s[VP[v[SC[3]OPT[\text{\text{N}}]VR[\text{fât}]]NP[Kôfî]]] \]

(where OPT[\text{\text{N}}] stands for the feature matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
+\text{Vocalic} \\
+\text{Nasal} \\
+\text{Tone} \\
+G \\
+\text{OPT}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

this rule operates to specify the OPT segment as a high-tone nasal consonant. (At this point in the derivation, the other features are not yet specified.) Similarly, the rule specifies the NEG morpheme or the homorganic-nasal NomP as a low-tone nasal consonant. In the case of the NomP /b/, the rule adds a nasal consonant after the vowel.

### 3.24 Homorganic Nasals

There are many cases in Akan where, within word boundaries, we find nasal consonants that are homorganic with a following non-vowel. Within morpheme boundaries, the obligatory homorganicness of nasal consonants with following non-vowels is accounted for by SqSC 3 (cf. Section 2.21), and by P ii (cf. Section 3.22). For cases involving the homorganicness of nasals with following non-vowels across morpheme boundaries (but within word boundaries), another rule is needed. Such cases include, among others, words with one of the nasal prefixes discussed in Section 3.23, and, in most dialects, words involving the reduplication of monosyllabic Verb Roots with final nasal consonants, in which the final nasal consonant of the reduplicating syllable is made homorganic with the initial non-vowel of the VR (cf. Section 4.5, subsection (b)). (In the case of reduplicated forms of disyllabic VRs that end in a nasal consonant, the situation is somewhat more complex, although here too the final nasal of the reduplicating prefix is often made homorganic with the initial non-vowel of the VR—cf. Section 4.6.)
The rule for homorganic nasals across morpheme boundaries may be stated as follows:

P vi (P 25):

\[ +\text{Consonantal} ] \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \text{Coronal} \\ \text{Back} \end{bmatrix} /\text{High} + \begin{bmatrix} \text{~Vocalic} \\ \text{Coronal} \end{bmatrix} \]

(This statement of the rule does not provide for dialect differences in the treatment of reduplicating prefixes.)

Some examples of the operation of P vi are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P vi</th>
<th>After P vi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ŋN+pan]</td>
<td>[m+pan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ+ba?]</td>
<td>[m+ba?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[N+da]</td>
<td>[i+da]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[N+gu]</td>
<td>[t+gu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[küm+küm]</td>
<td>[kün+küm]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(It should be noted that P vi must follow the palatalization rule, P xviii—cf. Section 3.60. For example, given the underlying form /N+käg/ 'side' and the surface form Aku. [ŋćć]ŋ], it must be the case that P xviii has changed /k/ to [tće] before P vi applies, since the homorganic nasal is the palatal, [ŋ], rather than the velar, [ŋ].)

3.25 **Progressive Non-Vowel Nasalization.**

After the homorganic-nasal rule, P vi, has applied, another rule, which applies in Akuapem, Asante, and some Fante subdialects, nasalizes all voiced non-vowels (within word boundaries) that follow nasal consonants. This rule may be stated:

P vii (P 72)

\[ +\text{Vocalic} ] \rightarrow [ +\text{Nasal} ] /X[^{-}\text{Vocalic} ] (+) = -\text{Fän} \]

(where X does not include ##, and where -Fän indicates non-applicability in some Fante subdialects)
The following items illustrate some phonetic contrasts between, on the one hand, Akuapem and Asante, in which application of P vii is obligatory, and on the other, those Fante subdialects (Fa^2) in which P vii fails to apply:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ak-As</th>
<th>Fa^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɨmá?]</td>
<td>'doesn't come'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɨná?]</td>
<td>'days'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋŋú?]</td>
<td>'should pour'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋpá?]</td>
<td>'doesn't do'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋwá?]</td>
<td>'doesn't die'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of the operation of P vii, Akuapem and Asante (and some Fante subdialects) lack a distinction between oral and nasal voiced non-vowels after nasal consonants within a word. Thus the difference between the initial consonants of affirmative forms of the Verb Roots ba (/ba/ [ba]) 'come' and ma (/má/ [má]) 'give' is not found, in these dialects, in negative forms: e.g., Ak-As mma [ɨmá?] 'doesn't come', Ak-As mma [ɨmá?] 'doesn't give'. There is, however, still a phonetic contrast in such forms: i.e., the contrast between the oral and nasal vowels. For, while it is true that all vowels are nasalized to some degree in the vicinity of nasal consonants, there is nonetheless a clear phonetic difference between vowels whose underlying representations are nasal (or which are explicitly nasalized by P-rules, as discussed in Section 3.26) and vowels which are merely given a slight nasal coloration because of the nasality of adjacent segments.

3.26 Vowel Nasalization.

As was noted in Section 3.20, while most occurrences of nasalized vowels at the systematic-phonetic level correspond to occurrences of such vowels at the systematic-phonemic level, there are cases in which [-Nasal] vowels are made [+Nasal] through the operation of P-rules. We shall discuss two such cases in the present section. In both of these cases, the replacement of the [-Nasal] by the [+Nasal] specification represents an assimilation to an adjacent [+Nasal] segment. In one of the cases, the adjacent segment is a vowel; in the other, it is a consonant.
SqSC 1 (Section 2.21), the MS Condition specifying the shape of the Akan principle syllable, requires that two successive vowels in a syllable agree in nasality, tenseness, and tone. At the phonetic level, however, the requirement of nasality agreement between successive vowels extends beyond the syllable. In fact, whenever it happens that, at some point in a derivation, two successive vowels within a word show different specifications for the feature [Nasal], the [-Nasal] vowel is made [+Nasal] by application of a P-rule. This rule applies regardless of the order in which the [-Nasal] vowel and the [+Nasal] vowel occur. Thus the rule applies when the inherently [-Nasal] past-aspect suffix (cf. Section 4.33) occurs after a Verb Root that ends with a [+Nasal] vowel, and it also applies when an inherently [-Nasal] vowel occurs before a [+Nasal] vowel that has been derived through application of the Asante rule (P iv, Section 3.22) which replaces a final [n] by a nasalized high vowel. An example of the first type is Ak mae [mʌf] 'gave', derived from deep structure /ba/ 'give' + /r/ (past-aspect suffix). (For details of the derivation, cf. Section 4.91, subsection (d).) An example of the second type is As [baŋ] 'wall', derived from deep-structure [bag] as follows: /bag/ \(\rightarrow\) [baŋ] by P ii; [baŋ] \(\rightarrow\) [baŋ] by P iv; [baŋ] \(\rightarrow\) [baŋ] by the P-rule under discussion.

The rule for nasalizing a vowel adjacent to a nasalized vowel may be stated as follows:

P viii (P 73):

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+]\text{Nasal}/(+) [+\text{Vocalic}] (+) \]

(This rule incorporates a notational device suggested by Bach (1968), in which the environment is to be interpreted as either preceding or following the segment affected by the rule. Thus P viii is an abbreviated form of the following:

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+]\text{Nasal}/\begin{array}{c} (+) [+]\text{Vocalic} \\ (+) [+\text{Nasal}] \end{array} \]

To turn now to the nasalization of vowels under the influence of adjacent [+Nasal] consonants, we find that this
is a considerably more restricted phenomenon than is vowel nasalization under the influence of adjacent [+Nasal] vowels. In the first place, it is only [-Nasal] vowels that precede nasal consonants, never those that follow such consonants, that are changed to [+Nasal]. For example, while the vowel of dum [dũm?] (underlying form: /dub/) 'extinguish' is nasalized under the influence of the following [m], the vowel of Ak-As mmu [mmu?] (underlying form: /N+bu/ 'doesn't bend' is not nasalized under the influence of the preceding [m]. Second, the [+Nasal] consonant responsible for the change must be in the same syllable as the vowel: compare Fa [tuN?] and Ak-As [tu=N?] (underlying form: /tud/) 'forge'. (For details of the derivation of such forms, cf. Sections 4.73 and 4.74.) Finally, it is only high vowels, never mid or low vowels, that are affected. Thus while dum and Ak den [dη] 'difficult' have nasalized vowels, Ak den [dη] 'what', Ak don [dη] 'clock', and dam [dam] 'madness' do not.

The rule for nasalizing high vowels before nasal consonants in the same syllable may be stated as follows:

\[
P \text{ix (P 74)}: \\
[+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Nasal}]/_{\text{[+Consonantal]}} \\
[+] \text{High} \\
[+] \text{Nasal}
\]

It may be noted that, as a result of a combination of the operation of this rule and the progressive non-vowel nasalization rule, P vii, discussed in Section 3.25, certain systematic-phonemic contrasts may be eliminated at the systematic-phonetic level. For example, in Akuapem and Asante (and some Fante subdialects), while affirmative forms involving the Verb Roots dum (/dub/) 'extinguish' and num (/dub/) 'suck' are (except in the optative) distinct—e.g., odum [odum?] 'he extinguishes' vs. onum [onum?] 'he sucks'—negative forms involving these VRs are homophones—e.g., Ak-As onnum [onnûm?] 'he doesn't extinguish, he doesn't suck'. This homophony results from the fact that, in negative forms in these dialects, the initial /d/ of dum is nasalized after a nasal prefix by P vii, while the vowel is nasalized by P ix. (In the case of num, the initial /d/ of underlying /dûb/ is nasalized by P i—cf. Section 3.21—and the vowel is inherently [+Nasal].) Such an elimination of contrasts does not occur in negative forms involving such verb roots as gyam (/gab/) 'bemoan' and nyam (/jâb/) 'wave', because, even though the initial
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non-vowels of the roots are homophonous in negative forms in these dialects (both being realized as palatal nasals, as the result of the application of different P-rules), the vowel of ḣyam, not being high, is unaffected by P ix, and hence continues to contrast with the vowel of ḣyam: compare Ak-As onnyam [onŋəm?] 'he doesn't bemoan' and onnyam [onŋəm?] 'he doesn't wave'.

3.30 Final Consonants.

At the systematic-phonemic level, morpheme-final non-vowels are restricted, by SqSC 2 (Section 2.20), to the six stop consonants /p, t, k, b, d, g/, (and syllable-final but morpheme-medial non-vowels are restricted, by SqSC 3 (same section), to the three voiced stop consonants /b, d, g/). We have already, in Section 3.22, discussed P-rules which apply to the voiced final consonants: i.e., P ii, which changes syllable-final /b, d, g/ to [m, n, ŋ] respectively; P iii, which changes word-final [ŋ] to [n] in Fante; and P iv, which changes word-final [ŋ] to a nasalized high vowel in Asante.

The three voiceless stops, /p, t, k/, are changed, in morpheme-final position to [w, r, ?] respectively. Since these latter segments do not constitute a "natural class" within the feature system with which we are working, it would perhaps be simplest not to attempt to formulate the rule for the change of morpheme-final /p, t, k/ to [w, r, ?] entirely in feature terms, but, instead, to state it in some such form as the following:

\[
[\text{+[Consonantal]}] \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
[w] / [\overline{-\text{Coronal}}] & [\overline{-\text{Back}}] \\
[r] / [\overline{+\text{Coronal}}] \\
[?] / [\overline{+\text{Back}}] 
\end{cases}
\]

(The segment [r] is a liquid—i.e., a [+Vocalic, +Consonantal] segment; this is a segment type not found at the systematic-phonemic level in Akan. The segment [?] is a glide specified as [+Glottal Constriction]; this feature specification
too is not found at the systematic-phonemic level in Akan.

In the interest, however, of possibly shedding some light on the historical development of the final non-vowels in Akan, we may propose the following rather complex rule, which is stated entirely in feature terms, and which covers the changes not only of the voiceless final non-vowels but of the voiced final non-vowels as well (and which, since it replaces rule P ii, is given the interim number P ii¹):

\[ P \text{ ii}¹ (P 03): \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[\text{[+Vowel]}] / [\text{[+Voiced]}] \\
[\text{[+Voiceless]}] / [\text{[+Anterior]}] \\
[\text{[+Non-Coronal]}] / [\text{[+Glottal]}] \\
[\text{[+Consonantal]}] / [\text{[+Coronal]}] \\
\end{array}
\]

(The four subparts of this rule are "conjunctively ordered": i.e., each subpart of the rule---(a), (b), (c), (d), above---applies in turn if the conditions for its application are met. However, no recycling is permitted. That is, segments that have undergone the change specified in subpart (b) of the rule may, where appropriate, undergo subpart (c) or subpart (d), but may not be resubmitted for the application of subpart (a). Similarly, segments that have undergone the change specified in (c) may not be resubmitted for application of (a) or (b), and those that have undergone the change specified in (d) may not be resubmitted for application of (a), (b), or (c).)

Line (a) of the rule changes the voiced syllable-final consonants /b, d, g/ to [m, n, η] respectively. Line (b) voices the anterior voiceless oral consonants /p/ and /t/, changing them to [b] and [d] respectively. Line (c) changes the non-coronal oral consonants [b] and [k] to glides, and, in the case of the non-anterior /k/, adds the feature of glottal constriction; thus [b] \rightarrow [w] and [k] \rightarrow [ʔ]. Line (d) changes the coronal oral consonant [d] to the liquid [r]. The operation of this rule may be illustrated as follows:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>'extinguish'</th>
<th>'forge'</th>
<th>'hang'</th>
<th>'dance'</th>
<th>'reach'</th>
<th>'stand'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/dub/</td>
<td>/tūd/</td>
<td>/sēg/</td>
<td>/sap/</td>
<td>/dut/</td>
<td>/sīk/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After (a)</td>
<td>[dum]</td>
<td>[tūn]</td>
<td>[sēq]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After (b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[sab]</td>
<td>[dud]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After (c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[saw]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[sī?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After (d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[dur]</td>
<td>[sī?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output of P ii:

| [dum] | [tūn] | [sēq] | [saw] | [dur] | [sī?] |

3.31 Final [w] → [ʔ].

In Akuapem and in some Fante subdialects (which we shall refer to as Fα1), a [w] which is derived from an underlying morpheme-final /p/ (cf. P ii1, Section 3.30) is normally retained, and occurs in surface forms. In Asante, however, and in some other Fante subdialects (which we shall refer to as Fα2), a [w] in morpheme-final position is replaced by a glottal stop, by means of the following P-rule:

\[
P \times (P 29): \quad [w] \rightarrow [ʔ]/ + 
\]

:As, Fα2

This rule is responsible for such dialect differences as Ak-Fα1[/saw?]/As-Fα2 [sā?] 'dance', Ak-Fα1 [piw?]/As-Fα2 [pī?] 'be thick', Ak-Fα1 [dow?]/As-Fα2 [dō?] 'cultivate', etc. (For an explanation of the glottal stop that follows the [w] in the Ak-Fα1 forms cited, cf. Section 4.74, sub-section (a).)

3.32 Glottal-Stop Deletion.

There is a general, non-dialect-dependent, P-rule that deletes all glottal stops that are not immediately followed by a pause. The glottal stops deleted by this rule may have had one of a number of different origins.
For example, they may represent reflexes of underlying morpheme-final /k/ (cf. Piil, Section 3.30); they may represent reflexes of underlying morpheme-final /p/, which has first been changed to [w] by Piil and then changed to [?] by Px (cf. Section 3.31); or they may have arisen in various other ways discussed in Chapter 4. Regardless of the derivation of the glottal stops, the following rule is obligatory:

\[ P_{xi} (P_{04}): \]

\[ [+\text{Glottal Constriction}] \rightarrow [\emptyset/ \_\_ X] \]

(where X is not a [+PB])

This rule is responsible for the absence of the glottal stop after [osi] in [osi ho] 'he stands there' (cf. [osi?] 'he stands'), after [odo] in As-Fa2 [odo ho] 'he cultivates that place' (cf. As-Fa2 [odo?] 'he cultivates'), etc. (Although P$_{xi}$ occurs early in the linearly-ordered set of P-rules, there is a condition on it to the effect that it re-applies immediately whenever the conditions for its application are met. Hence it applies, for example, to outputs of Px, even though Px occurs at a later point in the linearly-ordered set.)

3.40 Medial Intervocalic Consonants.

Some rules that affect medial intervocalic consonants have already been mentioned: viz., Pi (Section 3.21), which nasalizes a voiced syllable-initial consonant that is followed by a nasalized vowel, whether the consonant in question is initial or medial within a morpheme or word; and Piil (Section 3.22), which, in Asante and Fante, changes an intervocalic [n] to [n]. In addition to these rules, which affect certain intervocalic consonants that are followed by nasalized vowels, there are several P-rules that affect intervocalic consonants (within a disyllabic or longer morpheme) that are followed by oral vowels.

When the systematic phoneme /d/ occurs in intervocalic position within a morpheme, it is, as we have seen, changed to [n] if the following vowel is [+Nasal]. If, on the other hand, this vowel is [-Nasal], the /d/ is changed to [r]. Thus systematic-phonemic /fr[\text{y}]s/ 'call' is realized phonetically as [fr[\text{y}]s], systematic-phonemic /a+byd+[\text{y}]s/ 'pineapple' is realized phonetically as [ab[\text{y}]s], etc. (For an account of the optional deletion of [x] and [u] in the examples cited, cf. Section 3.75.) This change may be stated in a P-rule as follows:
P xii (P 15):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Consonantal}] \\
[+\text{Coronal}] \\
[+\text{Voiced}] \\
\rightarrow [+\text{Vocalic}]/V____[-\text{Nasal}]
\end{array}
\]

(Alternatively, since this rule follows P i, we may state it in the following form:

P xii\(^1\):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Consonantal}] \\
[+\text{Coronal}] \\
[+\text{Voiced}] \\
[+\text{Nasal}] \\
\rightarrow [+\text{Vocalic}]/V____V
\end{array}
\]

This formulation presupposes that an underlying /d/ followed by a nasalized vowel has already been specified as [+Nasal]. Thus the only cases in which the condition for P xii\(^1\) are met are those in which the /d/ is followed by an oral vowel.)

P xii (or P xii\(^1\)), by changing the underlying [-Vocalic] specification of /d/ to [+Vocalic], replaces /d/ by the liquid [r] in the specified context. This rule, in combination with P i, accounts for the fact that [d] never occurs morpheme-medially in Akan; i.e., it is always replaced either by [n] or by [r], according to whether the following vowel is [+Nasal] or [-Nasal]. (In some subdialects of Asante, there is a set of exceptions to this generalization. These are words in which a morpheme with a medial [d] followed by an oral vowel is followed by a segmental form of the Nominal Suffix (cf. Section 2.52) or of the homophonous Subordinative suffix (cf. Section 4.81). In such words in these Asante subdialects there is alternation between [r] and [d] at the phonetic level. Thus /bidi+NS/ 'witch' may be realized as [birie] or [bidie], and /jadri+SUB/ 'be ill' may be realized as [jarrfe] or [jadre].)

It should be noted that P xii is a rule restricted to the morpheme, and does not apply across morpheme boundaries. Thus one finds intervocalic [d]s in words such as oda [oda] 'he sleeps', which consists of the Subject Concord prefix 3- plus the verb root da, or Ak-As akade [akade], in which kade is a compound noun root formed from ka 'smell' and ade 'thing'. In the case of progressive verb forms, however, the initial /d/ of the Progressive
morpheme /dr/, is realized phonetically as [r] after a Subject Concord prefix, in spite of the fact that, at the surface-structure level, it is preceded by a morpheme boundary. Thus /c+dr+ba/ 'he is coming' is realized phonetically as Ak [orrba], not as [cdrba]. This suggests the need for a P-rule which eliminates morpheme boundaries ([+FB]s) between Subject Concord prefixes and Aspectual prefixes (of which the Progressive is one). This rule may be stated:

P xiii (P 14):


We must assume that P xiii precedes P xii in order to account for the occurrence of [r], rather than [d], as the initial segment of the Progressive morpheme.

When the systematic phoneme /g/ occurs in interjections within a morpheme, it is changed to [q] (by P i) if the following vowel is [+Nasal]. If the following vowel is [-Nasal], and if the medial syllable beginning with /g/ is of the shape CV or CVC (i.e., if it is not of the shape CVV or CVVC), then /g/ is deleted by means of the following rule:

P xiv (P 08):


This rule operates, for example, to change the underlying forms of the Verb Roots boa /buga/ 'help' and /wigek/ 'finish' to [bua] and [wiek] respectively. (Actually, in the case of /wigek/, P ii1 (Section 3.30), since it precedes P xiv, would already have changed the final /x/ to [?], so P xiv would operate to change [wie?] to [wie?]. The final phonetic form of this morpheme is [wie?], with the change in the initial segment the result of the palatalization rule, P xviii (Section 3.60).)

Note that, if the /g/ is followed by a sequence of two vowels, it is not deleted. Thus the /g/ of hodwo(w) /hoguep/ 'become slack' is not affected by P xiv, and is realized, after the application of various P-rules, as the [djv] of [hoodjvo(w)]. Similarly, after the /I/-insertion rule, P xix (Section 3.61), has inserted an /i/ after the /g/ of kagya(w) /kagep/ 'wither', with the result that the
/g/ is followed by the vowel sequence [ie], P xiv fails to apply, and the /g/ is realized, after the application of various P-rules, as the [dj] or [kwadjeh(w)].

(We have only investigated the application of P xiv in detail in the case of Verb Roots. Noun Roots seem to present a number of exceptions: e.g., bogye [budjr] 'chin', which is, presumably, derived from underlying /bugr/.)

Intervocalic consonants other than /d/ and /g/ do not normally undergo P-rules that depend upon the intervocalic position of the consonants (although they may undergo various P-rules, such as nasalization, labialization, and palatalization, which affect certain syllable-initial consonants followed by certain vowels, whether or not the consonants are intervocalic). There is, however, a rule which affects an intervocalic /k/ in a disyllabic Verb Root (but not, for example, in a disyllabic Noun Root), and which operates to replace the /k/ by a [g] (which is ultimately either nasalized by P i or deleted by P xiv). Since this rule is specific to Verb Roots, it is discussed in detail in Chapter 4—cf. Section 4.77, subsection (a).

3.50 Labialization.

Within a morpheme, a syllable-initial non-vowel immediately followed by a [+Round] vowel is always labialized in Akan: i.e., the non-vowel itself always acquires a [+Round] specification. This labialization process may be stated in a P-rule as follows:

P xiv (P 09):
[-Vocalic] \rightarrow [+Round] = ____ [+Round]

The [+Round] vowel that causes the labialization may be the only vowel of the syllable, or it may be the first vowel of a two-vowel sequence. (As is specified by SqSC 2, Section 2.21, the first vowel of a two-vowel sequence within a primary syllable is always /U/, and hence obligatorily [+Round].) In the former case—i.e., when the labialized non-vowel is the initial segment of a CU(C) or CO(C) syllable—the rounding of the non-vowel is not always easily discernible. (It is, perhaps, more discernible in Fante than it is in Akuapem or Asante.) However, just as instrumental evidence has shown that there is
labialization of the initial segments of English *soon* and *coat* (though less than in *swoon* and *quote*), so, we feel confident, would it show that there is labialization of the initial segments of Akan *som* [swum?] 'serve' and *ko* [kwo?] 'go'. (Except where we are particularly concerned with labialization, we do not, in this text, normally indicate it in phonetic transcriptions of items such as *som* or *ko*. That is, instead of [swum?] and [kwo?], we would usually transcribe [su'm?] and [ko?] respectively.)

When the labialized non-vowel is the initial segment of a CUV(C) syllable, the /U/ which immediately follows the non-vowel is deleted, so that the labialization of the non-vowel is, at the phonetic level, the only sign of the presence of a [+Round] vowel in the underlying structure. The /U/-deletion rule may be stated as follows:

P xvi (P 10):

[U] - $\emptyset$/ [+Vocalic]

(That is, any [U] that immediately precedes a vowel is deleted.)

Some examples of the operation of P xv and P xvi (which must apply in that order) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P xv</th>
<th>After P xv</th>
<th>After P xvi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sua 'be small'</td>
<td>[suw?']</td>
<td>[swu?']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twe 'antelope'</td>
<td>[kw?']</td>
<td>[kw?']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwe 'look at'</td>
<td>[hu?']</td>
<td>[hu?']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In the case of *twe* and *hwe*, palatalization later applies, resulting in the final phonetic forms [t?w?] and [h?w]-- cf. Section 3.60.)

It may perhaps seem somewhat curious to postulate underlying CUV(C) syllables in which the first vowel is obligatorily /U/, and to further postulate that this /U/ is obligatorily deleted. Doing so, however, permits us to eliminate labialized non-vowels at the systematic-phonemic level. That is, we can say that labialization of non-vowels occurs only when a [+Round] vowel follows the non-vowel in the underlying form.
3.60 **Palatalization.**

In all dialects, the [+Back] non-vowels [k, g, w, h, \(\eta\)w (or [\(\tilde{w}\)])] are palatalized, in syllable-initial position, when they occur immediately before the [+Palatal] vowels /I/ and /\(\tilde{E}\)/, and are realized phonetically as [\(\tilde{t}c\), \(\tilde{d}j\), \(\tilde{c}\), \(\tilde{p}_{\eta}\) (or [\(\tilde{\eta}\)])] respectively. Thus /ks/ \(\rightarrow\) [\(\tilde{t}c\)s] (kve 'divide'), /ge/ \(\rightarrow\) [\(\tilde{d}j\)e] (gve 'receive'), /\(\tilde{w}r\)/ \(\rightarrow\) [\(\tilde{u}r\)] (we 'nibble'), /\(\tilde{hr}\)/ \(\rightarrow\) [\(\tilde{\zeta}\)] (kve 'border'), and /\(\tilde{w}\tilde{f}\)d/ (after becoming [\(\tilde{\eta}\widetilde{\eta}\)n] through the application of other P-rules) \(\rightarrow\) [\(\tilde{\eta}\)\(\tilde{u}\)n] (mwen(e) 'weave'). (The labialized [+Back] non-vowels [kw, \(\tilde{g}w\), hw], which may, as a result of the [U]-deletion rule, P xvi (Section 3.50), occur immediately before [+Palatal] vowels, are also palatalized in all dialects, being realized as [\(\tilde{t}c\)w, \(\tilde{d}j\)w, \(\tilde{c}\)j] respectively—cf. Section 3.61 for details.) There is one major exception to this generalization: palatalization does not occur if the following syllable (within the same morpheme) begins with /t/ or /s/. Thus /k\(\tilde{t}\)s\(\tilde{g}\) 'mat' is realized phonetically as [k\(\tilde{t}\)s\(\tilde{g}\)], not [k\(\tilde{t}\)s\(\tilde{g}\)], while /k\(\tilde{s}\)s\(\tilde{r}\)/ 'big' is realized phonetically as [k\(\tilde{s}\)\(\tilde{s}\)r], not [t\(\tilde{s}\)\(\tilde{s}\)r].

The non-dialect-dependent palatalization rule may be stated as follows:

\[
\text{P xvi} \ (P \ \text{II}): \quad \left[ -\text{Vocalic} \right] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{Palatal} \right] / \left\{ \left[ -\text{Nasal} \right] \right\} / \left[ -\text{Nasal} \right] / \left[ +\text{Vocalic} \right] X \\
\left[ -\text{Nasal} \right] / \left[ +\text{Nasal} \right] / \left[ +\text{Round} \right]
\]

(where \(X \neq (V)(C) = t/s \) X)

This rule specifies that all [-Nasal] back non-vowels—i.e., [k, g, w, h]—are subject to palatalization in the appropriate context, but that only round [+Nasal] back non-vowels are subject to palatalization. Thus [\(\eta\)w] is subject to palatalization, but [\(\tilde{h}\)] (which arises as a result of the application of P i to an underlying /\(\tilde{h}\)/ sequence—cf. Section 3.21) is not. This accounts for the fact that, e.g., underlying /\(\tilde{h}\)/ 'where' is realized phonetically as [\(\eta\)f], not as [\(\tilde{c}\)f]. (As we shall see in Section 3.61, [\(\tilde{h}\)w], which, like [\(\eta\)w] is [+Nasal, +Round], is subject to palatalization.)

Fante offers a few apparent exceptions with regard to the palatalization of non-nasalized [h] before
[+Palatal] vowels: e.g., (e)hen [(i)hen] 'we', hen [han] 'ship'. Comparison of these forms with forms that occur in other dialects, however, reveals that the underlying syllable-initial non-vowels in these items are probably /j/ rather than /h/. Thus for 'we' Akuapem has [jɛŋ] and Asante has [jɛʃ]. In the case of 'ship' the situation is somewhat more obscure, since both Akuapem and Asante have initial [ç]: i.e., the palatalized form of [h]. (The Akuapem form is [çɛŋ], the Asante form [çɛʃ].) However, Christaller's Dictionary lists a dialectal form yɛŋ (presumably [jɛŋ]). While, then, the development of the Fante forms in question is not altogether clear, it seems likely that they do not constitute genuine exceptions to the palatalization rule.

In Fante, the palatalization process has been extended so that not only the [+Back] non-vowels, but, in addition, the [-Back] true consonants are palatalized before [+Palatal] vowels. Thus [p, b, f, m, t, d, s, n] are all palatalized in this context in Fante, being realized as [pj, bj, fj, mj, ts, dz, sj, pn] respectively. Compare Ak-As [ps]/Fa [plś] (ps 'seek'), Ak-As [abc]/Fa [abjć] (abc 'palm'), etc. (Except in the case of [ts], [dz], and [pn], the effects of palatalization are not easily discernible when the following vowel is /I/. Thus while Fa [tsr?] 'feel', Fa [dzr] 'take', and Fa [pị] 'this is' are easily distinguished from their Ak-As counterparts [tr?], [dr], and [nị] respectively, Fa [pjii] 'many' and [bjii] 'some' are not so easily distinguished from their Ak-As counterparts [pii] and [bi] respectively. In this text, except where we are particularly concerned with palatalization, we do not normally indicate it in such items, but instead use, e.g., [pii] and [bi] for the Fante, as well as for the Akuapem-Asante pronunciations.) For Fante, then, the following additional palatalization rule may be proposed:

P xviii (P 75)

\[ [\text{-Vocalic} +\text{Consonantal}] \rightarrow [+\text{Palatal}]/[+\text{Vocalic}] \] : Fa

This rule may be assumed to follow P xvii, and to account for the palatalization of all true consonants not palatalized by that rule. (Note that, since the non-vowels
affected by P xviii are restricted to true consonants—i.e., [-Vocalic, +Consonantal] segments—neither the glide [h] nor the liquid [r] is palatalized by it.)

We have thus far not accounted for the occurrence of [dʒ], the palatalized counterpart of [g], in items such as gya(w) [dʒe(w)] 'leave', gya [dʒe] 'fire', etc. Our postulated systematic-phonemic forms for these items have initial /ge/: i.e., /gep/ 'leave', /ge/ 'fire'. Since the low tense vowel /ə/ is [-Palatal], it cannot be the occurrence of this vowel after the /g/ which causes the palatalization. While we might, in seeking to provide an account of such phonetic forms as [dʒe(w)] and [dʒe?], have postulated /giap/ and /gia/, instead of /gap/ and /ga/, as the underlying forms, we have not done so for several reasons. In the first place, such underlying forms would represent unique instances of two-vowel sequences (within the syllable) in which the first vowel is not /U/. That is, there is never any need for positing such underlying syllables as /kie/, /hre/, /gie/, etc. Second, and perhaps more important, there is good evidence for positing a rule which inserts [i] before [ə] under several sets of circumstances. A detailed presentation of this evidence is deferred until Section 3.61, since the evidence bears not only upon [dʒe], etc., but also upon the palato-labialized non-vowels [tʃj], [dʒj], and [çj], and upon the fronted round vowel [ʊ]. For the present we shall simply assume that there is a rule which inserts [i] between [g] and [ə], and that this rule precedes P xvii, so that /ge/ → [giə] (by the [I]-insertion rule) → [dʒie] (by P xvii). This last form is subject to an obligatory /I/-deletion rule (which will also be presented in Section 3.61), such that [dʒie] → [dʒe].

3.61 Palato-Labialized Non-Vowels and Fronted Round Vowels.

It may happen, as a result of the application of the labialization rule, P xv, and the [U]-deletion rule, P xvi (cf. Section 3.50), that a sequence is derived in which one of the labialized [+Back] non-vowels [kw, gw, hw] is immediately followed by one of the [+Palatal] vowels [I] and [E]. Under such circumstances, the palatalization rule, P xvii (cf. Section 3.60), applies as it does in other cases in which back non-vowels are followed by palatal vowels. Palatalization operates in such cases to change
The following are some representative derivations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>'leopard'</th>
<th>'kernel'</th>
<th>'look at'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kwi/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gwi/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hu+i/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After P xv

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kwui]</td>
<td>[gwi]</td>
<td>[hu+i]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After P xvi

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kwu]</td>
<td>[gwi]</td>
<td>[hu]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After P xvii

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tco]</td>
<td>[dji]</td>
<td>[cu]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above derivations of palato-labialized non-vowels all involve underlying forms in which [+Back] non-vowels are followed by /U1/ or /UE/ sequences. We also, however, find palato-labialized non-vowels occurring in certain cases where, in the underlying form, a [+Back] non-vowel is followed by one of the sequences /a/ or /e/'. Such cases show significant dialect differences. Specifically, in Asante, the phonetic realizations of all of the following underlying sequences—/ku/, /kU/, /ge/, /hU/—involve palato-labialized non-vowels, while in Akuapem and Fante, only the phonetic realizations of the underlying sequences /ku/ and /kU/ involve non-vowels of this type. (The phonetic realizations of underlying /ge/ and /hU/ sequences in Akuapem and Fante involve labialized, rather than palato-labialized, non-vowels.) Thus we find [tco] 'cut' (from /ku/), and [cu] 'scarc' (from /kU/) in all three dialects, but where Asante has [dji] 'market' (from /ge/) and [cu] 'scent' (from /hU/), Akuapem and Fante have [gwe] and [hu] respectively.

To account for such cases, we posit a rule, with appropriate dialectal restrictions, which inserts an [i] (i.e., an [i] or an [I]) between a [U] and a low tense vowel in certain cases. This rule will, e.g., change /kU/ to [kU+i] in all three dialects, and will change /ge/ and /hU/ to [gei] and [hU+i] respectively in Asante only. (For the subsequent development of forms such as [kU+i], [gei], and [hU+i], see below.) Interestingly enough, Christaller (1881) cites kwia as the Fante form corresponding to Ak twa [tco] 'cut' at the time he was writing. Further, as Stewart (1966a) has pointed out, the Asante forms cited in Koelle’s Polyglotta Africana (1854) suggest that in the mid-nineteenth century, Asante had something like [gwe] and [hU+i] where it now has [dji] and [cu].
In Section 3.60, we suggested that forms such as [dje] 'fire' resulted from the application of an [I]-insertion rule changing underlying /ge/ to [gie], which, in turn, then became subject to the palatalization rule. Clearly the [I]-insertion rule that is needed to generate [dje] can be combined with the [I]-insertion rule needed to generate [tçyɔ], etc. This rule may be stated as follows:

P xix (P 07):

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [I]/\begin{cases} [g] \\ [+\text{Back}] \\ [k] \end{cases} \rightarrow [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Low}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tense}] \rightarrow \text{As} \rightarrow \text{Ak-Fa} \]

The rule says that [I] is inserted between [g] and a low tense vowel in all dialects. It says, further, that in Asante [I] is inserted between [k/g/hu] and a low tense vowel ([ku], [gu], and [hu] are the only sequences of [+Back] and [+Vocalic] segments that occur immediately before low tense vowels), and that in Akuapem and Fante [I] is inserted between [ku] and a low tense vowel.

After P xix has applied, the labialization rule (P xv), the [U]-deletion rule (P xvi), and the palatalization rule (P xvii), apply in that order. Then another rule is necessary in order to delete the [I]s that were introduced by P xix. This rule may be stated:

P xx (P 13):

\[ [I] \rightarrow \emptyset /\begin{cases} [+\text{Vocalic}] \end{cases} \]

(That is, any [I] that immediately precedes a vowel is deleted.)

The derivations of twa [tçyɔ] 'scar', Ak-Fa gua [gwe]/As dwa [dje] 'market', and Ak-Fa hua [kwɔ]/As hwa [çyɔ] 'scent' may now be illustrated:
Related to the phenomena we have been discussing is the phenomenon of the replacement of an underlying /u/ (or /ʊ/) by the fronted round vowel [ʊ] (or [ʊ]) before an /a/ (or /ʌ/) at the beginning of the next syllable. (The sequence [u=a] arises normally from the deletion of a medial /e/—cf. P xiv, Section 3.40.) This phenomenon shows a certain amount of dialectal and subdialectal variation. For example, in Akuapem the change of [u=a] to [ʊ=a] is most common after a [+Coronal] consonant (i.e., [t, d, n, ɾ]), while in Asante it is equally common after other segment types. Thus in both Akuapem and Asante we find forms such as tua [tʊa] 'stick', dua [dʊa] 'plant', nua [nʊa] 'sibling', and sua [sʊa] 'study', but forms such as [kʊa] for kua 'doll', [bʊa] for bua 'close', etc. are more common in Asante than in Akuapem (which would usually have [kʊa], [bʊa], etc.) (We have not been able to investigate the distribution of [ʊ=a] sequence in Fante in any detail.)

It seems reasonable to derive the [ʊ=a] sequence (and the [ʊ=ɾ] sequence) in some such way as the following: [u=a] → [u=ie] → [ʊ=ie] → [ʊ=a]. That is, we would propose that [ɾ] is inserted before an [e] preceded by [ʊ=], just as it is inserted before an [e] preceded by a sequence consisting of a [+Back] non-vowel plus [u] within a single syllable. Thereafter the syllable-final [ʊ] is fronted under the influence of the [ɾ] (a process analogous to palatalization of [+Back] non-vowels before [ɾ]), and, finally, the [ɾ] is deleted, just as it is between the palato-labialized non-vowels and [ɾ].
In order to extend [I]-insertion so as to cover both the cases we have just been discussing and the cases discussed earlier in this section, we may rewrite P xix as follows:

$$P \text{xix}^1 (P\ 07):$$

$$\emptyset \rightarrow [I] / \begin{cases} [g] \\ [+\text{Vocalic}] \\ [+\text{Back} ] \\ [+\text{High} ] \\ {[+\text{Back}] } \\ {[+\text{Vocalic}]} \end{cases} = \begin{cases} [+\text{Vocalic}] \\ [+\text{Low} ] \\ [+\text{Tense} ] \\ {+\text{High}} \end{cases} : \text{As}$$

: \text{Ak-Fa}

(This statement of the rule is very general as far as the insertion of [I] after \([u]\) is concerned, since it does not allow for dialect differences dependent upon the non-vowel that precedes the \([\text{w}]\). We have also not attempted to account for the sporadic occurrence of fronted round vowels in other contexts—e.g., Ak \(\text{nœ≠} [\text{nœ≠}] \rightarrow [\text{nœ≠}] \) 'cook', Ak-As \(\text{pœ≠} [\text{pœ≠}] \rightarrow [\text{pœ≠}] \) 'appear'—which also presuppose application of an [I]-insertion rule.)

As for the rule that changes \([u]\) to \(\text{[ū]}\) before \([-i\text{ē}]\), this may be stated:

$$P \text{xxi} (P\ 12):$$

$$[+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow [+\text{Back} ] / [+\text{Round} ] / = [i\text{ē}]$$

(The rule need not refer any more specifically to \([u]\), since \([\text{ū}]\) is the only segment that occurs in the context in question.)

There is no need to alter the [I]-deletion rule \((P \text{xx}, \text{above})\), since it is already stated so as to delete any \([I]\) immediately followed by a vowel, and so will apply to an [I] that has been inserted after \([u]\) just as it applies to an [I] that has been inserted in the other contexts specified in P xix$^1$.

We may illustrate the derivation of the fronted round vowels as follows:
3.70 Vowel Rules.

There are a number of P-rules, some general, some dialect-specific, which operate upon [+Vocalic, -Consonantal] segments in certain contexts to change their phonetic quality. We have already discussed three such rules: i.e., P viii and P ix (Section 3.26), which nasalize vowels in the vicinity of [+Nasal] vowels and consonants, and P xxi (Section 3.61), which changes [u] to [u] in the context [-13]. There are other rules which add or delete vowels in certain contexts. The rules of this type which we have already discussed are: the [U]-deletion rule, P xvi (Section 3.50), and the [I]-insertion and [I]-deletion rules, P xix and P xx respectively (Section 3.61).

In addition to the rules we have already discussed, there are a number of others that pertain to vowels. These rules are discussed in the immediately following sections.

3.71 Vowel Tensing.

SqSC 5, in Section 2.30, specifies that the vowels occurring within a single morpheme are either all tense or all lax. As was pointed out in that section, however, vowel tenseness harmony in Akan is not limited to the morpheme, but manifests itself to some extent both across morpheme boundaries and across word boundaries.

Vowels occurring in grammatical morphemes, whether the morpheme is a prefix or a suffix, are all inherently lax, as is specified by SqSC 9 (Section 2.50). But when the first (or only) vowel of the first root syllable that follows a grammatical prefix is a non-low tense vowel, the vowel of the prefix is normally realized as phonetically tense. Similarly, when the last (or only) vowel of a root syllable that immediately precedes a grammatical suffix is
a non-low tense vowel, the vowel of the suffix is normally realized as phonetically tense. For example, given a verb formed with the VR /\textit{fiti}/ 'enter, prick' (of which the first and last syllables both have non-low tense vowels), any affixes included in the verb normally have tense vowels. Thus the verb \textit{Ak-As okofiti}i 'he went and entered', which, in the surface structure, consists of the subject-concord prefix /\textit{ko}/, the ingressive prefix /\textit{ko}/, the VR /\textit{fiti}/ and the past suffix /\textit{i}/, is realized phonetically as [\textit{okofiti}]i.

It should be noted that it is only the non-low tense vowels in root syllables that tense a preceding or following vowel in a grammatical morpheme. Thus prefix vowels of verbs formed with a VR such as /\textit{keri}/ 'weigh', in which the first vowel is tense but low, do not become phonetically tense: e.g., \textit{Ak orebskari} [\textit{orebskari}] 'he is coming to weigh'. (For the change of /\textit{a}/ to [\textit{a}], see below.) Similarly, a suffix vowel of a verb formed with a VR such as /\textit{bise}/ 'ask', in which the last vowel is tense but low, do not become phonetically tense: e.g., \textit{Ak obisae} [\textit{obiser}] 'he asked'.

Apparent exceptions to the claim that it is only non-low tense vowels that tense preceding vowels in grammatical morphemes are provided by words such as \textit{Ak-Fa obegua} [\textit{begwe}']/\textit{As obedwa} [\textit{obedje}'] 'he comes to skin', \textit{okogyam} [\textit{okodjem}'] 'he goes to console', etc. However, if we investigate the derivation of the root morphemes in such words, we find that, at some point in the derivation, there is always a [\textit{u}] or [\textit{i}]--i.e., a non-low tense vowel--before the low tense [\textit{e}] that occurs as the first vowel in the final phonetic form. Thus the underlying form of the root \textit{Ak-Fa} [\textit{gwe}']/\textit{As} [\textit{djje}'] is /\textit{gu\textit{e}/}, and the [\textit{u}] of the root is present in the derivation until it is deleted by the [\textit{U}]-deletion rule, P xvi (Section 3.50). In the case of the root [\textit{djjem}'], while the underlying form is /\textit{geb}/, the [\textit{I}]-insertion rule, P xix (Section 3.61), obligatorily inserts an [\textit{i}] between the [\textit{g}] and the [\textit{e}], and this [\textit{i}] remains present in the derivation until it is deleted by P xx (Section 3.61).

In order to account for these apparent exceptions, then, it would seem to be necessary only to see to it that the rule responsible for tensing the prefix vowels precedes the [\textit{U}]-deletion and [\textit{I}]-deletion rules (and follows the [\textit{I}]-insertion rule).
Such a solution, however, is not in fact possible, given the constraints of the model with which we are working. This is because the model requires that the P-rules operate cyclically (cf. Section 0.50). That is, the entire cycle of applicable P-rules must apply first to the "innermost" constituents of an utterance—i.e., the morphemes—before any rules are applied to larger constituents, such as words. Since the vowel-tensing rule applies across morpheme boundaries, it is clear that the [U]-deletion and [I]-deletion rules, which operate within the morpheme, must be applied before it. Thus, even if the vowel-tensing rule were placed earlier in the cycle of P-rules than the [U]-deletion and [I]-deletion rules, it would simply be inapplicable at the morpheme level, and, before it became applicable at the word level, the morpheme-level vowel-deletion rules would inevitably have applied.

We shall not attempt to solve this problem here, but shall, instead, merely note it, and acknowledge that our rules as presently formulated do not give a fully adequate account of the phenomena in question.

The rule for vowel tensing within the word may be stated as follows:

\[
P_{xxii} (P 69): \quad [+Vocalic, +Tense]_X \rightarrow [-Low, +Tense]_Y
\]

(where: (a) X and Y do not include ##; (b) if the affected segment precedes X, X does not include a [+Vocalic, -G] segment; (c) if the affected segment follows Y, Y does not include a [+Vocalic, -G] segment)

(In the above statement of P xxii, the representation of the context in which the rule applies: i.e.,

\[
\begin{array}{c}
 [+Vocalic] \\
 _X \quad +Tense \\
 _Y \\
 [\_Low] \\
 [\_-G]
\end{array}
\]

is an abbreviation for the two contexts: \_X[+Vocalic, etc.] and [+Vocalic, etc.] Y_.)
Unlike vowel tensing within the word, vowel tensing across word boundaries (including the internal word boundaries of compound words—cf. Section 2.30) is strictly regressive: that is, a lax vowel in the last syllable of a word is made tense when the first vowel of the following word is marked [-Low,+Tense,-G], but a lax vowel in the first syllable of a word is not made tense when the last vowel of the preceding word is so marked. Thus in the sentence Ak Kwame fiti ne nsa [kwaami fiti nf nsa] 'Kwame pricks his hand', the underlying final /ɪ/ of Kwame is made tense before fiti [fiti], but the underlying /ɪ/ of ne 'his' is not made tense after fiti.

Vowel tensing across word boundaries also differs from vowel tensing within the word in that only one syllable (i.e., the last syllable of the word before the [+Tense] root) is affected. Thus, while in Ak wakofiti [wakofiti] 'he has gone and pricked', all of the prefix vowels have been tensed under the influence of the first vowel of the root [fiti], in Ak Kwame fiti... [kwaami fiti], only the last vowel of Kwame has been tensed. (According to our observations, it seems to be the case that a word-final non-vowel prevents the tensing of a preceding vowel. Thus Ak Opon fiti 'Opong pricks...' is realized phonetically as [opon fiti] rather than as [opon fiti]. In our formulation of the rule for vowel tensing across word boundaries, we shall assume that this "protection" of a lax vowel by a following non-vowel is general.)

The rule for vowel tensing across word boundaries may be stated as follows:

P \( \text{P83} \):

\[
\text{[+Vocalic] \rightarrow [+Tense]/-Low} \quad \text{[+Tense]} \quad \text{[+Vocalic]} \quad \text{[-G]}
\]

As the rule specifies, the vowel responsible for tensing across word boundaries must, like the vowel responsible for tensing within word boundaries, be [-Low]. Thus the final /ɪ/ of Kwame is not tensed before the [+Low,+Tense] vowel of the first syllable of, e.g., Ak kari [kari] 'weigh' in Ak Kwame kari [kwaami kari] 'Kwame weighs (it)'. Furthermore (again as in the case of vowel tensing within word boundaries), the vowel responsible for tensing must be the
first vowel of a root morpheme: i.e., a morpheme marked with the feature [±G] (cf. Section 2.50). Thus the final vowel of Kwame is not tensed in Ak Kwame refiti [kwaamf riiti] 'Kwame is tricking it', since re [ri] is a grammatical morpheme (with an inherently lax vowel that has been tensed by P xxiv).

As in the case of P xxiv, there are apparent exceptions to the claim that it is only non-low tense vowels that are responsible for tensing preceding vowels: e.g., Ak-Fa Kwame gua [kwaamí gwe?] /As Kwame dwa [kwaamí djëy?] 'Kwame skins it', Kwame gyam [kwaamí djem?] 'Kwame consoles', etc. In this case too, the problem posed by these apparent exceptions is not resolved merely by pointing out (as is true) that at some point in the derivation of roots like Ak-Fa [gwe?] /As [djëy?] or like [djem?] a [u] and/or [i] precedes the [e], since, given the cyclic ordering of the P-rules, the [u] and/or [i] will have been deleted at the morpheme cycle before P xxiii applies at the phrase cycle. Once more, we shall simply leave the problem unresolved.

We have not yet dealt with the question of the phonetic realization of, e.g., the first vowel of Ak-As [kari] 'weigh' (from /kari/). It is in fact the case that, in Akuapem and Asante, whenever a [+Tense, +Low] vowel is followed by a [+Tense] vowel in the next syllable, the [+Tense, +Low] vowel is normally realized phonetically as [e] (or [ɛ]), rather than [æ] (or [ɔ]). This is so whether the [+Low] vowel is inherently [+Tense] or has acquired its [+Tense] specification as a result of the application of P xxii or P xxiii. Thus in Ak-As afi [afi?] 'has left', the perfect-aspect prefix a- /æ/, which has been made tense through the operation of P xxiv, is realized as [æ]. Similarly in Ak-As oba fi [ɔba ɔi] 'a child leaves', the vowel of ba/ba/ 'child', which has been made tense through the operation of P xxv, is realized as [ɔ].

We have also not yet dealt with the fact that, in those contexts in which Akuapem and Asante have [æ], Fante has [ɔ]: e.g., Fa [kari]/Ak-As [kari], Fa [efi?]/Ak-As [afi?], Fa [ɔbe fi?]/Ak-As [ɔbe fi?]. To deal with these phenomena, the following low-level P-rule may be proposed:
3.71, 3.72

P xxvi (P 84):

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \quad \rightarrow \{[+\text{Coronal}]\} /-(C)=O\{[+\text{Vocalic}] : \text{Ak-As} \\
[+\text{Low}] \quad \rightarrow \{[+\text{Coronal}]\} /-(C)=O\{[+\text{Tense}] : \text{Fa}
\end{align*}
\]

P xxvi operates to replace \([e]\) by \([a]\) (which is identified as a \([+\text{Coronal}]\) low tense vowel, as opposed to the \([-\text{Coronal}]\) low tense vowel \([e]\)) in Akuapem and Asante, and to replace \([e]\) by the \([-\text{Low}]\) vowel \([e]\) in Fante.

3.72 Vowel Backing.

The non-low front vowels ([I] and [E]) are frequently replaced by their back-vowel counterparts ([U] and [O], respectively) when preceded by a \([+\text{Round}]\) non-vowel in a checked syllable (i.e., a syllable with a final non-vowel). This process shows considerable dialectal and subdialectal variation. Thus, while the replacement of \([I]\) by \([U]\) in the context in question is found in some items in all dialects (e.g., Ak-As [djuum] / Fa [djuyamba] 'business', from underlying /guib+ba/, which has been changed to [djujim(b)a] by other P-rules), there are other items in which the replacement is dialectally restricted. Thus Akuapem has [juw?] where Asante has [ux?] for 'dry up' (from underlying /wrp/, which has been changed to Ak [juw?]/As [ux?] by other P-rules). On the other hand Asante normally has [ujuum] where Akuapem has [ujuum] for 'weave' (from underlying [wu], which has been changed to [ujuum] by other P-rules, and later acquires a final vowel by still another P-rule—cf. Section 4.73). Similarly, while all three dialects have [djuukku] 'hip' (from underlying /gueg=ku/, which has been changed to [djuukku] by other P-rules), the replacement of \([E]\) by \([O]\) in the context in question is more widespread in Fante than it is in the other two dialects. Thus, where Fante has [tqw?], Akuapem and Asante have [tqws?] and [tqws?] respectively for 'wait' (from underlying /kws/, which is changed to [tqws?] in all dialects before undergoing certain dialect-specific rules responsible for the dialect differences in the final phonetic forms).

The changes we have been discussing may be stated in a rule of the following form:
P XXV (P 76):

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \\
[-\text{Back}] \\
[-\text{Low}]
\end{align*}
\rightarrow
[+\text{Back}]/[+\text{Round}]/[-\text{Vocalic}]=
\]

(It is not necessary to specify that the vowels affected by P xxii become [+Round] as well as [+Back], since, by the convention established in Section 0.51, the Segment Structure condition that requires that vowels show the same value for the features [Back] and [Round] (SgSC 20, Section 1.24) will automatically apply to [+Back] vowels derived by means of P xxii, specifying them as redundantly [+Round].)

This statement of the rule is a general one, and does not impose any dialectal restrictions on the replacement of [I] by [U] or [E] by [O] in the context in question. Such restrictions may be handled by diacritic features on individual lexical items (cf. Section 0.60), marking the items as subject to, or exempt from, application of the rule in the appropriate instances in the several dialects.

In Fante, the non-low front vowels are also replaced by their back-vowel counterparts before a morpheme-final [w] (in those subdialects in which morpheme-final [w] is retained—cf. Section 3.31), regardless of whether the preceding non-vowel is [+Round]. Compare Fa [tšow] and Ak [tšow]/As [tšɛ] 'hat' (from underlying /kɛp/), Fa [trsw?] and Ak [trw?]/As [tr?] 'pick' (from underlying /trɛp/). The following rule, specific to Fante, may therefore be proposed:

P XXVI (P 77):

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{Vocalic}] \\
[-\text{Back}] \\
[-\text{Low}]
\end{align*}
\rightarrow
[+\text{Back}]/[+\text{Round}]: \text{Fa}
\]

3.73 Fante Backness Harmony.

In addition to the various instances of the replacement of non-low front vowels by their back-vowel counterparts discussed in Section 3.72, Fante shows such a replacement in certain cases in which an underlying non-low front vowel occurs in a grammatical morpheme that is followed by a root whose first (or only) vowel is [+Back]. This
"backness harmony" (or "roundness harmony") is similar to the "tenseness harmony" described in Section 3.71, except that the range of morphemes affected by the change is considerably smaller. Specifically, a [+High] front vowel (i.e., [l]) occurring in a subject-concord prefix or a possessive pronoun is changed to its [+Back] (and redundantly [+Round]) counterpart (i.e., [u]) in the context in question, and a [-Low] front vowel (i.e., [l] or [E]) occurring in an aspectual or an ingressive prefix is changed to its [+Back] counterpart (i.e., [u] or [O]). (It should be noted that the change of [E] to [O] is not found in subject-concord prefixes and possessive pronouns. Thus Fante, like Akuapem and Asante, has yebo [jebbo] 'we break' rather than [jobo], and it has hen pun [hên pûn] 'our table' rather than [hên pûn]—cf. Ak [jêŋ pûŋ]/As [jëŋ pûŋ].)

Illustrations of the effects of backness harmony in Fante are provided by the following phonetic contrasts between, on the one hand, Fante, and on the other, Akuapem and Asante:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>Fante Form</th>
<th>Akuapem-Asante Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bY+dx+bo/</td>
<td>[mûr:bo]</td>
<td>[mû(r):bo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bY+bs+bo/</td>
<td>[mûbobo]</td>
<td>[mû:bebo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/je+bs+bo/</td>
<td>[jebobo]</td>
<td>[jeb:bebo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dI##bu/</td>
<td>[nû bu]</td>
<td>[nû bu]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of the ingressive prefix /ko/ (cf. Section 4.50), Fante shows a process which is the reverse of the process just illustrated. That is, the non-low back vowel [O] is replaced by its [-Back] (and redundantly [-Round]) counterpart [E] when it precedes a root whose first (or only) vowel is [-Back]. Thus from underlying /bf+ko+jc/ 'I go to do', Fante derives [mäkëje] (cf. Ak-As [mëko:je]). Through the use of alpha notation, the fronting of the vowel of /ko/ can be combined with the backing of the vowels of /bf/, /dx/, /be/, etc. into a single rule, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{P xxvii (P 78)} & \\
\begin{array}{cccc}
+\text{Vocalic} & \text{aBack} & \text{-Low} & +\text{G} \\
\end{array} & \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-aBack]} \\
\text{-G} \\
\end{array} & \begin{array}{cc}
+\text{Vocalic} & \text{aBack} \\
\end{array} & : \text{Fante}
\end{align*}
\]

(Where X does not include a [+Vocalic,-G] segment)
Given this formulation, segments which are exempt from the operation of the rule, such as the [s] of the subject-concord prefix [js] 'we', must be marked with a diacritic feature indicating this fact (cf. Section 0.60).

3.74 Vowel Deletion and Addition.

There are a number of contexts in which P-rules delete or add vowels. Certain of these P-rules are dependent upon the occurrence of particular morphemes or morpheme classes and/or show dialect differences in their application. (Those of such rules that are specific to constituents of the finite verb are discussed in Chapter 4.) There is, however, one very general vowel-deletion rule that may be mentioned here. This is a rule which deletes a [+High] vowel in a CV syllable when this vowel is immediately followed by a syllable with an initial [r]. This rule may be stated:

\[
P \text{xviii (P 80):}
\]

\[
 [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow \emptyset /_C___=r
\]

The rule is responsible for such changes as the following: [biri] \rightarrow [briri] 'redded', [biri] \rightarrow [bri] 'blacken', [buri] \rightarrow [bru] 'beat', [buru(w)?] \rightarrow [bru(w)?] 'demolish', [biri] \rightarrow [bri] 'bring', [bira] \rightarrow [bra] 'come (imperative)'.

3.80 Systematic-Phonetic Segments.

Application of the P-rules mentioned in preceding sections of this chapter to the set of Akan systematic phonemes (cf. Table 1, Section 1.10) results in a set of systematic-phonetic segments which are approximate representations of the sounds that occur in Akan utterances. Table 7 shows the cover symbols that we use for the systematic-phonetic non-vowel segments:
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TABLE 7

SYSTEMATIC-PHONETIC NON-VOWEL SEGMENTS

The inventory of cover symbols for systematic-phonetic vowel segments includes, in addition to the symbols used in Table 1, the symbols [ü] and [ū] for the fronted round vowels that result from the application of P xxii (cf. Section 3.61) and the symbols [æ] and [ã] for the [+Coronal] low tense vowels that result from the application of P xxiv (cf. Section 3.71). (At some points in the text the symbols [j, w, õ] are used as equivalents of [r, ηw, ðy] respectively.)

3.90 Tone Rules.

At the systematic-phonemic level, all Akan vowels are marked for one of two contrasting tones, low (which we represent as [-Tone] and transcribe with a grave accent) and high (which we represent as [+Tone] and transcribe with an acute accent). At the phonetic level, however, even within a single phrase uttered by a single speaker, these two contrasting tones may be manifested by a number of different pitch levels. Thus the pitch levels of Ak Òbékó Kùmáse ànòpà yì 'He will go to Kumase this morning' are approximately as is indicated below:

[ - - - - - - - ]

ò bë kë Kù mà së à nò pà yì
Furthermore, at the phonetic level, we may find three-way pitch contrasts, such as:

- Ak míbó [""""] 'I will strike'
- Ak mó bó [""""] 'my stone'
- Ak mó bó [""""] 'my chest'

(The vertical accent in the second example is used to transcribe the phonetic "mid" or "drop" tone—cf. Section 3.92.)

The immediately following sections discuss the general P-rules that are relevant to the phonetic manifestations of tone in Akan. (There are, in addition, many P-rules that affect the tones of particular types of morphemes or morpheme sequences. Those P-rules that bear particularly upon the tones of verbs are discussed in Chapter 4, especially in Sections 4.90 ff.)

3.91 Downdrift.

In many so-called "level" tone languages, the pitches that manifest different occurrences of a particular contrastive tone—say high or low—within a phrase are more or less constant. In many others, however, this is not the case. In Akan, for example, a contrastively low tone at the beginning of a phrase may be manifested by a pitch that is as high as, or higher than, the pitch that manifests a contrastively high tone toward the end of the phrase (cf. the graphic representation in Section 3.90 of the pitches of Ak Obíkó Kúmásé ánòpá yi, in which the pitches of the first and last syllables are approximately the same although the first syllable is [+Tone] and the last [+Tone]). This variation in the phonetic pitch associated with different occurrences of a particular contrastive tone within a phrase is accounted for by a rule of "downdrift", which specifies that the pitch interval between a low tone and a following high tone is always less than that between a high tone and a following low tone. Thus, given a sequence of tones LHL (where L = low, H = high), the downdrift rule specifies that the pitch of the second L is lower than that of the first, since the pitch rise from the first L to the H is smaller than the pitch drop from the H to the second L. Similarly, given a sequence of tones HLH, the downdrift
rule specifies that the pitch of the second H is lower than that of the first, since the pitch drop from the first H to the L is greater than the pitch rise from the L to the second H. To illustrate these points graphically:

\[
\text{LHL} = [- - -] \\
\text{HLH} = [- - -]
\]

The downdrift rule does not affect the pitches of sequences of Ls in immediate succession or of sequences of Hs in immediate succession. In such sequences the pitch level of the first L or H is more or less maintained throughout the sequence. For example:

\[
\text{LLLHHH} = [ - - - - - ] \\
\text{HLLLHH} = [- - - - - -]
\]

All of the phenomena associated with downdrift may be captured in a three-part rule whose parts are conjunctively ordered. (That is, any applicable parts of the rule are applied in order, and if, after all applicable parts of the rule have applied once, the resultant string meets the conditions for some part or parts of the rule, these parts are once more applied in order, and so on, until the string no longer meets the conditions for application of any part of the rule.) The first part of the rule adds a number representing a relative pitch level ("Pitch n") to the first tone-bearing segment or "a-tone segment sequence" that follows a phrase boundary. (By an "a-tone segment sequence" we mean a sequence of identically-valued tone-bearing segments separated only by non-tone-bearing segments.) The second part of the rule applies to a [+Tone] (high tone) segment or segment sequence that follows a [-Tone] (low tone) segment to which a relative pitch has already been assigned. This part of the rule assigns to the [+Tone] segment or sequence a number that represents a relative pitch two steps higher than that of the preceding [-Tone] segment. (If the pitch of the preceding [-Tone] segment is "Pitch n", that of the [+Tone] segment or sequence is "Pitch n+2".) The third part of the rule applies to a [-Tone] segment or sequence that follows a [+Tone] segment to which a relative pitch has already been assigned, and assigns to the [-Tone] segment or sequence a number that represents a relative pitch three steps lower than that of the preceding [+Tone] segment. (If the pitch of the preceding [+Tone] segment is "Pitch n", that of the [-Tone] segment or sequence is "Pitch n-3".)
The downdrift rule may be stated as follows:

P xxix (P 86):

(a) \( [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Pitch } n]/[+\text{PB} ]X \_Y \)

(b) \( [+\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Pitch } n+2]/[-\text{Tone}]
+\text{Pitch } n \] X \_Y \)

(c) \( [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Pitch } n-3]/[+\text{Tone}]
+\text{Pitch } n \] X \_Y \)

(where X and Y do not include tone-bearing segments other than those affected by the rule, and where X does not include a [+PB])

(0.3) The condition to the effect that "X does not include a [+PB]"--i.e., a phrase boundary--is relevant to parts (b) and (c) of the rule, and is intended to block application of the rule across phrase boundaries within a sentence. This condition expresses the fact that downdrift is restricted to the phrase, in the sense that a [-Tone] segment after a phrase boundary may have a pitch higher than that of the last [-Tone] segment that precedes the boundary, and, similarly, a [+Tone] segment after a phrase boundary may have a pitch higher than that of the last [+Tone] segment that precedes the boundary. In fact, however, there is also a kind of downdrift within the sentence as a whole, such that the pitch of the first [-Tone] or [+Tone] segment of each successive phrase is somewhat lower than that of the first similarly-valued segment of the preceding phrase. But we have not, in this text, attempted to formulate rules for intonation beyond phrase boundaries.)

We may illustrate the workings of the downdrift rule with the sentence ʌbɛkɔ kùmášɛ ànxɔpɛ yì 'He will go to Kumase this morning.' First, then, part (a) of the rule applies to assign a pitch to the initial tone-bearing segment, ɔ-. Let us say that "Pitch n" may be given the value "3" when assigned by part (a) of P xxix to a [-Tone] segment. Then:

\( \text{ʌbɛkɔ kùmášɛ ànxɔpɛ yì} \)

\( ^{3} \)

\( \rightarrow \text{ʌbɛkɔ kùmášɛ ànxɔpɛ yì} \)

Now part (b) of the rule applies to assign "Pitch n+2" (or "5") to the [+Tone] segment sequence ʌbɛkɔ. Thus:
3.92 The "Drop" or "Mid" Tone.

As was noted in Section 3.90, at the phonetic level, three-way pitch contrasts are found in Akan in certain tonal contexts. Specifically, after a contrastively high
tone, the pitch of the next tone-bearing segment(s) may be on the same level as the immediately preceding material, may be slightly lower than the preceding material, or may be considerably lower than the preceding material. To repeat the examples cited in Section 3.90, the pitch of the second syllable of Ak mēbō 'I will strike' is on the same level as that of the first syllable, while the pitches of the second syllables of Ak mē bō 'my stone' and mē bō 'my chest' are, respectively, slightly lower and considerably lower than the pitches of the first syllables. We may call the tone of the second syllable of mēbō "high", that of the second syllable of mē bō "drop" (or "mid"), and that of the second syllable of mē bō "low".

Drop tones in Akan occur only after high tones or other drop tones. In initial position, or after a low tone, only a two-way contrast is possible: between a high tone and a low tone. Languages that show this kind of contextual restriction on (phonetic) tonal contrasts have been called (by Welmers (1959)) "terraced level languages".

Stewart (1965) has pointed out that, in the great majority of cases, the occurrence of a high-drop (or drop-drop) pitch sequence may be traced to a high-low-high sequence occurring at a deeper level. For example, Ak mē bō 'my stone' is composed, in the deep structure, of the high-tone possessive pronoun mē 'my' and the noun bō 'stone', which may be analyzed into the low-tone nominal prefix o- and the high-tone noun root bō. The segmental features of the NomP o- are always deleted after a possessive pronoun. But the [-Tone] specification of the prefix has its effect upon the surface tone pattern. Let us say that there is a rule which deletes all of the features of o- in the context in question except the features [+Segment,-Tone]. This rule would have the following effect:

\[ \text{mē} + \check{o} - + \text{bō} \rightarrow \text{mē} + \check{\text{∅}} + \check{\text{bō}} \]

If at this point the downdrift rule (P xxix, Section 3.91) applies, its result will be something like: mē + ∅ + bō. (We shall assume that "Pitch n" may be given the value "5" when assigned by part (a) of P xxix to a [+Tone] segment.) Now let us further propose that there is a late rule that deletes all segments specified only as
[+Segment, -Tone] (or [+Segment, +Tone]). After this rule has applied, we are left with: \( \frac{5}{4} \), which we may transcribe as \( \text{mè bò} \). The postulation of an ordered set of rules, then---(1) segmental feature deletion, (2) downdrift, (3) zero-segment deletion---permits us to account for the occurrence of a drop tone on the phonetic level as arising from an underlying structure in which only high and low tones are specified.

3.93 **Tone Incorporation & Tone Simplification.**

Actually, both from the point of view of phonetic plausibility and from the point of view of the actual workings of the language, the account of the origin of drop tones provided in Section 3.92 is somewhat oversimplified. When segmental features are deleted but a tonal specification retained, it is plausible to suggest that the retained tone is added either at the end of the preceding syllable or at the beginning of the following syllable, and that, if the syllable to which the tone is added has a different tonal specification from that of the added tone, the result will be a gliding tone. Thus, if we postulate that the rule that deletes the segmental features of \( \overline{5} \)- after a possessive pronoun adds the [-Tone] specification of \( \overline{3} \)- at the end of the pronoun, we have the following derivation: \( \text{mè} + \overline{3} - + \text{bò} \rightarrow \text{mè} + \text{bò} \) (where \(^\wedge\) represents a tone falling from high to low). While we in fact find that in some subdialects, in some constructions, the deletion of segmental features from tone-bearing units results in surface tone patterns in which gliding tones occur, usually gliding tones are not found in Akan. For example, \( \text{mè} + \text{bò} \) is in most subdialects, obligatorily realized as \( [\text{mè bò}] \). To account for this phonetic realization, we may propose a rule of tonal simplification, which specifies that when a sequence of two tones is found in a single syllable, if either tone is high (or if both are) the sequence is simplified to a single high tone. Thus, in a single syllable, \( HL/LH/HH \rightarrow H \). (The tonal simplification rule also specifies that a sequence of two low tones on a single syllable is simplified to a single low tone: i.e., \( LL \rightarrow L \)--see below.) The tonal simplification rule must follow the downdrift rule, P xxix. Thus: \( \text{mè} + \overline{3} - + \text{bò} \rightarrow (\text{by Nom P-deletion}) \text{mè} + \text{bò} \rightarrow (\text{by downdrift}) \text{mè} + \text{bò} \rightarrow (\text{by}
In the case with which we have been dealing, it does not particularly matter whether we say that the low tone, or 

is added at the end of \( \text{è} \) or at the beginning of \( \text{bô} \), since, given the rule of tonal simplification and the fact that this rule follows the downdrift rule, both \( \text{mè bô} \) and \( \text{mè bô} \) (where \( \text{è} \) represents a tone rising from low to high) result in \( \text{mè bô} \). There are, however, cases in which it is necessary to specify whether a tone is added at the end of one syllable or at the beginning of the next. For example, the tone of an "zero" subject-concord prefix (SC) (cf. discussion in Section 4.20) is added at the end of the preceding syllable. Thus, given \( \text{Ak-Fa nè + nà + ò + bà} \) 'His mother comes', this rule operates to derive \( \text{nè + nè + bà} \). The downdrift rule then applies to this string to derive,

\[
\begin{align*}
5 & \quad 4 \\
4 & \quad 1
\end{align*}
\]

say, \( \text{nè + nè + bà} \), and tonal simplification results in

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nè + nà + bà} \quad \text{(or } \text{nà bà})
\end{align*}
\]

which is the occurring surface pitch pattern. Now if the high tone of the SC had been added at the beginning of \( \text{bà} \), rather than at the end of \( \text{nà} \), the derivation would have been: \( \text{Ak nè + nà + ò + bà} \) \( \rightarrow \)

\[
\begin{align*}
5 & \quad 2 \\
5 & \quad 4 \\
2 & \quad 1
\end{align*}
\]

\( \text{nè + nà + bà} \) \( \rightarrow \) \( \text{nè + nà + bà} \), and the wrong surface pitch pattern would have been predicted.

On the other hand, there is an Akuapem-Asante rule (P 57, cf. discussion in Section 4.91, subsection (e)) which adds a high-tone unit at the beginning of the perfect-aspect prefix /à/ when the immediately preceding tone is high. Thus, \( \text{en Ak-As Kòfì + à- + kàsà} \) 'Kofi has spoken', this rule operates to derive \( \text{Kòfì + à- + kàsà} \). To this the downdrift rule applies, the result being, say, \( \text{Kòfì + à- + kàsà} \) \( \rightarrow \)

\[
\begin{align*}
3 & \quad 5 \\
5 & \quad 2 \\
4 & \quad 4
\end{align*}
\]

\( \text{kàsà} \). Tonal simplification now results in \( \text{Kòfì + ò + kàsà} \) (or \( \text{Kòfì ákàsà} \), which is the occurring surface pitch pattern. It is clear that, if a high-tone unit had been added at the end of \( \text{Kòfì} \) or at the end, rather than the beginning, of \( \text{à-} \), the wrong surface pitch pattern would have been predicted. (The (vacuous) addition of a high-tone unit at the end of \( \text{Kòfì} \) would have resulted in the
surface pattern Kofi åkåså, while the addition of a high-tone unit at the end of å- would have resulted in the surface pattern Kofi åkåså.

In most cases, a tone-bearing unit that lacks segmental features--i.e., a unit that is specified only as [+Segment,+Tone] or as [+Segment,-Tone]--is incorporated into the preceding, rather than the following, syllable. (This is true whether the [+Segment,+Tone] unit is present in the deep structure as a zero tone-bearing unit, or results from the application of a P-rule.) We shall take advantage of this fact in formulating all P-rules that result in the occurrence of [+Segment,+Tone] units. These rules will not in themselves incorporate the units into either the preceding or the following syllable, but will instead have as outputs strings in which such units occur between syllable boundaries. In those relatively rare cases where the tone of the [+Segment,+Tone] unit is ultimately to be incorporated into the following syllable, this fact will be indicated by a rightward-pointing arrow after the unit. Thus the Akuapem-Asante rule that adds a high tone before a perfect-aspect (PER) prefix that is preceded by a high tone will have some such form as the following:

∅ → [+Segment]+[+Tone]/(+Tone)(C)+___PER

This arrow will not appear in cases where the tone of the [+Segment,+Tone] unit is ultimately to be incorporated into the preceding syllable. Thus the rule that deletes the segmental features from the SC prefix 3- in possessive constructions will have some such form as the following:

[aF] → ∅/ [+NomP 3]/Possessive___Noun Root

(In this formulation, [aF] refers to all specifications of segmental features, and [+NomP 3] refers to the nominal prefix 3- --cf. Section 2.52))

After all rules that result in [+Segment,+Tone] units have applied, a tone-incorporation rule will move the unit into the following syllable if it is marked with a rightward-pointing arrow and into the preceding syllable if it is not.
The tone-incorporation rule may be stated in two conjunctively-ordered parts as follows:

\[ P \text{ xxx (P 85):} \]

\[(a) \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Segment} \\ \text{aTone} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow (C) \rightarrow (C) \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Segment} \\ \text{aTone} \end{bmatrix} \]

\[(b) (C) = \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Segment} \\ \text{aTone} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Segment} \\ \text{aTone} \end{bmatrix} \]

(\text{where } [\emptyset F] \text{ indicates that no segmental features are present})

(Part (a) of \( P \text{ xxx} \) places the [+Segment,aTone] unit immediately before the vowel of the following syllable; part (b) places it immediately after the vowel of the preceding syllable.)

The tone-incorporation rule may be assumed to precede the downdrift rule. In any event, it precedes the tone-simplification rule, which may be stated as follows:

\[ P \text{ xxxi (P 87):} \]

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset F \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Tone} \\ \emptyset F \end{bmatrix} \quad (\text{where } \alpha \text{ or } \gamma = +) \\
\begin{bmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset F \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} -\text{Tone} \\ \emptyset F \end{bmatrix} \quad (\text{where } \alpha \text{ and } \gamma = -)
\]

(\text{where } [\emptyset F] \text{ indicates that segmental features are present and } [\emptyset F] \text{ indicates that no segmental features are present})

\( P \text{ xxxi} \) operates upon any sequence of two adjoining tone-bearing units one of which is specified for segmental features and the other of which is not. (Such a sequence can result only from the application of the tone-incorporation rule, \( P \text{ xxx} \).) Its effect is to reduce the sequence of two units to a single unit. This single unit has the segmental-feature specifications of the underlying unit that had such features specified, and has high tone ([+Tone]) except in cases where both of the underlying units have low tone ([−Tone]).
We may now illustrate the operation of the tone-incorporation and tone-simplification rules in relation to the downdrift rule. Given an input string such as Ak-Fa né + nà + ɔ + bà, tone incorporation results in né +

\[ \text{ná} + \text{bà}, \text{downdrift in } \text{né} + \text{ná} + \text{bà}, \text{and tone simplification in } \text{né} + \text{ná} + \text{bà} \] (or Né nā bà 'His mother comes').

Given an input string such as Ak-As Kofi + ɔ + à + kásá

(\(\text{where}/\text{ò} = [\text{+Segment}]\)), tone incorporation results in

\[ \text{Kofi} + \text{ò} + \text{kásá}, \text{downdrift in } \text{Kofi} + \text{ò} + \text{kásá}, \text{and tone simplification in } \text{Kofi} + \text{ò} + \text{kásá} \] (or Kofi ákásá 'Kofi has spoken').

3.94 Other Tone Rules.

At the systematic-phonemic level, only vowels are specified for tone. At the systematic-phonetic level, however, all voiced segments must be so specified. This specification is accomplished by means of a tone-spreading rule, which copies the tone of a vowel onto adjoining voiced non-vowels in the same syllable. This tone-spreading rule may be stated as follows:

**P xxxii (P 01):**

\[ [+\text{Voiced}] \rightarrow [\text{aTone}]/[\text{aTone}] \]

(This rule reapplies whenever the conditions for its application are met. The rule incorporates the notational device mentioned in Section 3.26, in which the environment is to be interpreted as either preceding or following the segment affected by the rule.) By means of P xxxii, for example, [nám] 'meat' → [nãm], and Ak-Fa [dów?] 'cultivate' → [ášó?]. (In phonetic transcriptions in this text, the tones of voiced non-vowels are not normally indicated unless the non-vowels are syllabic.)

There are various other general tonal P-rules that would have to be included in a more complete study of Akan phonology than the present one. For example, Stewart (1962) notes that, in some subdialects of Fante, a pre-pause high tone is in most cases realized with high-rising, rather than high-level, pitch. In these same Fante subdialects,
a pre-pause low tone that follows a high tone is raised phonetically to the level of the preceding high tone. It is also the case that in Asante there is usually a pre-pause lowering of pitch below the levels predicted by the downdrift rule. These pre-pause intonational phenomena are not captured by our present set of rules. Nor, for example, have we attempted to go in any detail into the intonation of yes-no questions, which appears to be marked by a slight raising of the general pitch levels of the sentence, together with a sentence-final interrogative morpheme that may be manifested as an extra-low tone.
Chapter 4
The Finite Verb

4.10 Surface Structure of the Finite Verb.

This chapter is concerned with the segmental patterns and tone patterns found in certain parts of Akan surface structures that are dominated by the node VP (Verb Phrase). Attention is directed primarily to the parts of such surface structures that are dominated by V (Verb). Akan VPs may include parts dominated by other nodes such as NP (Noun Phrase). The present chapter covers only those features of NP structures—primarily tonal features—that are associated uniquely with the occurrence of these structures as parts of VPs. For example, attention is given here to tonal phenomena associated with certain NPs occurring as verbal objects (cf. Section 4.95). On the other hand, the segmental structure of nouns, and the tonal phenomena that are associated with NPs in general, rather than specifically as subparts of VPs, are not discussed.

The surface-structure verb phrases that are considered here are those that include a finite verb: i.e., a verb that is marked for aspect. (In addition to finite verbs, Akan surface structure has certain non-finite verb forms, comparable to infinitives or gerunds in European languages. These forms have typically nominal sentence functions, occurring, for example, as subjects or objects.) The surface structure of a finite verb obligatorily includes nodes labeled ASP (Aspect) and VR (Verb Root). Except in the case of imperatives (cf. Section 4.35), it also obligatorily includes a node labeled SC (Subject Concord). Optional nodes in the surface structure of finite verbs are: NEG (Negative), ING (Ingressive), RED (Reduplication), and SUB (Subordinative). The usual order of these nodes relative to one another is shown in the following tree diagram:

```
V
 / \     
|   |     
SC  ASP  NEG  ING  RED  VR  SUB
```
In the sections that immediately follow (Sections 4.20 through 4.81), the components of the finite verb are presented in the order in which they appear in the diagram above. Each presentation includes an account of the systematic-phonemic form(s) of the component under discussion. In addition, some of the presentations include an account of certain P-rules that apply to the component itself or to forms that include it. In most cases, however, these presentations do not include an account of tone-changing P-rules, discussion of the latter being deferred until Sections 4.90 through 4.96.

4.20 The Subject-Concord Prefix.

The SC component of the finite verb is a subject-concord prefix. This prefix is not present in the deep structure of the verb, but is, instead, introduced by an obligatory transformation which inserts an SC as the leftmost constituent of any finite verb preceded by a subject. (The transformation fails to operate when the aspect of the following VP is imperative, since in such cases the subject has been deleted by a previous transformation—cf. Section 4.35.) For example, given an input structure such as:

```
NP
  `he'
```

the SC-insertion transformation operates to yield the derived structure:

```
S
  NP
    `he'
  VP
    V
      ASP
        STA
        'be-in'
      VR
        wo
        'Kumase'
```

The Subject-Concord Prefix.
If, as in the above example, the subject NP is a personal pronoun, a further obligatory transformation applies. This transformation has the effect of transferring to the SC prefix certain syntactic features of the pronominal subject, and then of deleting the pronoun itself from its original position. The features of the pronoun that are transferred to the SC prefix are person, number, and, in the case of third-person pronouns in Akuapem and Asante, animateness. For example, operating upon the derived structure above, this transformation results in the structure:

(The surface representation of the above structure is ćwo Kumase 'He's in Kumase,' in which the initial ć-\([13]\) represents the SC prefix.)

The systematic-phonemic forms of the SC prefixes that reflect the operation of the feature-transfer transformation are shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8

Systematic-Phonemic Forms of Subject-Concord Prefixes

(The following notes pertain to Table 8.)

1. The two forms shown for the second-person singular in Fante are subdialectal variants, as are the two forms shown for the third-person plural in Asante.

2. In some Fante subdialects, a second-person-plural subject may be expressed in surface forms by the noun hom /hùb/ 'you (pl.)', rather than, or in alternation with, the SC prefix /wɔ/. Hom is best regarded as a noun because of the tone patterns of the structures in which it occurs, which show that, like other nouns in subject position it is followed by an SC prefix—see below.
(3) As the chart indicates, Fante lacks a distinctive inanimate SC prefix, and uses the same third-person forms for animates and inanimates alike. In Akuapem and Asante, no number distinction is made in the case of the inanimate SC prefix.

The forms shown in Table 8 may undergo certain changes through the operation of P-rules. Some of these rules affect the segments of the SC prefixes, others their tones. P-rules affecting the segments of the SC prefixes include: the regressive non-vowel nasalization rule, P 06, which, e.g., changes /bə/ to [mə]; the tenseness-harmony rule, P 69, which, e.g., changes [mə] to [mɪ] before VRs with [+Tense] vowels; and the Fante backness-harmony rule, P 78, which, e.g., changes [mə] to [mʊ] and [mɪ] to [mʊ] before VRs with [+Back] vowels. One rule affecting the tones of SC prefixes is P 52, which replaces the low tone of second-person SCs other than Fante /wɔ/ by high. (Low tone is postulated for the systematic-phonemic forms of the second-person SCs because certain P-rules that normally apply to VRs that follow a low tone—e.g., the Akuapem-Asante rule, P 201 that changes the tone of a VR like /kəsə/ 'speak' to Ak [kəsə]/As [kəsə] after a low tone—do apply when the VR follows a second-person SC.)

If the subject noun phrase is something other than a non-emphasized pronoun, the feature-transfer transformation discussed above does not apply. In such cases, the systematic-phonemic form of the SC prefix is /∅/: i.e., a low-tone ([−Tone]) segment unspecified for any other features. This zero SC prefix undergoes the same tone-changing P-rules as other SC prefixes (cf., for example, Section 4.91), which may result in a replacement of the original low tone on the prefix by high ([+Tone]). After these tone changing P-rules have applied, a low-tone zero SC prefix is deleted in Akuapem and Asante, by means of P 64, but retained in Fante. (A high-tone zero SC prefix is retained in all dialects.) Then, the tone incorporation rule, P 85, adds the tone of a retained zero SC prefix at the end of the immediately preceding syllable (i.e., the last syllable of the subject NP). For example, P 85 changes:

Ak-Fa [nī nā ोbā]

'this' 'mother' 'comes'

to:

Ak-Fa [nī nā bā]
(which, after the application of further P-rules, is realized as Ak-Fa [nì nà bà] 'His mother comes'). Since a low-tone zero SC prefix is deleted in Akuapem and Asante by P 64, it is not available for tone incorporation in these dialects. A low-tone zero SC prefix is, however, available for tone incorporation in Fante. Thus, given the following input to P 64:

\[\text{[kòrì òbésà]}\]

'Kofi' 'will-come'

this rule deletes the SC prefix in Akuapem and Asante, resulting in the surface tone pattern:

Ak-As [kòrì bésà] 'Kofi will come.'

Because P 64 does not apply in Fante, however, the SC prefix of [óbésà] is available for application of the tone incorporation rule in this dialect, resulting in:

Fa [kòrì bésà]

which, after the application of further P-rules, is realized as:

Fa [kòrì bésà] 'Kofi will come.'

4.30 Aspect.

In the base component of Akan grammar, the obligatory ASP constituent of a finite verb is rewritten in one of seven ways: (1) STAtive; (2) HABitual; (3) PROgressive; (4) PAST; (5) PERFect; (6) FUTURE; (7) OPTative. These seven may be called the basic aspects of the Akan verb. In addition to these, there are two derived aspects which result from the operation of transformational rules upon one of the basic aspects; these are: (8) IMPerative; (9) CONsecutive.

STA (which is equivalent to what some other authors have called the 'continuative') stands apart from the other eight aspects with regard to the verb roots with which it co-occurs. The other eight aspects may collectively be called ACTive. With very few exceptions, any
verb root that co-occurs with any one of them also co-occurs with each of the others. STA, on the other hand, fails to co-occur with many of the verb roots that co-occur with ACT, and there are a number of verb roots that co-occur with STA but not with ACT. Thus, for example, the verb root ba 'come' occurs only with the eight active aspects while the verb root wo 'have, be in' occurs only with STA. On the other hand, many verb roots occur with both STA and ACT: e.g., the root hys, which has the meaning 'be wearing' with STA, the meaning 'put on' with ACT. In the lexicon, each verb root is marked as [+STA_] or [-STA_]: i.e., as co-occurring or failing to co-occur with STA. Verb roots that are [-STA_] are automatically marked, by means of a redundancy rule, as [+ACT_]: i.e., as co-occurring with the eight active aspects. The root ba is, for example, [-STA_] and therefore [+ACT_]. [+STA_] verb roots are subdivided into two classes, [+ACT_] and [-ACT_], on the basis of whether or not they co-occur with ACT in addition to STA. Thus wo is [+STA_] and [-ACT_] while hys is [+STA_] and [+ACT_].

The nine aspects of the finite verb will now be discussed, in the order in which they are listed above.

4.31 STAative and HABitual.

STA and HAB are alike in that they both have zero segmental forms. They must be distinguished from one another, however, because of their differing effects upon the tones of other elements of the finite verb, as is illustrated by examples such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STA</th>
<th>HAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak, Fa</td>
<td>òhyè</td>
<td>òhyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'he is wearing'</td>
<td>'he puts on'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa</td>
<td>ónyè</td>
<td>ònyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'he isn't wearing'</td>
<td>'he doesn't put on'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>wòónyè</td>
<td>wòónyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'you aren't wearing'</td>
<td>'you don't put on'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In those cases in which forms that include STA and those that include HAB differ tonally, the differences are accounted for on the basis of different P-rules that apply in the presence of the one or the other aspecral morpheme (cf. Sections 4.91 and 4.92). Thus, although both STA and HAB are listed in the lexicon as segmentally zero, the difference between them must be preserved in inputs to the P-rules. This is easily done, since they may be identified as STA[∅] and HAB[∅] (i.e., zero dominated by STA and zero dominated by HAB) respectively. (HAB is specified as having low tone in order to account for the operation of certain P-rules. There does not seem to be a need to specify a tone for STA.)

4.32 PROgressive.

The systematic-phonemic form of the PRO aspect is /dì/. The surface realizations of PRO, however, have initial [r] (except in those cases in which the CV form of the morpheme is replaced by another form by means of P-rules—see below). As was noted in Section 3.40, [r] does not normally occur initially in native Akan morphemes, but is, instead, in complementary distribution with [d], which occurs only morpheme-initially. (That is, at the systematic-phonemic level, [d] and [r] are not distinct.) The fact that [r] occurs in the surface realization of the PRO morpheme hence suggests that this morpheme is, in some sense, functioning as if it were part of a larger unit that is responsive to the P-rule, P 15, governing the distribution of [r] and [d]. In this connection, it may be noted that, in inputs to the phonological component, PRO does, in fact, always follow a subject-concord prefix (cf. Section 4.20). Now if one postulates a rule eliminating morpheme boundaries between subject-concord prefixes and aspectual morphemes, P 14, the /d/ of PRO, after the operation of this rule, occurs in medial position. In this position, it is automatically susceptible to P 15.
Although there is good evidence that PRO has an underlying CV form, the surface forms that reflect the occurrence of PRO often have some other shape: a vowel or simply a tone pattern. In fact, surface forms of PRO that derive directly from /di/ do not occur at all in colloquial Asante, and in both Akuapem and Fante occur principally as stylistic variants of other, perhaps more common, forms.

In Asante, verbs that include PRO are obligatorily subject to P 56. This rule operates in three steps: (a) first, it deletes all of the segmental features of the PRO morpheme, leaving only the tone intact; (b) second, if the morpheme immediately preceding PRO ends in a [+Low] vowel (i.e., [A]), it replaces this vowel by its [-Low] counterpart (i.e., [E]); (c) third, if the morpheme immediately preceding PRO ends in a vowel (including an [E] that results from step (b) of the rule), it copies the segmental features of this vowel in the place originally occupied by the segmental features of the vowel of PRO. Some examples of the operation of the rule in Asante are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 56</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[òdúm ribá]</td>
<td>[òdúm òbá]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Odum is-coming)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[àtá riba]</td>
<td>[àtá òba]</td>
<td>[àtà òbá]</td>
<td>[àtà èbá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ata is-coming)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kòrí ribá]</td>
<td>[kòrí òbá]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[kòrí ìbá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kofi is-coming)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[òríbá]</td>
<td>[òbá]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[òòbá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(he-is-coming)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

([òdúm òbá] is ultimately realized as [òdúm òbá] through application of subsequent P-rules.) (In spite of the obligatory operation of P 56 in colloquial Asante, the PRO morpheme is represented by re in conventional Asante orthography: Odum reba 'Odum is coming,' Ata reba 'Ata is coming,' etc.) (If PRO is followed by the NEGative morpheme /N/--cf. Section 4.40—there are several tone-changing P-rules that precede P 56, and only step (a) of P 56 applies. For examples, cf. Section 4.92, subsection (b).)
In Akuapem and Fante, P 56 is optional. If P 56 is not applied, the vowel of the PRO prefix may undergo certain changes in accordance with the tenseness-harmony rule (P 69) and/or the Fante backness harmony rule (P 78). These rules account for forms such as: Ak-Fa orea [ɔ́ribà] 'he is coming', Ak oredi [ɔ́ridi]/Fa oredzi [ɔ́ridzi] 'he is eating', Fa oroko [ɔ́rúkɔ] 'he is going', and Fa orodum [ɔ́rúdum] 'he is extinguishing'. (PRO is normally represented by re in Akuapem orthography and by either re or ro in Fante orthography. Tenseness harmony is not reflected in the spelling either of PRO or of a preceding SC.)

4.33 PAS and PERFect.

The PAS aspect is the only aspect that is represented, in surface forms, by a suffix attached to the verb root, the other aspects being represented either by prefixes or by zero segmental forms. Since all aspectual morphemes precede the verb root in deep structure, there must be a transformation that moves PAS to post-verb-root position. This transformation is roughly:

\[
\begin{align*}
&1 - \text{PAS} - (\text{NEG}) (\text{ING}) (\text{RED}) \ VR - Y \\
&\text{SD:} \quad 1 \ - \ 2 - \quad 3 \ - \ 4 \\
&\text{SC:} \quad 1 \ - \ \emptyset - \quad 3 + 2 \ - \ 4
\end{align*}
\]

(This transformation follows the transformations that replace PERFect by PAS and PAS by PER in negative verb forms—see below and Section 4.41.)

The systematic-phonemic form of the PAS suffix is /i/, while that of the PER prefix is /a/. (In Asante, but not in the other two dialects, the past suffix has an alternate, disyllabic, form, /i=j/.) In the presence of the NEGative morpheme, transformational rules apply which replace deep-structure PAS by surface-structure PER, and vice versa. That is, verb forms that have a negative past meaning involve the prefix /a/, while those that have a negative perfect meaning involve the suffix /i/.
Thus the negative of:

\[ \text{Kofi yii.} \]  
(Kofi removed)

is:

Ak-As Kofi anyi.  
Fa Kofi anyi.  
(Kofi didn’t remove)

while the negative of:

Ak-As Kofi eyi.  
Fa Kofi eyi.  
(Kofi has removed)

is:

Kofi nyii.  
(Kofi hasn’t removed)

(The \( n \) in the negative forms represents the negative prefix—cf. Section 4.40. The \( e \) in the Fante negative past and affirmative perfect is a reflex of underlying /a/, and results from the operation of \( P \) 69 and \( P \) 84—see below. The transformational rules that perform this switching of PAS and PER in negative verbs are presented in Section 4.41. The balance of the present section is devoted to a discussion of certain \( P \)-rules that affect the segmental forms of \( V \)s that include the PAS or PER morphemes. This discussion is arranged as follows: (a) rules affecting “transitive” formations with PAS; (b) rules affecting “intransitive” formations with PAS; (c) rules affecting forms with PER.

(a) It is customary to distinguish between “transitive” and “intransitive” formations that include the PAS suffix. The “intransitive” formations occur at
the end of a sentence or clause, the "transitive" formations occur in most other contexts: e.g., immediately before a nominal serving as a direct or indirect object.

The first rule affecting the segmental form of formations that include PAS, P 34, applies to both transitive and intransitive formations. P 34 operates to lengthen any pre-PAS VR that ends in a vowel at the point in the P-rules at which it applies. The lengthening consists in the addition of a low-tone copy of the VR-final vowel to the VR. Thus ba [bâ] 'come' +/i/-[bâ]+/i/, hwe [cuș] 'look at' +/i/-[cuș]+/i/, bu [bú] 'break' +/i/-[bú]+/i/, bo [bó] +/i/-[bó]+/i/, etc. (P 34 does not affect VRs that end in a non-vowel at the point in the P-rules at which it applies. Such VRs, however, may acquire a VR-final vowel before the PAS suffix by means of another rule, P 31—cf. Section 4.73.)

In the case of transitive formations, the PAS suffix itself is obligatorily deleted in all dialects, by means of P 36. Since P 36 follows P 34, the form that remains when the suffix is deleted shows, in appropriate cases, the effects of P 34; that is, it shows a lengthening of a VR-final vowel: e.g.,

Obaa Kumase. 'He came to Kumase.'
Ohwes Kofi. 'He looked at Kofi.'

(For the tone patterns of the cited formations, see Section 4.91.) In the case of roots that have a VR-final non-vowel at the point at which P 36 applies, and which have thus not been subject to P 34, the deletion of the PAS suffix in transitive formations, by means of P 36 leaves a formation that is segmentally identical to a HABitual-aspect formation. In Asante, however, the segmental distinction between PAS and HAB formations is restored through the operation of a second step of P 36, which adds a low-tone copy of a VR-final non-vowel to a formation from which the PAS suffix has been deleted by means of the first step of the rule. This second step of P 36 is, for example, responsible for the final [m] of the verb in:

As [3fêmì sîká] 'He borrowed money.'
(cf. As [sìkà] 'He borrows money.') (The second step of P 36 does not apply in Akuapem and Fante, and thus habitual and transitive-past formations in these dialects show only tonal distinctions: e.g.,

Ak-Fa [sìkà] 'He borrowed money.'

(cf. Ak-Fa [sìkà] 'He borrows money.'))

Fante has one further rule that affects the segmental forms of certain transitive-past formations. This is P 35, which deletes the vowel that has been added by P 34 (see above) in transitive formations involving disyllabic VRs with underlying voiced medial consonants (cf. Section 4.75). This rule is responsible for the segmental difference between Fa [tqiré kofí] and Ak-As [tqiré kofí] 'He showed Kofi.' (The VR in these examples is kyere [tqiré] 'show', whose underlying form is /kì/.)

(b) In intransitive formations that include PAS, the suffix vowel /i/ (but not the second vowel of As /j/) is made to agree in tenseness and nasality with the preceding vowel. The underlying [-Tense, -Nasal] vowel of the suffix is changed to [+Tense] after a [+Tense] vowel by P 69, and to [+Nasal] after a [+Nasal] vowel by P 73. Note the suffix vowels in the following Asante intransitive-past forms: [bè(jì)] 'he came', [bù(jì)] 'he broke', [mà(jì)] 'he gave', [hù(jì)] 'he saw'.

There is a two-part vowel-assimilation rule, P 37, that affects certain intransitive-past formations. The first part applies in all dialects. This part of the rule, which changes certain occurrences of [U] to [I] before the PAS suffix, is responsible for the quality of the underlined vowel in, e.g., Ak [hùwì] /As [hù(jì)] 'he washed' (cf. the transitive-past formations in Ak [hù kùwá nù] / As [hù kùwá nù] 'He washed the cup'.). (For further discussion, cf. Section 4.74.)

The second part of P 37, which is specific to Fante, affects any sequence of two identical [+Back] vowels that precede the PAS suffix. (The vowels affected are a VR-final vowel and a low-tone copy of it that has been added by P 34.) The rule operates to change the [+Back] vowels to their [-Back] counterparts before the suffix. Thus the
sequence [uu] is changed to [ii], [cc] to [ss], etc. Examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P</th>
<th>After P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa [ədʊwùi] 'he arrived'</td>
<td>[ədwiǐi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [ɔbwɔ̀i] 'he beat (it)'</td>
<td>[ɔbwėi]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The VRs in the above examples have the underlying forms /dut/ and /bɔ/ respectively. The labialization of the root-initial consonants in the examples results from the operation of P 09, which precedes the rule under discussion. In phonetic transcriptions elsewhere in this text, the effects of P 09 are sometimes not shown.)

In both Akuapem and Fante, sequences of three vowels at the end of intransitive-past formations are normally subject to contraction by means of P 38. In Akuapem, the contraction consists of the deletion of the vowel that has been added by P 34 before the PAS suffix: e.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P</th>
<th>After P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak [ɔbáai] 'he came'</td>
<td>[ɔbáai]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak [ədʊuìi] 'he arrived'</td>
<td>[ədútí]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The Akuapem surface forms in the right-hand column may be compared with the corresponding Asante surface forms: [ɔbáai(je)], [ədúuìi(je)]. P 38 does not apply in Asante.)

In Fante, the contraction (which may not occur in all sub-dialects) consists of the deletion of the PAS suffix: e.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P</th>
<th>After P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa [ɔbáai] 'he came'</td>
<td>[ɔbáa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [ədwiǐi] 'he arrived'</td>
<td>[ədwiǐ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in Fante, the PAS suffix is generally deleted in both transitive and intransitive PAS formations. (In Akuapem and Asante, on the other hand, it is
deleted only in transitive formations.) In some cases this results in homophony between the transitive and intransitive forms: e.g.,

Fa [báá kümáśí] 'He came to Kumase.'
Fa [báá] 'He came.'

In other cases, however, the application of the vowel-assimilation rule, P 37, to the intransitive forms and its non-application to the transitive forms results in contrasts such as:

Fa [àdu ku%máśí] 'He arrived at Kumase.'
Fa [àdwî] 'He arrived.'

(The ordering of the P-rules is crucial in accounting for such cases. In the transitive formations the PAS suffix has already been deleted at the point in the rules at which vowel assimilation applies, and hence P 38 is inapplicable. In the intransitive formations, the PAS suffix is not deleted until after the vowel assimilation rule has applied.)

(c) There are two P-rules that affect the segmental forms of verbs that include the PER prefix /á/. One of these, P 42, changes the segmental form of SC prefixes that precede PER. (P 42 also affects formations that include the CONsecutive-aspect prefix /á/—cf. Section 4.36.) In general, the rule operates to replace the vowel of SC by [a] (or [A], when the vowel of SC is [+Nasal]), before the [á] of PER, changing [mÁ] 'I' to [mÁ], Ak-As [wO] 'you (sg)' to [wa], [wÀ] 'we' to [ja], etc. However, if the SC is Fa [e] - [i] 'you (sg)' or Ak-As [e] 'it, they (inanimate)', P 42 deletes it before PER, and if the SC is [c] 'he, she, Fa it', P 42 replaces it by [wA] before PER. (In conventional orthography, the changes effected by P 42 are accurately reflected in some cases, e.g., Ak aba [ába] 'it has come', partly reflected in other cases, e.g., Ak waba [wába] 'he has come', and in still other cases not reflected at all, e.g., Ak yeaba [jaába] 'we have come'.)

The second P-rule that affects the segmental forms of verbs that include PER is the tenseness-harmony rule, P 69, which changes the PER prefix from [á] to [e] if the first vowel of the VR is [+Tense]. Then a later rule, P 84, changes [e] to Ak-As [ê]/Fa [ê] in this context. The
tensing rule affects the [A] of any SC prefix that precedes PER, as well as PER itself. Conventional Akuapem and Asante orthography do not represent the change from [ɔ] to [ɛ], but conventional Fante orthography does represent the change from [ɔ] to [ɛ]: compare, e.g., Ak-As mabisa [mɛ́bísɛ̀] and Fa mebisa [mɛ́bísɛ̀].

4.34 FUTURE.

The systematic-phonemic form of the FUTURE prefix is /bɛ/. It is probable that this morpheme is related to the INGRESSIVE prefix /bɛ/ 'come (in order) to' and thus ultimately to the verb /bɛ/ 'come' (cf. Section 4.50). In this connection, it is suggestive that the future and the ingressive prefixes fail to co-occur: i.e., that there are no future ingressive forms. However, future forms and ingressive forms are, at least in Akuapem and Asante, tonally distinct in most cases, and this—together with the ambiguity of those forms that are not tonally distinct—seems sufficient grounds for distinguishing the FUT and the ING prefixes. (In Fante, the future is identical, both segmentally and tonally, with the habitual ingressive. Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{'He will do it.'} \\
\text{Obɛyɛ} & \quad \text{'He comes to do it.'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cf. Ak-As} & \quad \text{Obɛyɛ} & \quad \text{'He will do it.'} \\
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Obɛyɛ} & \quad \text{'He comes to do it.'}
\end{align*}
\]

In the presence of NEG, a transformational rule applies which replaces deep-structure FUT by surface-structure PRO (i.e., the progressive-aspect prefix). The result of this transformation is to make the negative future and the negative progressive homophonous. Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Grye} & \quad \begin{cases} \text{As} & \quad \text{[ɔpɛ́?]'} \\
\text{Ak-Fa} & \quad \text{[ɔ(rɛ́)]pɛ́?]'} \end{cases} \quad \text{He won't do it.'} \\
\text{it.'}
\end{align*}
\]

As an alternative to this rule, Fante has a rule replacing the FUT prefix /bɛ/ by the prefix /kɛ/ in the context of
the negative morpheme. (/kɔ/ is, interestingly, an ingressive prefix meaning 'go (in order) to'—cf. Section 4.50.) The transformational rules that effect these changes in the presence of the negative morpheme are presented in Section 4.41.

In all dialects, the vowel of /bɔ/ (together with the vowel of any SC prefix that may precede it) is subject to the tenseness-harmony rule, P 69, and in Fante it is also subject to the backness-harmony rule, P 78. Thus in Akuapem and Asante the prefix is realized as [be] before [-Tense] vowels and [bɛ] before [+Tense] vowels, while in Fante it is realized as [bɛ] before [-Tense,-Back] vowels, [bɛ] before [+Tense,-Back] vowels, [bɔ] before [-Tense,+Back] vowels, and [bɔ] before [+Tense,+Back] vowels. The conventional orthographies reflect this variation. Some examples are:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>obsba</td>
<td>'he will come'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obefi</td>
<td>'he will leave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ak-As obsbo]</td>
<td>'he will beat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa obobo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ak-As obebu]</td>
<td>'he will bend'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa obobu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Akuapem and Asante, when the FUT prefix is preceded by the first-person-singular SC prefix /bɔ/ (whose usual surface forms are [mɔ] and [mɔ]), the vowel of the SC and the consonant of FUT are deleted, by means of P 81. Some examples illustrating the effect of P 81 (which may be optional in some subdialects) are:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As mɛbɛ</td>
<td>'I will come' (cf. Fa mèbɛbɛ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As mɛfi</td>
<td>'I will leave' (cf. Fa mibɛfi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Christaller, in his Grammar (p. 59), identifies a verb form which he calls the 'second future', a verb form marked by the prefix re plus the prefix be. This form, however, may be identified as the progressive ingressive, rather than a distinct aspect. (For further discussion, cf. Section 4.50.)
4.35 OPTative and IMPerative

The fully-specified morphophonemic form of the OPTative is /N/: i.e., a [+Nasal, +Tone] segment with other features unspecified. Phonetically /N/ is realized as a nasal consonant that is homorganic with the consonant that follows it. Thus it is [m] before bilabials, [ŋ] before labiodentals, [n] before alveolars, etc. (cf. P 25). In Akuapem and Asante, but not in Fante, a [-Nasal] voiced non-vowel following /N/ is changed to its [+Nasal] counterpart by means of P 72: compare Ak-As [5mëŋ]/Fa [5mëŋ] 'he should beat', Ak-As [önnù]/Fa [önù] 'he should arrive', etc.

In the presence of NEG, a transformational rule applies which replaces deep-structure OPT by surface-structure HAB. That is, the negative optative is phonetically identical with the negative habitual. (The negative optative and negative habitual are, however, differentiated orthographically: e.g., önnys [öŋŋë?] 'he shouldn't do it' vs. önyỳ [öŋŋë?] 'he doesn't do it'. For a presentation of the pertinent transformation, and for further discussion and examples, cf. Section 4.41.)

The IMPerative aspect, like STA and HAB (cf. Section 4.31), has a zero segmental form. Since IMP forms differ from STA and HAB forms tonally (and in certain other ways), the difference between these various zero forms must be preserved in inputs to P-rules. Thus, just as the STA and HAB forms are identified as including STA[Ø] and HAB[Ø], the IMP forms are identified as including IMP[Ø].

As was noted previously, IMP is a derived aspect. It is introduced into inputs to the phonological component as a replacement for OPT when the deep-structure subject is a second-person-singular pronoun. IMP and OPT are in complementary distribution, IMP occurring only when the deep structure has a second-person-singular-pronoun subject, OPT only when it does not. (OPT, rather than IMP, occurs when the subject is a second-person-plural pronoun.) The rule that replaces OPT by IMP also deletes the subject pronoun itself. It has some such form as:
where the second element in the structural description represents Ak-As wo/Fa swo 'you (singular)'. The rule operates, for example, on a tree such as:

![Tree diagram]

to yield the derived tree:

![Derived tree diagram]

The phonological component converts this derived tree into the sentence:

**Hwe Kofi.** 'Look (you-sg.) at Kofi.'
(This sentence may be compared with such sentences as:

\[ \text{Onhwe Kofi.} \quad \text{'He should look at Kofi.'} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Monhwe Kofi.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Wonhwe Kofi.}
\end{align*} \]

'Look (you-pl.) at Kofi.'

These sentences have optative verb forms. Note that the transformation that deletes the imperative subject preceeds the subject-concord-insertion transformation. This ordering means that the imperative lacks a subject-concord prefix, since the structural description for the subject-concord insertion rule (cf. Section 4.20) requires a subject. Optative verb forms, on the other hand, like all finite verb forms other than the imperative, include a subject-concord prefix.)

Like OFT, IMP is transformationally replaced by HAB in the presence of NEG. That is, the negative imperative is, in surface forms, identical with the negative habitual (except that, as a result of the transformation discussed above, the imperative form lacks a subject-concord prefix).

There are two verb roots, ba /bá/ 'come' and d(z)e /dè/ 'use, take', which show suppletive forms--respectively bra /bida/ and fa(r(e)) /fà/t/—in the OPT and IMP. (The notations d(z)e and fa(r(e)) indicate dialectal variation. De and dze are, respectively, the Akuapem-Asante and the Fante spelling that correspond to the systematic-phonemic representation /dè/. In the case of fa(r(e)), the final /t/ of the systematic-phonemic form /fà/t/ is always replaced by glottal stop (which is not represented in conventional spelling) in Akuapem, and is sometimes replaced by glottal stop in the other dialects as well. In certain contexts, however, [fã] occurs in Fante surface forms and [fã] in Asante surface forms—cf. Sections 4.72 and 4.73.)

The suppletive form of ba occurs only in the affirmative. Thus:

\[ \text{Kofi mmra.} \quad \text{'Kofi should come.'} \]
\[ \text{Bra.} \quad \text{'Come (you-sg.)!'} \]
vs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kofi mmme.} & \quad \text{'Kofi shouldn't come.'} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi mmbe.} \\
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Mma.} & \quad \text{'Don't (you-sg.) come.'} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Mba.}
\end{align*}
\]

(In the Akuapem and Asante forms of the affirmative OPT and of the negative OPT and IMP, the initial /b/ of /bidá/ and /bá/ is replaced by [m] as a result of the operation of P 72, the rule that nasalizes voiced non-vowels after nasal consonants.) /fát/ replaces /dí/ in both affirmative and negative OPT and IMP forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kofi mfa mma me.} & \quad \text{'Kofi should give it to me.'} \\
\text{(Kofi should-take should-give me)} \\
\text{Fa ma me.} & \quad \text{'Give (you-sg.) it to me.'} \\
\text{Kofi mmfa mmme me.} & \quad \text{'Kofi shouldn't give it to me.'} \\
\text{Mfa mma me.} & \quad \text{'Don't give it to me.'}
\end{align*}
\]

(cf. \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kofi de ma me.} & \quad \text{'Kofi gives it to me.'} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi dre ma me.} & \quad \text{(Kofi takes gives me.)}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of the negative forms, however, the replacement of /dí/ by /fát/ is part of a more general system of suppletion, since the replacement occurs in all negative forms. (Cf. Section 4.40, in which, also, there is a discussion of certain syntactic peculiarities of d(z)e.)

4.36 CONsecutive.

The second of the derived aspects, the CONsecutive, is introduced into surface structures in one of two ways: as a replacement for PROgressive or FUTure in non-initial verbs of serial-verb constructions; and as a replacement for FUTure in purpose clauses. Examples of the first type are:
Oresan aba. 'He is coming again.'
(he-is-returning he-is-coming)

Obasan aba. 'He will come again.'
(he-will-return he-will-come)

(The form aba consists of a zero subject-concord prefix, the CON prefix a- and the verb root ba 'come'.) An example of the second type is:

Ak-As \{Mefre\} no na waba. 'I called him so that he would come.'
Fa \{Mefre\} (I-called him that he-will-come)

The transformational rule that replaces PRO or FUT by CON in non-initial verbs of serial-verb constructions has some such form as:

\[
X \rightarrow VP \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{PRO} & \text{FUT} \\ \end{cases} \rightarrow Y
\]

SD: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
SC: 1 - 2 - CON - 4

This rule would, for example, operate on a tree such as:

```
S
  /   \
NP   VP
    /   \    \
   VP   VP
     /   \
    V    \\
   ASP  VP  ASP  VP
     /   \       /   \
  ono PRO san  PRO ba

'he' 'return' 'come'
```
to yield the derived tree:

```
S
   /\  \\
NP /   \ VP
   /\   /\  \\
  VP /  VP |
  /  V   /
\___ASP_\_VR_
\     PRO__san
\   \   \   \  \\
CON__ba
```

which, after certain other operations, would be converted by the phonological component into the sentence \textit{Oresan aba}. (The original tree is itself the product of whatever transformations are involved in the generation of serial-verb constructions of this type. It is assumed here that the rule that replaces PRO or FUT by CON precedes the rules, mentioned in Section 4.20, that introduce subject-concord prefixes and delete pronoun subjects.)

The transformational rule that replaces FUT by CON in purpose clauses has some such form as:

\[
W - \text{PUR}[X - \text{FUT} - Y]_{\text{PUR}} - Z
\]

\[
\text{SD: } 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
\]

\[
\text{SC: } 1 - 2 - \text{CON} - 4 - 5
\]

where \text{PUR}[X - \text{FUT} - Y]_{\text{PUR}} is a purpose clause containing a FUT verb. This rule would, for example, operate on a tree such as:
which, after certain other operations, would be converted by the phonological component into the sentence \textit{Me}fr\textsc{s}(e) no na waba.
The systematic-phonemic form of the CON prefix /à/ is identical with that of the PER prefix /â/ which occurs in verbs with perfect-affirmative and past-negative meanings (cf. Section 4.33). The tone patterns of verbs that include CON are, however, in some cases different from those of corresponding verbs that include PER. These differences result from the operation of certain tonal P-rules that apply to verbs that include CON or to verbs that include PER but not to both (cf. Section 4.91).

The two P-rules that affect the segmental forms of verbs that include PER (cf. Section 4.33, subsection (c)), apply equally to verbs that include CON. These are P 42, which operates to change the forms of SC prefixes before /à/, and P 69, the tenseness-harmony rule which, in combination with P 84, operates to change any [a] in a prefix to Ak-As [a]/Fa [e] if the first vowel of the VR is [+Tense].

4.40 NEGative.

The base rules that generate Akan deep structures permit the optional choice of one NEGative morpheme for every Verb Phrase. In surface structures this morpheme is immediately dominated by V, and occurs immediately after the Aspect morpheme.

While NEG occurs as a single morpheme in deep structures, its phonetic realization in surface structures typically consists of two or more discontinuous elements: a nasal prefix and one or more transformationally-introduced glottal suffixes. (The occurrence of glottal suffixes as exponents of NEG was first noted by Stewart, 1962, pp. 39-41 et passim.). The systematic-phonemic form of the nasal prefix is /N/: i.e., a [+Nasal,-Tone] segment with other features unspecified. Phonetically it is realized as a nasal consonant homorganic with the consonant that follows it--cf. P 02. The glottal suffixes are introduced by means of a transformation which, given a deep-structure occurrence of NEG, inserts a copy of NEG at one or more other points. These copies of NEG are realized phonetically as glottal stops. The NEG-copying transformation is not presented formally in this text. An informal account of the distribution of glottal suffixes in sentences that include NEG is, however, presented immediately below.
Within a VP that includes NEG, then, a glottal suffix occurs, with certain statable exceptions, after any word that is followed by a pause. Thus a glottal suffix normally occurs after the last word of the VP, before the pause that marks the end of the sentence, as in the following examples:

Onhwe. [ɔŋʃɔŋɛʔ]
(ne-doesn't-look-at)
'He doesn't look at it.'

Onhwe Kofi. [ɔŋʃɔŋɛ kɔfiʔ]
(ne-doesn't-look-at Kofi)
'He doesn't look at Kofi.'

Onhwe Kofi pii. [ɔŋʃɔŋɛ kɔfi piiʔ]
(ne-doesn't-look-at Kofi much)
'He doesn't look at Kofi much.'

(Note that in non-negative sentences there is no glottal stop after hwe 'look at', Kofi 'Kofi', or pii 'much'.)

If one or more pauses occur within the VP (as a result of replacing word boundaries by phrase boundaries), then a glottal suffix normally occurs after each such pause, as well as at the end of the phrase. Thus, in a slow or emphatic rendering of Onhwe Kofi pii, with pauses inserted after each word, one would get

[ɔŋʃɔŋɛʔ kɔfiʔ piiʔ]

(When adverbial clauses follow negated verbs, the clauses in some cases show pre-pausal glottal suffixation and in other cases do not. The occurrence or non-occurrence of glottal suffixes may be taken as criterial for whether or not the clauses are constituents of VP. That is, if a clause that follows a negated verb shows glottal suffixation, it is structurally a part of the VP, while if it fails to show glottal suffixation, it is not. More investigation is needed of clause-types that do, and those that do not, show glottal suffixation. The former apparently include clauses introduced by ansa na 'before', kɔpem se 'until', and na 'so that'; the latter apparently include clauses introduced by efi(ri) se 'because' and gye se 'unless'. Clauses of this second type may be
called 'sentence adverbials': i.e., they are immediate constituents of S (Sentence) rather than of VP.)

The only cases thus far discovered in which a glottal stop fails to occur after a prepausal word within a VP that includes NEG are the following: (a) when the prepausal word is a negative perfect verb-form; (b) when the prepausal word occurs within a VP that ends in a SUBordinate morpheme (cf. Section 4.31); (c) when the prepausal word occurs within a structure that ends with the interrogative particle /à/. Examples are:

(a) Ak-As Ónhwse ~ Ónhwse  [ɔŋχwɛ́] ~ [ɔŋχwɛ́]
   Fa Ónhwse  [ɔŋχwɛ́]
   (he-hasn't-looked-at)
   'He hasn't looked at it,
   He hasn't looked at...'

(The first form given for Akuapem and Asante is the form that occurs when the verb is not followed by a Noun Phrase; the second form is the one that occurs when a Noun Phrase follows. In Fante, the same form occurs in both contexts.)

(b) Kofi na Ónhwse.  {Ak-Fa [kɔfi nɔ ɔŋχwɛ́]}
   As  [kɔfi nɔ ɔŋχwɛ́]
   (Kofi EMPH he-doesn't-look-at)
   'It's Kofi who doesn't look at it.'

(c) Fa Ónhwse?  [ɔŋχwáá]
   Ónhwse?  [ɔŋχwɛ́]
   (he-doesn't-look-at?)
   'Doesn't he look at it?'

(In Fante, the question particle /à/ is realized phonetically either as [á]—in which case a preceding [ç] is assimilated to it—or as a low-tone reduplication of the preceding segment. In Akuapem and Asante it has only the second of these realizations.)

There are two Verb Roots, wo /wɔ/ 'have, be in' and d(z)e /dì/ 'take, use' that have suppletive allomorphs when they occur after NEG. The suppletive allomorph of
wo that occurs in this context is /dʒ/ (which is realized phonetically as Ak-As [ni], Fa [ɲi]); the suppletive allomorph of d(z)e is /fát/. (/fát/ occurs as an allomorph of d(z)e in the affirmative imperative as well as in all negative aspects—cf. Section 4.35.) Thus the negative of:

Kofi wo sika. 'Kofi has money.'

(Kofi has money)

is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kofi nni sika.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi nnyi sika.} \quad \text{Kofi doesn't have money.'} \\
& \quad \text{(Kofi doesn't-have money)}
\end{align*}
\]

And the negative of:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kofi de ba.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi dze ba.} \quad \text{Kofi brings it.'} \\
& \quad \text{(Kofi takes comes)}
\end{align*}
\]

is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kofi mfa mma.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi mfa mba.} \quad \text{Kofi doesn't bring it.'} \\
& \quad \text{(Kofi doesn't-take doesn't- come)}
\end{align*}
\]

The VR d(z)e has unique syntactic, as well as morphological, properties. In those cases in which the occurring allomorph of d(z)e is derived from the fully-specified morphophonemic form /dʒ/-i.e., when the Akuapem-Asante phonetic form is [dʒ] and the Fante phonetic form is [dz]-the verb always occurs in the stative aspect, but is followed by another verb in one of the active aspects: e.g.,

\[
\text{d(z)e bsba. 'He will bring it.'} \\
\text{(he-takes will-come)}
\]
Ak-As  Ode baa. 
Fa  Odze baa.  'He brought it.'
     (he-takes came)

In those cases, however, in which the occurring allo-
morph is derived from the fully-specified morphophonemic
form /fat/, both the form of /fat/ and that of the fol-
lowing verb are in one of the active aspects.

Ak-As  Oremfa mma. 
Fa  Oremfa mba.  'He won't bring it.'
     (he-won't-take 
       won't-come)

Ak-As  Wamfa amma. 
Fa  Wamfa amba.  'He didn't bring it.'
     (he-didn't-take 
       didn't-come)

The structures illustrated above are all examples
of serial-verb constructions, corresponding to deep struc-
tures in which d(z)e is followed by an embedded sentence.
In all cases of serial-verb structures except those that
involve d(z)e as the first verb, there is always agree-
ment in aspect between the two (or more) verbs involved.
From this point of view the structures that involve the
allomorph of d(z)e derived from /fat/ are normal cases
of serialization, while those that involve the allomorph
of d(z)e derived from /di/ are abnormal. It is therefore
suggested here that the STActive forms of d(z)e that occur
in affirmative sentences are strictly surface-structure
forms and that in deep structures d(z)e is a [+ACT],
[-STA] verb (cf. Section 4.30), and hence may be in-
serted only after the active aspects. A sentence like
Ode baba would therefore have as a deep structure some-
thing like:
There would then be a transformational rule that replaces the ACT aspect before d(z)e (i.e., FUT in the above example) by STA in the appropriate cases.

4.41 Aspectual Changes in Negative Verbs.

There are fewer distinctive aspect-marked forms of negative verbs than there are of non-negative verbs. That is, certain distinct aspectual meanings that are expressed by different forms in the case of non-negative verbs are expressed by a single form in the case of negative verbs. This collapsing of formal distinctions in negative verbs results from the operation of transformational rules that replace certain ASP morphemes by others in the presence of NEG. Some of these replacements occur in all three dialects; others are restricted to one dialect only. The aspectual changes that occur in all three dialects are:
(a) FUT → PRO (i.e., the FUT morpheme is replaced by the PRO morpheme in the presence of NEG); (b) OPT/IMP → HAB; (c) CON → HAB; (d) PAS → PER; (e) PER → PAS. A change that occurs only in Akuapem is: (f) PRO → HAB. A change that occurs only in Fante is: (g) FUT → HAB + INGk (where INGk is the ingressive prefix /kɔ/—cf. Section 4.50). These changes are discussed in turn below.

(a) FUT → PRO. The negative future and the negative progressive are homophonous in all three dialects, and the forms that express both negative-future and negative-progressive meanings involve the PRO morpheme /di/
rather than the FUT morpheme /bê/ (cf. Sections 4.32 and 4.34). Compare, for example:

orekasa 'he is speaking'
obekasa 'he will speak'

and:

orenkasa 'he isn't speaking, he won't speak'

The last example, in its future interpretation, results from the operation of a transformational rule that replaces FUT by PRO in the presence of NEG. This rule has some such form as:

\[ X \rightarrow \text{FUT} \rightarrow \text{NEG} \rightarrow Y \]

SD: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
SC: 1 - PRO - 3 - 4

(b) \text{OPT/IMP} \rightarrow \text{HAB}. The negativ optative and imperative are always formally identical with the negative habitual. The following transformational rule, in which OPT or IMP is replaced by HAB in the presence of NEG, may therefore be proposed:

\[ X \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{OPT} \\ \text{IMP} \end{cases} \rightarrow \text{NEG} \rightarrow Y \]

SD: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
SC: 1 - HAB - 3 - 4

(c) \text{CON} \rightarrow \text{HAB}. The negative consecutive, when it occurs in a non-initial verb of a serial-verb construction, is formally identical with the negative habitual. As was noted in Section 4.36, the CON morpheme in this grammatical context is a transformationally-introduced replacement for PRO or FUT. When NEG is present in the verb, a further transformation operates to replace CON itself by HAB:

\[ X \rightarrow \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{CON} \rightarrow \text{NEG} \rightarrow Y \]

SD: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
SC: 1 - 2 - HAB - 4 - 5
The effect of this rule is seen in a sentence such as:

Kofi rensan nkasa. \{ 'Kofi isn’t speaking again.' \}
(Kofi won’t-return won’t speak)

in which nkasa (Ak-As [ŋkásá?] / Fa [ŋkásá?]) is formally identical with the negative habitual form that occurs in a sentence such as:

Kofi nsan nkasa. 'Kofi doesn’t speak again.'
(Kofi doesn’t-return doesn’t speak)

In the other context in which CON occurs—i.e., in purpose clauses—the above transformation does not apply, so that the negative consecutive in this context remains distinct from the negative habitual. Thus in the purpose clause:

na Kofi ankasa 'so that Kofi won’t speak'

The form ankasa includes a reflex of the CON morpheme /a/, and is thus distinct from the negative habitual form nkasa.

(d) PAS \rightarrow \text{PER} \text{ and } (e) \text{PER} \rightarrow \text{PAS}. Unlike the other transformational rules discussed in this section, all of which have the effect of obliterating deep-structure aspectual differences in the presence of NEG (with the result that two aspectually-different deep structures have the same surface-structure realization), the rules presented immediately below do not have this effect. These are the rules, referred to in Section 4.33, which replace PAST by PERFect, and vice versa, in the presence of NEG. The rules have the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SD:} & \quad 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 \\
\text{SC:} & \quad 1 - \text{PER} - 3 - 4 \\
\text{SD:} & \quad 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 \\
\text{SC:} & \quad 1 - \text{PAS} - 3 - 4
\end{align*}
\]
Since both rules are obligatory, the distinction between deep-structure negative-past and negative-perfect verb forms is preserved, although in the surface structures a reflex of the PER morpheme is used to express a past meaning while a reflex of the PAS morpheme is used to express a perfect meaning. For examples, cf. Section 4.33.

(f) \textit{PRO} $\rightarrow$ \textit{HAB}. In Akuapem, a negative-progressive meaning may be expressed by a form that is homophonous with the negative habitual. For example, the form onkasa [ɔŋkásà?] may, in Akuapem, mean 'he isn't speaking' as well as 'he doesn't speak'. (In Asante and Fante, onkasa--As [ɔŋkásà?], Fa [ɔŋkásə?]--means only 'he doesn't speak'.) Thus an optional transformation like the following may be proposed for Akuapem:

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
X & PRO & NEG & Y \\
\text{SD:} & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
\text{SC:} & 1 & \text{HAB} & 3 & 4 \\
\end{array}
$$

(This rule must precede the rule given above which replaces FUT by PRO before NEG, since deep-structure FUT is never expressed by HAB.)

(g) \textit{FUT} $\rightarrow$ \textit{HAB} + \textit{INGk}. Fante shares with the other two dialects the rule presented above, in which FUT is replaced by PRO in the presence of NEG. In Fante, however, there is also an alternative transformational rule that may apply to a deep-structure sequence consisting of FUT and NEG. In this transformation FUT is replaced by HAB rather than PRO, and the INGressive prefix /kə/ (symbolized as INGk--cf. Section 4.50) is inserted after NEG. The rule thus has the form:

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
X & FUT & NEG & Y \\
\text{SD:} & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
\text{SC:} & 1 & \text{HAB} & 3 & 5+\text{INGk} & 4 \\
\end{array}
$$

The products of this rule are homophonous with the negative habitual ingressive formed with /kə/. For example, the Fante form onkskasa may mean either 'he won't speak' or 'he doesn't go to speak'. (The [ɔ] of the ingressive prefix in onkskasa results from the operation of the Fante backness-harmony rule, P 78.) Fante, then, has two
negative future forms: one homophonous with the negative progressive, the other homophonous with the negative habitual ingressive formed with /kɔ/. The second of these negative-future formations does not occur in Akuapem or Asante.

4.50 **INGressive.**

There are two INGressive prefixes, one having the meaning 'come (in order) to ...' or 'come and ...', the other having the meaning 'go (in order) to ...' or 'go and ...'. Their fully-specified morphophonemic forms are, respectively, /bɔ/ and /kɔ/.

The ING prefixes do not occur in deep structures. They are introduced into surface structures by means of transformations that operate upon sentences with serial-verb constructions consisting of a VP whose VR is ba /bɔ/ 'come' or ko(r(e)) /kɔt/ 'go' plus another VP. (The notation ko(r(e)) for the VR 'go' indicates dialectal variation—cf. Sections 4.72 and 4.73.) These serial-verb constructions themselves are transformationally derived from deep structures in which sentential complements follow VPs that include ba or ko(r(e)). Thus, starting from a deep structure such as:

![Diagram of S structure]

- S
  - NP
  - VP
    - V
      - ASP
        - Kwame
      - VR
        - HAB
      - NP
        - VP
          - V
            - ASP
              - kasa
            - VR
              - 'Kwame'

Thus, the sentence 'Kwame' kasa 'Kwame' 'come' 'Kwame' 'speak'...
the serial-verb transformation operates to produce the derived tree:

```
        S
       /\     
      NP   VP
       /   /\  
     V    VP
    /\   /\    
   ASP VR ASP VR
  /\  /\       
 Kwame HAB ba HAB kasa
```

This structure, in turn, undergoes a transformation that inserts the ING prefix /bə/ before the VR of the VP that follows ba. (The ING prefix /bə/ will be symbolized here as INGb. The ING prefix /kə/, which is transformationally inserted before the VR of a VP that follows ko(r(e)), will be symbolized as INGk.)

The transformational rule that inserts the ING prefixes has some such form as:

```
X - \left[ \begin{array}{c} ba \\ ko(r(e)) \end{array} \right] - Y - ASP (NEG) - (RED) VR - Z
```

```
SD: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6
SC: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 + INGb - 5 - 6
```

This rule operates, for example, upon the derived tree just presented to produce the tree:

```
        S
       /\     
      NP   VP
       /   /\  
     V    VP
    /\   /\    
   ASP VR ASP VR
  /\  /\       
 Kwame HAB ba HAB INGb kasa
```
And this tree, after appropriate specification of the ASP and ING morphemes, is converted by the phonological component into the sentence:

\[
\text{kwame ba bekasa. 'Kwame comes to speak.'}
\]

In cases like the above, where nothing intervenes between \( \text{ba} \) (or \( \text{ko(r(e))} \)) and the verb that has the ING prefix, and where ASP does not equal FUT, a further, optional, transformation may operate to delete the \( V \) whose VR is \( \text{ba} \) (or \( \text{ko(r(e))} \)) itself. This transformation has the form:

\[
X - \text{ASP (NEG)} - \left[ \frac{\text{ba}}{\text{ko(r(e))}} \right] - \text{ASP (NEG)} \left[ \frac{\text{INGb}}{\text{INGk}} \right] - Y
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SD:} & \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \\
\text{SC:} & \quad 1 \quad \emptyset \quad \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

Condition: \( 2 \neq \text{FUT} \)

If applied to the last tree presented, this transformation yields the tree:

The sentence that corresponds to this tree is:

\[
\text{kwame bekasa. 'Kwame comes to speak.'}
\]

Note that, as the transformation is stated, the deleted \( \text{ba} \) or \( \text{ko(r(e))} \) must immediately precede the verb that includes the ING prefix. Thus, for example, \( \text{ba} \) cannot be deleted from the structure that underlies the sentence:
Kwame ba Kumase bekasa. 'Kwame comes to Kumase to speak.'

(There is no *Kwame Kumase bekasa.) The condition on the transformation to the effect that the element immediately preceding ba or ko(r(e)) is not FUT is intended to block, for example, the deletion of beba from the structure that underlies the sentence:

Kwame beba abskasa. 'Kwame will come to speak.'

(There is no *Kwame abskasa in the meaning 'Kwame will come to speak' and there is no *Kwame bsbskasa. The e-of abskasa is the realization of the CON morpheme that obligatorily replaces FUT in non-initial verbs of serial-verb constructions—cf. Section 4.36.) It should be noted, however, that the deletion of the sequence FUT + NEG + ba/ko(r(e)) is permitted by the rule. Thus the rule can operate upon the structure underlying, e.g.:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kwame remma mmekasa.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kwame remba mbskasa.}
\end{align*}
\]

'tKwame won't come to speak.'

to produce the structure underlying:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-As} & \quad \text{Kwame remmskasa.} \\
\text{Fa} & \quad \text{Kwame rembskasa.}
\end{align*}
\]

'tKwame won't come to speak.'

(The initial /b/s of /bâ/ and /bê/ undergo assimilation to a preceding nasal in Akuapem and Asante—cf. P 72. The forms with re result from the transformation presented in Section 4.41, in which PRO replaces FUT in the presence of NEG. Note that the transformation that replaces FUT by CON in non-initial serial verbs (cf. Section 4.36) fails to apply in cases like the last example cited. This means that the rule deleting Vs whose VRs are ba or ko(r(e)) precedes the rule that replaces FUT by CON. Given this ordering, the verb in the last example is not part of a serial-verb construction at the point in the rules at which the FUT → CON rule would apply, so the replacement of FUT by CON fails to occur.)

As was noted in Section 4.34, Christaller identified the combination of PRO and INGb as a distinct aspect, the
'second future'. It is certainly the case that a form such as orebekasa may carry a future meaning, 'he is about to speak', as well as a progressive-ingressive meaning, 'he is coming to speak'. It seems to us, however, that this meaning may simply be assigned, by the semantic component of the grammar, as a possible reading of the deep structure underlying the sequence PRO + INGb, without setting up a distinct second-future ASP morpheme. (The sequence PRO + INGb allows of the 'second-future' interpretation only in the affirmative. Thus the negative forms Ak-As oreemmkasasa/Fa orembkasasa can not mean 'he isn't about to speak' but only 'he isn't coming to speak' or—in cases where re is a replacement for a deep-structure FUT—'he won't come to speak'. For further discussion of the 'second future', see Dolphyne, p. 37, which takes issue with the view adopted here.)

In all three dialects the vowels of the surface forms of the ING prefixes vary in accordance with the P-rule of tenseness harmony (P 69). In Fante, the vowels of the prefixes also vary in accordance with the Fante P-rule of backness harmony (P 78). The segmental forms of INGb that occur in Akuapem and Asante are [bc] and [be]; Fante shows, additionally, the forms [bo] and [bo]. The segmental forms of INGk that occur in Akuapem and Asante are [ko] and [ko]; Fante shows, additionally, the forms [ks] and [ke]. Examples are:

- obeys 'he comes to do'
- obeyi 'he comes to remove'
- Fa oboto 'he comes to buy'
- (cf. Ak-As oboto 'he comes to buy')
- Fa obotu 'he comes to dig'
- (cf. Ak-As obetu 'he comes to dig')
- okoto 'he goes to buy'
- okotu 'he goes to dig'
- Fa okeyi 'he goes to do'
- (cf. Ak-As okoye 'he goes to do')
- Fa okeyi 'he goes to remove'
- (cf. Ak-As okoyi 'he goes to remove')
In Akuapem and Asante, the underlying high tone on the ING prefixes is changed to low by means of P 47. Compare, for example, the surface tone patterns of Ak-As [bobøjá] / Fa [bobójá] 'he comes to do'. While the surface tone of ING itself is low in Akuapem and Asante, certain other surface tonal phenomena in these dialects give evidence of the underlying high tone of ING. For example, there is an Akuapem-Asante rule, P 20, which changes an underlying high-low tone pattern on a disyllabic VR to low-high in Akuapem, low-falling in Asante except when the VR immediately follows a high-tone prefix. (The rule thus changes, e.g., [óbíisá] 'he asks' to Ak [óbíisá] / As [óbíisá].) The fact that P 20 fails to apply to ING forms (cf. the surface tone pattern of Ak-As [óbébisá nü] 'he comes to ask him') indicates that at the point in the rules at which P 20 applies, the ING prefix still has high tone.

4.60 REDuplication.

Replicating affixes that are constituents of Verbs are in most cases introduced into deep structure through the exercise of an optional choice in the base rule for rewriting V (Verb). This rule has some such form as: V → ASP (NEG) (RED*) VR, where the parentheses around (RED*) indicate that the replicating affix is optional, and where the asterisk indicates that RED may be repeated an indefinite number of times (as in okasakasakasakasa-... 'he talks and talks and talks and talks and talks and talks and talks...'). When RED is introduced by means of an optional choice in the base rules, it adds a meaning of 'multiple activity' (or, in the case of stative verbs, 'multiple state') to the meaning of the VR. The multiple character of the activity may involve its being performed by more than one actor, its being performed upon more than one object, and/or its being performed more than one time. In general, the more often RED is repeated, the greater the number of actors, objects, and/or repetitions implied.

In a small number of cases, RED is introduced into deep structures from the lexicon, where it occurs as part of a VR. That is, there are a few VRs which have the internal structure: RED + VR¹ (where VR¹ is itself, for the purposes of phonological rules, a VR). In such cases,
neither RED nor VR₁ has any independent meaning, although VR₁ usually has some semantic relation to a homophonous VR that is listed in the lexicon without an obligatory RED component. Compare: d(z)id(z)i 'eat (intransitive)' and d(z)i 'eat (transitive)' (where the spellings with and without z represent the Fante and Akuapem-Asante forms respectively), hwehwc 'look for' and hwé 'look at', síasie 'arrange' and sía 'put'. (There is at least one VR of the RED + VR₁ type, sesa 'change', whose VR₁ is not homophonous with a semantically related VR. This verb must nevertheless be analyzed as a reduplicated monosyllabic VR, rather than as a disyllabic VR, on tonal grounds. Compare, for example, the tones, in Fante, of ṣeṣe 'he changes' and ọkásá 'he speaks'—where kasa is an ordinary disyllabic VR.) The RED* that is introduced as an optional constituent of V may co-occur with a VR which itself includes RED. This accounts for forms such as od(z)id(z)id(z)id(z)i 'he eats and eats' or ohwehwchwehw 'he looks and looks for'.

The precise form of RED in any given case is specified by P-rules. The rules themselves are presented in the Appendix. An informal account of the operation of these rules is given in the sections that immediately follow the present section. Section 4.61 discusses the general rule of monosyllabic RED; Section 4.62, subsidiary rules affecting monosyllabic RED; Section 4.63, the general rule of disyllabic RED; and Section 4.64, subsidiary rules affecting disyllabic RED.

4.61 General Rule of Monosyllabic RED.

The general rule of monosyllabic reduplication (P 21) applies to a RED prefix that immediately precedes a monosyllabic VR (or VR₁). The rule operates to replace the RED symbol by a syllable that is identical with the following VR (or, more specifically, identical with the representation of the VR at the point in the P-rules at which the rule of monosyllabic reduplication applies), except that: (a) the tongue-height features, High and Low, of the vowel of VR are not copied in RED, but are instead specified as [+High] and [-Low] in all cases; (b) in certain specifiable cases, a nasalized (i.e., [+Nasal]) vowel in VR has a non-nasalized counterpart in RED; (c) when VR has a final [-Nasal] non-vowel, this non-vowel does not appear in RED; (d) whatever the inherent tone of
the VR, RED has low tone and the VR that follows it has high tone. These differences between RED and the following monosyllabic VR are discussed in turn below. Then, under (e), there is a discussion of the ordering of the monosyllabic-RED rule in relation to the palatalization rule, P 11.

(a) Whatever the tongue height of the vowel of VR, its reflex in RED is always a close—i.e., [+High,-Low]—vowel. This close vowel always agrees with the vowel of VR in tenseness. That is, if the vowel of VR is [+Tense], then RED has a [+Tense] vowel, while if the vowel of VR is [-Tense], RED has a [-Tense] vowel. The vowel of RED normally also agrees with the vowel of VR with respect to frontness or backness; i.e., with respect to the feature [±Back]. (Exceptions to this generalization are accounted for by the operation of a subsequent P-rule—cf. Section 4.62, subsection (a)). Thus if the vowel of VR is [+Back] (i.e., is [U] or [O]), the vowel of RED is also [+Back], while if the vowel of VR is [-Back] (i.e., is [I], [E], or [A]), so, normally, is the vowel of RED. Examples (with tone ignored) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>'stand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fe</td>
<td>'vomit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>'say'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>'resemble'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>'cure'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>'cut'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tqa</td>
<td>'bend'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bu</td>
<td>'carry on the head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so</td>
<td>'seize'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so</td>
<td>'light'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Forms with a final glottal stop in parentheses show dialect variation, the glottal stop occurring in some dialects but not in others. For details, cf. Section 4.79.)
(b) When the vowel of VR is [i], [y], [u], or [ʊ], the [+Nasal] feature of this vowel is also normally found in the vowel of RED. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ti</td>
<td>titi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>sese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>su</td>
<td>susu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>toto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But when the vowel of VR is [æ], the retention of the [+Nasal] feature in the vowel of RED depends upon whether the initial consonant of VR is [+Nasal] or [-Nasal]. If this consonant is [+Nasal], then the vowel of RED is [+Nasal]. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>mema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nam</td>
<td>nenam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If, however, this consonant is [-Nasal], then the vowel of RED is normally [-Nasal]. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>keka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa</td>
<td>sesa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For some speakers, and in the case of certain specific items, nasalization of the vowel of RED is optional when the vowel of VR is [+Nasal] and the initial consonant is [-Nasal]. Thus speakers are found for whom [tutu(?)], as well as [tututu(?)], is acceptable as a reduplication of [tutu(?)], and for whom [sissi(?)], as well as [sissi(?)], is acceptable as a reduplication of [sis(?)]. As far as we have been able to determine, however, the only forms that are acceptable to all speakers are those that are in accordance with the generalizations previously made.)

(In certain cases, the vowel of RED, although it is [-Nasal] after the operation of the rule under discussion, may become [+Nasal] through the operation of a subsequent...
Thus the reduplicated form of \textit{pam} [\textipa{p\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde}] 'meet' is [\textipa{p\textasciitilde mp\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde}]. In this case, the present rule operates to produce a non-nasalized vowel in RED, and this vowel is nasalized by a later P-rule, P 74, which nasalizes all close vowels that precede nasal consonants in the same syllable. The fact that the nasalization of the close vowel in [\textipa{p\textasciitilde mp\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde}] does not result from the operation of the monosyllabic-RED rule becomes obvious if we compare it with the reduplicated form of \textit{pam} [\textipa{p\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde}] 'sew', which is [\textipa{p\textasciitilde mp\textasciitilde m\textasciitilde}]. In the latter case, the close vowel of RED is nasalized even though the vowel of VR is itself [+Nasal].

(c) In the case of those VRs which, at the point of application of the monosyllabic-RED rule, have a final [-Nasal] non-vowel, this non-vowel is not copied in the formation of RED. The final non-vowels that are thus dropped in the formation of RED are [w], [r], and [?]. (Final [w], which corresponds to an underlying final /p/, is found in surface forms only in Akuapem and in some Fante subdialects. Final [r], which corresponds to an underlying final /t/, is found in surface forms only in Fante. Final [?], which in many cases corresponds to an underlying final /k/, is found in all dialects, but only in pre-pause position. It should be noted that, in the surface forms of VRs followed immediately by pause, a 'final [w]' or 'final [r]' is actually pre-final, since it is followed by a glottal stop in this position. It should also be noted that the Akuapem and Asante surface forms that correspond to Fante surface forms with final [r] often show [r] plus vowel (plus, in the case of Akuapem, a glottal stop). The P-rules that account for these surface characteristics are summarized in Section 4.79.) Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-Fa\textsuperscript{1} haw} [haw?] { Ak-Fa\textsuperscript{1} sow} [sow?] { Fa bare} [bare?] { Ak-As bare} [bare(?)}</td>
<td>{ hehaw} [hrhaw?] { sosow} [susow?] { bebar} [brbar?] { bebare} [brbare(?)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VR

{Fa hor [hur?]} 'wash'
{Ak-As horo [huru(?)]}

{Fa fer [far?]} 'take'
{Ak-As fa [fa?]}  

pa [pa?] 'remove'
si [si?] 'stand'

RED + VR

{hohor [nuhur?]}
{hohoro [nuhuru(?)]}

{fefar [frfar?]}
{fef [frfa?]}

pepa [pipa?]
sisi [sisi?]

(Fa\(^1\) and Fa\(^2\) represent subdialects of Fante, respectively, those in which final [w] is retained, and those in which it is not.)

In the case of those VRs which, at the point of application of the monosyllabic-RED rule, have a final [+Nasal] consonant—e.g., an [m], [n], or [ŋ]—this consonant, unlike the [-Nasal] non-vowels just discussed, is copied in the formation of RED. (Subsequent rules may, however, apply to change the point of articulation of the final nasal consonant of RED and/or to delete it.) Some examples are:

VR

{fem [fem?]} 'lend'

RED + VR

{femfem [f\ümfem?]}

{Fa ton [tün?]}'forge'
{Ak-As tono [tunū(?)]}

kan {As kaf?} 'count'
{Fa kan?}

{tonton [tuntun?]}
{tontono [tuntunū(?)]}

{[Ak k\üŋkan?]}
{[As k\üŋka?]}
{[Fa k\üŋkan?]}

(The o [ü] at the end of Ak-As tono is accounted for by the operation of a P-rule—cf. Section 4.73. For an explanation of the variant pronunciations of kan, cf. Section 4.74.)
(d) Monosyllabic RED is always inserted with low tone, although this tone may be replaced by high tone through the operation of subsequent P-rules. In Akuapem, the tone pattern of a sequence consisting of RED plus a monosyllabic VR—e.g., *hwehwe 'look for'*—is always identical with that of a disyllabic VR whose second syllable begins with a voiceless consonant—e.g., *bisa 'ask'*. Thus:

Ak Mèhwehwe nò. 'I look for him.'
Ak Mìbisà nò. 'I ask him.'

This is also true in Asante, but in Asante, as opposed to Akuapem, certain other sentence elements, such as object pronouns, may show different tonal behavior with RED-plus-monosyllabic-VR verbs from what they show with verbs involving disyllabic VRs. For example:

As Mèhwehwe nò. 'I look for him.'
As Mìbisà nò. 'I ask him.'

In Fante, the tones of RED-plus-monosyllabic-VR verbs and verbs with disyllabic VRs are usually different: e.g.,

Fa Mèhwehwe nò. 'I look for him.'
Fa Mìbisà nò. 'I ask him.'

(For a discussion of the tone patterns of disyllabic VRs, cf. Section 4.75.)

The distinction between low-tone and high-tone monosyllabic VRs (which is well-attested in Fante, less well-attested in Asante, and completely absent in Akuapem—cf. Section 4.71) is lost when the VR is preceded by RED. Thus a low-tone VR like da 'sleep' and a high-tone VR like ba 'give' show the same tone patterns in their reduplicated forms. Compare:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-reduplicated</th>
<th>Reduplicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa wòndà 'they aren't sleeping'</td>
<td>wòndèdèá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa wòmbà 'they aren't coming'</td>
<td>wòmbèbèá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The monosyllabic-RED rule follows many of the P-rules that affect the shape of the VR. In particular, it is important to note that it follows the rule of palatalization, P 11. Thus if the initial non-vowel of the VR is palatalized, so is its counterpart in RED, and if the initial non-vowel of the VR is not palatalized, neither is its counterpart in RED. Some examples illustrating this point are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gya</td>
<td>gyigya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hye</td>
<td>hyehye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haw</td>
<td>hehaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>heha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kye</td>
<td>kyekye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>keka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twa</td>
<td>twitwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ordering of the monosyllabic-RED rule after the palatalization rule accounts for the occurrence in surface forms of RED of certain sequences that do not occur in monosyllables of other types. Thus [hr] and [kr] do not occur in the surface forms of monosyllabic roots, since [h] in a root is always palatalized before a [-Nasal] non-low front vowel while a [k] in a root is always palatalized before any non-low front vowel.

4.62 Subsidiary Rules Affecting Monosyllabic RED.

After the general rule of monosyllabic reduplication has applied, the shape of RED which it specifies is in some cases altered by the application of other P-rules. In this section three such P-rules are discussed: (a) the monosyllabic-RED [I] → [U] rule, P 22; (b) the homorganic-nasal rule, P 25; (c) the nasal-deletion rule, P 26. The discussion of these rules is followed by a discussion of a P-rule that may alter the shape of a VR that follows monosyllabic RED: (d) the progressive voiced non-vowel nasalization rule, P 72.
(a) The general rule of monosyllabic reduplication specifies that the close vowel occurring in RED agrees with the vowel of VR with respect to the feature \(±\text{Back} \). Thus if the vowel of VR is \([A]\), which is \([±\text{Back}]\), the rule specifies that the vowel of RED should be the \([±\text{Back}]\) close vowel \([I]\). There are, however, certain cases in which \([U]\), rather than \([I]\), occurs in RED before a VR whose vowel is \([A]\). These cases reflect the operation of a P-rule, P 22, which changes an \([I]\) in RED to \([U]\) under certain circumstances: viz., when the vowel of VR is \([A]\), and the initial non-vowel of VR (and hence of RED) has certain features in common with \([U]\).

Three classes of initial non-vowels may trigger the change of \([I]\) to \([U]\) in RED (where the vowel of VR is \([A]\)). These classes are: \([±\text{Round}, ¬\text{Palatal}],\)
\([±\text{Round}, +\text{Coronal}],\) and \([-\text{Round}, ¬\text{Coronal}]).\) In the case of the \([±\text{Round}, ¬\text{Palatal}]\) non-vowels (where both of the mentioned feature-specifications are shared by \([U]\)), the change of \([I]\) to \([U]\) is obligatory in most dialects, but optional in some Fante subdialects. Examples of the operation of the rule when the initial non-vowel is \([±\text{Round}, ¬\text{Palatal}]\) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before ([I] \rightarrow [U])</th>
<th>After ([I] \rightarrow [U])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak-Fa(^1) [fwifwew?] 'chip'</td>
<td>[f(w)ufwew?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa(^2) [fwifwe?]</td>
<td>[f(w)ufwe?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-Fa [gwigwe?] 'skin'</td>
<td>[g(w)ugwe?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cf. As djuidjwe?) 'skin'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-Fa [hwënhë?] 'scrape'</td>
<td>[h(w)uënhë?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cf. As ëënhë?] 'scrape'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-Fa(^1) [kwirkwaw?] 'rub off'</td>
<td>[k(w)ukwaw?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-Fa(^2) [kwirkwa?]</td>
<td>[k(w)ukwa?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[swiswe?] 'be small'</td>
<td>[s(w)uswe?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As [wirari(?)] 'be tall'</td>
<td>[wuwaris?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [wirwar?]</td>
<td>[wuwar?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some explanation of certain of the above examples may be in order. At the point in the operation of the P-rules at which the monosyllabic-RED rule applies, the [+Round, -Palatal] non-vowels \([fw]\), \([gw]\), and \([hw]\) occur before \([A]\) in Akuapem and Fante but not in Asante. In the case of \([fwa]\), the sequence is attested in only a few Akuapem-Fante items which apparently have no Asante counterparts. In the case of \([gwa]\) and \([hwa]\), the situation is more complex. The underlying forms of the VRs for 'skin' and 'scrape' are, respectively, /guak/ and /hūsk/. In all three dialects, /guak/ \(\rightarrow [gua?]\) (by P 03), and /hūsk/ \(\rightarrow [hūs?]\) (by P 03) \(\rightarrow [hūs?]\) (by P 06). In Akuapem and Fante, the forms [gua?] and [hūs?] undergo, before the application of the monosyllabic-RED rule, only labialization (P 09) and [U]-deletion (P 10). Thus in these dialects, [gua?] \(\rightarrow [gwae?]\) \(\rightarrow [gwe?]\), and [hūs?] \(\rightarrow [hūwēs?]\) \(\rightarrow [hūs?]\). In Asante, however, the Asante [I]-insertion rule (P 07) applies to [gua?] and [hūs?], yielding [guie?] and [Eūis?]. Thereafter, these forms undergo not only labialization and [U]-deletion but also palatalization and [I]-deletion (respectively, P 11 and P 13). Thus As [guie?] \(\rightarrow [gwue?]\) \(\rightarrow [gwe?]\) \(\rightarrow [dʒyie?]\) \(\rightarrow [dʒye?]\), and As [hūiē?] \(\rightarrow [hūwe?]\) \(\rightarrow [hūs?]\) \(\rightarrow [çiwe?]\) \(\rightarrow [çiwe?]\). The forms to which the monosyllabic-RED rule applies are therefore [gwa?] and [hws?] in Akuapem and Fante, [dʒye?] and [çiwe?] in Asante, and the resultant reduplicated forms are Ak-Fa [gwige?] and [hūiǐwe?], As [dʒyidʒye?] and [çiǐçiwe?]. Since the Akuapem-Fante forms begin with [+Round, -Palatal] non-vowels, the [I] \(\rightarrow [U]\) rule obligatorily applies to them. The Asante forms, on the other hand, begin with [+Round, +Palatal] non-vowels, and the [I] \(\rightarrow [U]\) rule does not apply in such cases in Asante (see below). The development of deep-structure RED + /guak/ and RED + /hūsk/ in the different dialects is summarized below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ak-Fa</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ak-Fa</th>
<th>As</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying form</td>
<td>RED + guék</td>
<td>RED + guék</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũk</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/ → [ʔ]</td>
<td>RED + gueʔ</td>
<td>RED + gueʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asante [I] insertion</td>
<td>RED + guieʔ</td>
<td>RED + guieʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labialization</td>
<td>RED + gwueʔ</td>
<td>RED + gwueʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[U] deletion</td>
<td>RED + gweʔ</td>
<td>RED + gweʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatalization</td>
<td>RED + dʒieʔ</td>
<td>RED + dʒieʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I] deletion</td>
<td>RED + dʒieʔ</td>
<td>RED + dʒieʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
<td>RED + ṅũũʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monosyllabic RED</td>
<td>gwigweʔ</td>
<td>dʒuı̈dʒueʔ</td>
<td>✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I] → [U]</td>
<td>g(w)ugweʔ</td>
<td>✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤ ✤</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Ak-Fa" refers to the language of Ak-Fa, "As" to the language of As, and "RED" to a reduplicated form. Symbols like ✤ are placeholders for missing or complex phonetic symbols.
In the case of the [+Round, +Coronal] and [-Round, -Coronal] initial non-vowels (where [+Round] and [-Coronal] are the features shared with [U]), the change of [I] to [U] in RED is never obligatory, and occurs (optionally) only in Akuapem and Fante. Since the application of P 22 is optional, the forms that result from its operation vary freely with the forms that result when it is not applied. In the examples of surface forms shown below, the first form of each verb that appears in the right-hand column is the form that results if P 22 has not applied, the second the form that results if it has.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>'remove' [prpa?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba</td>
<td>'come' [brba?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>'give' [m̃m̃?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fa</td>
<td>'take' [f̃f̃?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>'bite' [k̃k̃?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haw</td>
<td>'trouble' [hr̃a(w)?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twa</td>
<td>'cut' [t̃c̃itc̃ye?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dwa</td>
<td>'report' [d̃id̃ye?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For some Akuapem and Fante speakers, certain verbs which otherwise meet the requirements for the optional application of P 22 are specifically marked as being exempt from the application of the rule. Some speakers, for example, have only [k̃k̃?], and not [kuk̃?], as the reduplicated form of [k̃?] 'say'.

(b) As is noted in Section 4.61, subsection (c), if VR ends in a nasal consonant, this consonant is copied in the formation of monosyllabic RED. In such cases, a subsequent rule (P 25) applies, obligatorily in some dialects, optionally in others, to make the final nasal consonant of RED homorganic with the initial non-vowel of VR. The homorganic-nasal rule is obligatory in Akuapem, Asante, and some Fante dialects, optional in other Fante dialects. Some examples of its operation are:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Homorganic-Nasal Rule</th>
<th>After Homorganic-Nasal Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[simsəm?] 'strip'</td>
<td>[sinsəm?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hɪmnɪm?] 'blow the nose'</td>
<td>[hɪnɪm?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mɪnmən?] 'swallow'</td>
<td>[mɪmən?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kunkwan?] 'cackle'</td>
<td>[kʊŋkwan?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pɪmpəŋ?] 'leave a space'</td>
<td>[pɪmpəŋ?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʊntʊŋ?] 'sell'</td>
<td>[tʊntʊŋ?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Various subsequent rules may alter the forms shown in the right-hand column above. For example, in those cases where the vowel of RED is not nasalized at this point in the rules, it is subsequently nasalized by P 74. Subsequent rules that may alter the forms of the VRs are discussed in Sections 4.73 and 4.74.)

(c) In Akuapem (and perhaps in some subdialects of the other dialects) a nasal consonant at the end of monosyllabic RED is normally deleted before a [+Nasal] non-vowel at the beginning of VR. The rule that deletes the nasal consonant (P 26) is obligatory in some cases and optional in others. That is, there are some cases in which the only occurring surface form of RED shows deletion of the final nasal consonant, while there are others in which surface forms of RED with and without final nasal consonants occur as free variants. (Apparently the obligatoriness or optionality of the rule does not depend upon generalizable phonological characteristics of the VRs, but is a matter, instead, of idiosyncratic rule features associated with individual VRs.) In most of those cases in which free variation occurs, the form without a nasal consonant in RED is preferred.

The nasal-deletion rule operates to delete the final nasal consonant of RED not only before the nasal consonants [m] and [n] and [ŋ] (the nasal consonant [ŋ] does not occur root-initially at the point in the P-rules at which this rule applies), but also before the [+Nasal] glides [w], [ŋ], and [ŋ]. Examples are:
Before Nasal-Deletion Rule

Ak [mimim?] 'sink'
Ak [nungum?] 'suck'
Ak [pinpin?] 'grow'
Ak [wungän] 'scrape out'
Ak [qqnuyn?] 'weave'
Ak [hsqhib?] 'blow the host'

After Nasal-Deletion Rule

[mimim?]
[nungum?]
[pinpin?]
[wungän?]
[qqnuyn?]
[hsqhib?]

(The forms listed in the left-hand column assume that the homorganic-nasal rule discussed in the preceding subsection precedes the nasal-deletion rule.)

(d) In Akuapem and Asante, a [-Nasal,+Voiced] consonant at the beginning of VR is changed to its [+Nasal] counterpart after a [+Nasal] consonant occurring at the end of a monosyllabic RED. The progressive-nasalization rule which effects this change (P 72) is not limited to the context of RED + VR, but, rather, operates whenever an appropriate consonant sequence (i.e., [+Nasal] followed by [-Nasal,+Voiced]) occurs within word boundaries at the point in the P-rules at which progressive nasalization applies. Thus changes of the same kind occur in VRs immediately after the negative nasal prefix (cf. Section 4.40) or the optative nasal prefix (cf. Section 4.35) as occur after a RED that ends in a nasal consonant. Examples of the operation of the progressive-nasalization rule in RED + VR structures are:

Before Progressive Nasalization

Ak-As [bumbum?] 'spread' [bummum?]
Ak-As [dundog?] 'soak' [dunnong?]
Ak-As [djandjam?] 'bewail' [djanpan?]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & \text{Ak [gunqwen?]} \} & \text{'wither'} & \{ & \text{[gunqwen?]} \\
\{ & \text{As [djyiqdjen?] } & \}
\end{align*}
\]

(For an account of the dialect difference in the last example, cf. subsection (a), above.)
4.62, 4.63

The progressive-nasalization rule does not operate in most Fante subdialects, which accounts for the contrast between the Fante surface forms [bũmbũm?], etc. on the one hand and the Akuapem-Asante surface forms [bũmmũm?], etc. on the other. (For the nasalization of the vowels in the surface forms just cited, cf. P 74.)

Note that the progressive-nasalization rule must follow the Akuapem nasal-deletion rule discussed in subsection (c), above, since a nasal consonant at the end of RED is not deleted before a nasal consonant that is introduced by means of the progressive-nasalization rule. This fact accounts for contrasts such as Ak [nũnũm] 'suck' vs. Ak [dũnũnũm] 'extinguish', which show the following derivations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before monosyllabic-RED</th>
<th>RED + nũm?</th>
<th>RED + dum?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monosyllabic-RED</td>
<td>nũnũm?</td>
<td>dũndũm?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homorganic-Nasal</td>
<td>nũnũm?</td>
<td>dũndũm?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal-Deletion</td>
<td>nũnũm?</td>
<td>dũnũnũm?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive-Nasalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>dũnnũm?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close-Vowel Nasalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>dũnnũm?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.63  General Rule of Disyllabic RED.

The general rule of disyllabic reduplication, P 23, applies to a RED prefix that immediately precedes either a VR with two or more syllables or another RED prefix, the shape of which has already been specified. The rule operates to replace the RED symbol to which it applies by a sequence of two syllables. These two syllables are identical to the two syllables that immediately follow RED, except that, if the second syllable after RED ends in a [-Nasal] non-vowel (i.e., [r], [w], or [ʔ]), this non-vowel is not copied in the formation of RED. (If the second syllable after RED ends in a [+Nasal] non-vowel (i.e., [m], [n], or [ŋ]), this non-vowel is copied in the formation of RED, although it may be optionally deleted by a subsequent P-rule—cf. discussion in Section 4.64, subsection (a).)

Some examples of the operation of the disyllabic-RED rule, when RED occurs immediately before a VR with two or more syllables, are:
As is noted in Section 4.60 an indefinitely long sequence of RED symbols may be generated by the base rules. In such sequences, the monosyllabic-RED rule applies only to an occurrence of RED immediately before a monosyllabic VR, and the disyllabic-RED rule applies in all other cases. Thus the disyllabic-RED rule applies to an occurrence of RED that precedes any other occurrence of RED, whether the latter is itself monosyllabic or disyllabic. For example, given the sequence RED + RED + 'buy', first the monosyllabic-RED rule applies to the RED immediately preceding to convert the sequence to RED + toto, then the disyllabic-RED rule applies to convert the sequence to totototo. Further examples of structures of this type are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR</th>
<th>RED + VR</th>
<th>RED + RED + VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As</td>
<td>foro 'climb'</td>
<td>foroforo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>foroforoforo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>san</td>
<td>'return'</td>
<td>sensan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gya(w)</td>
<td>'leave'</td>
<td>gyigya(w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kum</td>
<td>'kill'</td>
<td>kunkum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nam</td>
<td>'walk'</td>
<td>ne(n)nam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Yeram and haram are dialectal variants.)
(The parenthesized '(w)'s in the third example represent dialect variation. They are present in Akuapem and some Fante subdialects, but are replaced by [?] in Asante and other Fante subdialects. The parenthesized '(n)'s in the last example also represent dialect variation. In Akuapem, they are usually absent, as a result of the application of the nasal-deletion rule (cf. Section 4.62, subsection (c)), but they are retained in the other dialects.)

Similarly, given the sequence RED + RED + Ak nantew 'walk', the disyllabic-RED rule applies first to the RED immediately preceding nantew, to yield RED + nantenantew, and then again, to yield nantenantenantew.

4.64 Subsidiary Rules Affecting Disyllabic RED.

After the general disyllabic-RED rule has applied, there are a number of other rules that may or must apply to alter the forms generated by it. Among these rules are two affecting the tones of such forms, which are discussed separately in Section 4.94. The present section discusses six rules which affect the segmental structure of forms that result from application of the disyllabic-RED rule. These rules, which are discussed in turn below, are: (a) nasal deletion in disyllabic RED, P 24; (b) homorganic nasal, P 25; (c) progressive voiced non-vowel nasalization, P 72; (d) vowel gemination in disyllabic RED, P 27; (e) vowel gemination in RED + RED structures, P 28; (f) [a] → [a]/[e], P 84.

(a) If the second syllable after RED ends in a [+Nasal] consonant, the disyllabic-RED rule copies this final consonant. There is, however, a subsequent rule (P 24) that optionally deletes a final nasal consonant from disyllabic RED if the consonant is preceded by a vowel in the same syllable. (Where the nasal consonant is not preceded by a vowel in the same syllable—i.e., where it is syllabic, as in man 'turn' (Ak [mænd'], As [məɾ], Fa [məɾ])—it is never deleted.) Examples of the operation of this rule are:
### Before Final-Nasal Deletion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yaramyaram</td>
<td>'yawn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haramharam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanyakanyan</td>
<td>'stir up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppapempan</td>
<td>'sew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppanpemenp</td>
<td>'leave a space'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensensensen</td>
<td>'hang'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### After Final-Nasal Deletion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yerayeram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haraharam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanyakanyan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppapempan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppanpemenp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensensensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In those cases in which the RED from which the final nasal is deleted immediately precedes a disyllabic VR (or a reduplication of such a VR), the nasality of the vowel before the deleted nasal is not affected by the deletion. If the vowel was [-Nasal] before deletion of the consonant, it remains [-Nasal] (e.g., Ak [jirajiram?] → [jirajiram?]), and if it was [+Nasal] before deletion of the consonant, it remains [+Nasal] (e.g., Ak [karan Karan?] → [karan Karan?]). (For an explanation of the tone patterns of the forms cited in this section, see Section 4.94.) In those cases, on the other hand, in which the RED precedes RED plus a monosyllabic VR (or a reduplication of such a sequence), the final-nasal-deletion rule specifies that the preceding vowel becomes [+Nasal] in all cases. This part of the rule applies vacuously if the vowel was [+Nasal] before deletion of the consonant. Thus Ak [pimpampimpam?] → [pimpampampam?] (ultimately, [pimpampampam?]). But if the vowel was [-Nasal] before deletion of the consonant, the final-nasal-deletion rule changes it to [+Nasal]. Thus Ak [pimpampimpam?] → [pimpampimpam?] (ultimately, [pimpampimpam?], and Ak [sinsinsins?] → [sinsinsins?] (ultimately, [sinsinsins?]). (Akuapem forms have been cited in order to avoid irrelevant dialect variations. Apparently, also, use of the nasal-deletion rule is more widespread in Akuapem than it is in the other dialects. Asante speakers, in particular, seem to use the rule in only a limited number of cases, and although in these cases forms with and without final nasals in RED alternate freely, in many other cases only forms in which the final nasal is retained are acceptable.)
(b) As was noted in Section 4.62, subsection (b), application of the homorganic-nasal rule (P 25) to a final nasal consonant in a monosyllabic reduplicating prefix is obligatory in most dialects. In the case of a disyllabic reduplicating prefix, on the other hand, application of the homorganic-nasal rule is never obligatory when the final nasal of RED is preceded by a vowel in the same syllable. If a RED of this type is generated, and if the optional nasal-deletion rule discussed in subsection (a), above, is not applied, Akuapem and Fante speakers may optionally apply the homorganic-nasal rule in certain cases, while Asante speakers apparently never apply it. (Even in those dialects in which the rule may be applied, its use is rather erratic, and it does not seem to be possible to predict on any general basis in just which cases application of the rule is possible.) For those speakers who use the rule, a form like [kûŋkûmkûŋkûŋ] (RED + RED + kum 'kill') may optionally be changed to [kûŋkûŋkûŋ]. Similarly, Ak [tûntûntûntû] (RED + RED + ton 'sell') may be changed to [tûntûntûntû] (ultimately [tûntûntûntû]) and Fa [kîŋkûŋkûŋkûŋ] (RED + RED + kan 'count') to [kîŋkûŋkûŋkûŋ] (ultimately [kîŋkûŋkûŋkûŋ]).

In Akuapem, but not in Asante or Fante, application of the homorganic-nasal rule is obligatory in reduplicated forms of disyllabic VRs like man 'turn aside', whose second syllable is a syllabic nasal. Thus Ak [màŋmàŋ] → [màmmàŋ].

(c) The Akuapem-Asante progressive voiced non-vowel nasalization rule, P 72, changes a [-Nasal, +Voiced] non-vowel to its [+Nasal] counterpart after a [+Nasal] consonant in the same word. This rule follows the homorganic-nasal rule, and is inapplicable where the homorganic-nasal rule has not applied.

As was noted in subsection (b), above, the homorganic-nasal rule may apply in Akuapem, but apparently not in Asante, to a nasal occurring at the end of a disyllabic RED. Where the nasal is syllabic, as in the case of man 'turn aside', application of the homorganic-nasal rule in Akuapem is obligatory. In other cases, the rule may be either optional or inapplicable.
In those cases in which the homorganic-nasal rule has applied, either obligatorily or optionally, to a nasal that immediately precedes a [-Nasal,+Voiced] non-vowel, this non-vowel is obligatorily changed, by means of the progressive-nasalization rule, to its [+Nasal] counterpart. Thus if the homorganic-nasal rule has optionally applied to change Ak [dùnnúmdùnnùm?] [RED + RED + dum 'extinguish'] to [dùnnúndùnnùm?], the latter is obligatorily changed, by means of the progressive-nasalization rule, to [dùnnúnnùnùm] (ultimately, [dùnnúnnùnnùm]). Similarly, after the homorganic nasal rule has operated obligatorily to change Ak [dàndàŋ?] (RED + dan 'turn') to [dàndàŋ?], the latter is in turn obligatorily changed to [dànnàŋ?] by the progressive-nasalization rule.

Since Asante apparently never permits application of the homorganic-nasal rule to a final nasal in disyllabic RED, the progressive-nasalization rule cannot apply to the consonant that immediately follows the RED. Thus Asante does not have forms like [dùnnúnnùnùm?] or [dànnàŋ?]. In Asante, RED + RED + dum is realized either as [dùnnúmdùnnùm?], or, if nasal-deletion has applied, [dùnnúdùnnùm?]. RED + dan(e) (As [dàŋ?] - [dànŋ]) has a variety of realizations in Asante--[dàŋdàŋ?], [dànfdàŋ?], [dàndàŋ?].--none of which shows progressive nasalization.

In some cases, the homorganic-nasal rule applies vacuously: that is, the nasal consonant to which the rule applies happens already to be homorganic with the following non-vowel, and thus is not changed by application of the rule. For example, when the homorganic-nasal rule applies obligatorily to the Akuapem formation [gwèŋgwèŋ?] (RED + [gwèŋ?] 'flee'), the product of the rule is still [gwèŋgwèŋ?]. But even where the homorganic-nasal rule has applied vacuously, the progressive-nasalization rule that is contingent upon it still applies, and changes [gwèŋgwèŋ?] to [gwèŋgwèŋ?].

(d) Fante has two optional vowel-gemination rules that apply to structures that include disyllabic
Both rules operate to replace part of the structures to which they apply by a sequence of two identical vowels. The first of these rules, which is discussed in the present subsection, is P 27, the rule of vowel gemination in disyllabic RED; the second of the rules is discussed in subsection (e), below.

The rule of vowel gemination in disyllabic RED applies optionally to a RED whose second syllable consists either of a syllabic non-vowel or of the vowel [r]. The rule operates to replace the syllabic non-vowel or the [r] by a copy (except for tone) of the vowel of the first syllable. If it is a nasal consonant that is replaced, its [+Nasal] feature is transferred to the replacing vowel and to the vowel of the first syllable. (If the vowel of the first syllable is already [+Nasal], the feature-transfer applies vacuously.) Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Vowel</th>
<th>After Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa [dáñdàñ?]</td>
<td>'turn' [dáñdáñ?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [máñmáñ?]</td>
<td>'turn aside' [máñmáñ?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [fiífií?]</td>
<td>'borrow' [fiífií?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [çúíçúí?]</td>
<td>'waste' [çúíçúí?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [páípáí]</td>
<td>'break' [páípáí]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa [djèídjèí]</td>
<td>'cease' [djèídjèí]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For an account of the derivation of VRs of the types involved in these examples, as well as an explanation of the apparently anomalous tone patterns of the first two examples, cf. Section 4.77.)

In the case of the last two examples listed, a second part of the vowel-geminatIon rule obligatorily changes the [A] of the VR to [E]. Thus [páá práí] → [pàá práí] and [djëédjëí] → [djëédjëí]. Furthermore, [djëédjëí] undergoes the tenseness-harmony rule—cf. subsection (f), below—which results in the form [djëédjëí].

(e) The second of the Fante vowel-geminatIon rules is P 28. This rule (which may be found in subdialects of other dialects as well) applies to structures
of the shape RED + RED + VR, where the VR is monosyllabic. 
As is explained in Section 4.63, the first RED of such a structure is realized as a disyllabic reduplicating prefix, the second as a monosyllabic reduplicating prefix. Thus, given a structure such as RED + RED + ba 'come', the realization is bebabe [bɪb̪ab̪ɪba], which has the internal structure RED[brba] + RED[br] + VR[ba]. The optional Fante rule under discussion in some cases affects both the second and third syllables of the structures in question (i.e., both the second syllable of the disyllabic RED and the monosyllabic RED) and in other cases just the third syllable (i.e., the monosyllabic RED). The second syllable is affected only when its vowel is [A] and/or when it includes a final consonant. The rule operates to replace [A] by [E] as the vowel of the second syllable. (More precisely, the rule changes the vowel from [+Low] to [-Low], leaving all its other features intact.) If the second syllable includes a final consonant, which is necessarily [+Nasal], this consonant is deleted, but its [+Nasal] feature is transferred to the preceding vowel. (If the vowel is already [+Nasal], the feature-transfer applies vacuously.) The third syllable is in all cases replaced by a single vowel, which is (except for tone) a copy of the vowel of the second syllable. (Where [E] has replaced [A] in the second syllable, it is [E] that is copied in the third syllable.) Some examples of the operation of the rule are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Vowel Gemination</th>
<th>After Vowel Gemination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bɪb̪ab̪ɪba]</td>
<td>'come'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pɪmp̪amp̪ɪmp̪am?]</td>
<td>'sew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɕɥɪtɕɥeɪtɕɪtɕɥe?]</td>
<td>'cut'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sɪns̪ɛmsɪns̪ɛm?]</td>
<td>'strip'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɕɪtɕɪtɕɪtɕɪr?]</td>
<td>'catch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dʑidʑidʑidʑi]</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɕɥɪɕɥeɕɥiɕɥe?]</td>
<td>'look for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fʊʃʊʃʊʃʊr?]</td>
<td>'climb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dʊdʊdʊdʊr?]</td>
<td>'arrive'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dʊndʊndʊndʊn?]</td>
<td>'soak'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.64, 4.70

(By the application of a subsequent rule, \( P \ 74 \),
\[ \text{[pímpɛ̀́pɛm\?] \rightarrow [pímpɛ̀́pɛm\?], [sínsɛ̀́sɛm\?] \rightarrow [sínsɛ̀́sɛm\?] \text{, and [dùndɔ̀δɔn\?] \rightarrow [dùndɔ̀δɔn\?].} \])

(f) The \([e] \rightarrow [e]/[e]\) rule, \( P \ 84 \), replaces
an \([e]\) that is followed by a [+Tense] vowel in the next
syllable by an \([e]\) or \([\delta]\) (according to whether the under-
lying \([e]\) is \([-\text{Nasal}]\) or \([+\text{Nasal}]\)) in Akuapem and Asante,
and by an \([e]\) or \([\delta]\) in Fante. The rule applies obliga-
torily in some cases, optionally in others. One of the
cases where application of the rule is obligatory in most
dialects is the case in which the disyllabic-RED rule has
generated a sequence that includes a RED ending in \([\delta]\)
before a VR or RED whose (first) vowel is tense. Some
examples (with tone ignored) are:

**Before \( P \ 84 \)**

- \([\text{bisebise}]\) 'ask'
- \([\text{djin\$}]\) 'stand'

**After \( P \ 84 \)**

- \([\text{Ak-As [bisebise]}]\)
- \([\text{Ak-As [djin\$djin\$]}]\)

(In some Fante dialects, application of \( P \ 84 \) is apparently
optional in the context under discussion. In these
dialects, \([\text{bisebise}]\), etc. need not be changed to
\([\text{bisebise}]\), etc.)

The \([e] \rightarrow [m]/[e]\) rule does not apply in cases
in which a disyllabic RED ends in \([e]\) plus a nasal conso-
ant. Thus, the reduplication of \([\text{birem}]\) 'beat' is
\([\text{birembirem}]\). If, however, the optional rule of nasal
deletion in disyllabic RED (\( P \ 24 \)) applies, changing
\([\text{birembirem}]\) to \([\text{birembirem}]\), the \([e] \rightarrow [m]/[e]\) rule
applies to the latter form, yielding \( \text{Ak-As [birembirem]}, \)
\( F\text{a [birembirem].} \) (For a discussion of the rule of nasal
deletion in disyllabic RED, cf. subsection (a), above.)

4.70 Verb Roots.

The great majority of Akan VRs have underlying
forms with either one or two syllables. There are also
a few VRs with underlying trisyllabic forms. The underlying structure of monosyllabic, disyllabic, and trisyllabic morphemes that function as VRs is essentially the same as that of other root morphemes with the same number of syllables. This means that VRs conform to all of the morpheme-structure conditions presented in Chapter 2, and that, in the present chapter, it will be necessary to specify only such additional morpheme-structure conditions as apply to VRs to the exclusion of root morphemes of other types. Similarly, VRs are subject to all of the general P-rules (nasalization, labialization, palatalization, etc.) discussed in Chapter 3, and it will be necessary here to discuss only those additional P-rules that apply to VRs exclusively. The discussion is organized as follows: monosyllabic VRs are discussed in Sections 4.71 through 4.74, disyllabic VRs in Sections 4.75 through 4.77, and trisyllabic VRs in Section 4.78. Section 4.79 is devoted to a discussion of final glottal stops in VRs.

4.71 Tone Raising in Monosyllabic VRs.

In the case of monosyllabic VRs, there are apparently no special morpheme-structure conditions that distinguish the VRs from monosyllabic root morphemes of other types. That is, apparently all and only those sequence-structure and segment-structure conditions that apply to monosyllabic root morphemes in general apply to monosyllabic VRs. (For a discussion of sequence-structure conditions that apply exclusively to disyllabic VRs, cf. Section 4.75.) There are, however, some P-rules that apply exclusively or primarily to monosyllabic VRs. One of these, the rule of tone raising in monosyllabic VRs (P19), is the subject of the present section.

In their underlying forms, VRs, like root morphemes of other types, may have either high or low tone on their vowels. Thus ye /jë/ 'do, insult' is a high-tone monosyllabic VR while pe /pë/ 'seek, gather' is a low-tone monosyllabic VR. In surface forms, on the other hand, the contrast between high-tone and low-tone monosyllabic VRs is often lost. The contrast is best preserved in Fante, where we find surface tone patterns such as:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Tone VR</th>
<th>Low-Tone VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa ḅbēyē 'he will do'</td>
<td>ḅbēpē 'he will seek'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa ḅn̂yē 'he doesn't do'</td>
<td>ḅm̃pē 'he doesn't seek'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Akuapem and Asante do not show surface tonal contrasts in these cases. In these two dialects ḅbēyē and ḅbēpē have the same tone pattern (Ak-As ḅbēyē, ḅbēpē), as do ṣonyē and ṣom̃pē (Ak-As ḅn̂yē, ḅm̃pē). (In some Fante sub-dialects, ḅbēpē varies freely with ḅbēpē and ḅm̃pē varies freely with ḅm̃pē. For a discussion of this variation, see below.)

In Asante, while the contrasts cited above for Fante do not occur, there are a few cases in which surface tone patterns do reflect the underlying contrast between high-tone and low-tone monosyllabic VRs. Thus Asante shows tonal differences like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Tone VR</th>
<th>Low-Tone VR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As ḅrēyē [ṣyē] 'he is doing'</td>
<td>ḅrēpē [ṣpē] 'he is seeking'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ḅbēyē nō 'he will insult him'</td>
<td>ḅbēpē nō 'he will seek him'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(literally: 'he will do him')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In the second example, the underlying tonal contrast between the VRs is reflected in the surface forms by the tone on the object pronouns, rather than by the tone on the VRs themselves—see discussion below.)

In Akuapem, on the other hand, there are never any surface tonal differences that reflect the underlying contrast between high-tone and low-tone monosyllabic VRs. For example, the Akuapem equivalents of the above Asante forms are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ak ḅrēyē</th>
<th>'he is doing'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak ḅbēyē nō</td>
<td>'he will insult him'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak ḅbēpē</td>
<td>'he is seeking'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak ḅbēpē nō</td>
<td>'he will seek him'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The explanation for dialect differences like those cited above is to be found in a P-rule, P 19, that changes low tone on a monosyllabic VR to high tone. In Akuapem the rule is obligatory in all cases, so that all underlying low tones on VRs are changed to high. (Subsequent P-rules may, however, result in surface forms in which VRs have low tone.) In Asante the rule is obligatory except where the VR immediately follows the PROgressive-aspect morpheme (cf. Section 4.32), in which case it does not apply. (The non-application of the rule to affirmative-progressive verbs in Asante accounts for the above-cited tonal contrast between ɔbɛyɛ and ɔbɛpɛ. The tonal contrast between ɔbɛyɛ nò and ɔbɛpɛ nò results from an Asante P-rule, P 17, that changes the underlying low tone of sentence-final object pronouns to high tone in certain cases. One such case is when the object pronoun occurs after a high-tone ASP marker plus a high-tone monosyllabic VR. Since the object-pronoun tone-raising rule precedes the rule that raises the tone of monosyllabic VRs, ɔbɛyɛ and ɔbɛpɛ are still tonally distinct at the point in the P-rules at which the object-pronoun rule applies, and the rule operates to raise the tone of a sentence-final pronoun after the former but not after the latter. For further discussion of Asante object-pronoun tone-raising, cf. Section 4.95.)

In Fante, the monosyllabic-VR tone-raising rule is never obligatory. In some subdialects the rule does not occur at all, while in others it is optional. Those subdialects in which tone-raising does not occur always show surface tonal contrasts such as that between ɔbɛyɛ and ɔbɛpɛ or ɔbɛyɛ and ɔmɛpɛ. Those subdialects in which tone-raising is optional have ɔbɛpɛ varying freely with ɔbɛpɛ and ɔmɛpɛ varying freely with ɔbɛpɛ, and the variant forms that reflect the application of the tone-raising rule are tonally identical with similarly-constituted forms that have an underlying high-tone VR.

(Since in Akuapem the distinction between high-tone and low-tone monosyllabic VRs is always obliterated, in a phonology devoted to this dialect alone, it would be possible to say that the underlying tone of the vowels of all monosyllabic VRs is high, and to state a special morpheme-structure condition to this effect. Given the comparative orientation of the present study, however, it
seems preferable to account for the absence of tonal contrasts between monosyllabic VRs in Akuapem in the way discussed above.)

(It should be noted that, in some cases, P-rules other than the monosyllabic-VR tone-raising rule may account for a surface high tone on a monosyllabic VR with underlying low tone. For example, when a monosyllabic VR immediately follows the OPTative-aspect morpheme (cf. Section 4.91, subsection (g)), P 49 requires that its tone be high, so that in this context even those Fante dialects in which the monosyllabic-VR tone-raising rule never applies show surface high tone on VRs with underlying low tone: e.g., sɔmpɛ 'he should see'. Similarly, there are P-rules that may change an underlying high tone on a VR to low: e.g., the Akuapem-Fante ton-reversal rule, P 50, that accounts for Ak-Fa ɔyɛ 'he does', ɔreɛ 'he is doing', etc.—cf. As ɔyɛ 'he does', ɔreɛ 'he is doing'.)

4.72 Replacement of Final Non-Vowel in Monosyllabic VRs by Glottal Stop.

There are significant dialect differences in the P-rules that apply to monosyllabic VRs whose underlying forms end in a non-vowel. As is noted in Chapter 2, the final non-vowels that occur in underlying forms are the six stop (i.e., [-Continuant]) consonants /p,t,k,b,d,g/, which are changed by P-rules to [w,r,ʔ,m,n,ŋ] respectively. After these changes have occurred, various other P-rules may apply to make further changes in forms with final non-vowels. The further changes are discussed in the present section and the two that immediately follow it.

As was noted above, underlying final /k/ is changed to a glottal stop by an early P-rule. But a final [ʔ] in a surface form may also correspond to an underlying final /p/, /t/, /b/, or /d/ (or may have one of various other sources—cf. Section 4.79). This is because, after early P-rules have changed final /p/, /t/, /b/, and /d/ to [w], [r], [m], and [n] respectively, a later rule may in turn replace one of the latter by [ʔ].

The replacement of final [w] by [ʔ] is dialect-dependent, but is independent of the grammatical function of the root. (The replacement is obligatory in Asante and in some subdialects of Fante, while it does not occur in
other subdialects of Fante or in Akuapem—cf. P 29.) The replacement of final [r], [m], or [n] by [?] on the other hand, is not only dialect-dependent but is confined largely to cases in which the [r], [m], or [n] occurs at the end of a monosyllabic VR.

The P-rule that replaces a final [r], [m], or [n] by [?] in a monosyllabic VR (P 30) depends for its operation on the presence of a special rule feature on the VR. That is, it apparently cannot be predicted on any general basis just which VRs with final [r], [m], or [n] permit or require the replacement, and which do not. Furthermore, there are many VRs that are specified positively for this rule feature in Asante but negatively in Akuapem and/or Fante, and there are differences in detail in the way in which the rule operates in the several dialects.

In Asante, the rule applies to the majority of monosyllabic VRs with final [r] or [n] and to many with final [m], but is almost always optional. (When the option of glottal-stop replacement is not exercised, further rules obligatorily apply to the forms in question—cf. Section 4.73.) In the case of at least one VR, [k5r] (underlying form: /k5t/) 'go', the rule is optional only when the VR is followed by the PASt-aspect suffix (cf. Section 4.33), but is obligatory in all other cases. Thus, while 'he went' is, in Asante, either [5k5ri?] or [5k5?i?], 'he goes' is only [5k5?]. (The absence of a glottal stop in [5k5?i?] results from the operation of P 04, which deletes all glottal stops that are not followed by a pause.) For most other VRs with final [r] or [n], and many with final [m], glottal-stop replacement is optional in Asante, regardless of context. Some examples (with tone ignored) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before [r,m,n] → [?]</th>
<th>After [r,m,n] → [?]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dur] 'reach'</td>
<td>[du?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fur] 'leave'</td>
<td>[fi?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[war] 'be long'</td>
<td>[wa?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h5m] 'blow the nose'</td>
<td>[h5?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k?m] 'kill'</td>
<td>[k?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ni?] 'know'</td>
<td>[ni?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fin] 'see'</td>
<td>[fi?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[p?n] 'pinch'</td>
<td>[p?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t?n] 'forge'</td>
<td>[t?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Akuapem and Fante the rule replacing final \[r, m, n]\] in a monosyllabic VR by \[?\] applies in many fewer cases than it does in Asante, but in those cases where it does apply, its application is usually obligatory. In Akuapem the application of the rule is independent of the grammatical context. Thus in Akuapem, \([\text{dur}] '\text{reach}' \rightarrow [\text{du}\boldsymbol{?}]\) and \([\text{kor}] '\text{go}' \rightarrow [\text{ko}\boldsymbol{?}]\) in all contexts. (The rule is obligatory in Akuapem for \([\text{dur}], [\text{kor}], [\text{far}] '\text{take}', [\text{fir}] '\text{leave}', [\text{hùm}] '\text{see}',\) and perhaps some other VRs. The rule is optional for at least one VR—underlying /kuat/, surface [tçyre?] or [tçyeri?] 'cut'—but in this case as well its application does not depend upon the grammatical context.) In Fante, according to Stewart, 1962 (pp. 139-140), the rule applies to only five VRs, and is furthermore, context-dependent. The five VRs are: \([\text{dur}], [\text{far}], [\text{hùm}], [\text{kor}],\) and \([\text{tçyer}]\). (The last of these is the form of underlying /kuat/ at the point in the rules at which the rule under discussion applies.) The contexts in which the rule applies are (in the subdialect of Fante described by Stewart): (1) when the VR is immediately followed by an object; (2) when it is immediately followed by another VR (as part of a serial-verb construction); (3) in the case of \([\text{far}]\) and \([\text{tçyer}]\), but not the other three VRs, when it is followed by the past suffix. Examples of surface forms involving \([\text{far}]\) are:

Fa [\text{³fàr?}]  
'He takes (it).'</n
Fa [\text{³fà nàm}]  
'He takes meat.'</n
Fa [\text{³fà mà kòfì}]  
'He takes (it) for Kofi.'

(literally: 'he-takes gives Kofi')

Fa [\text{³fàì}]  
'He took (it).'</n
(For an explanation of the final \[?\] in [\text{³fàr?}], cf. Section 4.74. In the other examples, the \[?\] that replaces the \[r\] of \([\text{far}]\) is deleted by the general rule, P 04, deleting all glottal stops not immediately followed by pause.)

(Fante subdialects other than those investigated by Stewart may show differences in detail from the subdialect he describes, with respect to the operation of the \([r, m, n] \rightarrow [?]\) rule. Thus for at least some Fante speakers \([\text{kùm}] '\text{kill}'\) may undergo the rule, and the rule may apply to forms in grammatical contexts other than those listed: e.g., in absolute-final position.)
4.73 Vowel Addition in Monosyllabic VRs.

The rule just discussed in Section 4.72 replaces a final [r], [m], or [n] in a monosyllabic VR by [?] if this rule does not apply to a particular VR of the appropriate form, or if it applies optionally and the option is not exercised, a later rule, P 31, obligatorily applies to add a vowel after the [r], [m], or [n]. This same rule applies to add a vowel after a final [w] (which corresponds to an underlying /p/) or a final [ŋ] (which corresponds to an underlying /g/) in a monosyllabic VR. (The effects of the vowel-addition rule are frequently reversed, in whole or in part, by a still later rule that replaces the added vowel by [?]—cf. Section 4.74, subsection (a).)

The vowel that is added by P 31 is a close—i.e., [+High, -Low]—vowel that is specified for the features [+Back], [+Tense], and [+Nasal] according to certain features of vowel and/or final non-vowel of the VR. Specifically, the added vowel is [+Back] if the vowel of the VR is [+Back, +High] (i.e., [u]) or if the final non-vowel of the VR is [m] or [w]; otherwise it is [-Back]. The added vowel is [+Tense] if the vowel of the VR is [+Tense, -Low], and it is [+Nasal] if the final non-vowel of the VR is [+Nasal]; otherwise it is [-Tense, -Nasal]. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Vowel Addition</th>
<th>After Vowel Addition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[jí] 'overflow'</td>
<td>[jír]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sár] 'hinder'</td>
<td>[sárì]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sóù] 'worship'</td>
<td>[sórì]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kúù] 'thatch'</td>
<td>[kúù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fém] 'blow the nose'</td>
<td>[fémù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dúm] 'borrow'</td>
<td>[dúmù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tùn] 'weave'</td>
<td>[tùnù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sán] 'go beside'</td>
<td>[sánì]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fóù] 'forge'</td>
<td>[fóù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[náù] 'trouble'</td>
<td>[náù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pùw] 'throw out'</td>
<td>[pùwù]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Before Vowel Addition | After Vowel Addition
---|---
[s̪uə] 'hang' | [s̪uə̃]  
[kən̪] 'count' | [kəñ̪]  
[t̪ən̪] 'sell' | [t̪əñ̪]  

(The forms listed above reflect the operation of the tone-raising rule discussed in Section 4.71. In those dialects in which tone raising does not apply, VRs with underlying low tone still have low tone at the point in the rules at which vowel addition occurs. In these dialects, for example, the low-tone roots /tʊ̂/ 'for' and /t̪ʊ̂/ 'sell' have the forms [tʊ̂n̪] and [t̪ʊ̂ñ̪] respectively before vowel addition. Vowel addition changes [tʊ̂n̪] to [tʊ̂ñ̪] and [t̪ʊ̂n̪] to [t̪ʊ̂ñ̪].)

4.74 Other Rules Affecting Monosyllabic VRs.

This section discusses four further rules that affect certain monosyllabic VRs. The discussion is arranged as follows: (a) tone spreading (P 01) and added vowel - (P 33); (b) [n] (P 70) and [ŋ?] (P 71).

(a) The vowel that is added by the vowel-addition rule discussed in Section 4.73 is in many instances later lost through application of a rule, P 33, that replaces the added vowel by [?] in certain specifiable contexts. In such cases, however, there is often, in addition to the [?], another trace left of the effects of the vowel-addition rule: namely, a low tone on the non-vowel that precedes the glottal stop. This low tone reflects the application of tone-spreading rule, P 01, which copies the tone of a vowel onto voiced non-vowels in the same syllable. (The tone-spreading rule has a condition on it to the effect that it reappears immediately whenever the conditions for its application are met.) For example, when the vowel-addition rule changes [dʊ̂m̪] 'extinguish' to [dʊ̂m̪̃], this latter form is automatically resyllabified as [dʊ̂=m̪̃] (by the resyllabification rule, P 32), and the tone-spreading rule applies to change [dʊ̂=m̪̃] to [dʊ̂=m̪̃]. (Actually, the form is [dʊ̂=m̪̃], since the high tone of the [u] is spread to the preceding [a]. But in transcriptions in this text we do not ordinarily show the effects of tone spreading in such cases.) When the final [u] of [dʊ̂=m̪̃] is replaced by [?], the [m̪̃] still retains its low tone, which accounts for the tone pattern found in, e.g., Ak-As.
[òbèdùm kàn’á] 'He will extinguish a lamp.' (In the example, there is no [?] after [òbèdùm] because of the effects of P 04, which deletes any [?] not followed by a pause, and which re applies whenever the conditions for it are met.)

The rule replacing an added vowel by [?] is most restricted in its operation in Asante, less restricted in Akuapem, and still less restricted in Fante. In Asante the rule applies obligatorily to a [U] that has been added after [m], and, in some cases, either optionally or obligatorily, to an [I] that has been added after [ŋ]. (Those VRs with final [ŋ] to which the rule applies are marked with a special rule feature.) The rule operates to replace the added vowel by [?] except in forms of the so-called "intransitive" past (or "intransitive" negative perfect): i.e., past (or negative-perfect) forms that occur at the end of a sentence or clause (cf. Section 4.33).

Thus the rule operates to change [òbèdùmû] 'he will extinguish (it)' to [òbèdùm?] and [òbètòŋ?] 'he will sell (it)' to [òbètòŋ?], but leaves [òdùmû] 'he extinguished (it)' and [òtòŋ?] 'he sold (it)' intact. (The final tone of [òbèdùm?], and [òbètòŋ?] is changed from low to high immediately before a pause, by means of P 68, and the final [ŋ?] of [òbètòŋ?] is replaced by [ũ] in some Asante subdialects by means of P 71: cf. subsection (b), below.

Asante [òdùmû] → [òdùmû] (ultimately, [òdùmû]) through operation of a vowel-assimilation rule, P 37 (cf. Section 4.33, subsection (b)). In some Akuapem subdialects forms like [òdùmû] are submitted to the labialization rule, P 09, before undergoing vowel assimilation: cf. Ak [òdûmwii] 'he extinguished (it)', and discussion below. Asante [òtòŋ?] → [òtòŋ?] (ultimately, [òtòŋû]) through operation of the [ŋ] → [n] rule, P 70: cf. subsection (b), below.)

The operation of the rule in Akuapem is similar to its operation in Asante, the only differences being that in Akuapem the rule applies to a [U] that has been added after [w] (as well as [m]) and applies obligatorily to an [I] that has been added after any VR-final [ŋ]. The first of these differences results from the fact that in Asante VR-final [w] is obligatorily replaced by glottal stop by means of P 29, so that the proper conditions for the vowel-addition and vowel-replacement rules are never met. Thus in Asante [hàw] 'trouble' → [há?], while in Akuapem [hàw] → [hàwû] → [hàwû] → [hàw?]. The second difference accounts
for distinctions such as that between Ak [hʊŋ] and As [hʊŋ] 'swell'. In both dialects [hʊŋ] is changed to [hʊŋ] by the vowel-addition and tone-spreading rules. In Akuapem, the rule replacing the added vowel by [?] applies obligatorily to [hʊŋ], changing it to [hʊŋ]. In Asante, application of this rule to [hʊŋ] is optional. If the rule is applied, then the variant Asante form [hʊŋ], identical with the Akuapem form, results. But if the rule is not applied, [hʊŋ] remains intact until it is changed by the [ŋ] → [n] rule—cf. subsection (b), below—to [hʊŋ].

As in Asante, the rule that replaces an added vowel by [?] fails to apply in Akuapem when the VR is part of an intransitive-past or intransitive-negative-perfect verb. Thus the rule does not apply to Ak [ɔdúmũ] 'he extinguished (it)' or Ak [ɔtõnĩ] 'he sold (it)'. In the case of 'he extinguished (it)', the surface form in Akuapem is [ɔdúmwĩ], while, as noted above, the corresponding Asante form is [ɔdúmũ]. The labialization of the [m] in the Akuapem form and the absence of labialization in the Asante form reflect the fact that in Akuapem (at least in some sub-dialects), but not in Asante (or Fante), intransitive-past forms that have undergone vowel addition are submitted, when the added vowel is [U], to the labialization rule, P 09. By means of this rule, Ak [ɔdúmũ] → [ɔdúmwĩ]. The vowel-assimilation rule, P 37, then changes Ak [ɔdúmwĩ] to [ɔdúmwĩ] (ultimately [ɔdúmũ]). Since labialization does not apply to As [ɔdúmũ], the vowel-assimilation rule operates to change this form to As [ɔdúmũ] (ultimately, [ɔdúmũ}). (For the tonal differences between the past forms of the two dialects, cf. Section 4.91, subsection (d).)

In Fante, the rule that replaces an added vowel by [?] applies regardless of whether the added vowel follows [r], [m], [n], [w], or [ŋ]. The rule fails to apply, however, if the added vowel is immediately followed by another vowel, whether this following vowel is in the same word (in which case it represents the intransitive-past suffix) or in the following word. When the added vowel is retained, it always undergoes assimilation to the following vowel. (As in Asante, labialization does not apply.) Some
Examples of Fante surface forms to which the rule replacing an added vowel by [ʔ] have applied (with the glottal stop having been deleted if no pause follows) are:

- [òkùr]? 'He thatches (it).'
- [òkùr dán] 'He thatched a house.'
- [òdùm?] 'He extinguishes (it).'
- [òdùm kàndzíá] 'He extinguished a lamp.'
- [òùn?] 'He weaves (it).'
- [òštòw kòfí] 'He bothers Kofi.'
- [òtòn nám] 'He sold meat.'

(In the last example, the final [η] of [tòŋ] has been changed to [n] by the [η] → [n] rule.) Examples of surface forms in which the added vowel is retained, but is assimilated to the following vowel, are:

- [òkúrii] 'He thatched (it).'
- [òkúrà àdán] 'He thatches houses.'
- [òdùmi] 'He extinguished (it).'
- [òdùmã àkàndzíá] 'He extinguishes lamps.'
- [òùñí?] 'He weaved (it).'
- [òštòw àm bà] 'He bothers Amba.'
- [òtòn òdvú] 'He sells medicine.'

(b) As has already been noted, there is an Asante-Fante rule (not restricted to monosyllabic VRs) that replaces [ŋ] by [n] in certain contexts. In Asante, this rule, P70, applies only when the vowel is intervocalic within a word. Thus As [òtòŋf] 'he sold it' → [òtònf], but the [ŋ] of As [òbɔtɔŋ?] 'he will sell (it)' remains intact. In Fante, the replacement of [ŋ] by [n] occurs both when the [ŋ] is intervocalic within a word and when it is word-final (or is followed by [ʔ]). Thus not only does Fa [òtòŋf] 'He sold it' → [òtònf] but Fa [òbɔtɔŋ?] 'He will sell it' → [òbɔtɔn].

Asante also has a rule (once more not restricted to monosyllabic VRs) that replaces a word-final sequence consisting of a velar nasal plus a glottal stop—i.e., [ŋ?]—
by a nasalized close vowel. The rule operates in two stages, first deleting the final [ŋ], then replacing the [ŋ] by a vowel. (The two stages of the rule are not necessarily interdependent. That is, the [ŋ] may be deleted and the [ŋ] left intact, and, similarly, an [ŋ] that has never been followed by [ŋ]—e.g., a final [ŋ] of a noun—may be replaced by a vowel.) The vowel that results from operation of this rule agrees in backness and tenseness with the preceding vowel, and is thus [i] after a [-Back, +Tense] vowel, [ɪ] after a [-Back, -Tense] vowel, [ʊ] after a [+Back, +Tense] vowel, and [ʊ] after a [+Back, -Tense] vowel. The rule, P 70, operates, for example, to change [jɪni] 'grow' to [jɪi], [kɑŋ?] 'count' to [kɑi] (ultimately [kɑ?], after application of the nasal-vowel-agreement rule, P 73), and [tɔŋ?] 'sell' to [tɔg] (ultimately, [tɔg]). In some subdialects, this rule applies only when the [ŋ?] follows a [-Back] vowel. (These subdialects have the change of [jɪŋ?] to [jɪi], and [kɑŋ?] to [kɑʔ], but not the change of [tɔŋ?] to [tɔɡ].)

(The rule replacing [ŋ?] by a nasalized vowel does not apply in Fante, and neither this rule nor the [ŋ?] → [n] rule applies in Akuapem.)

4.75 Structure of Disyllabic VRs.

In addition to the sequence-structure constraints on disyllabic morphemes presented in Chapter 2, the underlying forms of disyllabic VRs show certain further constraints on: (a) canonical forms; (b) the vowel qualities that may occur in the successive syllable; (c) the medial non-vowels that may occur; (d) the tone sequences that may occur on the vowels. These constraints are discussed in turn below.

(a) As was noted in Section 2.21, there is a positive condition (PC) to the effect that the canonical form of Akan root syllables is one of the following: /CV/, /CVV/, /CVC/, or /CVVC/. If, however, the syllable is the second syllable of a disyllabic VR, it is further constrained by the following condition:

\[ PC \text{ VI: } \forall \text{VR} \left( X = [-\text{Vocalic}] [+\text{Vocalic}] \langle [-\text{Vocalic}] \right) \]
That is, the second syllable of a disyllabic VR is always of the shape /CV/ or /CVC/. (Christaller's dictionary lists at least one apparent exception to this generalization: hodwo(w) 'become slack', which, in our analysis, would have the underlying form /hòguèp/.)

(b) The vowels that occur in the successive syllables of disyllabic VRs conform to the tenseness-harmony constraint stated in SqSC 5, Section 2.31. (There are one or two exceptions, such as n(y)insen /didsèg/ 'become pregnant'.) In addition, they conform to at least two other constraints, which may be stated as morpheme-structure conditions that apply specifically to disyllabic VRs: viz.,

\[
\text{PC V2: } \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ -\text{High} \\ \text{aBack} \\ \text{aLow} \end{bmatrix} \text{VR} \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ -\text{High} \\ \text{aBack} \\ \text{aLow} \end{bmatrix} \text{X} = \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ +\text{Back} \\ +\text{High} \end{bmatrix} \text{X}
\]

\[
\text{I-TC V1: } \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \end{bmatrix} \text{VR} \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \end{bmatrix} \text{X} = \begin{bmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ +\text{Back} \\ +\text{High} \end{bmatrix} \text{X}
\]

PC V2 says that if neither of the vowels of the successive syllables of a disyllabic VR is close (i.e., if both are [-High]), then the vowels of both syllables must be identical with respect to tongue-frontness (they must be [\text{aBack}]) and tongue-height (they must be [\text{aLow}]). The condition thus permits both vowels to be /E/, /A/, or /O/, but does not permit any non-identical succession of these vowels. Examples of VRs permitted by the condition are:

- pess(w) /pèstèp/ 'worry'
- psts(w) /pètèp/ 'bruise'
- kasa /kásà/ 'speak'
- kata /kátà/ 'cover'
- fotc(w) /fòtèp/ 'knead'
- ptc(w) /pòtèp/ 'corrupt'

The condition excludes disyllabic VRs of the shapes /CECA/, /CEGO/, /CACE/, /CAGO/, /COCO/, /COGE/, /COCA/.
I-TC V1 says that if the vowel of the second syllable of a VR is /U/ (i.e., is [+Back, +High]), then the vowel of the first syllable must also be /U/. Thus the condition permits buto(w) /bútəp/ 'decrease', butu(w) /bûtup/ 'upset', etc., but does not permit disyllabic VRs of the shapes, e.g., /CiGU/, /CeGU/, /CaCU/, or /CoGU/. (There is at least one VR, kamfo /kəbfuk/ 'praise', which must be listed as an exception to the condition.) Note that the converse of this condition does not obtain. That is, if the vowel of the first syllable is /U/, the vowel of the second syllable need not also be /U/. Thus there are VRs such as tumi /tuɓi/ 'be able', buɓe /ɓükə/ 'open', duɓu /dùgá/ 'plant', suro /sùɗ/ 'be afraid', etc.

(It is possible that both of the conditions stated above as specific to disyllabic VRs apply to disyllabic morphemes in general. We have not been able, however, to investigate a number of apparent exceptions to the conditions that would have to be explained were the conditions to be generalized in this way.)

(c) In Chapter 2, only one general morpheme-structure condition was presented which applies exclusively to morpheme-medial non-vowels: viz., SqSc 3, which specifies the shape of syllable-final consonants which are not also morpheme-final. (In combination with SqSc 2, which applies to syllable-final consonants in general, SqSc 3 specifies that a syllable-final consonant that is not morpheme-final must be a voiced stop that is homorganic with the initial non-vowel of the following syllable. The voiced stops that conform to this condition are in all cases changed by a P-rule, P 03, to the corresponding nasal consonants.) The present subsection is concerned with further constraints upon morpheme-medial non-vowels: specifically, those further constraints that apply to morpheme-medial non-vowels in disyllabic VRs. (Once more, it is possible that some of the constraints stated here as specific to VRs apply more generally.) Three such constraints are formalized and discussed below.

I-TC V2: \( \text{VR[x] = [ +Consonantal ] x} \)
This I-TO, in combination with SqSC 2 (Section 2.21), specifies that the initial segment of the second syllable of a disyllabic VR must be a true consonant (i.e., a [-Vocalic, +Consonantal] segment). SqSC 2 specifies that all syllable-initial segments in roots are non-vowels (i.e., [-Vocalic] segments), but permits them to be either true consonants (in which case they are [+Consonantal]) or glides (in which case they are [-Consonantal]). I-TO V2 thus further restricts the class of syllable-initial segments that can occur in roots in those cases where the root is a VR and the syllable is the second syllable. Specifically, the condition excludes VRs of the shape /CVwV/, /CVvV/, /CVV/, etc., in which the initial segment of the second syllable is a glide. (Christaller’s dictionary includes at least one apparent exception to this condition, kwaha ‘tie around’. Informants with whom we have checked are, however, unfamiliar with this item.)

I-TO V3: \[
\text{VR} [X = \{-\text{Coronal}\} X] \downarrow \quad [\{-\text{Back}\} \quad [-\text{Continuant}] \\
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preceded by a consonant (i.e., when the first syllable of the VR is of the shape /C(V)VC/), there is a further limitati-
tation to the following effect:

\[ \text{I-TC V4: } \text{VR}[x [-\text{Vocalic}] = [ ] x] \]

That is, only the voiceless alveolar stop /t/ may occur in the context in question. Thus VRs such as
hindi(w) /ntdi/ 'stumble', kantán /kántáŋ/ 'sprawl', or
penten /píntíŋ/ 'jerk' are permitted, but VRs of the shape
/CVCbV(C)/, etc. are excluded. (There are a few VRs whose
underlying structure appears to be /CVCsV(C)/ or
/CVCkV(C)/--e.g., danso(w) 'be unusual', pinkys 'approach'.
It is likely, however, that these VRs are compounds--i.e.,
that there are two morphemes in their underlying structure.)

(d) Of the four possible tone sequences that may
occur in the underlying forms of disyllabic morphemes, only
two actually do occur when the morphemes are VRs, and,
furthermore, these two are in complementary distribution,
according to whether the initial consonant of the second
syllable of the VR is voiced or voiceless. When this con-
sonant is voiced, the VR has an underlying low-high tone
pattern, and when this consonant is voiceless, the VR has
an underlying high-low tone pattern. These facts are sum-
marized in the following morpheme-structure condition:

\[ \text{PC V3: } [x \begin{bmatrix}
+\text{Vocalic} \\
-\text{Consonantal} \\
-\text{aTone}
\end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix}
+\text{Vocalic} \\
-\text{Consonantal} \\
-\text{aTone}
\end{bmatrix} x] \]

The following are some examples of VRs that conform
to PC V3 where \( a = + \):
The following are some examples of VRs that conform to PC V3 where $a = -:$

- **poto(w)** /puˈtɔp/ 'corrupt'
- **poso(w)** /puˈsɔp/ 'tremble'
- **tie** /tiˈkɛ/ 'listen'
- **tsie** /tiˈski/ 'listen'
- **dan** /daˈkɤ/ 'turn'
- **dwan(e)** /daˈgɤ/ 'melt'
- **gwan** /ɡuˈɑɡɤ/ 'flee'
- **nan** /naˈnɤ/ 'agree'
- **min(a)** /miˈnɤ/ 'stand'
- **wie** /wiˈɡɤk/ 'finish'
- **fra** /fiˈdɑ/ 'mix'
- **gyine** /giˈdɑ/ 'stand'
- **boa** /bʊˈɡɑ/ 'help'
- **wine** /wiˈɡɤ/ 'jump'
- **huru(w)** /huˈrʊ/ 'stick to'
- **kata** /kɑˈtɑ/ 'cover'
- **bisa** /biˈsa/ 'ask'
- **kae** /kaˈkɤ/ 'remember'
- **man** /maˈnɤ/ 'turn aside'

It may be noted from some of the above examples that in the surface segmental form of the VR (which is reflected in the conventional spelling) the distinction between underlying voiced and voiceless medial consonants is sometimes lost. Thus wie ([ˈɡiɛʔ]) and tie ([tiˈɡiɛ]) do not show any medial consonant at all, whileFa [tsie] and As dwane [ˈdʒɛɲf] and As dane [ˈdɛɲf] show the same medial consonant. This loss of underlying segmental differences results from the operation of certain P-rules discussed in Section 4.76. The underlying contrast between the voiced and voiceless medial consonants is, however, frequently reflected in the tonal behavior of the VRs. Compare the tone patterns of the following surface forms:

- **Fa** [ˈɡiɛʔ] 'He finishes.'
- **Fa** [ˈtʂɪɛ] 'He listens.'
- **As** [ˈbɛdʒɛɲ ɲʉ] 'He will flee to him.'
- **As** [ˈbɛdədɛɲ ɲʉ] 'He will turn him.'
There are at least four VRs for which we postulate underlying voiced medial consonants, but which fail to show the expected underlying low-high tone pattern. These VRs, bre /bídə/ 'bring', tumi /túbI/ 'be able, overcome', karyo /kágə/ 'wither', and pagya(w) /págə/ 'raise', constitute exceptions to PC V3. (It would be possible to postulate underlying forms for bre and tumi with medial /t/ and /p/ respectively, but in that case a special account would have to be given of the medial [r] in the surface form of bre while in the case of tumi not only would a special account have to be given of the change of /p/ to [m], but the postulated underlying form would be an exception to I-TC V3—cf. subsection (c), above.)

4.76 Tone Reversal in Disyllabic VRs.

There are various P-rules that change the underlying tones of disyllabic VRs. Most of these rules are syntactically conditioned: e.g., they depend upon the occurrence of the VR with some particular aspect marker, the occurrence of the VR in a dependent clause, etc. A few of these types are discussed in Sections 4.91 ff. The rule to be discussed in the present section, on the other hand, is not syntactically conditioned, but is, instead, context-independent in some of its applications, phonologically conditioned in others. This is the Akwapem-Asante rule which changes a high-low tone pattern on a disyllabic VR to Ak low-high, As low-falling. This rule distinguishes between two classes of VRs with underlying high-low tone patterns: those in which the underlying medial consonant of the VR is /k/, and those in which this consonant is /t/ or /s/. As is noted in Section 4.77, subsection (a), a medial /k/ in a disyllabic VR is changed to [g] by P 05 and is then either nasalized by P 06 or deleted by 08, while a medial /t/ or /s/ remains intact. The tone-changing rule under discussion here follows the rules which are responsible for the realization of a VR-medial /k/ as [ŋ] or [ŋ], and distinguishes, among VRs with an underlying high-low tone pattern, between, those in which there is a [+Voiced] medial consonant (i.e., [ŋ] → [g] ← /k/) or no medial consonant (i.e., [Ø] → [g] ← /k/) and those in which there is a [-Voiced] medial consonant (i.e., /t/ or /s/). In those cases where the underlying form has medial /k/, the rule is completely
context-free. In the case of VRs with medial /t/ or /s/, the rule fails to apply if the VR is immediately preceded by a high tone (e.g., by a future-aspect prefix or an ingressive prefix—cf. Sections 4.34 and 4.50 respectively), but applies in all other cases. Some examples of the operation of the rule are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 20</th>
<th>After P 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɔdáníʔ]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔdaní]/As [ɔdání]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔndáníʔ?]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔndáníʔ]/As [ɔndáníʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔrídáníʔ]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔridání]/As [ɔridání]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔdáníʔ]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔdáníʔ]/As [ɔdáníʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔbídáníʔ]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔbídáníʔ]/As [ɔbídáníʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔkódáníʔ]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔkódání]/As [ɔkódání]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔkáså]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔkáså]/As [ɔkáså]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔbikásåʔ?]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔbikásåʔ]/As [ɔbikásåʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔrikáså]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔrikáså]/As [ɔrikáså]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔkástå]</td>
<td>Ak [ɔkástå]/As [ɔkástå]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The rule fails to apply to, e.g., [ɔbékáså] 'he will speak', [ɔkókáså] 'he goes and speaks'. In the case of the latter, note that the rule must precede the Ak-As rule, P 47, which changes high tone on an ING prefix to low, resulting in, e.g., [ɔkókáså], the occurring Ak-As surface form in non-pre-pause position.) (For subsequent rules that affect forms like [ɔdání], resulting in surface forms like Ak [ɔdaní]/As [ɔdání] - [ɔdání], cf. Section 4.77, subsections (b) and (c).)

The effect of P 20 is to make the surface tone patterns of VRs with underlying high-low tone patterns identical with those of VRs with underlying low-high tone patterns. Thus the surface tone pattern of, e.g., Ak-As [ɔbíså] 'he asks' (cf. the underlying VR /bíså/ 'ask') is the same as that of Ak-As [ɔtçírë] 'he shows' (cf. the underlying VR /kídë/ 'show'). (In Asante P 20 changes [ɔbíså] to [ɔbíså], which is changed to [ɔbíså] by P 87.) Apart, however, from the surface tone patterns of certain
forms in which the VR is preceded by a high-tone prefix, there are—in Asante, but not in Akuapem—sometimes other surface indications of the underlying tonal difference between such VRs. For example, Asante has an object-pronoun tone-raising rule, P 17, which operates to change the tone of an object pronoun from low to high when the preceding verb ends in a high tone. It operates, for example, to change the tone of an object pronoun after a VR like /kid/. to high, but does not affect the tone of an object pronoun after a VR like /bis/. Thus we find in Asante surface tonal contrasts such as:

As [ɔtɔrɛ nɔ]  'He shows him.'
As [ɔbiʃa nɔ]  'He asks him.'

in which the tones of the object pronouns reflect the underlying tonal difference between the VRs, even though the VRs themselves no longer show this difference. (Akuapem does not have the object-pronoun tone-raising rule in question, and there is no surface tonal contrast between Ak [ɔtɔrɛ nɔ] and Ak [ɔbiʃa nɔ]. For further discussion of Asante object-pronoun tone-raising, cf. Section 4.95.)

P 20 does not apply in Fante, and therefore Fante surface forms usually show a tonal contrast between VRs with underlying high-low tone patterns and those with underlying low-high tone patterns: e.g., Fa [ɔkɔs] 'he speaks' vs. [ɔtɔrɛ] 'he shows', [ɔkɔs?] 'he doesn't speak' vs. [ɔtɔrɛ?] 'he doesn't show', etc.

4.77 Other Rules Affecting Disyllabic VRs.

The following discussion of certain P-rules affecting the segmental forms of disyllabic VRs is arranged as follows: (a) rules affecting medial consonants of disyllabic VRs; (b) rules affecting VRs with final non-vowels; (c) rules affecting disyllabic VRs of the Shape [CVr/m/n/ŋ].

(a) Of the six systematic phonemes which regularly occur at the beginning of the second syllable of a disyllabic VR, /b,t,d,s,k,g/ (cf. Section 4.75, subsection (c)), only two, /t/ and /s/, are always left intact by the
P-rules. The other four are altered by P-rules in some or all cases. The alterations that occur are summarized in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>[g] → [ŋ]</td>
<td>[g] → ∅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the modifications summarized on the chart are not specific to medial consonants in disyllabic VRs, but, rather, reflect the operation of more general P-rules. Thus the change of /b, d, g/ to [m, n, ŋ] respectively before a [+Nasal] vowel is independent of the grammatical function of the morpheme and occurs in morpheme-initial as well as non-morpheme-initial syllables (cf. P 06). Similarly, /d/ is always changed to [r] intervocally when the following vowel is [-Nasal] (cf. P 15). Some examples of these changes in disyllabic VRs are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 06</th>
<th>After P 06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pʊbˈɾ/ 'stick to'</td>
<td>[pʊmˈɾ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pɾaf/ 'agree'</td>
<td>[pɾnf]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dəɡˈɾ/ 'melt'</td>
<td>[nɛŋf]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 15</th>
<th>After P 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/fɪɾdə/ 'call'</td>
<td>[fɪɾf]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For subsequent P-rules that affect forms like [pɾnf] and [nɛŋf], cf. subsection (c), below.)

As the chart indicates, underlying medial /b/ in a VR remains intact when the following vowel is [-Nasal]. Thus corresponding to the underlying form /sɨbɪt/ 'turn inside out' we have the surface forms Ak-As [sɨbɪɾi], Fа [sɨbɨɾ]. (It may be noted, however, that in the great majority of cases, the vowel following a medial /b/ in a disyllabic VR is [+Nasal].)
Underlying medial /g/ in a disyllabic VR (and possibly in morphemes of other types) is deleted before a single [-Nasal] vowel by means of P 08. Some examples of the operation of this rule are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before [g] Deletion</th>
<th>After [g] Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bùgá/ 'help'</td>
<td>[bùá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wìgék/ 'finish'</td>
<td>[wìék]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Examples like Ak pagyaw [pádʒàw?] (underlying form: /pácgép/) 'raise' show that the [g]-deletion rule must follow the [ı]-insertion rule, P 07, which inserts an [ı] between a [g] and a low tense vowel, [ı] insertion, by changing [pácgéw] (derived from /pácgép/ by P 03) to [págìw], protects the medial [g] from deletion by P 08, since [g] is not deleted before a [VV] sequence.

Underlying medial /k/ in a disyllabic VR is first changed to [g] by means of P 05. Thereafter it is treated like an underlying /g/ occurring in this position: that is, it is changed to [ŋ] when followed by a [+Nasal] vowel (by P 06), and it is deleted when followed by a [-Nasal] vowel (by P 08). Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before /k/ → [g]</th>
<th>After /k/ → [g]</th>
<th>Nasalization</th>
<th>After [g]-Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/dákí/ 'turn'</td>
<td>[dáŋí]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[káŋí]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bákí/ 'turn aside'</td>
<td>[báŋí]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[máŋí]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/káki/ 'remember'</td>
<td>[kági]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[tíe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tíké/ 'listen'</td>
<td>[tíké]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In Akuapem and Asante, the forms in the last two columns would, in most contexts, have a low-high, rather than a high-low, tone pattern, as the result of the operation of the tone-reversal rule discussed in Section 4.76. For further rules affecting forms like [dání] and [máŋí], cf. subsection (c) below.) (There are several exceptions to the postulated /k/ → [g] rule: e.g., buka(w) /búkàp/ 'bend', sekys(w) /sìkèp/ 'waste'. It is possible, however, that further analysis will show that these are compounds.)
(b) Final non-vowels in disyllabic VRs trigger some of the same P-rules as final non-vowels in monosyllabic VRs (cf. Sections 4.72 through 4.74). In particular, the following rules may apply to disyllabic, as to monosyllabic, VRs: (1) P 29, which, in Asante and some Fante dialects, replaces a VR-final [w] by [ʔ]; (2) P 31, which adds [ɪ] or [ʊ] after a VR-final non-vowel; (3) P 01, which spreads the low tone of the added [ɪ] or [ʊ] to the preceding non-vowel; (4) P 33, which replaces the added vowel by [ʔ] in certain cases: viz, after [m] or [ŋ] in all dialects (except that in Asante the replacement after [ŋ] is optional), after [w] in Akuapem and those Fante dialects in which a VR-final [w] has been retained, and after [r] or [n] in Fante only; (5) P 70, which changes final or intervocalic [ŋ] to [n] in Fante, and intervocalic [ŋ] to [n] in Asante; (6) P 71, which changes final [ŋ] to a nasalized close vowel in Asante. Some examples of the operation of these rules on disyllabic VRs are shown on the following page (p. 201). (The two Asante forms that develop from the input form [wʊraŋ] result from the fact that the [v] → [ʔ] rule is optional in Asante when the consonant preceding the [v] is [ŋ]. If the option is not exercised, then the [ŋ] → [n] rule operates upon [wʊraŋ] to yield [wʊrəŋ]. If the option of applying the [v] → [ʔ] rule is exercised, the form that results, [wʊraŋʔ], undergoes the [ŋʔ] → [v] rule, which results in the form [wʊraɾ]. Various subsequent rules may apply to the forms listed—e.g., the pre-pause tone-raising rule, P 68, which accounts for the final high tone on Ak/Fa [bœɾuʔ], etc. in pre-pause position, or the nasalization-spreading rule, P 73, which changes As [wʊrəɾ] to [wʊɾəɾ].)

(c) Disyllabic VRs whose second syllable, in the course of the P-rules, assumes the shape [r], [m], [n] or [ŋ] plus [I], undergo certain subsequent dialect-specific rules which account for surface dialect differences such as: Ak-As [fèɾɾ]/Fa [fèɾʔ] 'respect' (underlying form: /fèdɪ/); Ak-As [nœnœ]/Fa [nœnœʔ] 'breathe' (underlying form: /nœnœʔ/); Ak-As [pϊɾ]/Fa [piɾʔ] 'agree' (underlying form: /pɾat/); Ak [nœʔ]/As [nœnœʔ] - [nœ]/Fa [nœʔ] 'melt' (underlying form: /dæq/). These dialect differences result
(0) Input Form | [bùrúw] 'demolish' | [sìbîrì] 'turn inside out' | [hàrám] 'yawn' | [wùrâq] 'scratch'

(1) [w] → [ʔ]  
   F_a^2 [bùráʔ]

(2) Vowel Addition  
   A_k F_a^1 [bùrùwù] [sìbîrì] [hàrámʔ] [wùrâŋ]\n
(3) Tone Spreading  
   A_k F_a^1 [bùrùwù] [sìbîrì] [hàrámʔ] [wùrâŋ]\n
(4) [v] → [ʔ]  
   A_k F_a^1 [bùrûʔ] F_a [sìbîrʔ] [hàrãʔ] [wùrâŋ]?\n
(5) [ŋ] → [n]  
   F_a [wùrâŋʔ]  
   A_s [wùrâŋ]\n
(6) [ŋ^n] → [v]  
   A_s [wùrâŋ]
from the application of the same dialect-specific rules that apply to other VR-final sequences of [r], [m], [n], or [ŋ] plus [I] (i.e., sequences in which the [I] has been introduced by the vowel-addition rule—cf. subsection (b), above, and Section 4.73). These rules are: the [V] → [ʔ] rule (P 33), the [ŋ] → [n] rule (P 70), and the [ŋ?] → [V] rule (P 71).

In Fante, the V → [ʔ] rule obligatorily replaces a final [I] in a polysyllabic VR by [ʔ] after any one of the non-vowels [r], [m], [n], or [ŋ]. In the other two dialects, the replacement occurs only after [ŋ], obligatorily in Akuapem, optionally in Asante. (Note that, while the V → [ʔ] rule leaves intact a final [I] that follows an [m] in Akuapem and Asante, it does replace by [ʔ] a final [U] that follows an [m] in these dialects. In those cases where the vowel following [m] has been introduced by the vowel-addition rule, the added vowel is always [U], and hence is replaced by [ʔ] in all dialects. Thus, in Akuapem and Asante, as in Fante, [pam] 'sew' → [pamʔ] → [pamʔ]. Similarly, in the case of a disyllabic VR with a final [mʔ] sequence, the [U] is replaced by [ʔ] in all dialects. Thus [pamʔ] 'drive away' (underlying form: /pambuy/) → [pamʔ] not only in Fante, but in Akuapem and Asante as well.) This difference in the operation of the [V] → [ʔ] rule accounts for such dialect differences as that between Ak-As [fɛf] and Fa [fɛfʔ], Ak-As [nũmũ] and Fa [nũmʔ], and Ak-As [pũnũ] and Fa [pũnʔ].

It is in the treatment of [ŋʔ] sequences (in the second syllable of disyllabic VRs) that the three dialects show the greatest diversity. In Akuapem, once the [V] → [ʔ] rule has applied to, e.g., [nũŋʔ] to yield [nũŋʔ], no further rules apply. In Asante, if the option of applying the [V] → [ʔ] rule to a form like [nũŋʔ] is not exercised, the [ŋ] → [n] rule obligatorily applies, yielding [nũŋ], while if the option of applying the [V] → [ʔ] rule is exercised, then the resultant form [nũŋʔ], is obligatorily changed to [nũŋ] by the [ŋʔ] → [V] rule. In Fante, the [ŋ] → [n] rule obligatorily applies to [nũŋʔ], yielding [nũŋʔ].
4.78 Trisyllabic VRs.

The list of Akan trisyllabic VRs is a very short one. It consists of boapa 'do on purpose', brantam 'embrace', brantam 'end', patiri(w)/watiri(w) 'slide', Ak sakra/As sakyera (cf. Fa sakyera) 'change', Ak samana (cf. As-Fa saman) 'summon', and perhaps a few other items. It seems likely that all of these VRs are derived formations or borrowings (e.g., samana is borrowed from English). Until further information about the internal structure or provenience of these forms is obtained, however, it seems best to simply list them in the lexicon as exceptional. Such a treatment of the trisyllabic VRs permits one to state a positive morpheme-structure condition to the following effect:

PC V4: \( \text{VR}[X = (I)]] \)

(where \( X \) does not include a syllable-boundary (=), and where the parentheses indicate an optional element). That is, all regular VRs have either one or two syllables.

4.79 Final Glottal StoD in VRs.

There are many VRs, both monosyllabic and disyllabic, which, in their surface forms, have a final glottal stop when they occur before a pause. In most cases, these final glottal stops are introduced by P-rules in which the glottal stop replaces the final segment of the input form, which may be either a vowel or a non-vowel. There are, however, certain occurrences of final glottal stop which apparently cannot be explained in this way. The discussion of VR-final glottal stops below is arranged as follows: (a) \([?]\) replacing a VR-final vowel; (b) \([?]\) replacing a VR-final non-vowel; (c) other VR-final \([?]\)s.

(The material presented under (a) and (b) is for the most part a summary of material presented more fully in preceding sections.)

(a) When the surface form of a VR ends, in pre-pause position, in a non-vowel plus a glottal stop, the glottal stop always represents a replacement for a final vowel. The rule that effects this replacement is the \([V] \rightarrow [?]\) rule, P 33. The replaced vowel is always one of
the close (i.e. [+High]) vowels [I] and [U], and the
non-vowel that precedes it (at the point in the rules at
which the [V] → [?] rule applies) is always one of the
following: [w], [r], [m], [n], or [ŋ]. The [I] or [U] that
is replaced by the glottal stop may or may not have
been present in the underlying form of the VR. If this
vowel comes from the underlying form, then the underlying
form is a disyllabic VR whose second syllable is of the
shape /CV/. If the vowel does not come from the under-
lying form, then the underlying form is either a mono-
syllabic VR of the shape /CV/ or a disyllabic VR with
a second syllable of this shape, and the vowel that is
replaced by the glottal stop has been added by the vowel-
addition rule, P 31.

The [V] → [?] rule applies least widely in Asante,
somewhat more widely in Akuapem, and most widely in Fante.
In Asante, the rule applies obligatorily only to a VR
whose final syllable (at the appropriate point in the
rules) is of the shape [mU] ([mU] or [mU]), it also applies
optionally to a VR whose final syllable has the shape [qI]
([qI] or [qI]). In Akuapem, the rule applies obligatorily
to VRs with final syllables of the shape [mU], [qI], and
[wU]. In Fante, the rule applies obligatorily to any VR-
final [CV] syllable in which [C] = [w], [r], [m], [n], or
[q] and [V] = [I] or [U], (except that [C] ≠ [w] in those
Fante subdialects in which the [w] → [?] rule is obliga-
tory—cf. subsection (b) below). Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>Before [V] → [?]</th>
<th>After [V] → [?]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/háp/</td>
<td>'trouble'</td>
<td>Ak/Fa(^1) [hāw](\text{cf. As/Fa}(^2) [háw])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jit/</td>
<td>'overflow'</td>
<td>[jiːɪ] Fa [jiː?] (cf. Ak/As [jiːɪ])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dít/</td>
<td>'drink'</td>
<td>[nūmə] [nùm?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hūbí/</td>
<td>'breathe'</td>
<td>[nūmə] Fa [nūm?] (cf. Ak/As [nūmə])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tùd/</td>
<td>'forge'</td>
<td>Fa [tùnə] Fa [tùn?] Ak/As [tùnə] (cf. Ak/As [tùnə])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wùdàg/</td>
<td>'scratch'</td>
<td>[wʊr₆̃ɬ̃ə̃] As - [wʊr₆̃ɬ̃ə̃])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Various subsequent rules may apply to the forms shown in the third column. For details, see the preceding sections.)

(b) When the surface form of a VR ends, in pre-pause position, in a vowel plus a glottal stop, the glottal stop usually represents a replacement for a final non-vowel. (For exceptions, cf. subsection (c), below.) There are three F-rules which replace VR-final non-vowels by [ʔ]. These are: the /k/ → [ʔ] rule (P 03); the [w] → [ʔ] rule (P 29); and the [r,m,n] → [ʔ] rule (P 30).

The /k/ → [ʔ] rule applies in all dialects. The rule operates to replace a final /k/ in an underlying form by [ʔ]. Some examples of the operation of the rule are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before /k/ → [ʔ]</th>
<th>After /k/ → [ʔ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pâk] 'remove'</td>
<td>[pâʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sîk] 'stand'</td>
<td>[sîʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pósâk] 'rub'</td>
<td>[pósâʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fûtûk] 'mix'</td>
<td>[fûtûʔ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Since the /k/ → [ʔ] rule applies in all cases, surface forms for which we postulate a final /k/ do not actually provide evidence as to the nature of the underlying final consonant. Our reason for postulating that this underlying consonant is /k/ is that doing so permits us to state a morpheme structure condition (SqSC 2, Section 2.21) to the effect that a morpheme-final non-vowel may be any one of the stop ([−Continuant]) consonants /p,t,k,b,d,g/ and only these. Since morpheme-final /p/, /t/, /b/, /d/, and /g/ are attested in surface forms in at least some dialects (as [w], [r], [m], [n], and [ŋ] respectively), /k/ is the most plausible source for post-vocalic final [ʔ] in surface forms such as [pâʔ], [sîʔ], etc.)

The [w] → [ʔ] rule applies in Asante and some Fante subdialecals (Fa2). The rule operates to replace a final [w] (which is derived from an underlying final /p/) by [ʔ]. Some examples are:
Before \([w] \rightarrow [?]\)  

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
[d̪w] & \text{'weed'} \\
ḥw & \text{'trouble'} \\
p̣ṛw & \text{'touch lightly'} \\
siṛw & \text{'laugh'}
\end{array}
\]

After \([w] \rightarrow [?]\)  

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
As/Fa^2 & [d̪?] \\
As/Fa^2 & [ḥ?] \\
As/Fa^2 & [p̣ṛ?] \\
As/Fa^2 & [siṛ?]
\end{array}
\]

(In those dialects—Akuapem and Fa^1—in which the \([w] \rightarrow [?]\) rule does not apply, forms with final \([w]\) obligatorily undergo the vowel-addition and \([V] \rightarrow [?]\) rules, which result in surface forms in which \([w]\) is followed by \([?]\)—cf. subsection (a), above.)

The operation of the \([r,m,n] \rightarrow [?]\) rule has been explained in detail in Section 4.72. In Akuapem and Fante, the rule applies obligatorily to a small set of monosyllabic VRs with final \([r]\) or \([n]\). (The detailed workings of the rule differ in the two dialects.) In Asante, the rule apparently may apply to any monosyllabic VR with final \([r]\) or \([n]\), and to the majority of monosyllabic VRs with final \([m]\), but its application is in most cases optional. Some examples of the operation of the rule are:

Before \([r,m,n] \rightarrow [?]\)  

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
ḳr & \text{'go'} \\
ḥr & \text{'wash'} \\
ṇ́m & \text{'blow the nose'} \\
ḥn & \text{'see'} \\
p̣n & \text{'pinch'}
\end{array}
\]

After \([r,m,n] \rightarrow [?]\)  

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
ḳ? & \text{[ḳ?]} \\
ḥ? & \text{As [ḥ?]} \\
ṇ́? & \text{As [ṇ́?]} \\
ḥ? & \text{[ḥ?]} \\
p̣? & \text{As [p̣?]} \\
\end{array}
\]

(c) There are a good many VRs whose surface forms end in vowel-plus-[?] in Akuapem, but simply end in a vowel in Asante and Fante, e.g.,

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
Ak & [ḅ?] / As-Fa [ḅ] \text{ 'beat'} \\
Ak & [tc̣?] / As-Fa [tc̣] \text{ 'divide'} \\
Ak & [ḳ?] / As-Fa [ḳ] \text{ 'say'} \\
Ak & [ṣ?] / As-Fa [ṣ] \text{ 'be big' }
\end{array}
\]
The origin of the glottal stop in these Akuapem forms is not clear. Were an underlying final /k/ to be postulated for them (cf. subsection (a), above), one would expect that the surface forms would show a final [?] not only in Akuapem but in the other two dialects as well.

Our tentative assumption is that Akuapem is in the process of generalizing the use of a pre-pausal [?] as a marker of the entire set of VRs. (In this connection, it may be noted that very few nouns in Akuapem—or in the other dialects—have a final [?].) One Akuapem informant with whom we have worked, for example, uses a final glottal stop in all but about a dozen of a list of over two hundred monosyllabic VRs. However, since there clearly exist VRs in which Akuapem speakers do not use a final glottal stop—e.g., [bá] 'come', [çyê] 'look at', [wû] 'die'—it is not possible to postulate an entirely general rule that adds a [?] at the end of a VR with a final vowel. Instead, it seems to be necessary to assign a rule feature to those VRs that show the added [?] in Akuapem (or, alternatively, to assign a negative rule feature to those that do not show the added [?]), and to postulate an Akuapem rule (P 82) that is dependent upon this feature.

4.80 SUBordinative.

The SUBordinative (which is identical to what Stewart calls the 'subjunctive', and which is associated with what Christaller calls the 'connected forms' of verbs) does not occur in deep structures. It is introduced into surface structures by means of transformations that apply to certain clauses that are syntactically and/or semantically subordinate to some preceding sentence element: e.g., relative clauses and clauses following the emphatic marker na (which emphasizes what precedes it). These transformations operate to introduce the formative SUB at each of two points in the subordinated clause: (1) as a constituent (in our formulation, the final constituent) of V; and (2) as the final constituent of the VP. For example, the na-emphasis transformation (together with the subject-concord transformations discussed in Section 4.20) would operate upon a deep structure such as:
to yield the derived structure:

```
V
 SC ASP VR
 Kofi na o- STA wo SUB Enyi resi SUB
 ('It's Kofi who's in England.')
```

The SUB that occurs as a constituent of V never has any segmental realization. Its presence in a V does, however, trigger certain tone-changing P-rules, such that a subordinated V is in most cases tonally different from the same V in an independent clause. For example, in an independent clause, the configuration:

```
V
 SC ASP VR
 o- STA wo
```

is realized with low tone on both the subject-concord prefix o- and the VR wo. Thus:
When SUB is present in the V, on the other hand, the tones of the subject-concord prefix (in Akuapem and Fante) and the VR (in all dialects) are changed to high. Note the tones on *owo in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak-Fa} & \quad \text{Kofi n\' ɛw\' Enyiresi} \\
\text{As} & \quad \text{Kofi n\' ɛw\'} \overline{\text{Enyiresi}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'He is in England'

As the last example shows, the SUB that occurs as the final constituent of the VP has (in some cases) different realizations in, on the one hand, Akuapem and Fante, and, on the other, Asante. In Akuapem and Fante, a VP-final SUB, like a V-final SUB, lacks a segmental realization. It is realized, instead, as a final high tone added to the last syllable of the VP; compare the tones on Enyiresi in the independent and subordinate clauses above.

(For an account of how the added high tone in the subordinate clause results in a final mid tone in the surface form of Enyiresi, see the discussion in Section 4.81. In Asante, a VP-final SUB is in some cases realized, either obligatorily or optionally, as a high-tone vowel suffixed to the last syllable of the V; compare Enyiresi in the independent clause with \(\overline{\text{Enyiresi}}\) at the end of the subordinate clause above.

The P-rules that change the tones of Vs that include SUB follow various other P-rules that affect the tones of Vs, and are discussed in detail together with these other P-rules in Section 4.96. The P-rules that account for the surface realizations of the VP-final SUB are discussed in the immediately following section.

4.81 Rules Affecting VP-Final SUB.

The various surface forms of VP-final SUB are all derived, by means of P-rules, from a suffix which is listed in the lexicon as a high-tone mid vowel unspecified as to frontness, tenseness, or nasality. That is, the vowel is \([-\text{High}; -\text{Low}, +\text{Tone}]\) but is unspecified for the features \([\pm\text{Back}], [\pm\text{Tense}], \) and \([\pm\text{Nasal}]\). The suffix attaches to the last word of the VP. The P-rules that apply to the suffixed vowel (and, in some cases, to the syllable
preceding the suffixed vowel) are: (a) SUB-deletion (P 39); (b) vowel harmony in SUB (P 40); (c) tone-raising before SUB (P 41). Of these rules, only (a) operates in all dialects (although the details of operation show dialect differences—see below); (b) and (c) operate in Asante only.

(a) The SUB-deletion rule, P 39, deletes all of the segmental features of the VR-final SUB suffix, and adds the high tone of the suffix at the end of the immediately preceding syllable. If this syllable had high tone before the addition of the high tone from SUB its surface tone is unaffected by the added tone. Compare the final tones in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kofi wò Æsànté} & \quad \text{'Kofi is in Asante.'} \\
\{ & \text{Ak-Fa Kofi nà ɔwó Æsànté.} \\
& \text{As Kofi nà ɔwó Æsànté.}
\end{align*}
\]

(For an account of the raising of verb tones in the presence of SUB, cf. Section 4.96. The tones of noun prefixes, such as the A- of Asante, are normally raised after high tones.) If, however, the syllable preceding SUB had low tone before the addition of the high tone from SUB, this low tone becomes a rising tone, which, in surface forms, is realized either as a high tone (if the tone before the rising tone is low) or as a mid tone (if the tone before the rising tone is high). (For details of the replacement of a rising tone by high or mid tone, cf. the discussion in Section 3.93.) Compare the final tones in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kofi wò Ǹkràn.} & \quad \text{'Kofi is in Accra.'} \\
\{ & \text{Ak-Fa Kofi nà ɔwó Ǹkràn.} \\
& \text{As Kofi nà ɔwó Ǹkràn.}
\end{align*}
\]

and in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kofi wò Ëmìrësì.} & \quad \text{'Kofi is in England.'} \\
\{ & \text{Ak-Fa Kofi nà ɔwó Ëmìrësì.} \\
& \text{As Kofi nà ɔwó Ëmìrësì.}
\end{align*}
\]
In Akuapem and Fante, the SUB-deletion rule obligatorily applies in all cases, whatever the form of the syllable preceding SUB. In Asante the SUB-deletion rule obligatorily applies in all cases in which the syllable before SUB does not end in a close vowel (i.e., whenever this syllable ends in /A/, /E/, /O/, or in a non-vowel). When the syllable before SUB ends in a close vowel (/I/ or /U/), the SUB-deletion rule fails to apply in some cases, applies obligatorily in others, and in still others applies optionally.

There is a good deal of subdialectal variation within Asante governing the applicability or non-applicability of the SUB-deletion rule in cases where the syllable before SUB ends in a close vowel. There is also subdialectal variation, in those cases where the rule does apply, with regard to whether application is optional or obligatory. In the case of the Asante speaker whose usage in this area we have studied most closely, the facts appear to be these:

(a.l) SUB-deletion never applies when the preceding close vowel is in a verb, an object pronoun, or one of the words bi 'some', no 'the/that', yì 'this'. Thus, for this speaker, SUB-deletion does not occur in cases such as the following:

As Kofi na obetoo. 'It's Kofi who will throw it.'
(cf. As Kofi bsto. 'Kofi will throw it.')

As Kofi na obisaa mee. 'It's Kofi who asked me.'
(cf. As Kofi bisaa me. 'Kofi asked me.')

As Kofi na odii bie. 'It's Kofi who ate some.'
(cf. As Kofi ñii bi. 'Kofi ate some.')

As Kofi na ohuu baa {no.} [no.]
{yie.} [yì.]
'It's Kofi who saw this woman.'
(c.f. As Kofi huu baa {no.} [the/that]
{yì.} [this] 'Kofi saw this woman.')
(a.2) SUB deletion is obligatory when the preceding close vowel is in the name of a person: e.g.,

As Kofi na ohuu Kwaku. 'It's Kofi who saw Kwaku.'

(cf. As Kofi huu Kwaku. 'Kofi saw Kwaku.')

rather than:

*Kofi na ohuu Kwaku.

(a.3) In most other cases, SUB deletion is apparently optional. Thus:

As Kofi na awo {Kumase.} {Kumase.} 'It's Kofi who's in Kumase.'

(cf. Kofi wo Kumase. 'Kofi is in Kumase.')

As Kofi na odii {biribi.} {biribie} 'It's Kofi who ate something.'

(cf. Kofi dii biribi. 'Kofi ate something.')

As was noted above, surface forms often provide tonal evidence of a deleted VR-final SUB. In some cases, a different type of evidence of the deleted SUB may be apparent in surface forms: viz., the absence of a clause-final glottal stop.

Final glottal stops are never present in the surface forms of clauses that include SUB. In the surface forms of clauses (or sentences) that do not include SUB, final glottal stops generally have one of two origins: they may be reflexes of particular morphemes such as the NEGative (cf. Section 4.40); or they may serve as replacives for VR-final segments of various types (cf. Section 4.79).

For example, in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ak} & \text{ [kɔfi ɪɛ kùm\={a}sɪ?]} \\
\text{As} & \text{ [kɔfi ɪɛ kùm\={a}sɪ?]} \\
\text{Fa} & \text{ [kɔfi ɪɛ kùm\={a}sɪ?]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

the final glottal stop is a reflex of NEG (cf.

[kɔfi fi kùm\={a}sɪ] 'Kofi is from Kumase.')
(For an account of the dialect differences in the tone of the negative-stative verb *mfi*, cf. Section 4.92, subsection (a).) On the other hand, in:

\[kòfí egend\] 'Kofi should go.'

the final glottal stop is a replacive for the final consonant present in the underlying form of a VR. (The underlying form of the VR in this case is /kòt/ 'go'. This is changed to [kɔr] by P 03, and then to [kɔ?] by P 30.)

Whatever the origin of a glottal stop, it may occur only in a position immediately before a pause. For example, the glottal stop at the end of the surface form [ŋkɔ?] 'should go' in pre-pause position is not found in:

\[kòfí egend kùmásí\] 'Kofi should go to Kumase.'

The reason for this is that there is a P-rule, P Q4, that deletes any [?] that is not followed by [.] or [.] (i.e., phrase or sentence boundary). Now it is precisely this rule which accounts for the absence of [?] at the end of clauses that include SUB. At the point in the P-rules at which the [?] -deletion rule applies, a VR-final SUB has the form of a suffixed vowel, and any glottal stop that precedes it is therefore deleted. The SUB-deletion rule itself comes at a later point in the rules; i.e., after the deletion of any [?] that may have preceded it. This ordering is apparent in the absence of a final [?] in, e.g.

\[kòfí nà egend\] 'It's Kofi who should go.'

(b) As was noted in subsection (a), above, a VR-final SUB is always deleted in Akuapem and Fante, but is sometimes retained in Asante when it immediately follows a close vowel. When SUB is retained, it has the form of a suffixed vowel: originally, a vowel with the features [-High,-Low,+Tone] and with other features unspecified. In surface forms, the backness, tenseness, and nasality features of the SUB suffix always agree with those of the preceding vowel. This agreement is accomplished by means of P 40, which copies the appropriate features of the preceding vowel onto the vowel of SUB. By means of this rule, the SUB suffix is specified as [e]
after [i], [ε] after [r], [o] after [u], and [ɔ] after [u]. When the preceding vowel is [+Nasal], P 40 first specifies the suffixed vowel as [ʊ], [ɨ], [ʊ], and [ʊ] after [i], [r], [u], and [ʊ] respectively, but a second part of the rule changes the suffixed vowel from a mid to a close vowel, so that in the surface form the suffixed vowel is identical with the preceding vowel. Examples of the operation of the P 40 follow. The "SUB" in the first column represents in each case a [-High,-Low,+Tone] vowel unspecified for other features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 40</th>
<th>After P 40, Part 1</th>
<th>After P 40, Part 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As [bédí] 'will-eat' + SUB [bédíɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [bétṣí] 'will-squeeze' + SUB [bétṣíɛ] [bétṣíʃ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [béff] 'will-vomit' + SUB [béffɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [béff] 'will-stick-to' + SUB [béffɛ] [béffɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [bēbú] 'will-bend' + SUB [bēbúɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [bēhú] 'will-see' + SUB [bēhúɛ] [bēhúɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [bētō] 'will-throw' + SUB [bētōɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [bētō] 'will-twist' + SUB [bētōɛ] [bētōɛ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) In those cases where the VR-final SUB suffix is not deleted in Asante, the tone of the preceding close vowel is in some cases affected by the presence of the suffix. Specifically, a low tone before the SUB suffix is in some cases changed to high by means of P -l. Apparently this change occurs only in those cases where the retention of the suffix is obligatory (cf. subsection (a.1), above): i.e., when the constituent immediately before SUB is a
verb, an object pronoun, or one of a limited number of other morphemes such as bi 'some'. In those cases, on the other hand, where the retention of the SUB suffix is optional (cf. subsection (a.3), above), a low tone preceding SUB is not changed to high. Thus there is a change of tone on the object pronoun in:

As [köfi nə òbisàà mĩ] 'It's Kofi who asked me.'
(cf. As [köfi bìsàà mĩ] 'Kofi asked me.')

and on bì in:

As [köfi nə òdii bìe] 'It's Kofi who ate some.'
(cf. As [köfi dii bì] 'Kofi ate some.')

But the low tone preceding the SUB suffix remains low in:

As [köfi nə ñwó épìrèsi] 'It's Kofi who is in England.'
(cf. As [köfi wò épìrèsi] 'Kofi is in England.')

As [köfi nə ñkó pùs] 'It's Kofi who has gone to sea.'
(cf. As [köfi kó pù] 'Kofi has gone to sea.')

4.90 Tone-Changing P-Rules.

The remaining sections of this chapter are devoted to a discussion of certain P-rules that change the tone patterns of verbs (and, in some cases, other VP constituents). Attention is focused primarily upon P-rules whose operation depends upon certain sequences of constituents of the VP: e.g., some particular aspect prefix plus some particular type of Verb Root. (Many of the tone-changing P-rules that apply to individual constituents, rather than to constituent sequences, have been discussed in preceding sections.) The discussion is arranged as follows: tone changes in affirmative simple Vs (Section 4.91); tone changes in negative simple Vs (Section 4.92); tone changes in ingressive Vs (Section 4.93); tone changes in reduplicated Vs (Section 4.94); tone changes in verb-plus-pronoun constructions (Section 4.95); tone changes in subordinative Vs (Section 4.96).
4.91 Tone Changes in Affirmative Simple Vs.

For the purposes of this and the following section, a "simple" V is one that does not include an ingressive, reduplicative, or subordinative morpheme. A simple affirmative V thus normally has the shape SC + ASP + VR; a simple negative V, the shape SC + ASP + NEG + VR. (In the case of the affirmative past and the negative perfect, which are formed with an aspectual suffix rather than a prefix (cf. Sections 4.33 and 4.41), the simple Vs have the shapes SC + VR + ASP and SC + NEG + VR + ASP respectively.) The following discussion of tone-changing P-rules that apply to affirmative simple Vs is arranged according to the particular affix involved: (a) STA; (b) HAB; (c) PRO; (d) PAST; (e) PERF; (f) FUT; (g) OPT; (h) IMP; (i) CON.

(a) STA. As is noted in Section 4.31, the STA-aspect morpheme has no segmental surface form. STA does, however, trigger certain P-rules that may change the tone of other elements of the V. In the case of affirmative-stative forms, only one such rule applies. This is P 43, which makes the tone(s) on the vowel(s) of a VR that follows STA low. The effect of P 43 is illustrated by the surface tone patterns of the following affirmative-stative forms:

\[ \text{òfì 'he is from'} \] \[ \text{òkùrà 'he is holding'} \]
\[ \text{òhỳə 'he is wearing'} \] \[ \text{òfàtà 'he deserves'} \]

(Before application of P 43, the VRs in these examples show the following tones: fi, hyə, kùrà, fàtà.)

(There are two stative verbs, Ak-As ne/Fa nye 'be' and Ak-Fa ye/As ye 'be good', that are tonally irregular. Both these verbs require high tone on the VR, and ne/nye requires high tone on a preceding SC as well.)

(b) HAB. Like STA, the HAB-aspect morpheme has no segmental surface form. In the lexicon, however, HAB is marked as carrying low tone. (The low tone on HAB is postulated in order to account for the application of P 16 and P 50 to forms that include it--see below.) While HAB does not, in general, trigger P-rules (that is, HAB need not, in general, be mentioned in P-rules), there
are certain P-rules that apply to forms that include HAB as well as to forms that include a number of other AST morphemes. These are: P19, P50, P16, and P20.

P19 is the rule that changes a low tone on a monosyllabic VR to high (cf. discussion in Section 4.7). The rule applies obligatorily in Akuapem and Asante, and optionally in certain Fante subdialects. (In other Fante subdialects P19 does not apply.) Examples of the application of P19 to affirmative forms that include HAB are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P19</th>
<th>After P19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭfá 'he takes'</td>
<td>ṭfá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭkô 'he fights'</td>
<td>ṭkô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P50 changes certain low-high tone sequences on Vs that include monosyllabic VRs to high-low. It operates in Akuapem and Fante but not in Asante. It applies whenever a low-tone aspectual prefix is immediately followed by a monosyllabic VR with high tone (if the VR is not, in turn, followed by a suffix). The high tone on the VR in the input to P50 may be inherent (as in the case of bá 'come', hwé 'look at') or may, in Akuapem (and some Fante subdialects), result from the prior application of P19 (see above). Examples of the application of P50 to forms that include HAB are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P50</th>
<th>After P50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭbá 'he comes'</td>
<td>Ak-Fa ṭbá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭhwé 'he looks at'</td>
<td>Ak-Fa ṭhwé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak ṭfá 'he takes'</td>
<td>Ak ṭfá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak ṭkô 'he fights'</td>
<td>Ak ṭkô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P16 applies only in Asante. It adds a low tone at the end of a high-tone monosyllabic VR that is immediately preceded by an aspectual prefix with low tone. Examples of its application to affirmative habitual forms are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P16</th>
<th>After P16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭbá 'he comes'</td>
<td>As ṭbá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭhwé 'he looks at'</td>
<td>As ṭhwé</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(The falling tones that result from the application of P 16 are later changed back to high tones by P 87. The occurrence of falling tones on the VRs before the application of P 87 is, however, sometimes attested by the surface tone pattern of the word that follows the verb. For example, if this item has underlying initial high tone, its surface initial tone is mid after a verb to which P 16 has applied. Consider, for example, the following Asante derivation: ḇá Gáná 'he comes to Ghana' → ḇá Gáná (by P 16) → ḇá Gáná (by P 86) → ḇá Gáná (by P 87).

P 20 applies in Akuapem and Asante, but not in Fante, to disyllabic VRs whose inherent tone pattern is high-low (cf. discussion in Section 4.76). It operates to change this high-low pattern to low-high in Akuapem and low-falling in Asante, except when the syllable immediately preceding the VR has high tone. Examples of its application to forms that include HAB are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 20</th>
<th>After P 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>obísa 'he asks'</td>
<td>Ak obísa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As obísa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ótiá 'he listens'</td>
<td>Ak ótiá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ótiá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The tone patterns of the forms in the right-hand column may be compared with the surface tone patterns of the corresponding Fante forms—obísa, ótsíá—to which P 20 has not applied.) In Asante, the final falling tone that results from application of P 20 is later changed to high by P 87. The fact that P 20 results in a low-falling tone sequence in Asante but a low-high tone sequence in Akuapem is, however, sometimes attested by the surface tone pattern of the word that follows the verb. Compare the surface tone patterns of Ak Obísá ákóá/As Obísá ákóá 'he asks a man'. The Akuapem derivation is Obísá ákóá → Obísá ákóá (by P 20) → Obísá ákóá (by a P-rule that raises the tone of a noun prefix after a high tone). The Asante derivation is Obísá ákóá → Obísá ákóá (by P 20) → Obísá ákóá (by P 87). Tr. P-rule that raises the tone of a noun.
prefix after a high tone follows P 20 but precedes P 87, and therefore does not apply in the cited Asante derivation.)

(c) PRO. All of the dialect-specific tonal rules that apply to affirmative forms that include HAB (cf. subsection (b), above) also apply to affirmative forms that include the PROgressive-aspect prefix /di/, except that the Akuapem-Asante rule, P 19 (the rule that changes a low tone on a monosyllabic VR to high), does not apply in Asante to an affirmative verb that includes PRO. Thus, for example, the low-tone VR fa 'take' retains its low tone in As òrèfà [òòfà?] 'he is taking'. (For a discussion of P-rules that affect the segmental form of the PRO prefix, cf. Section 4.32.) In Akuapem, on the other hand, òrèfà → òrèfà through application of P 19, and then P 50, the Akuapem-Fante rule that reverses the tones on a low-tone aspectual prefix followed by a high-tone monosyllabic VR, changes òrèfà to the Ak surface form òrèfà. Other examples of the operation of rules P 19 and P 50 on Vs that include PRO are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 19</th>
<th>After P 19</th>
<th>After P 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>òrèkò 'he is fighting'</td>
<td>Ak òrèkò</td>
<td>Ak òrèkò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>òrèbà 'he is coming'</td>
<td>Ak-Fa òrèbà</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of the operation of P 16 (the Asante rule that adds a low tone at the end of a high-tone monosyllabic VR that is preceded by an aspectual prefix with low tone) and P 20 (the Akuapem-Asante rule that changes the tones of disyllabic VRs with an underlying high-low tone pattern) in affirmative-progressive verbs are: òrèbà 'he is coming' → As òrèbà [òòbà] (by P 16) and òrèkàsà 'he is speaking' → Ak òrèkàsà/As òrèkàsà [òòkàsà] (by P 20).

(d) PAS. Affirmative formations involving the PAST-aspect suffix /ò/ (cf. Section 4.33 for discussion of the suffix itself), undergo some of the same dialect-specific tonal rules as do HAB and PRO formations (cf. subsections (b) and (c), above). Thus òfà + PAS 'he took' → Ak-As òfà + PAS (by P 19), òkàsà + PAS 'he spoke' → Ak òkàsà + PAS/As òkàsà + PAS (by P 20). (The effect of P 19 upon affirmative-past forms in Asante is later nullified by the operation of P 45—see below.)
In Asante and Fante, there are further rules that apply to affirmative-past forms. In Asante, P 45 changes the tone of monosyllabic VRs in affirmative-past forms to low in all cases. Compare the tones of:

**Akuapem**

\[\text{Ab\text{\textregistered}}} \text{h\text{\textregistered}} \text{m} \text{A.} \ '\text{He bought a book.'} \text{Ab\text{\textregistered}} \text{h\text{\textregistered}} \text{m} \text{A.} \\
\text{Ab} \text{V} \ '\text{He bought it.'}

In Fante, P 46 places high tone on any monosyllabic VR that precedes the PAS suffix, and reverses the tone pattern of any disyllabic VR that precedes the suffix, changing a low-high pattern to high-low and vice versa. Thus \text{AbV} 'he slept' \rightarrow \text{Fa} \text{Ab} \text{V} \text{D} \text{A} + \text{PAS} \text{A} \text{Ab} \text{V} \text{D} \text{A} [\text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A}], \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} + \text{PAS} \text{A} \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} [\text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A}], \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} + \text{PAS} \text{A} \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} \text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A} [\text{AbV} \text{D} \text{A}]. \text{P 46 also applies to negative forms in Fante that involve the PAS suffix—cf. Section 4.92, subsection (e).}

(e) PER. In affirmative formations that involve the PERFECT-aspect prefix /\text{A}/ (cf. Section 4.33), P 19, P 50, P 16, and P 20 apply as they do in various other formations already discussed. P 19 changes, e.g., [\text{\textregistered} \text{A} \text{\textregistered} \text{A} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}] 'he has taken' to Ak-As [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}], P 50 changes, e.g., [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}] 'he has come' to Ak-Fa [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}], P 16 changes [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}] to As [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}]; and P 20 changes, e.g., [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}] 'he has spoken' to Ak [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}]/As [\text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{A}].

In addition, there are certain tonal rules that are specifically triggered by the occurrence of PER in an affirmative formation. The first of these, P 48, places a high-tone on the first (or only) syllable that immediately follows PER. In Akuapem and Asante, this rule operates vacuously in the case of monosyllabic VRs (which are already high by virtue of the operation of P 19). In Fante, however, it is P 48 that changes a low-tone monosyllabic VR to high immediately after PER.

In all dialects, after P 48 has applied, any monosyllabic VR that immediately follows PER has high tone, either because the underlying tone of the VR is high or because the underlying low tone of the VR has been replaced by high (by means of P 19 in the case of Akuapem and Asante, or by
means of P 48 in the case of Fante). It will be recalled that Akuapem and Fante have a rule, P 50, which reverses the tones on a low-tone aspectual prefix followed by a high-tone monosyllabic VR. Since PER has low tone, and since all monosyllabic VRs that follow it have high tone in both Akuapem and Fante, P 50 always applies to such formations in these dialects. Thus the rule applies in both dialects to affirmative PER forms where VRs have underlying low tone—note the surface tone pattern of Ak-FA [wàåfà?] 'he has taken' (cf. /fât/ ‘take’) —as well as to those whose VRs have underlying high tone.

In addition to raising the tone of low-tone monosyllabic VRs in Fante, P 48 raises the tone of the first syllable of all disyllabic VRs in Akuapem and Asante (since in these dialects, after the application of P 20, all disyllabic VRs have initial low tone), and of disyllabic VRs with underlying initial low tone in Fante. Examples of the operation of P 48 on disyllabic VRs are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 48</th>
<th>After P 48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak [wàåkàsá]</td>
<td>Ak [wàåkàsá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As [wàåkàsá]</td>
<td>As [wàåkàsá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[wàåtçírè] 'he has shown'</td>
<td>[wàåtçírè]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No further tone rules apply to forms like [wàåtçírè] in Akuapem and Asante, but in Fante there is a rule, P 51, which changes a low tone on PER to high immediately before a high tone, producing the Fante surface tone pattern [wàåtçírè]. This rule is also responsible for the high tone on PER in a surface form such as Fa [wàåkàsá].

In Akuapem and Asante when the tone of the syllable immediately preceding PER is high (in affirmative formations), a high tone is added, by means of P 57, at the beginning of PER itself. For example, through the operation of P 57, Ak [wàåkàsá]/As [wàåkàsá] 'you (sg.) have spoken' → Ak [wàåkàsá]/As [wàåkàsá], and As [wàåbá] 'you (sg.) have come' → [wàåbá]. (By later rules Ak [wàåkàsá]/As [wàåkàsá] → [wàåbá] and As [wàåbá] → [wàåbá], the results being the occurring surface tone patterns.)
(f) **FUT.** There are only two tone rules that apply to VRs that immediately follow the FUTURE-aspect prefix /bť/ (cf. Section 4.34), and neither of these rules is limited to formations that include FUT. One of the rules is the general Asante-Akuapem rule, P 19, which changes the tone of low-tone monosyllabic VRs to high (and which is not, of course, dependent upon the occurrence of FUT). This rule accounts for the tonal difference between, e.g., Ak-As [òbèfî?] and Fa [òbèfî?] 'he will leave'. The second rule, P 79, changes certain high-low-high sequences to high-rising-high (ultimately realized as high-drop-high—cf. Section 3.93). Among the sequences to which P 79 applies are a sequence consisting of the FUT prefix followed by a VR with a low-high tone pattern. By means of P 79, [òbètçîrè] 'he will show' → [òbètçîrè] (ultimately, [òbètçîrè], etc.

It may be noted that the Akuapem-Asante rule changing a high-low tone pattern on a VR to low-high, P 20, does not apply to VRs with medial /t/ or /s/ that immediately follows a high tone. Thus Akuapem and Asante show the same tone pattern as does Fante for verbs like [òbèfitè] 'he will fan' and [òbèkásà] 'he will speak'.

(g) **OPT.** Monosyllabic VRs that follow the OPTative-aspect prefix /N/ (cf. Section 4.35) have high surface tone in all dialects, regardless of whether their underlying tone is high or low: e.g., [ògkè?] 'he should go' (cf. the underlying form of the VR, /kôt/ 'go'), [òmå?] 'he should leave' (cf. the underlying form of the VR, /fít/ 'leave'). (INGressive prefixes that follow OPT also show high tone in all dialects—cf. Section 4.93.) Disyllabic VRs that follow OPT have a high-high tone pattern in Akuapem and Asante, a high-low tone pattern in Fante—once more, regardless of the tone pattern of the underlying form of the VR: e.g., Ak-As [òkásà]/Fa [òkásà] 'he should speak' (cf. the underlying VR, /kásà/ 'speak'), Ak-As [òtçîrè]/Fa [òtçîrè] 'he should show' (cf. the underlying VR, /kìdè/ 'show'). While it would be possible to give some other account of the surface tones that occur on VRs in forms that involve OPT, the simplest analysis seems to be to posit a single P-rule, P 49, which directly produces the occurring surface tones.
(h) IMP. As is explained in Section 4.35, the IMPerative-aspect prefix (which has a zero segmental form) is a transformational replacement of OPT in the environment of an underlying second-person-singular SC. (The second-person-singular SC is itself deleted by means of the same transformation that replaces OPT with IMP.) Like OPT, IMP is replaced by HAB in negative forms, so that verbs with negative-imperative meanings are (except for the fact that they lack an SC) formally identical with negative-habitual verbs.

Imperative forms show no dialect variation in tone. Following IMP, all monosyllabic VRs have high tone before a pause, low tone elsewhere, while all disyllabic VRs show a low-low tone pattern both before a pause and elsewhere. These tonal characteristics of verbs that include IMP result from the operation of P 61 and P 66. (P 61 assigns low tone to IMP formations. P 66 changes the low tone of a sentence-final or clause-final monosyllabic VR that follows IMP to high. Some examples of the surface tone patterns of IMP forms are:

Kó. 'Go.'
Kò Kùmáse. 'Go to Kumase.'
Dá. 'Sleep.'
Dà há. 'Sleep here.'
Bisà (Kòrí). 'Ask (Kofi).'</n
Kyérë (Kòrí). 'Show (Kofi).'</n

(i) CON. The underlying forms of affirmative-consecutive verbs are identical with those of affirmative-perfect verbs, since the CON prefix /à/ (cf. Section 4.36) is homophonous with the PER prefix. The surface tone patterns of affirmative consecutive and perfect verbs, however, are frequently distinct, since there are certain tone-changing P-rules that apply to the formations that include CON but not to those that include PER, and certain other tone-changing P-rules of which the reverse is true.

The presence of CON in affirmative verbs with monosyllabic VRs triggers two tone-changing P-rules, P 43 and P 66, that do not apply to verbs that include PER. P 43 places low tone on any monosyllabic VR that immediately follows CON. P 66 reverses the effect of P 43 in those
cases where the verb is sentence-final or clause-final, changing a low tone on a monosyllabic VR that follows CON to high tone in these contexts. (P 66 also applies to imperatives—cf. subsection (h), above.) Thus we find low tone on the VR in, e.g., [(nâ) waâbâ hâ] '(and) he will come here', which reflects the operation of P 43, but to which P 66 has not applied (since the VR ba/bâ/ 'come' is not in sentence- or clause-final position), and high tone on the VR in, e.g., [(nâ) waâbâ] '(and) he will come', which reflects the operation of both P 43 and P 66. (It may be noted that we postulate the application of P 43 in all cases and the reversal of its effect by P 66 in sentence- or clause-final position, rather than adopting the apparently simpler alternative of restricting the application of P 43 to cases in which the VR is non-final. The reason for this decision is that if a form such as sentence-final waaba had always had a high tone on the VR, one would expect the Ak-Fa rule, P 50 (which changes a low-high tone pattern on an aspectual prefix followed by monosyllabic VR to high-low), to have applied. That is, one would expect [waâbâ] to have become Ak-Fa [wàâbà], which is, in fact, the tone pattern found in the perfect in these dialects. If, however, the consecutive form is [waâbâ] at the point in the rules at which P 50 applies, the conditions for the application of this rule are not met, and its failure to apply is explained.)

In Akuapem and Asante, when the tone of the syllable immediately preceding CON is high (in affirmative formations), P 57 (which also applies to forms that include PER) adds a high tone at the beginning of the aspectual prefix. This results in a falling tone on the prefix, which, by later rules, becomes a high tone. Thus Ak-As [(nâ) waâbâ hâ] '(and) you will come hëwë' is changed by P 57 to [(nâ) waâbâ hâ] (ultimately, [(nâ) waâbâ hâ]) and Ak-As [(nâ), waâbà] '(and) you will come' is changed by P 57 to [(nâ) waâbâ] (ultimately, [(nâ) waâbâ]).

Apart from P 57, the only tone-changing rule that affirmative formations with CON and PER have in common is P 20, the Akuapem-Asante rule that changes a high-low tone pattern on a disyllabic VR to Ak low-high/As low-falling. (This rule is responsible for differences such as that between Ak [(nâ) wàâkasâ]/As [(nâ) wàâkasâ] and Fa [(nâ) wàâkasâ] '(and) he will speak'.) The other tone-changing
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P-rules discussed in subsection (c), above, apply to formations that include PER but not to those that include CON. For example, P 48, which changes a low tone on the first syllable of a VR to high after PER, does not apply to change a low tone on the first syllable of a VR to high after CON: compare Ak [wààkàsá] 'he has spoken' and Ak [(nà) wààkàsá] '(and) he will speak'. Similarly, P 51, which is responsible for the high tone on the PER prefix in Fa [wàátçiré] 'he has shown', does not apply to the CON prefix in Fa [(nà) wàátçiré] '(and) he will show'.

4.92 Tone Changes in Negative Simple Vs.

As is noted in Section 4.41, only six different aspectual morphemes occur in verbs that include the NEGative prefix /N/. These are the STA tive, HABitual, PROgressive, PAST, PERFect, and CONsecutive morphemes. (The negative-habitual form is used to express negative-optative and negative-imperative meanings as well as negative-habitual meanings. The negative-progressive form is used to express negative-future as well as negative-progressive meanings. In negative forms, the PAS suffix /ï/ occurs in verbs with negative-perfect meanings while the PER prefix /ã/ occurs in verbs with negative-past meanings.) Of the six aspect-marked forms of negative simple verbs, there are three—the forms involving the HAB, PER, and CON morphemes—to which no tone-changing P-rules specific to negative verbs normally apply. That is, the only tone-changing P-rules that normally apply to these verbs are two rather widely applicable Akuapem-Asante rules that also affect various non-negative verb forms. (However, see Section 4.95 for an account of Asante tone-lowering in negative verbs followed by pronouns.) These two Akuapem-Asante rules are: P 19, the rule that replaces low tone on a monosyllabic VR by high after a low-tone prefix; and P 20, the rule that replaces a high-low tone pattern on a disyllabic VR by low-high in Akuapem, low-falling in Asante when the syllable before the VR does not have high tone. Examples of the application of these rules to negative simple verbs involving the HAB and PER morphemes are:
Before P 19

jëñfà 'he doesn't take'

jëñkásà 'he doesn't speak'

wàñfà 'he didn't take'

wàñkásà 'he didn't speak'

After P 19

Ak-As jëñfà

{Ak jëñkásà
As jëñkásà

Ak-As wàñfà

{Ak wàñkásà
As wàñkásà

After P 20

(In the case of negative simple verbs involving the remaining three aspectual morphemes—(a) STA, (b) PRO, (c) PAS—certain specific tone-changing P-rules do apply. These rules are discussed below.

(a) STA. As is noted in Section 4.91, subsection (a), there is a rule, P 43, that makes the tone(s) on the vowel(s) of a VR that follows STA low. This rule applies to negative, as to affirmative, stative verbs. In the case of negative-stative verbs, however, P 44, which follows P 43, changes the low tone in the syllable immediately after NEG to high. In Fante, P 44 also changes the tone of NEG itself to high. The operation of the rule may be illustrated as follows:

Before P 44

Ôârë 'he isn't from'

Ôânyè 'he isn't wearing'

Ôñkûrà 'he isn't holding'

Ôâfàtà 'he doesn't deserve'

After P 44

Ak-As ôârë/Fa ôârë

Ak-As ôânyè/Fa ôânyè

Ak-As ôñkûrà/Fa ôñkùrà

Ak-As ôâfàtà/Fa ôâfàtà

(Since the rules in question do not apply in Fante, Fante has the forms listed in the leftmost column as surface forms. Forms involving the CON affix are not listed separately above, but would be homophonous with the listed forms involving the PER affix.)
In Akuapem, no further rules apply to negative-stative verbs. In Asante, a further rule, P 57, applies in those cases where the syllable immediately before NEG has high tone—e.g., where it is the SC (subject-concord prefix) wô- 'you (sg.)'. In such cases, a high tone is added at the beginning of NEG, so that NEG acquires a falling tone. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 57</th>
<th>After P 57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wôôhyé  'you aren't wearing'</td>
<td>As wôôhyé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wôôfâtà 'you don't deserve'</td>
<td>As wôôfâtà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(By the operation of subsequent P-rules, the sequence of a falling tone plus a high tone is realized as a surface sequence consisting of a high tone plus a mid tone. Thus we find negative-stative surface forms such as As wôôhyé, wôôfâtà—cf. Ak wôôhyé, wôôfâtà.) (P 57 also applies in the case of affirmative-perfect and affirmative-consecutive verbs where PER and CON are preceded by a high-tone syllable—cf. Section 4.91, subsections (e) and (i).)

In Fante, a further rule, P 55, applies to all negative-stative verbs that have an overt subject-concord prefix. This rule replaces a low tone on SC by high before a high tone on NEG, changing, e.g., ñôhyé to ñôhyé. Some further examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 55</th>
<th>After P 55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ñôôfí 'he isn't from'</td>
<td>Fa ñôôfí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñôôkôrè 'he isn't holding'</td>
<td>Fa ñôôkôrè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PRO. Two of the tone-changing P-rules that apply to affirmative simple verbs that include PRO (cf. Section 4.91, subsection (c)) also apply to negative simple verbs that include this morpheme. These are the Akuapem–Asante rules P 19 and P 20. (In the case of P 19, which changes a low tone on a monosyllabic VR to high, the rule fails to apply to affirmative–progressive verbs in Asante, but applies to negative verbs in both Asante and Akuapem.) Examples of the application of these rules to negative simple verbs that include PRO are:
In addition to these rules, all dialects have two further rules that apply to negative verbs that include PRO, but not to their affirmative counterparts. These are: P 53, which replaces the low tone on PRO by high before NEG, and P 55, which replaces a low tone on SC by high before a high-tone PRO. (In Fante, P 55 is also responsible for high tones on SCs in negative-stative verbs—cf. subsection (a), above.) Examples of the operation of these rules are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 53</th>
<th>After P 53</th>
<th>After P 55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-As ṣrẹ́ŋfà}</td>
<td>{Ak-As ṣrẹ́ŋfà}</td>
<td>{Ak-As ṣrẹ́ŋfà}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa ṣrẹ́ŋfà</td>
<td>Fa ṣrẹ́ŋfà</td>
<td>Fa ṣrẹ́ŋfà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Ak ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | Ak ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | Ak ṣrẹ́nkàsà |
| As ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | As ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | As ṣrẹ́nkàsà |
| Fa ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | Fa ṣrẹ́ŋkàsà | Fa ṣrẹ́nkàsà |

In Asante, step (1) of P 56 obligatorily applies to delete the segmental features of PRO—cf. Section 4.32. Thus ṣrẹ́ŋfà [ṣrẹ́ŋfà?] → As [ṣmàfà?], ṣrẹ́nkàsà [ṣrẹ́nkàsà?] → As [ṣrẹ́nkàsà?], etc. In Akuapem and Fante, application of
P 56 is optional, and thus these dialects show freely varying surface forms such as Ak [5řìřåfà?] - [5ìřåfà?] and Fa [5řìřåfà?] - [5ìřåfà?].

(c) PAS. Negative formations involving the PAS suffix (i.e., formations with negative-perfect meanings) undergo most of the same dialect-specific tonal rules as do affirmative formations involving the suffix. Specifically, in Akuapem and Asante the negative formations undergo P 19 if they have a low-tone monosyllabic VR and P 20 if they have a disyllabic VR with a high-low tone pattern, while in Fante the negative formations all undergo P 46. Thus P 19 changes ñ + NEG + dâ + PAS 'he slept' to Ak-As 5 + NEG + dâ + PAS, P 20 changes ñ + NEG + kâsâ + PAS to Ak 5 + NEG + kâsâ + PAS/As 5 + NEG + kâsâ + PAS, and P 46 changes ñ + NEG + dâ + PAS, ñ + NEG + kâsâ + PAS, and ñ + NEG + kyêrê + PAS 'he showed' to, respectively, Fa 5 + NEG + dâ + PAS, Fa 5 + NEG + kâsâ + PAS, and Fa 5 + NEG + kyêrê + PAS. (The Asante rule, P 45, that changes the tone of a monosyllabic VR to low in affirmative formations involving PAS does not apply to negative formations.)

After the above rules have applied to negative formations that involve the PAS suffix, certain further dialect-specific tonal rules may apply. Akuapem has no further tonal rules that apply when the VR is monosyllabic, but has two rules that apply when it is disyllabic: P 57, which adds a high tone at the beginning of NEG when the preceding syllable has high tone, and P 58, which changes a low tone on the first syllable of the VR to high after a low-tone NEG. Examples of the effect of these rules are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 57</th>
<th>After P 57</th>
<th>After P 58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ak wônkâsâè</td>
<td>wônkâsâè</td>
<td>wônkâsâè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'you haven't spoken'</td>
<td></td>
<td>'he hasn't spoken'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note that, as a result of the application of P 57, wônkâsâè does not meet the conditions required for the application of P 58. The falling tone on the NEG prefix in wônkâsâè is later replaced by a high tone by P 87, resulting in the surface tone pattern wônkâsâè.)
Asante has these same two P-rules applying to negative-perfect Vs with disyllabic VRs, but the rules apply in the opposite order in this dialect. Thus Asante shows derivations like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 58</th>
<th>After P 58</th>
<th>After P 57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As wónkásâè &quot;you haven't spoken&quot;</td>
<td>wónkásâè</td>
<td>wónkásâè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓükásâè &quot;he hasn't spoken&quot;</td>
<td>ɓükásâè</td>
<td>ɓükásâè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Through the operation of later P-rules, wónkásâè is changed to wónkásâè and ɓükásâè is changed to ɓükásâè.) (For a discussion of dialect differences in the segmental forms of verbs involving the PAS suffix, cf. Section 4.33, subsections (a) and (b.).)

Unlike Akuapem, Asante has a tone-changing rule that applies specifically to certain negative formations that include monosyllabic VRs and the PAS suffix. This is P 62, which applies to such formations whenever a high tone precedes NEG. The effect of the rule is to change the tone of NEG to high and that of the VR to low. Compare the tones of:

**Akuapem**

- wóntɔ̀ ə̀hömá. "You haven't bought a book."
- wóntɔ̀. "You haven't bought it."

**Asante**

- wóntɔ̀ ə̀hömá. "You haven't bought a book."
- wóntɔ̀ ə̀hömá(yɛ). "You haven't bought it."

In Fante, in addition to P 46 (see above), two further rules apply to negative formations that include the PAS suffix: P 54 and P 55. P 54 places high tone on NEG and on the syllable that immediately follows NEG. (Since the syllable that immediately follows NEG is frequently already high, either inherently or as a result of the prior operation of P 46, this part of P 54 often applies vacuously.) P 55 (which is not limited in its operation to verbs involving the PAS suffix) places high tone on an SC prefix that precedes a high-tone NEG. Examples of the operation of these rules are:
4.92, 4.93

Before P 54          After P 54          After P 55

Fa ɔndₐₐ 'he hasn't slept'  ɔndₐₐ          ɔndₐₐ
Fa ɔnkₐₐₐₐ 'he hasn't spoken'  ɔnkₐₐₐₐ  ɔnkₐₐₐₐ
Fa ɔnyₐₐ.plan 'he hasn't shown'

4.93 Tone Changes in Ingressive Vs.

Verbs that include one of the two Akan INGressive prefixes, /bɛ/ and /kɔ/, may undergo, in addition to the vowel-harmony P-rules discussed in Section 4.50, certain special tone-changing P-rules. As was mentioned in Section 4.50, Akuapem and Asante have a rule, P 47, that changes the tone of ING prefixes from high to low. This rule accounts for tonal differences such as that between Ak-As ɔbɛyɛ and Fa ɔbɛyɛ 'he comes to do'. The ordering of P 47 in relation to other P-rules that affect tone is significant. For example, P 47 follows P 20, the Akuapem-Asante rule that changes a high-low tone pattern on a disyllabic VR to low-high except immediately after a high tone. For this reason, P 20 fails to apply to forms that include ING, and the high-low tone pattern on the VR is retained in forms such as Ak-As ɔbɛsɛn 'he comes to ask him' and Ak-As ɔkɔbisɛn 'he goes to ask him'. (Cf. Ak-As ɔbɛsɛn 'he asks him'. This form, which lacks the ING prefix, reflects the operation of P 20.) On the other hand, P 47 precedes certain P-rules which assign high tone to syllables that follow specific aspectual prefixes: e.g., P 48 and P 49, which apply respectively to PERFect-affirmative and OPTative-affirmative forms. Thus we find high tone on the ING prefixes of, e.g., Ak-As wãbéyɛ 'he has come to do (it)' and Ak-As ɔnkɔyɛ 'he should go to do (it)'.

There are several other tone-changing P-rules that affect certain forms that include ING but do not affect otherwise identical forms that lack ING. One of these is P 79, a rule that changes certain high-low-high sequences to high-rising-high (ultimately realized as high-mid-high).
Among the sequences to which P 79 applies is a sequence consisting of a high-tone ING plus a VR with a low-high tone pattern. Through the application of P 79, e.g.,

\[\text{Fa šbékyéré 'he comes to show' → šbékyéré} \text{ (ultimately, šbékyéré—cf. Fa škyéré 'he shows').}\]

Since P 79 follows P 47, the Akuapem-Asante rule mentioned above that changes the tone of ING to low, Akuapem and Asante ingressive forms that include low-high VRs do not usually include an appropriate high-low sequence at the point in the rules at which P 79 applies, and the rule is thus usually in-applicable in these dialects. Thus the Akuapem-Asante counterpart of Fa šbékyéré is šbékyéré. In those cases mentioned above, however, where the effect of P 47 has been reversed by a rule that assigns high tone to ING after certain aspectual affixes, P 79 may apply in Akuapem and Asante as well as in Fante. Thus in a perfect-affirmative-ingressive formed with a low-high VR, the Akuapem-Asante surface form reflects the operation of P 79: e.g., Ak-As wašbékyéré [wašábbéčírè] 'he has come to show'. (The original tone pattern of this form is wašbékyéré [wašábbéčírè]. In Akuapem and Asante, this is first changed to [wašábbéčírè] by P 47, then restored to [wašábbéčírè] by P 48. In Fante, P 47 does not apply but the Fante rule placing high tone on the PER prefix, P 51, applies, changing [wašábbéčírè] to [wašábbéčírè]. The effect of P 79 is to change Ak-As [wašábbéčírè] to [wašábbéčírè] (ultimately [wašábbéčírè]) and Fa [wašábbéčírè] to [wašábbéčírè] (ultimately [wašábbéčírè]).

In Akuapem and Asante, there is another tone-changing P-rule, P 67, which applies to certain ING formations that include disyllabic VRs. In this case, the rule applies to VRs that have a high-low tone pattern. When a sequence consisting of an ING prefix plus such a VR occurs immediately before a pause, P 67 operates to add a high tone at the end of the VR: i.e., to change the final low tone to a rising tone. The rule applies, for example, to change a sentence-final or clause-final occurrence of Ak-As ōbèbisá 'he comes to ask' to ōbèbisá (which is ultimately realized as ōbèbisá). P 67 applies only to forms that precede pause. Thus it does not apply when the verb is followed by an object: cf. the surface tone pattern of Ak-As ōbèbisá nò 'he comes to ask him'. Since P 67 is an
Akuapem-Asante rule, it has no effect upon Fante forms. For example, the Fante counterpart of Ak-As òbèbìsà is òbèbìsà.

It should be noted that P 61 and P 66, the rules that account for the special tone patterns of imperative verbs (cf. Section 4.91, subsection (h)) never apply when ING is present as well as IMP. We thus find contrasts such as the following between the surface tone patterns of imperatives that do and do not include ING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMP + ING</th>
<th>IMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-As bëdà}</td>
<td>{Ak-As bëdà}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa bëdà</td>
<td>'come sleep' dé 'sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-As bëdà hà}</td>
<td>{Ak-As bëdà hà}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa bëdà hà</td>
<td>'come sleep here' dà hà 'sleep here'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-As bëbìsà}</td>
<td>{Ak-As bëbìsà}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa bëbìsà</td>
<td>'come ask' bìsà 'ask'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Ak-As bëbìsà Kòfì}</td>
<td>{Ak-As bëbìsà Kòfì}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa bëbìsà Kòfì</td>
<td>'come ask Kofi' bìsà Kòfì 'ask Kofi'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.94 Tone Changes in Reduplicated Vs.

This section discusses certain tone-changing P-rules that apply to forms that result from application of the general rule of disyllabic reduplication. As is explained in Section 4.63, the disyllabic-RED rule, P 23, operates to replace a RED symbol by a copy of the two syllables that immediately follow RED. (When there are two or more occurrences of RED before a disyllabic VR, or before a reduplicating syllable plus a monosyllabic VR, P 23 re-applies until all REDs have been specified. In certain cases, further rules may alter the segmental structure of forms that result from application of the disyllabic-RED rule—cf. Section 4.64.) After the disyllabic-RED rule has applied, a tone-changing rule, P 59, operates to replace any high tones on VRs or REDs that follow the first...
only) occurrence of disyllabic RED by low tones. Some examples of the operation of P 59 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 59</th>
<th>After P 59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>őkyerékỳeré</td>
<td>őkyerékỳeré</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he shows and shows'</td>
<td>'he shows and shows'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>őkyerékỳerékỳeré</td>
<td>őkyerékỳerékỳeré</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he shows and shows and shows'</td>
<td>'he shows and shows and shows'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>őhwèhwèhwèhwè</td>
<td>őhwèhwèhwèhwè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he looks and looks for'</td>
<td>'he looks and looks for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak őkásákásá</td>
<td>Ak őkásákásá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As őkásákásá</td>
<td>As őkásákásá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa őkásákásá</td>
<td>Fa őkásákásá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he speaks and speaks'</td>
<td>'he speaks and speaks'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(It will be observed from the last set of examples that the disyllabic-RED rule follows P 20, the Ak-As rule that changes kàsà to Ak kàsà/As kàsà, etc. Asante őkásákásá is later changed to őkásákásá by P 87, and may be further changed by P 65, discussed below.)

In Fante, in addition to lowering tones that follow the first occurrence of disyllabic RED, P 59 lowers the tone of a nasal consonant at the end of the first disyllabic RED itself. Thus the rule operates to change Fa őtòntòntòntòn 'he sells and sells and sells' to Fa őtòntòntòntòn. In Akuapem and Asante, the tone of a nasal consonant at the end of the first disyllabic RED is not lowered by P 59. Thus P 59 changes Ak-As őtòntòntòntòn (the Ak-As equivalent of Fa őtòntòntòntòn) to Ak-As őtòntòntòntòn.

In Akuapem and Fante, after P 59 has applied, no further tone rules are triggered by the occurrence of disyllabic RED. In Asante, however, there is a further rule, P 65, that applies in certain specifiable cases: viz., whenever an affirmative verb formation that includes disyllabic RED occurs sentence-finally or clause-finally.
The rule operates upon the products of P 59, which, in Asante, always show a low-high tone pattern on the first (or only) occurrence of disyllabic RED, and low tone on any following occurrences of RED and on VR. P 65 affects all syllables that follow the first (or only) occurrence of RED. It adds a high tone immediately after the low tone of the first such syllable, so that this syllable shows a rising tone, and replaces the low tone of all subsequent syllables affected by the rule to high. Examples of the operation of the rule are:

**Before P 65**
- As ɔkyɛrɛkyɛrɛ
- As ɔkyɛrɛkyɛrɛtyɛrɛ
- As ɔhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ
- As ɔkasakaså

**After P 65**
- ɔkyɛrɛkyɛrɛ
- ɔkyɛrɛkyɛrɛtyɛrɛ
- ɔhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ
- ɔkasakaså

After P 65 has applied, subsequent P-rules have the effect of replacing the rising tone on the syllable following RED by a mid tone. Thus we have surface tone patterns such as:
- As ɔkasakaså. 'He speaks and speaks.'
- As ɔkasakasakaså. 'He speaks and speaks and speaks.'

Since P 65 applies only to sentence-final or clause-final verbs, Asante shows tonal contrasts such as the following:
- As ɔhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ. 'He looks and looks (for it).'
- As ɔhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ Kofí. 'He looks and looks for Kofí.'

Akuapem and Fante do not show tonal contrasts of this kind:
- Ak-Fa ɔhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ (Kofí). 'He looks and looks for Kofí.'

P 65 does not apply to negative verbs. Thus:
- As ɔnhwɛhwɛhwɛhwɛ. 'He doesn’t look and look (for it).'
This section is concerned with two Asante P-rules: P 17, which changes low tones on pronouns to high after certain Vs; and P 18, which changes high tone on certain Vs to low before pronouns.

The pronouns whose tone is changed to high by P 17 may be either object pronouns or possessive pronouns. (Prior to the operation of P 17, all object pronouns have low tone in Asante. Asante possessive pronouns, on the other hand, have low tone only in certain cases, the occurring tone depending upon the noun that follows the pronoun. The possessive pronoun has low tone if the root of the following noun has two or more syllables or is a monosyllable belonging to a relatively small set of "inalienables"; it has high tone if the root of the following noun is a monosyllable not belonging to the above-mentioned set of inalienables: thus, As nè sòdèsè 'his pomade', As nè bá 'his child' but As nè kà 'his debt', nè dàn 'his room'.) P 17 operates to replace a low tone on an object or possessive pronoun by a high tone when the following conditions are met: (a) the pronoun immediately follows a verb with a final high tone; (b) if the pronoun is an object pronoun, it is immediately followed by a pause.

Examples of the operation of P 17 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 17</th>
<th>After P 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As Òkyérè [nò. nè bá.] 'He shows [him.] his son.'</td>
<td>Òkyérè [nò. nè bá.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Òbëhù [nò. nè bá.] 'He will see [him.] his son.'</td>
<td>Òbëhù [nò. nè bá.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Ònhù [nò. nè bá.] 'He should see [him.] his son.'</td>
<td>Ònhù [nò. nè bá.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Ònhù [nò. nè bá.] 'He doesn't see [him.] his son.'</td>
<td>Ònhù [nò. nè bá.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Òkòhù [nò. nè bá.] 'He goes to see [him.] his son.'</td>
<td>Òkòhù [nò. nè bá.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(In the case of the first three examples above, the tone pattern shown in the right-hand column is the surface tone pattern. In the case of the last two examples, subsequent rules change the tone patterns on the Vs: As Ònhú nó/né bá → Ònhú nó/né bá by P 18—see discussion below—while As Òkòhú nó/né bá → Òkòhú nó/né bá by P 47—cf. Section 4.95.)

It should be noted that pronoun tones are raised only after those disyllabic V Rs that end in a high tone at the point in the P-rules at which P 17 applies. Thus the raising does not occur after disyllabic V Rs that acquire a low-high tone pattern as a result of the operation of P-rules, but whose underlying tone pattern is high-low. Compare, for example, the surface tone patterns of:

As Òkyèrè nó. 'He shows him.'

and:

As Òbísá nó. 'He asks him.'

Unlike kyere, whose underlying tone pattern is low-high (/kidī/), bisa acquires its low-high surface tone pattern as a result of the operation of P 20 and P 87. The underlying high-low tone pattern (/bísà/) has not yet been changed at the point in the P-rules at which P 17 applies, and hence the conditions required for the application of the rule are not met.

Similarly, in order for P 17 to raise the tone of a pronoun that follows a monosyllabic VR (in the appropriate contexts), the VR must have high tone at the point in the P-rules at which P 17 applies. Thus P 17 does not apply, for example, to a pronoun that follows FUT plus a monosyllabic VR such as fa 'take' (underlying form /fát/), since, at the point in the P-rules at which P 17 applies, fa still has low tone, and this low tone is replaced by high only later, through the application of P 19. Thus we find a contrast between the surface tone patterns of:

As Òbèhú nó. 'He will see him.'

and:

As Òbáfá nó. 'He will take him.'
(On the other hand, P 16, the Asante rule that adds a low tone at the end of a monosyllabic VR that immediately follows a low-tone aspectual prefix, precedes P 17. Thus As Wândú nò 'He has seen him' → Wândú nò by P 16, and no longer meets the requirements for pronoun-tone-raising.)

As was noted above, P 17 changes the tone of an object pronoun only when the pronoun is immediately followed by a pause: i.e., when it is in sentence-final or clause-final position. Thus the tone of the object pronoun remains low in:

As Økyévé rá nò déá. 'He always shows him.
As Òbèhú nò ñá. 'He will see him today.'

The second rule to be discussed here, P 18, changes to low a high tone on a monosyllabic VR that is immediately preceded by NEG when the VR is immediately followed by a pronoun with high tone. In many cases, the high tone on the pronoun has been introduced as a result of P 17. Thus we have derivations such as the following:

Before P 17 After P 17 After P 18
As Ônhú [nò. nè bá. ] Ônhú [nò. nè bá. ] Ônhú [nò. nè bá. ]

'He doesn't see him.'
'his son.'

The high tone on the pronoun may, however, have a different origin, as is true in the case of the pronouns of place, há 'here' and hó 'there', where the high tone is inherent. Pertinent examples of surface tone patterns are:

As Ônhó hó. 'He doesn't go there.'
As Wândúhá. 'He hasn't come here.'

In cases where the pronoun following the VR is low, P 18 does not apply. Note the surface tone pattern of:

As Ônhú nò dá. 'He never sees him.'

In the derivation of this sentence, P 17 has not applied to raise the tone of the object pronoun no (because the
object pronoun is not immediately pre-pause—see above), and hence P 18 does not apply to lower the tone of the VR.

4.96 Tone Changes in Subordinative Vs.

The SUBordinative occurs at two points in surface structures: (1) as a constituent (in our formulation, the final constituent) of V, and (2) as the final constituent of VP. P-rules triggered by the SUB that occurs as the final constituent of VP are discussed in Section 4.81. As is noted in that section, VP-final SUB is listed in the lexicon as a high-tone mid vowel, but, as a result of the operation of P-rules, usually lacks a segmental realization in surface forms. (More specifically, VP-final SUB never has a segmental realization in surface forms in Akuapem and Fante, and in Asante has a segmental realization only in a limited number of cases.) The present section is concerned with the SUB that is a constituent of V, and with certain interactions between this SUB and VP-final SUB.

The SUB that is a constituent of V has no underlying systematic-phonemic form. Its presence in a V does, however, trigger the application of a tone-changing P-rule, P 60. P 60 has the effect of replacing certain low tones within the V by high tones or by falling tones. (The low tones that are affected by P 60 may themselves have been introduced by earlier P-rules.)

There is one difference between the operation of P 60 in, on the one hand, Akuapem and Fante and, on the other, Asante: in Akuapem and Fante the rule applies to replace a low tone on SC (the subject-concord prefix) by a high tone in all cases, while in Asante (at least in the sub-dialect we have studied most closely) a low tone on SC is replaced by a high tone only when the SC is immediately followed by PROgressive, PERfect, CONsecutive, or NEGative. For example, the low-tone on the SC (ɔ-) of a V like ṅkyeré 'he doesn't show', in which the SC is immediately followed by NEG, is replaced by a high tone in the presence of SUB in all dialects. Thus in Asante as well as in the other two dialects P 60 changes ṅkyeré to ñkyeré. (For the change of the NEG ñ- to ñ-, see below.) However, the low tone on the SC of a V like ñkyeré 'he shows', in which the SC is not immediately followed by PRO, PER, CON or NEG,
is not affected by P 60 in Asante, but is affected by this rule in Akuapem and Fante. Thus P 60 changes ɖkyɛrè to As ɖkyɛrè/Ak-Fa ʂkyɛrè. (For the change of the VR kyɛrè to kyɛrè, see below.)

Except for the difference just discussed, P 60 may be stated as applying to the same types of constituents in all three dialects. In addition to its effect on a low-tone SC, P 60 operates, without any dialectal restrictions, to make the following changes in the presence of SUB: (1) a low tone is replaced by a high tone on: (a) any aspectual prefix; (b) an INGressive prefix; (c) a monosyllabic Verb Root that is immediately preceded by STAutive or NEGative or immediately followed by PAST; (d) the first syllable of a disyllabic VR that is not immediately preceded by NEG, FUT, or ING; (2) a high tone is added at the beginning of a low-tone NEG, the result being a falling tone on NEG. Some examples illustrating the above changes in Vs that include SUB are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 60</th>
<th>After P 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1.a) As ʋàgyè 'he has done'</td>
<td>ʋàgyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɖrɛyè [ʂɛjɛ] 'he is doing'</td>
<td>ɖrɛyè [ʂɛjɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɖrɛkyɛrè 'he is showing'</td>
<td>ɖrɛkyɛrè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.b) Ak-As ɖbɛyè 'he comes to do'</td>
<td>Ak ʂbɛyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓbɛyè</td>
<td>ɓbɛyè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As ɖkɔkɔsɛ 'he goes to speak'</td>
<td>Ak ʂkɔkɔsɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓkɔkɔsɛ</td>
<td>ɓkɔkɔsɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.c) ɖwɔ 'he has'</td>
<td>Ak-Fa ʂwɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓwɔ</td>
<td>ɓwɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa ɓɔndɛ 'he doesn't sleep'</td>
<td>ɓɔndɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓyɛɛ 'he dia'</td>
<td>ɓyɛɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.d) ʂkyɛrɛ 'he shows'</td>
<td>Ak-Fa ʂkyɛrɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓkyɛrɛ</td>
<td>ɓkyɛrɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-As ɓkɔsɛ 'he speaks'</td>
<td>Ak ɓkɔsɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ɓkɔsɛ</td>
<td>ɓkɔsɛ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Before P 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Ak-As ūnkókásà</th>
<th>'he doesn't go'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fa ūnkókásà</td>
<td>to speak'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Through the operation of later P-rules, ūnádá, ūnávé, ūnákyéré and ūnúkókásà are changed to, respectively, ūnádá, ūnávé, ūnákyéré and ūnúkókásà—the occurring surface forms. With this exception, the tone patterns shown in the right-hand column are themselves those of the surface forms that occur in non-pre-pause position. In pre-pause position, certain other tone patterns are found in some cases because of the effect of the VP-final SUB—cf. Section 4.81 and below.)

P 60 follows most of the other P-rules that change the tones of constituents of Vs. There are, however, certain tone-changing P-rules that follow P 60. One such rule is P 61, the rule that places low tones on VRs in the imperative (cf. Section 4.91, subsection (h)). As a result of this ordering, imperative forms (at least, those that do not immediately precede pause) do not differ in tone according to the presence or absence of SUB. Compare:

Ak-As Bisà Kòfì. 'Ask Kofi.'
Ak-As Wó nà bisà Kòfì. 'You ask Kofi.'

(When the imperative V immediately precedes pause, however, there is sometimes a tonal difference between forms that include SUB and those that do not. This difference results from P-rules triggered by the VP-final SUB—cf. Section 4.81—rather than from the operation of P 60. An example is the final high tone on:

Ak-As Wó nà bisà. 'You ask.'
(cf. Ak-As Bisà. 'Ask.')

Another rule that must follow P 60 is P 62, the Asante rule that, after a high tone on SC, assigns a high
tone to NEG and a low tone to a monosyllabic VR, in a negative-perfect formation (cf. Section 4.92, subsection (c)). Thus for the tone pattern of the verb of:

As ̀ọnọ  nà ̀ọ̣ṇkọ̀̀ họ. 'He hasn't gone there.'
(cf. As ̀ọ́ṇkọ̀̀ họ́. 'He hasn't gone there.')

we assume the following derivation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before P 60</th>
<th>After P 60</th>
<th>After P 62</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>̀ọ́ṇkọ̀̀</td>
<td>̀ọ̣ṇkọ̀̀</td>
<td>̀ọ̣ṇkọ̀̀</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SUB that is a constituent of V may occur immediately before the SUB that is the final constituent of VP. (This is the case whenever the subordinated V is not followed by an object, an adverb, etc.) Under such circumstances, the surface tone pattern of the verb usually reflects the regular application of P 60 plus the regular application of those P-rules that apply to the VP-final SUB or are contingent on its occurrence. For example, in:

Ak-Fa Köff̀ nà ̀ọ̣rëyè̀. 'It's Kofi who's doing it.'

the surface tone pattern of ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ reflects the following derivation: the underlying tone pattern ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ + V (where V represents VP-final SUB) is, by means of P 39 and P 50, changed to ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ + 0̣, and this, in turn is changed to ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ + 0̣ by P 60. Then ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ + 0̣ → ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ by P 85, and ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ → ̀ọ̣rëyè̀ by P 86 and P 87.

There are, however, certain cases in which subordinated Vs occurring in VP-final position do not show the expected tone patterns. For example, in Asante the SUB forms of affirmative HABitual, PROgressive, and PERFect verbs formed with monosyllabic VRs show, in VP-final position, a tone pattern in which there is high tone on the SC prefix and (in the PRO and PER forms) the ASPect prefix, and drop tone on the VR. Note the surface tone patterns of the verbs in:

As Köff̀ nà {̀ọ̣rëyè̀ [ssjè̀].} 'It's Kofi who {does} it.'
{̀ọ̣rëyè̀
waàyè̀.

\{does\}
\{is doing\}
\{has done\}
In non-final position such verbs show the tone patterns that are predicted by P 60: i.e., low-high in the case of the HAB forms, high-high-high in the case of the PRO and PER forms:

\[
\text{As Kofi nà} \left\{ \text{ôreýe} \right\} \text{àdùmá}. \quad \text{'It's Kofi who \{does\} work.'}
\]

(The tone patterns that occur in the input forms to P 60 are low-high for HAB and low-low-high for PRO and PER; cf. the non-subordinated verbs As ôreýe 'he does', As ôreýe 'he is doing', As wàâýe 'he has done'.) Since the underlying verbs end with high tone, and since the rules triggered by VP-final SUB usually leave intact a high tone on the constituent that precedes the SUB, one would expect that the subordinated verbs would show the same surface tone patterns in VP-final position that they show in non-final position.

It may be noted that the irregular VP-final surface tone patterns that occur in Asante in the above cases would be perfectly regular in Akuapem or Fante. (In the latter dialects the non-subordinated verbs end in a high-low, rather than a low-high, tone pattern: e.g., Ak-Fa ôreýe, brévyë, wàâýe. For the derivation of the VP-final form Ak-Fa ôreýe from ôreýe, see above. The derivation of the subordinated VP-final forms Ak-Fa ôreýe and wàâýe follows similar lines.) Possibly, then, the Asante tone patterns reflect some influence from one of the other dialects. In any case, it seems that a special "adjustment" rule is necessary in order to account for the Asante forms, and we have postulated rule P 63, which simply takes as input the forms that result from the application of the usual rules and converts them to the forms that actually occur.

Another such adjustment rule may be required to account for certain surface tone patterns that occur in Fante. According to data from Stewart (personal communication), the subordinated VP-final forms of certain verbs formed with monosyllabic VRs with underlying low tone (e.g., /dà/ 'sleep') would seem to be irregular. Consider, for example:
Fa ọrèdà (hó). 'He is sleeping (there).'
Fa kòfì nà ọrèdà hó. 'It's Kofi who is sleeping there.'
Fa kòfì nà ọrèdà. 'It's Kofi who is sleeping.'

For the verb in the last sentence, the usual rules would predict ọrèdà rather than ọrèdà. Since we have not been able to confirm Stewart's data, however, we have not attempted to formulate the adjustment rule that would be necessary to derive the surface forms that he reports.
Appendix

Phonological Rules

The following is a linearly-ordered listing of all the P-rules discussed in the text. The ordering of the rules should be regarded as highly tentative. That is, while in many cases there is clear motivation for the ordering assumed here, in many others the ordering is arbitrary and is subject to revision.

Each of the eighty-seven rules listed is identified by a two-digit Arabic numeral: P 01, P 02, ..., P 87. In the case of those rules which were given an interim numbering in Chapter 3 of the text, the Roman numerals used for the interim numbering appear in parentheses after the Arabic numerals. For example, the notation "P 01 (P xxxii)" means that P 01 was given the interim numbering P xxxii in Chapter 3.

All but the last five rules listed (P 83-P 87) are rules of morpheme-level and/or word level phonology. When a "variable" symbol--X, Y, etc.--appears in one of the rules P 01 - P 82, therefore, it is to be understood that the variable does not include a word boundary, and this condition is left unstated in the rule itself.

P 01 (P xxxii) TONE SPREADING

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ &\text{Vocalic} \\
\{ &\text{Consonantal} \\
\text{Voiced} \\
\end{align*}
\rightarrow \text{[aTone]/[aTone]}
\]

(Note: This rule reapply immediately whenever the conditions for its application are met.)
P 02 (P v) NASAL PREFIXES

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+Vocalic]} & \Rightarrow \langle [\ddot{a}] \rangle \quad \text{[+Consonantal]} / \star \quad \text{[+Nasal]} + \\
\text{[+Low]} & \quad \text{[+Nasal]} + \\
\end{align*}
\]

P 03 (P ii¹) SYLLABLE-FINAL CONSONANTS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+Consonantal]} & \Rightarrow \left\{ \\
\quad \text{[+Nasal]} & \quad / \star \quad \text{[+Voiced]} \\
\quad \text{[+Voiced]} & \quad / \star \quad \text{[+Anterior]} \\
\quad \text{[+Anterior]} & \quad / \star \quad \text{[+Glottal]} \\
\quad \text{[+Glottal]} & \quad / \star \quad \text{[+Consonantal]} \\
\quad \text{[+Consonantal]} & \quad / \star \quad \text{[+Coronal]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

P 04 (P xi) GLOTTAL-STOP DELETION

\[
\text{[+Glottal Constriction]} \Rightarrow \emptyset / \_X
\]

(where X is not a [+PB])

(Note: This rule reapplyes immediately whenever the conditions for its application are met.)
P 05 MEDIAL [k] → [g]

[−Voiced] → [+Voiced]/VR[X = [+Back] V(C)]

P 06 (P i) REGRESSIVE NON-VOWEL NASALIZATION

[−Vocalic] → [+Nasal]/[−Consonantal] [+Vocalic] [+Nasal]

P 07 (P xiv) [I] INSERTION

∅ → [I]/[g]

+[Vocalic]
+[Back]
+[High]
+[Vocalic]

[+Vocalic]
+[Low]
+[Tense]

As

P 08 (P xiv) MEDIAL [g] DELETION

[g] → ∅/V___V(C)=

P 09 (P xv) LABIALIZATION

[−Vocalic] → [+Round]/_[+Round]

(Note: For a discussion of the application of this rule to certain products of P 31 in some Akuapem subdialects, cf. Section 4.7.4, subsection (a).)
P 10 (P xvi)  [U] DELETION

[U] → ∅/ [+Vocalic]

P 11 (P xvii)  PALATALIZATION: 1


(\text{where } X \neq (V)(C)=t/s X)

P 12 (P xxi)  FRONTED ROUND VOWELS

[+Segment] → [-Back]+Round/∅=[iə]

P 13 (P xx)  [I] DELETION

[I] → ∅/ [+Vocalic]

P 14 (P xiii)  FORMATIVE-BOUNDARY DELETION

[+FB] → ∅/[+SC] [+ASP]

P 15 (P xii\textsuperscript{1})  [d] → [r]

[+Consonantal]
+Coronal [+Vocalic] [+Voiced] [+Nasal] → [+Vocalic]/V _V
P 16  LOW-TONE ADDITION TO MONOSYLLABIC VERB ROOT

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [+\text{Segment}] / [-\text{Tone}] [\text{C}[+\text{Tone}]\text{(C)}] # : \text{As} \]

(Note: This rule reappplies to outputs of P 19)

P 17  PRONOUN TONE RAISING

\[ [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / X [+\text{Tone}]\text{(C)}] + \left\{ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Pronoun}] [+\text{PB}] \\
[+\text{Pronoun}] X \\
[+\text{Possessive}] 
\end{array} \right] \right\} : \text{As} \]

P 18  TONE LOWERING BEFORE HIGH-TONE PRONOUN

\[ [+\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}] / [+\text{NEG}] + \text{VR} [C \text{(C)}] + [+\text{Tone}] [+\text{Pronoun}] : \text{As} \]

P 19  TONE RAISING IN MONOSYLLABIC VR

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / X \text{VR} [C \text{(C)}] : \text{Ak-As} \]

(where X \( \neq X[+\text{PRO}] \) in Asante)

P 20  DISYLLABIC VR TONE REVERSAL

\[ \text{VR} [X [+\text{Tone}] X = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Consonantal}] [-\text{Tone}] X \\
[<-\text{Voiced}]_1
\end{array} \right\} \]

\[ \text{VR} [X [-\text{Tone}] X = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
[+\text{Consonantal}] [+\text{Tone}] X \langle [+\text{Segment}] \rangle_2 \\
[<-\text{Voiced}]_1
\end{array} \right\} / \]

\[ \langle [-\text{Tone}] \rangle_1 (C) (\text{RED}) : \text{Ak-As}_2 \]
P 21  GENERAL RULE OF MONOSYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

(a) \[ \text{RED} \rightarrow C_1 \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{aF} \\
+\text{High} \\
\langle+\text{Nasal}\rangle_1 > \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} C_2 \\
\langle+\text{Nasal}\rangle_2 > \\
\langle\text{Tone}\rangle_1 \\
\langle\text{Nasal}\rangle_2 \end{array} \right] \]

(b) \[ \langle+\text{Tone}\rangle \rightarrow \langle+\text{Tone}\rangle / +\text{RED} + \text{VR} [C_{(c)}] \]

P 22  (I) \rightarrow [U] IN MONOSYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

\[ \langle-\text{Back}\rangle \rightarrow [+\text{Back}] / C \left[ \begin{array}{c} [+\text{RED}] (c) + \text{VR} \left[ \begin{array}{c} [+\text{Round}] \\
[-\text{Palatal}] \\
\langle+\text{Coronal}\rangle \\
\langle-\text{Round}\rangle \\
\langle-\text{Coronal}\rangle \end{array} \right] \right] \left[ [+\text{Low}] (c) \right] \]

(Note: For dialectal restrictions, cf. Section 4.62, subsection (a).)

P 23  GENERAL RULE OF DISYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

\[ \text{RED} \rightarrow X_1 = C_1 V_1 < C_2 > / + X_1 = C_1 V_1 (C_2 < \text{Nasal}> ) = \]

(\text{where} \ X_1 = X_1, \ C_1 = C_1, \ V_1 = V_1, \ C_2 = C_2)
NASAL DELETION IN DISYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

(a) 
\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{[-Vocalic]} \\
& \text{[+Nasal]} \\
& \text{[+RED]} \\
\rightarrow \ & \emptyset/=(V_{-VR})_V [X = X] 
\end{align*} \]

(b) 
\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{[+Nasal]} \\
& \text{[+RED]} \\
& \rightarrow \text{[+Nasal]} \\
& \quad \text{[+RED]} \\
\rightarrow \ & \emptyset/+[\text{CVC}] \\
\text{(optional)} \\
\end{align*} \]

(Note: For dialectal restrictions, cf. Section 4.64, subsection (a).)

P 25 (P vi) HOMORGANIC NASAL

\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{[+Consonantal]} \\
& \text{[+Nasal]} \\
\rightarrow \ & \text{[+Coronal]} \\
& \text{[+Back]} \\
& \text{[+High]} 
\end{align*} \]

(Note: For dialectal restrictions in verbs involving disyllabic reduplication, cf. Section 4.64, subsection (b).)

NASAL DELETION IN MONOSYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{[-Vocalic]} \\
& \text{[+Nasal]} \\
& \text{[+RED]} \\
\rightarrow \ & \emptyset/+[\text{V(C)}] : \text{Ak} 
\end{align*} \]
VOWEL GEMINATION IN DISYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

(a) \[
\begin{align*}
+\text{Vocalic} & \quad \alpha F^* \\
\beta \text{Nasal} & \quad \gamma \text{Tone} \\
+\text{RED} & \quad \delta \text{Tone}
\end{align*}
\]

(b) \[
[+\text{Low}] \rightarrow [-\text{Low}] / [+\text{RED}]_{\text{VR}} [C = I]
\]

VOWEL GEMINATION IN RE-DUPLICATED MONOSYLLABIC VERBS

(a) \[
\begin{align*}
-\text{Vocalic} & \quad +\text{RED} \\
\alpha F^* & \quad \gamma \text{Tone}
\end{align*}
\]

(b) \[
\begin{align*}
+\text{Vocalic} & \quad -\text{Vocalic} \\
\beta \text{Nasal} & \quad +\text{Nasal} \\
+\text{RED} & \quad +\text{RED}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) \[
[+\text{Low}] \rightarrow [-\text{Low}] / \begin{align*}
+\text{Vocalic} & \quad I \\
+\text{RED}
\end{align*}
\]

(d) \[
[\alpha F] \rightarrow [\beta F] / \begin{align*}
+\text{Vocalic} & \quad \beta F \\
+\text{RED} & \quad +\text{RED}
\end{align*}
\]

(where \(\alpha F\) and \(\beta F\) = all unmentioned features)

FINAL \([w] \rightarrow [\text{?}]\)

\([w] \rightarrow [\text{?}] / __ + : \text{As, Fa}^2\)
P 30  FINAL [r,m,n] → [?] 

\[
\begin{align*}
\{[r]\} &\rightarrow [?]/\left[\frac{VR}{+VR}\right]+ \\
\{[m]\} &\rightarrow [?]/\left[\frac{+P \ 30}{+VR}\right]+ \\
\{[n]\} &\rightarrow [?]
\end{align*}
\]

(Note: For dialect-specific conditions on this rule, cf. Section 4.72)

P 31  VOWEL ADDITION TO NON-VOWEL-FINAL VERB ROOT

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
+\text{Vocalic} \\
+\text{High} \\
\langle +\text{Back} \rangle_1 \\
\langle -\text{Back} \rangle_2 \\
\langle +\text{Tense} \rangle_3 \\
\langle -\text{Tense} \rangle_4 \\
\langle +\text{Nasal} \rangle_5 \\
\langle -\text{Nasal} \rangle_6 \\
\langle +\text{Tone} \rangle 
\end{cases}
/ \begin{cases} 
+\text{Vocalic} \\
+\text{High} \\
\langle +\text{Back} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Back} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{Tense} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Tense} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{Nasal} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Nasal} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{VR} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{VR} \rangle
\end{cases}
+ \left\langle \frac{\langle +\text{Consonantal} \rangle}{+\text{Consonantal}} \right\rangle
\]

P 32  RESYLLABIFICATION

CVC=V## → CV=CV##

(Note: This rule reapplyes immediately whenever the conditions for its application are met.)

P 33  FINAL VOWEL → [?]

\[
\begin{cases} 
+\text{Vocalic} \\
+\text{High} \\
\langle +\text{Back} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Back} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{Tense} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Tense} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{Nasal} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{Nasal} \rangle \\
\langle +\text{VR} \rangle \\
\langle -\text{VR} \rangle
\end{cases}
\rightarrow \emptyset \left\langle \frac{\langle VR[X]=+[Voiced] \rangle}{VR[X]+\text{##}} \right\rangle
\]

(where: (a) affected segment \# [+PAS] 
(b) various dialect-specific conditions are met (cf. Section 4.79)
PAST VOWEL ADDITION

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [\text{+Segment}] / \, VR \left[ X \right] [\text{aF}] [+\text{PAS}] \]

(where \( F \) = all segmental features, and \( a = + \) for [Vocalic], - for [Consonantal])

PAST CONTRACTION: 1

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow \emptyset / VR [X] [+\text{Tone}] X [-\text{Tone}] X [-\text{Tone}] [+\text{PAS}] : Fa \]

PAST SUFFIX DELETION AND CONSONANT LENGTHENING

(a) \[ [+\text{PAS}] \rightarrow \emptyset / X \]

(where \( X \neq [+\text{PB}] \))

(b) \[ \emptyset \rightarrow [+\text{Segment}] / VR [X] [-\text{Vocalic}] [+\text{PAS}] : As \]

(where the input to (b) has undergone (a))

ASSIMILATION OF VOWELS TO PAST SUFFIX

\[ [+\text{Back}] \rightarrow [-\text{Back}] / \begin{cases} VR [X] [-\text{Vocalic}] [+\text{PAS}] \\ VR [X] [+\text{Vocalic}] (+?) [+\text{PAS}] \end{cases} : Fa \]

PAST CONTRACTION: 2

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow \emptyset / VR [X] [+\text{Vocalic}] [(?)] \begin{cases} [+\text{PAS}] \\ [+\text{Vocalic}] [+\text{PAS}] \end{cases} : Ak \]

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow \emptyset / VR [X] [+\text{Vocalic}] [(?)] \begin{cases} [+\text{PAS}] \\ [+\text{Vocalic}] [+\text{PAS}] \end{cases} : Fa \]
P 39  SUBORDINATIVE AND NOMINAL-SUFFIX DELETION

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow \emptyset / [+\text{Tone} / [+\text{SUB} / [+\text{NS} ] ] ] \]

(where \( \text{SUB} \) is the last IC of VP; optional or inapplicable in Asante in certain cases—cf. Section 4.81, subsection (a))

P 40  VOWEL HARMONY IN SUBORDINATIVE AND NOMINAL SUFFIX

(a) \[ [-\text{High}] \rightarrow [+\text{High}] / [+\text{SUB} / [+\text{NS} ] ] ] \]

(b) \[ [+\text{Back} / [+\text{Tense} / [+\text{Nasal} ] ] ] \]

(where \( \text{SUB} \) is the last IC of VP)

P 41  TONE RAISING BEFORE SUBORDINATIVE AND NOMINAL SUFFIX

\[ [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / [+\text{SUB} / [+\text{NS} ] ] ] \]

(where \([a]\) indicates that segmental features are present; for restrictions on application of this rule to segments preceding \( \text{SUB} \), cf. Section 4.81, subsection (c))

P 42  SUBJECT-CONCORD ASSIMILATION IN PERFECT AND CONSECUTIVE

(a) \[ [\varepsilon] \rightarrow [\omega] / [+\text{SC} / [+\text{SC} ] ] \]

(b) \[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow \emptyset / [+\text{SC} / [+\text{SC} ] ] \]

(c) \[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [\varepsilon] / [+\text{SC} / [+\text{SC} ] ] \]
P 43  STATIVE/CONSECUTIVE LOW TONE

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / \left\{ [+\text{STA}] [+\text{NEG}] \_\right\}_v X \_X \left\{ [+\text{CON}] \_C \_C \right\}_v \]

P 44  NEGATIVE-STATIVE HIGH TONE

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / [+\text{STA}] + [+\text{NEG}] + C \_ + \text{Fa} \]

P 45  PAST LOW TONE

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Low}] / \_v X \_C \_C \_C \_X [+\text{PAS}] : \text{As} \]

(where \( X \neq x + [+\text{NEG}] + X \))

P 46  PAST TONE CHANGES

(a) \[ [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / \_v  \_C \_C \_C [+\text{PAS}] : \text{Fa} \]

(b) \[ v R \_X \_[-\text{Tone}] X [+\text{Tone}] X \_X \_X [+\text{Tone}] X [-\text{Tone}] X \_X [+\text{PAS}] : \text{Fa} \]

(c) \[ v R \_X [+\text{Tone}] X \_X \_X \_[-\text{Tone}] X \_X [+\text{Tone}] X \_X [+\text{PAS}] : \text{Fa} \]

(where (b) and (c) are disjunctively ordered)

P 47  INGRESSIVE LOW TONE

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}] : \text{Ak-As} \]
HIGH TONE AFTER PERFECT

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/[+\text{SC}][+\text{PER}]^{VR}_{\text{ING}}[C_{---}X] \]

OPTATIVE TONE

(a) \[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/[+\text{OPT}][\text{ING}_{X_{---}}]^{VR}_{X_{---}X} \]

(b) \[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}]/[+\text{OPT}][+\text{ING}]^{VR}_{X=C_{---}X} : \text{Fa} \]

MONOSYLLABIC VR TONE REVERSAL

\[ [-\text{Tone}]^{VR}_{+[\text{SC}]+\text{ASP}} + [C [+\text{Tone}](C)] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]^{VR}_{+[\text{SC}]+\text{ASP}} [C [-\text{Tone}](C)]: \text{Ak-Fa} \]

HIGH TONE ON PERFECT

\[ [+\text{PER}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/_+C [+\text{Tone}] : \text{Fa} \]

HIGH-TONE SECOND-PERSON SUBJECT CONCORD

\[ [-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/^{2nd \text{ Person}}_{+\text{SC}} \]

(\text{where} \[ ^{2nd \text{ Person}}_{+\text{SC}} \neq \text{Fa} [\text{w}3])
P 53 HIGH TONE ON PROGRESSIVE BEFORE NEGATIVE

\[-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/\underline{\text{+PRO}}/ [+\text{NEG}]

P 54 NEGATIVE HIGH TONE BEFORE PAST

\[\alpha\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/\underline{\text{+NEG}}/ [+\text{Vocalic}] /\underline{\text{X}}/ [+\text{PAS}] : \text{Fa}

P 55 HIGH TONE SUBJECT CONCORD BEFORE HIGH-TONE NEGATIVE, PROGRESSIVE, OR OPTATIVE

\[-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}]/\underline{\text{+SC}} \left\{ \left\lfloor +\text{Tone} \right\rfloor \underline{\text{+NEG}} \cup \text{OPT} \right\} 
\{ +\text{Tone} \} \underline{\text{+PRO} } [+\text{NEG}]

P 56 PROGRESSIVE-ASPECT FORM

(a) \[\text{[r][aF]} \rightarrow \emptyset/ \underline{\text{+Segment}} \]
\[\text{\beta\text{Tone} } \text{\text{+PRO} } \] : \text{As (obligatory), Ak-Fa (optional)}

(where \[\text{aF} = \text{all unmentioned feature specifications of the vowel of PRO}\])

(b) \[ +\text{Vocalic} \]
\[ +\text{Low} \] \rightarrow \[ -\text{Low} \]/\underline{\text{X}} +\text{Segment} \]

(where X \[ \neq +\text{[+NEG]}X\])

(c) \[ \emptyset\text{F} \rightarrow [\text{aF}]/[\text{aF}]/[ +\text{Segment} ] \]

(where \[ \alpha = + \text{for [Vocalic] and - for [Consonantal], and where X \[ \neq +\text{[+NEG]}X\])}
P 57 PREFIX HIGH-TONE AGREEMENT

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [+\text{Segment}] / [+\text{Tone}](C)(+) \left\{ \begin{array}{l} [+\text{PER}] \\ [+\text{CON}] \\ [+\text{NEG}] + VR[X=X] + [+\text{PAS}] \end{array} \right\} : \text{Ak-As} \]
\[ [+] + [+\text{STA}] + [+] [+\text{NEG}] \]

(Note: In Asante, this rule follows P 58)

P 58 HIGH TONE AFTER NEGATIVE BEFORE PAST

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] / [-\text{Tone}] + [+\text{NEG}] + VR[X=X] + [+\text{PAS}] : \text{Ak-As} \]

P 59 TONE LOWERING IN DISYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

(a) \[ [+\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}] / \text{RED}[X=X] + X \_X \]

(b) \[ [+\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}] / \text{RED}[X=X] \begin{array}{l} [+\text{Consonantal}] \\ [+\text{Nasal}] \end{array} \]

P 60 VERB-FINAL SUBORDINATIVE TONE CHANGES

\[ \begin{array}{c} [+\text{SC}] \\ [+\text{ASP}] \\ [+\text{ING}] \end{array} \]
\[ (+\text{Tone}) \left\{ \begin{array}{l} VR[C \_X (C)] / \left\{ \begin{array}{l} [+] [+] \\ [+\text{NEG}] + [+\text{PAS}] \end{array} \right\} / X+V [+\text{SUB}] \\ VR[C \_X +X] / [+\text{FUT} + \_ING] \end{array} \right\} \]

(Note: In Asante applies to [+SC] only if following formative is PRO, PER, CON, or NEG)
P 60 **Continuation of Verb-Final Subordinative Tone Changes**

(b) \( \emptyset \rightarrow \left[ +\text{Segment} \right] / \rightarrow [+\text{NEG}]X_v [+\text{SUB}] \)

P 61 **Imperative Low Tone**

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [-\text{Tone}] / \left\{ \left[ [+\text{STA}] [+\text{NEG}] \right] \right\} _{\text{VR}} [X-X]Y \]

(If environment is \([+\text{STA}] [+\text{NEG}] \) \(_{\text{VR}} [X-X]Y\), Y does not include \(v[+\text{SUB}]\))

P 62 **High Negative, Low Verb Root Before Past**

\( \left[ +\text{Segment} \right] / [-\text{Tone}] +_{\text{VR}} \left[ +\text{Tone} \right] C[+\text{Tone}(C)] \rightarrow \left[ +\text{Tone} \right] +_{\text{VR}} \left[ +\text{NEG} \right] C[-\text{Tone}(C)] / \)

\( [+\text{Tone}(C)] +_{\text{PAS}} [+\text{Tone}] / \text{As} \)

P 63 **Subordinative Tone Adjustment**

\( \left[ +\text{Tone} \right] C[+\text{Tone}(C)] \rightarrow \) 

\( \left[ +\text{Tone} \right] \left[ +\text{SUB} \right] / \text{As} \)

P 64 **Low-Tone Subject Concord Deletion**

\( \left[ -\text{Tone} \right] \emptyset \) 

\( \emptyset \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{Ak-As} \)
P 65  TONE RAISING IN DISYLLABIC REDUPLICATION

(a) \( \emptyset \rightarrow [\text{+Segment}]_W \) \( \rightarrow [\text{+Tone}]_{\text{RED}}[X=X]CV(C)\_X[X+[PB]] : \text{As} \)

(where \( W \neq X+\text{RED} \))

(b) \([-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [\text{+Tone}]_F \) \( \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{+Segment} \\ \text{\( \phi = \)} \end{array} \right] \) \( X \_X[X+[PB]] : \text{As} \)

(where \( \phi F \) has been introduced by part (a) of the rule)

P 66  CONSECUTIVE/IMPERATIVE HIGH TONE BEFORE PHRASE BOUNDARY

[\(+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [\text{+Tone}]_C \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{+CON} \\ \text{\( \phi = \)} \end{array} \right] [+\text{IMP}]_V[C \_C)]+[PB] \)

P 67  HIGH TONE AFTER INGRESSIVE DISYLLABIC VR BEFORE PHRASE BOUNDARY

\( \emptyset \rightarrow [\text{+Segment}]_V \) \( \rightarrow [\text{+Tone}]_R[X=X]_V[X+[PB]] : \text{Ak-As} \)

P 68  HIGH TONE ON VERB-FINAL NON-VOWEL BEFORE PHRASE BOUNDARY

\([-\text{Tone}] \rightarrow [\text{+Tone}]_C[X[+\text{Vocalic}] = \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\(-\text{Vocalic-\)}} \\ \text{\(+\text{Consonantal}\)} \end{array} \right] ([?])[+PB] \)

P 69  (P xxii)  VOWEL TENSING (WITHIN WORD BOUNDARIES)

\( [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [\text{+Tense}]_C[X[+\text{Vocalic}] \_X[+\text{Tense}] \_Y \_ \)

(\( \text{where: (a) if the affected segment precedes X, X does not}
\text{include a [+Vocalic,-G] segment; (b) if the affected segment}
\text{follows Y, Y does not include a [+Vocalic,-G] segment})} \)
P 70 (P iii) \[\eta \rightarrow [n]\]

\[\eta \rightarrow [n]/V - \{(+V)\} - \{(\eta)\} - \#\# \rightarrow \text{As-Fa}\]

\[\eta \rightarrow [n]/V - \{(+V)\} - \{(\eta)\} - \#\# \rightarrow \text{Fa}\]

P 71 (P iv) \[[\eta(\eta)]\] VOCALIZATION

(a) \[\eta \rightarrow \emptyset/[\eta] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{As}\]

(b) \[\eta \rightarrow \left[+\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{As}\]

P 72 (P vii) PROGRESSIVE NON-VOWEL NASALIZATION

\[\left[-\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right] - \left[-\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{Fa}^n\]

P 73 (P viii) NASALIZED VOWEL SEQUENCES

\[\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{Fa}^n\]

P 74 (P ix) REGRESSIVE VOWEL NASALIZATION

\[\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Vocalic}\right] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{Fa}^n\]

P 75 (P xviii) PALATALIZATION: 2

\[\left[-\text{Vocalic}\right]/\left[+\text{Palatal}\right]/\left[+\text{Palatal}\right] - \#\# \rightarrow \text{Fa}\]
P 76 (P xxv) PROGRESSIVE VOWEL BACKING

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Back}] / [-\text{Vocalic}] \quad [-\text{Vocalic}] = \]

P 77 (P xxvi) REGRESSIVE VOWEL BACKING

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Back}] / [+\text{Round}] + : \text{Fa} \]

P 78 (P xxvii) BACKNESS HARMONY

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [-\text{aBack}] / [-\text{aBack}] X [-\text{aBack}] / [-\text{G}] = : \text{Fa} \]

(where X does not include a \([+\text{Vocalic},-\text{G}]\) segment)

P 79 HIGH-TONE ADDITION IN ENVIRONMENT HIGH-LOW-HIGH

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [+\text{Segment}] / [+\text{Tone}] = C[-\text{Tone}] = \_ \left( \left[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \right] \cup [+\text{Consonantal}] \right) \rightarrow [+\text{Tone}] \]

P 80 (P xxviii) VOWEL DELETION BEFORE \([r]\)

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow \emptyset / C = r \]

P 81 FUTURE: mebe \rightarrow mr

\[ [+\text{Segment}] \rightarrow \emptyset / [+\text{Vocalic}] \cup [+\text{Consonantal}] / [+\text{SC}] \cup [+\text{FUT}] : \text{Ak-As} \]

1st Person
+Singula
P 82  GLOTTAL-STOP ADDITION

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow [?] / \begin{pmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ +\text{VR} \\ + \text{P 82} \end{pmatrix} \rightarrow : \text{Ak} \]

P 83  (Pxxiii)  VOWEL TENSING ACROSS WORD BOUNDARIES

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow [+\text{Tense}] / \begin{pmatrix} +\text{Vocalic} \\ -\text{Low} \\ +\text{Tense} \end{pmatrix} \]

P 84  (P xxiv)  \[ [\text{e}] \rightarrow [\text{a}]/[e] \]

\[ [+\text{Vocalic}] \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} [+\text{Coronal}] \\ [-\text{Low}] \end{pmatrix} / \begin{pmatrix} [+\text{Vocalic}] \\ +\text{Tense} \end{pmatrix} : \text{Ak-As} \]

\[ [+\text{Tense} / \begin{pmatrix} +\text{Tense} \end{pmatrix} : \text{Fa} \]

P 85  (P xxx)  TONE INCORPORATION

\[ [\text{aTone}] \rightarrow (\text{c}) \rightarrow (\text{c}) \]

\[ [\text{Segment}] \rightarrow [\text{Segment}] \]

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset \end{pmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ (\text{c})= \begin{pmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset \end{pmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} \text{aTone} \\ \emptyset \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ (\text{c})= * \]

(where \( \emptyset \) indicates that no segmental features are present)

P 86  (P xxix)  DOWNDRIFT

\[ [\text{aTone}] \rightarrow [\text{Pitch n}]/[+\text{PB}] \]

\[ (\text{a}) \rightarrow [\text{Pitch n}+1]/[+\text{PB}] \]

\[ (\text{b}) \rightarrow [\text{Pitch n}+2]/[+\text{PB}] \]

\[ (\text{c}) \rightarrow [\text{Pitch n}-1]/[+\text{PB}] \]

\[ (\text{where \( X \) and \( Y \) do not include tone-bearing segments other than those affected by the rule, and \( X \) does not include a [+PB]]) \]
TONE SIMPLIFICATION

\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{gTone} & \text{yTone} \\
\text{OF} & \text{OF} \\
\hline
\end{array}\right\} & \rightarrow \left\{\begin{array}{|c|}
\text{+Tone} \\
\text{OF} \\
\hline
\end{array}\right\} \quad (\text{where } \alpha \text{ or } \gamma = +) \\
\left\{\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{gTone} & \text{yTone} \\
\text{OF} & \text{OF} \\
\hline
\end{array}\right\} & \rightarrow \left\{\begin{array}{|c|}
\text{-Tone} \\
\text{OF} \\
\hline
\end{array}\right\} \quad (\text{where } \alpha \text{ and } \gamma = -)
\end{align*}
\]

(where [\text{OF}] indicates that segmental features are present and [\text{OF}] indicates that no segmental features are present)
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